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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1. The New Template Model and the Phonology-Morphology
Interface
1.1.1. The Aim and Scope
Languages have been observed to have phonological processes which show
sensitivity to morphological boundaries. Devoicing and vowel harmony can be
considered as two examples where the former tends to appear in word final
positions and the latter respects word boundaries, i.e. it cannot jump into the
next word. These phonological processes drew a lot of attention in past
phonology literature, where various mechanisms have been proposed to
explain the properties of these processes. Previous phonological studies tried
to explain those phonological processes and their relation to morphological
boundaries with the help of extra-phonological objects; i.e. attempts have been
made to differentiate bases (stems and roots) and affixes from each other via
certain external tools, such as diacritics (+, #) (SPE (The Sound Pattern of
English): Chomsky and Halle, 1968), levels (Lexical Phonology: Kiparsky, 1982;
Kaisse and Shaw, 1985; Mohanan, 1986; Booij and Rubach, 1987) and brackets
(Government Phonology: Kaye, Lowenstamm and Vergnaud, 1990; Kaye, 1995).
However, all these extra-phonological objects bring arbitrariness to
phonological theory because there must be a direct relation between
phonological processes and the phonological environment (Kaye, Lowenstamm
and Vergnaud, 1990). This means that no phonologically context-free objects or
rules can explain a phonological process.
Different from previous accounts, the present study aims to explain the
phonology-morphology interface and phonological processes without referring
to diacritics, brackets or any extra-phonological objects. We propose an
analysis for the phonology-morphology interface by developing a new model of
constituent structure for phonological theory. Our model is based on the
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templates, by which the specific morphological categories such as base
(root/stem), prefix and suffix become visible in the phonology component. Note
that the term “base”, but not “root” or “stem”, is the preferred usage in the
present study since it is the term which describes our data in the best way.
Bauer (1983:20) defines “base” as any form to which affixes of any kind can be
attached, while “stem” refers to the form to which inflectional affixes attach,
and the label “root” refers to unanalyzable units. Since we work on both
derivational and inflectional suffixation as well as prefixation in light of the
phonology-morphology interface, “base” seems to be a more comprehensive
term for our research compared to others, such as stem or root.
Through great detail, the present study claims that a base is
recognizable by its unique constituent structure (1a) and that it is
distinguishable from a suffix (1b) and/or prefix (1c), each of which having its
own specific constituent structure in phonology. These unique constituent
structures are called “templates” in our model and, thanks to these templates,
we argue that phonological processes and the phonology-morphology interface
are non-arbitrarily explainable in our model.
(1)

a. Onset Nucleus … Onset
b. Nucleus … Onset
c. Onset … Nucleus

Base Template
Suffix Template
Prefix Template

Our model implies that phonology does not need to know any morphological
label such as base, suffix or prefix, since the phonological templates already
include this information. As a novel attempt, we argue that bases (including
stems and roots) begin with and end in an O(nset), as given in (1a). Suffixes, on
the other hand, begin with an N(ucleus) and end in an O(nset) (1b), while
prefixes begin with an O(nset) and end in an N(ucleus) (1c). Note that the
number of the nodes in a template is not pre-specified and that there might be
phonetically silent nodes in our system. The template model suggests that the
labels (base, prefix, suffix) are redundant since that morphological information
is already visible by the constituent structure, as given in (2a-c).
(2)

a.
b.
Prefix Base
ON
O…O

c.
Suffix
NO

O…O
In our template model, a prefix is always phonologically distinguished from a
suffix and base, a suffix from a prefix and base, and a base from a prefix and
suffix thanks to their constituent structure. They all come to phonology with
their own templates. In this respect, a prefix naturally attaches to the left of the
base and a suffix to the right to keep the phonological string in the ON…O
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template, as in (2), since a prefix+base or base+suffix or prefix+base+suffix
combination is also a base in the end: ON…O.
The visibility of the morphological category on phonology is very
important for the phonology-morphology interface since some phonological
processes are sensitive to these morphological categories, as we noted before.
According to this information, some phonological processes can apply in one
phonological environment but not in another, i.e. vowel harmony in Turkish
cannot go from one base to another, but it is possible (though not necessary)
from the base to the suffix; or, devoicing in Turkish appears in base final noncontinuant voiced obstruents but not in the base internal ones. Throughout the
dissertation, we will show that all these phonological processes can naturally
and non-arbitrarily be explained in our template model without the help of any
diacritics or extra-phonological tools. Note that we argue for the visibility of
morphological categories (base, prefix, suffix) on phonological templates. This
means that phonology only infers from the templates that a linguistic form is a
suffix or a prefix or a base, but cannot know more about morphology:
information regarding whether a form is derivational, inflectional, case marker,
verbal, nominal, etc. is not visible on the templates and in phonology.
Therefore, the phonology-morphology interface is limited to the templatic
information in our model.
Note also that the model we offer seems to have common points with
Government Phonology (GP) (Kaye, Lowenstamm and Vergnaud, 1990),
especially regarding elemental representation and certain principles such as
the Non-Arbitrariness Principle. However, our model is different from the
standard GP, especially in constituent structure and licensing relations. In GP,
the bases and affixes are indistinguishable from each other with respect to the
constituent structure, as in (3).
(3)

The Standard GP
ONON
base, suffix, prefix

(3) shows that in the standard GP, all bases, suffixes and prefixes begin with an
O and end in an N. This means that an onset and a nucleus exist on a
phonological string as a pair (ON) since every onset must be licensed by a
nucleus (Harris, 1994) in the standard GP. Thus, the categorical information
(base, suffix, prefix) seems not to exist in the constituent structure in the
standard GP, as opposed to our model. Instead, this information is conveyed in
the standard GP via brackets (4a-b).
(4)

The Standard GP
a. [[ONON][ONON]]
b. [[ONON]ONON]

For instance, (4a) shows that there are two bases (roots/stems), where both
have their right and left brackets, while (4b) is an example of the base+suffix
combination due to the absence of the left and right brackets on the second
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part. Brackets, which are extra-phonological objects or diacritics, seem to tell
phonology which phonological processes can apply and which cannot in a
specific phonological context in the standard GP. In our model, however, we
reject the existence of the brackets as other diacritics; since they are extraphonological objects, they have no place in phonology. Instead, we assert the
claim that morphological information (base, suffix, prefix) already exists on the
constituent structure via templates; further, certain phonological processes,
such as vowel harmony or devoicing, may or may not apply, depending on this
information, as we will discuss throughout the dissertation.
Consider the instances of possible morphological combinations in our
model, given in (5a-c).
(5)

The Template Model
a. O N O
O N O
b. O N O
N O
c. O N
O N O

base+base
base+suffix
prefix+base

For (5a), we argue that there are two bases since two Os (or two Ns) cannot be
adjacent on the same phonological string, according to the Clash Principle (6), in
our system.
(6)

The Clash Principle
Identical phonological constituents cannot be adjacent in the same
constituent structure: *OO / *NN.

In (5b-c), on the other hand, the templates show us that there are base+suffix
and prefix+base combinations, respectively. The difference between (5a) and
(5b-c) is crucial in terms of vowel harmony. Vowel harmony is a process in
Turkish that is possible root-internally, but it is more active in the course of
suffixation (Charette and Göksel, 1996). It is also sensitive to morphological
boundaries. (5a-b) are exemplified with Turkish vowel harmony data, as given
in (7a, c), respectively.
(7)

The Template Model
a. demir kapı

iron door

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

d

e

m

i

r

k

a

p

ı

(I)
No Element Spreading

*OO

Blocking Site
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b. *demir kepi
c. demir-ler

iron-pl
Proper Government

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
x

x

x

x

x

d

e

m

i

r

Na0 Oa1 Na1 Oa2
x

x

x

x

l

e

r

No Blocking Site

(I)
Element Spreading

In (7a), the Element I cannot spread from one base to another since the
adjacent Os are the signs of the separate bases. Accordingly, the adjacency of O3
and O1 is a blocking site against vowel harmony. Thus, the output given in (7b)
is not possible. However, the elements may (but not must) spread from the
base vowel to the suffix vowel, as in (7c), since there is no blocking site to block
the element spreading in the base+suffix combination. Therefore, vowel
harmony goes across the suffixal part in (7c): from N2 to Na1.
Recall that the main argument of our template model is that there is no
need for the labels base, suffix, prefix and we are therefore not in need of extraphonological objects such as brackets or other diacritics to explain phonological
processes within the phonology-morphology interface. Thus, these labels do
not exist in our theory. The categorical information base, suffix or prefix does
exist on the phonological constituents/templates. Thanks to the templates, we
can explain the blocking of vowel harmony in (7a). Although we will use these
labels as terms throughout the dissertation to refer to morphological
categories, our claim is that they do not have any theoretical status in
phonology.
Another issue raised in the present study is related to the status of the
base ending. Recall that in the standard GP all words have ONON structure,
which means that the final N is always in the structure, even if the word ends in
a consonant (8).
(8)

The Standard GP
O1 N1 O2 N2
x

x

x

x

c

a

t

P-Licensing
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All phonological strings end in an N in the standard GP, as in (8), and the final N
may remain silent due to the domain final p-licensing. Domain final p-licensing
is argued to be allowed in some languages but not in others, depending on how
the language fixes the Domain Final P-licensing Parameter (9).
(9)

The Domain Final P-licensing Parameter
Domain-final (empty) categories are p-licensed.
ON: German, Polish, Arabic.
OFF: Italian, Japanese, Vata.
Adapted from Kaye (1992:13) Example (20)

According to (9), when languages fix the Domain Final P-licensing Parameter
ON, their final nucleus position may be p-licensed and muted, as in German,
Polish and Arabic. It means that words may end in a consonant. However, if the
parameter is fixed OFF in a given language, the words are not allowed to end in
a consonant but must end in a vowel, as is the case with Italian, Japanese and
Vata, according to Kaye (1992, 1995).
The present study argues against the final empty N and the Domain
Final P-licensing Parameter of GP due to certain theoretical and empirical
problems. First, the source of the p-licensing is unknown. In the standard GP, an
empty nucleus can remain silent if it is properly governed by a full nucleus on
its right. Otherwise, the nucleus must be realized. Our question is how the final
empty nucleus is licensed if there is no licensor for it. Also, why are the domainfinal (empty) categories p-licensed in some languages? What is the motivation
for domain final p-licensing? These questions do not have accurate answers in
the theory.
Besides, the Domain Final P-licensing Parameter describes the general
differences among languages regarding the final position, but it does not
present a theoretical explanation for these differences. The Domain Final Plicensing Parameter evaluates languages in a black and white way: languages
have either an obligatory final vowel, or they have no obligatory final vowel. It
cannot explain why the final consonant appears in some languages although
they fix the parameter OFF: e.g. Japanese may allow base final consonant
appearance under some conditions. Also, languages which fix the parameter ON
may differ from each other in terms of their final position: i.e. Turkish and
Polish have different restrictions on the base final onsets, although they both
set the parameter OFF. GP’s parameter given in (9) ignores all these facts. In
contrast to GP, we argue that there are also different sub-choices for languages
under the big parametric choice; therefore, languages which fix the parameter
in the same way may differ from each other with respect to their final position,
as we will discuss later in this section.
Recall that the template model in the present study proposes that
bases end in an O(nset) instead of an N(ucleus) in all languages, as given in (2).
In our model, we follow the claims that (i) every nucleus licenses its onset pair
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(Harris, 1994), and (ii) a licensed constituent (onset) is likely to support more
melodic material (Scheer, 2004). Consider (10).
Onset Licensing

(10)

O1

Onset Licensing

N1

O2

N2 …

No Onset Licensing

Ox

Given in (10), all onset positions in our model have a licensor nucleus except
the final one (Ox). Our claim is that there can be no consonant in that final
position in certain languages (Italian, Vata, Zulu, etc.) since it is not licensed. On
the other hand, the final O can be melodically realized in other languages
(English, French, Malayalam, Polish, Turkish, etc.) despite the lack of licensing
by a nucleus. Compare (11a-b).
(11)

a. Italian
O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
c

a

s

a

‘house’

b. Turkish
O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
k a s

a

p

‘butcher’

In (11a), no melodic material can exist in O3 since the unlicensed onsets cannot
have any melodic content in Italian. In Turkish (11b), on the other hand, a
consonant can occur in the base final position (O 3) without being licensed.
Accordingly, it is obvious that some languages (Italian, Vata, Zulu) show
intolerance to the occurrence of a consonant in an unlicensed onset position,
while others (Turkish, Polish, etc.) do not. In our model, we explain this
difference among languages via the Final Onset Parameter (12).
(12)

The Final Onset Parameter
The base final onsets must be melodically mute.
ON: Italian, Vata, Zulu:
Bases must end in a vowel, not in a consonant.
OFF: Japanese, Malayalam, English, French, Turkish, Polish:
Bases may end in a consonant or a vowel.
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In the template model, our claim is that every nucleus licenses its onset pair but
that onsets do not need to be licensed by a nucleus to exist on the template.
This means that the base template always ends in an O in every single language.
As a parametric choice (the Final Onset Parameter-ON), the base final onsets
must be mute in some languages, i.e. they never allow the base final O position
to be melodically filled out. Therefore, the base final O must be empty in
languages such as Italian, Vata, and Zulu. In some others (the Final Onset
Parameter-OFF), on the other hand, the base final onsets do not need to be
mute, i.e. the existence of a consonant in the base final position is tolerated in
those languages. Accordingly, the bases may end in a consonant in the Final
Onset Parameter-OFF languages (Japanese, Malayalam, English, French, Turkish,
and Polish).
Note that setting the Final Onset Parameter OFF does not necessarily
mean that there may be any consonants in the base final position of the
languages, since the ideal case for the base final onset is muteness, according to
the Final Onset Parameter, as it is an unlicensed onset. Therefore, lenition
(weakening) probably occurs in the base final onset position, although this
position is allowed to be melodically filled out in the languages which set the
Final Onset Parameter OFF. In the present study, we argue for the existence of
certain sub-parameters under the big parameters. The languages which set the
Final Onset Parameter (the big parameter) OFF may be subject to different
weakening processes since those languages may fix the sub-parameters under
the Final Onset Parameter in a different way.
Accordingly, certain consonants or groups of consonants may be
restricted from the base final onset position depending on the sub-parametric
settings of each language. For instance, devoicing appears in the base final
voiced non-continuant obstruents in Turkish: the base final voiced noncontinuant obstruents become voiceless bases finally, as in (13a), which is
called final devoicing (Inkelas and Orgun, 1994 among others); the noncontinuant obstruents are consistently voiceless (13d-f):
(13)

a. kanat ‘wing’
*kanad

b. kanad-ı

wing-acc

c. kanat-lar
*kanad-lar

wing-pl /D/

d. sanat ‘art’

e. sanat-ı

art+acc

f. sanat-lar

art-pl /t/

As seen in (13a-f), it seems that devoicing is sensitive to morpheme boundaries
in (13a, c) since a non-continuant voiced obstruent /d/ devoices in the base
final position (13a) and in the course of suffixation (13c). However, no
devoicing appears in (13b) although there is still suffixation. In contrast to
(13c), there is a full licensor (suffix initial) nucleus [ı] for the non-continuant
voiced obstruent, so there is no devoicing in (13b).
As noted above, we eliminate the domain final p-licensed empty
nucleus from the constituent structure since it is unmotivated. This elimination
means that the final O has no N pair. Thus, it is an unlicensed O. Recall that a
licensed constituent (onset) is likely to support more melodic material (Scheer
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2004:161). What we claim is that the final Os may lose their phonological
ingredient, which means elements, due to a lenition process in the Final Onset
Parameter-OFF languages since they are single: there is no nucleus which can
license the final O.
Furthermore, languages such as Japanese, Malayalam, English, French,
Polish and Turkish all fix the Final Onset Parameter OFF, but we observe that
there are different restrictive effects on the base final onset in each language.
Accordingly, in the base final onset position: (i) only a placeless N is possible in
Japanese; (ii) the obstruents are not allowed in Malayalam; (iii) the base final
branching onsets cannot occur in English; and (iv) the base final obstruent
devoicing appears in Turkish and Polish. The relevant question is: why are
there different variations in the base final onset among these languages
although they all set the parameter OFF? We are going to answer all these
questions under the Parametric Hierarchical System, which is the novelty that
we bring into phonological theory.
The system of the Parametric Hierarchy was first developed by
Biberauer (2011), Biberauer and Roberts (2012), Branigan (2012) and Roberts
(2012) to explain the syntactic micro-variations among languages. They
basically argue that there are macro-parameters in syntax which also have
many sub-parameters (meso, micro, nano) that in turn differentiate languages
from each other. The syntactic differences among and within languages stem
from their different ON/OFF choices for sub-parameters. In the present study,
as mentioned above, we also argue that languages have different degrees of
variations and restrictions on the base final onset since they fix the subparameters in different ways, although they do fix the Final Onset Parameter
(the macro parameter) in the same way. Our suggestion is that it is important
to explain cross-linguistic phonological variations in parallel to syntax, due to
the fact that it has been a goal for linguistic theory to draw correspondences
between different linguistic modules (Kaye, 1995; Jackendoff, 2002; Scheer,
2009, 2011).
The system offered under the Parametric Hierarchical System also
accounts for the so-called exceptions to phonological processes. The
mechanism offered for this purpose is called the Pointed Empty Nucleus. We
claim that one of the jobs of the Pointed Empty Nucleus is to explain the
apparently “exceptional” cases, such as nano-parametric intra-linguistic
variations. An example for the existence of the Pointed Empty Nucleus comes
from Turkish.
(14)

a. hac
b. üstad
c. metod

[dʒ]
[d]
[d]

‘pilgrim’
‘master’
‘method’
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As exemplified in (14a-c), devoicing in Turkish seems to fail in some base final
positions, as opposed to the general tendency given in (13a, c). 1 The question is
how devoicing is blocked in those bases. A possible answer comes with the
Pointed Empty Nucleus: the naive representation of (14c) is presented in (15).
(15)

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4
m

e

t

o

d

x

We argue that the base final consonants are followed by an empty NO pair
(N3O4), as in (15). Our claim is that the N3, which is a Pointed Empty Nucleus, is
licensed by the previous nucleus N2 at the projection level to survive in the
structure, as given in (16). The Pointed Empty Nucleus is different from the
usual empty nucleus, which remains empty if it is properly governed. Our
argument is that the Pointed Empty Nucleus (N3) can license the final obstruent
(O3), as in (16).
Projection Licensing

R >>>> R
Onset Licensing

(16)

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4
x

x

x

x

x

m

e

t

o

d

x
‘method’

In the present study, we suggest that the failure of devoicing is not an exception
in (16). The obstruent which seems to fail to devoice is not the final onset, but it
is followed by an NO, (N3 and O4) in (16). Since O3 is not the final onset and it is
followed and licensed by a nucleus (N3), no devoicing appears in (16). Our
study also claims that N3, which is an empty nucleus, can occur on the structure
thanks to the projection licensing of N2. In that way, we present a reasonable
account for the “exceptions” in phonology. We also argue for the universality of
the Pointed Empty Nucleus after explaining the so-called exceptions in other
languages. The details, possible problems and reasonable solutions will be
empirically and theoretically discussed and explained throughout the
dissertation.
Since the examples ending in a voiced obstruent as in (14a-c) are very few in number
and usually borrowed bases, they are not usually considered as problems for the
devoicing analyses and labeled as “exceptions” (Underhill, 1976; Kopkallı, 1993; Balcı,
2006). Balcı (2006) notes that the words in (14a-c) are pronounced with a final voiced
obstruent only in a careful speech. Although most people pronounce the base final
obstruents as voiceless, a small number of people pronounce them with a final voiced
obstruent even in casual speech.
1
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1.1.2. Data
The core data of this study is taken from Turkish, since it is an agglutinative
language with a rich system of suffixation. Also, it has certain phonological
processes sensitive to morpheme boundaries, such as devoicing and vowel
harmony. Thus, Turkish provides our study with a rich source of data to
develop our model.
As determined from grammar books (Banguoğlu, 1976; Gencan, 1979;
Göksel and Kerslake, 2011; Kornfilt, 2013; Korkmaz, 2014 among others), there
are about 130 derivational and 80 inflectional suffixes in Turkish. As for the
lexical inventory, there are about 104.480 words (6463 of which are from
Arabic, 4974 are French origin, 1374 are from Persian, 632 are Italian, 538 are
from English, 413 are Greek, 147 are Latin, 85 are from German, 33 are from
Spanish and a very small number of words are from Russian and Armenian),
according to the 2011 edition of Büyük Türkçe Sözlük ‘Comprehensive
Dictionary of Turkish’, the official dictionary of the Turkish language, published
by Türk Dil Kurumu (the Turkish Language Association).
The important point about the facts presented above is that a single
base may merge with many suffixes and a single suffix may attach to many
bases. The suffixes may also attach to one after another. All these facts together
present us with a complex picture in terms of base+suffix combinatory
possibilities.
The phonological shapes of Turkish words and suffixes show variation.
Both words (17a-f) and suffixes (18a-d) in Turkish may begin with and end in a
consonant (C) or a vowel (V). The suffixes may attach to a vowel final or a
consonant final stem (base) (19a-c).
(17)

a. kitap
b. araç
c. kapı
d. arı
e. dava
f. araba

‘book’
‘vehicle’
‘door’
‘bee’
‘case’
‘car’

C…C
V…C
C…V
V…V
C…V
V…V

(18)2

a. {–lAr}
b. {–Ar} / {-r}
c. {–DI}
d. {–DA}

Plural marker
Aorist marker
Past tense marker
Locative marker

CVC
VC/C
CV
CV

Capitals in the representation of morphemes are due to the Turcological conventions
for the representation of alternating sounds. Capital A shows that a non-high vowel
varies between front and back realizations [a, e]; the capital I shows that a high vowel
varies between front/back and rounded/non-rounded realizations [ı, i, u, ü]; and capital
D shows that the consonant varies between voiced/voiceless realizations [d, t].
2
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(19)

a. arab[a]-lar
b. ar[a]-r
c. arab[a]-yı

‘car-pl’ V+CVC vs. e[v]-ler ‘home-pl’ C+CVC
‘call-aor’ V+C
vs. ya[p]-ar ‘do-aor’
C+VC
‘car-acc’ V+(C)V vs. e[v]-i
‘home-acc’ C+(C)V

The long list of Turkish suffixes and their grammatical relations to bases have
been extensively studied in previous literature, both in descriptional and
theoretical senses (Deny, 1941; Lees, 1961; Lewis, 1967; Ergin, 1975; Göksel
and Kerslake, 2011; Kornfilt, 2013; Korkmaz, 2014 among others). The
combinatory properties of the suffixes and restrictions on morpheme order
have been addressed in past literature (Demircan, 1977; Kornfilt, 1984;
Çotuksöken, 1991; Göksel, 1997; Kabak and Vogel, 2001 among others).
Underhill (1988), Inkelas and Orgun (1995), Hankamer (2011) and
Erguvanlı-Taylan (2013) are some of the lexical phonology accounts for the
Turkish phonology-morphology interface. Although their contribution to the
field is significant, they are problematic in terms of the theoretical tools they
employ. These works claim that morphological (and sometimes syntactic)
information, such as being derivational or inflectional, is visible to phonology. It
means that phonology knows which suffix is derivational and which one is
inflectional, although there is no clear answer provided for the question of how
phonology realizes these morphological categories.
In our approach, on the other hand, there is no such huge transparency
between phonology and morphology. Morphology is visible to phonology as
much as the constituent structure allows.3 Some basic morphological
information, such as being a base, prefix and suffix, may be visible to phonology
via the constituent structure, as we claim throughout the study.
Previous studies also explain the data with lexical/post lexical rules,
such as insertion/deletion, without providing any phonological representation.
Their rule formulations, rule orderings, levels and diacritics do not give us any
hint about the exact phonological context in which a phonological process
operates. We agree with Scheer (2011) that phonology can make reference only
to phonological objects (non-diacritics).
For Turkish, we will discuss certain phonological processes, such as
devoicing and vowel harmony, in light of our template model and extend our
discussion into other processes (i.e. stress, element spreading, vowel-zero
alternation, vowel shortening, consonant degemination, and k - Ø alternation).4
We will argue that our template model can explain the phonology-morphology
Scheer (2011) also argues that phonology and morpho(-syntax) are different modules
and cannot understand each other’s language without translation. Since our focus is on
the phonology-morphology interface, we do not go into any syntactic or morphosyntactic discussion here. See Scheer (2011) for more detailed discussions on
intermodular communication, especially for the communication between phonology and
morpho-syntax.
4 We limit our analysis with the most known phonological processes in Turkish. See
Gopal (2018) for some alternative observations and discussions on the phonological
alternations in Turkish.
3
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interface and certain phonological processes in Turkish in a more natural and
non-arbitrary way. We will also argue that our template model, licensing
relations and parameters have universal implications for other languages.
Note that our model is a novel attempt for the phonology-morphology
interface and phonological theory. Thus, we have only focused on the basic
morphological categories (more frequently occurring among languages): base,
prefix and suffix. For sure, there are also other types of affixation, such as
infixation and circumfixation, in other languages, which are waiting to be tested
within our new model in future studies.
Now let us introduce the lexicon view adapted in the present study,
which is also important in understanding the phonology-morphology interface
in our template model.

1.2. The New Template Model and the Lexicon View
In the present study, our basic premise is that all productive prefixes, suffixes
and roots are listed in the lexicon5 and computed by an affixation operation, as
claimed in the Dual-Route Lexicon Model of Pinker and Prince (1991). These
listed productive prefixes, suffixes and bases (roots) have their own unique
phonological templates: ON, NO and ONO, respectively. Thus, their appearance
reveals their labels. It means that the bases with active suffixation (and/or
prefixation) are perceived as separate templates by phonology: phonology can
identify productive prefixes, suffixes and bases. This is important for the
application of phonological processes, as we noted in Section 1.1.1., i.e. vowel
harmony cannot go from one base to the other. In that sense, the Dual-Route
Lexicon Model is compatible with our view of lexicon. Now, let us see the
details of the Dual-Route Lexicon Model first and then go into the details of affix
productivity in Turkish.

1.2.1. The Dual-Route Lexicon Model
There are two general approaches to lexicon: the Single System Lexicon Model
vs. the Dual System Lexicon Model.6 In the Single System Model, both regular
(walked) and irregular (ran) lexical items are lexically stored and both types of
We also assume that there are frozen forms that were productively formed but
diachronically lexicalized in the lexicon.
6 Note that this is a rough generalization about the lexicon models. There may also be
different views within each model. See Rumelhart and McClelland (1986), Smolensky
(1995), Seidenberg and Gonnerman (2000), Daugherty and Seidenberg (2001),
McClelland and Patterson (2002a, 2002b) for detailed discussion on the Single System
Lexicon Model. For a comprehensive discussion on Dual System Lexicon Modelling, see
Pinker and Prince (1988), Pinker (1999), Friederici, Pfeifer and Hahne (1993), Ullman,
Corkin, Coppola, Hickok, Growdon, Koroshetz and Pinker (1997), Baayen, Dijkstra and
Schreuder (1997), Marslen-Wilson and Tyler (1997, 1998), Clahsen (1999), Ullman
(2001), Pinker and Ullman (2002).
5
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past-tense forms are retrieved from memory (Bates and MacWhinney, 1989;
MacDonald, Perlmutter and Seidenberg, 1994; Bates and Goodman, 1997).
In the Dual System Model, on the other hand, there is a ‘‘mental
lexicon’’ of memorized words. Irregular forms (ran) are stored in and retrieved
from lexical memory, but regular forms (walk-ed) are produced via rules of
mental grammar which combine forms into predictably structured larger
words and productively apply to new words and non-sense words (Berko,
1958; Chomsky, 1965, 1995; Pinker, 1991, 1994; Pinker and Prince, 1988). (20)
below shows how forms combine together to create new forms.
(20)

V-stem + a morpheme with the feature [PAST]

Accordingly, the regular inflection is predictable, while irregular verb forms are
not in the Dual-Route Lexicon Model. Thus, the irregular ones are individually
memorized forms affected by associative memory, such as frequency and
similarity (Pinker and Prince, 1988; Pinker, 1991; Ullman, 1999; Pinker, 2000).
In Pinker (2000), productivity is emphasized as a great challenge for
language theories. Productivity is the ability to generate and understand an
unlimited number of new forms. Pinker (2000:122) points out that one piece of
word can always be listed in the lexicon, such as walk, or duck, but there are
new words formed by combining prefixes, stems and suffixes which are too
many in number to keep in the lexicon. Pinker notes that in a language such as
Kivunjo or Turkish, every word may come in half a million to several million
forms. Pinker rightly argues that speakers could not possibly have memorized
them all in childhood.
Similar to Pinker (2000), Hankamer (1989:401) argues that human
word recognition involves parsing for agglutinative languages; a full listing of
the derivations in memory cannot be seriously maintained for languages with
agglutinative suffixation such as Turkish due to the size, complexity, and sheer
number of words. Hankamer (1989) also notes that the following nineteenmorpheme multi-morphemic word can be formed through affixation in
Turkish:
muvaffak-iyet-siz-leş-tir-ici-leş-tir-iver-e-me-yebil-ecek-ler-imiz-denmiş-siniz-cesine ‘as if you were one of those we cannot easily make a maker of
unsuccessful ones’. Hankamer (1989) also argues that an educated native
speaker of Turkish needs to store over 200 billion word forms, which is far
beyond the storage capacity of the human brain. Also, Şafak (2015:83), who
studies Turkish suffixes in light of the Dual-Route Lexicon Model, argues that
productive inflected and derived word forms are decomposed into their
morphemic components, stems and suffixes, during visual word recognition in
Turkish.
Accordingly, we adapt the view that all regular productive suffixes
(inflectional and derivational) in Turkish and prefixes and suffixes in other
languages are listed in the lexicon with their phonological template and that
they combine with bases, which also have their own templates, via
morphological (or morpho-syntactic) operations rather than being listed in the
lexicon as a whole chunk. The unproductive and irregular forms are lexically
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stored in our model, too, as the Dual-Route Lexicon Model supports. This is also
important for the application of phonological processes, as we noted before,
since phonology knows the morphological categories (prefix, suffix) thanks to
their templates, if there is productivity. Phonological processes apply according
to this information. Below, we provide a discussion on how we define regular,
productive suffixes and unproductive ones in Turkish.

1.2.2. The Dual-Route Lexicon Model, Productivity and
Turkish
Following Berko (1958), Chomsky (1965, 1995), Pinker (1991, 1994), Pinker
and Prince (1991), and Ullman (1999), we define the regular productive
suffixes for Turkish as the ones which combine forms into predictably
structured larger words and also productively apply to new words and nonsense words.7 In (21a-b), we exemplify some productive inflectional and
derivational suffixes in Turkish, respectively.
(21)

a. Inflectional
Past marker {–DI}
gel-di ‘come-past’
ara-dı ‘call-past’
buk-tu non-sense verb-past

b. Derivational
V-to-N {-mA}
gel-me ‘come-mA’
ara-ma ‘call-mA’
buk-ma non-sense verb-mA

Accusative marker {-(y)I}
kol-u
‘arm-acc’
araba-yı ‘car-acc’
zuk-u
non-sense noun-acc

V-to-N {-(y)Iş}
gel-iş
‘come-Iş’
ara-yış ‘call-Iş’
buk-uş non-sense verb-Iş

Plural marker {-lAr}
kol-lar
‘arm-pl’
araba-lar ‘car-pl’
zuk-lar
non-sense noun-pl

N-to-N {-lIk}
kol-luk ‘arm-lIk’
tuz-luk ‘salt-lIk’
zuk-luk non-sense noun-lIk

As seen in (21a-b), the productive suffixes (inflectional (21a) or derivational
(21b)) attach to most of the bases, even to the non-sense ones. If you ask
someone to pluralize zuk (a non-sense word), s/he will easily say zuk-lar.
Similarly, if we ask a native Turkish speaker what the object/place zuk can be
put into, the answer will be zuk-luk, similar to tuz-luk ‘salt cellar’.
There are also unproductive derivational suffixes in Turkish. Göksel
and Kerslake (2011:53) argue that unproductive suffixes are unproductive due
to the fact that they are not perceived by native speakers as items usable in the
production of new words, although they may be present in a number of words
7 See

Kırkıcı and Clahsen (2013), Gacan (2014) and Şafak (2015) for some contemporary
discussions on Turkish suffixation and lexicon models in terms of L1-L2 acquisition.
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that are still in use. To exemplify the unproductive suffixes, Kornfilt (2013:449450) notes that {-geç} is rather unproductive, one that derives nouns that
express an agent or instrument related to the verb (22).
(22)

süz

‘(to) filter, strain’

süz-geç
‘strainer, filter, sieve’
Kornfilt (2013:449) Example (1567)

According to Kornfilt (2013), {-tay} is another unproductive form that is used
for only a few recent administrative terms (23a-b).
(23)

a. danış
b. sayış

‘(to) consult’
‘(to) settle accounts’

Danış-tay
Sayış-tay

‘Council of State’
‘Exchequer and Audit
Department’
Kornfilt (2013:449) Example (1568)

The derivational suffix {–tay} in (23a-b) is used for the formation of
administrative terms in exchange of the related institutions of the Ottoman
Empire. For instance, the noun danıştay was introduced to replace şura-yı
devlet, both meaning ‘Council of State’ (Aksan, 2004). Kornfilt (2013) also refers
to unproductive {–(A)v} (24a-b), which derives nouns that denote actions,
results of actions, or agents of the action, and {–(A)y} (24c-d), which derives
nouns that express results of actions.
(24)

a. söyle
b. sına
c. dene
d. ol

‘(to) say, tell’
söyle-v
‘speech’
‘(to) test’
sına-v
‘examination’
‘(to) try’
dene-y
‘experiment’
‘(to) happen, be, become’
ol-ay
‘event’
Kornfilt (2013:449) Example (1569-70)

Unlike productive suffixation, the unproductive forms in Turkish are stored as
single chunks in the lexicon, as argued by the Dual-Route Lexicon Model. The
representation in (25) below illustrates an instance of unproductive
morphology (24a) from Turkish.
(25)

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4
x

x

x

s

ö

y

x

x

x

x

l

e

v

‘speech’

As seen in (25), {-v} does not come with its own constituent structure. It is on
the base since it is lexically stored with the base, although it is historically
derived as söyle+v.
For productivity, on the other hand, we argue in light of the Dual-Route
Lexicon Model that the productive inflectional and derivational affixes, as well
as bases (roots), are listed in the lexicon with their individual template and that
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they combine with each other via morphological operations. Note that this
morphological information is visible on the constituent structure and necessary
for certain phonological operations, such as devoicing and vowel harmony. See
an instance of devoicing in the course of productive suffixation (26).
(26)8

Base Template

Suffix Template

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3

Na0 Oa1 Na1 Oa2

x

x

x x

x

k

i

t

x

a p

x

x x

l

a r

‘book-pl’

In (26), devoicing applies to the base final consonant under O3, which is not
licensed by the suffix initial (properly governed) empty nucleus, N a0.9 A suffix
initial properly governed empty nucleus Na0 cannot license the base final O3,
but a properly governed base internal empty nucleus can do so for its pair
onset. This shows that the devoicing operation is sensitive to the morpheme
edges. Consider the examples in (27a-d) which involve an unproductive suffix
{–lAk}.
(27)

a. çay-lak
b. göm-lek
c. ab-lak
d. öd-lek

‘kite’
‘shirt’
‘chubby’
‘coward’

{-lAk} in (27a-d) is an unproductive suffix in Turkish which is observed on a
small number of bases. Korkmaz (2014:131) notes that {–lAk} is derived from
the fusion of {–lA+k} and has got a specific property as a single unit to derive
nouns and adjectives. What is crucial for our discussion comes with the voicing
status of the final consonant of the base to which the suffix attaches. If we look
at the data, we can see that {–lAk} follows [b] and [d] in (27c-d), respectively.
Accordingly, if {–lAk} were a productive suffix attached to the base via
morphology, it would have its own template and the initial nucleus of this
template would be a properly governed empty nucleus. Therefore, roughly
speaking, it would not be a licensor nucleus for the base final O. As a result, ödlek would be expected to surface as *öt-lek as a result of lenition, namely
devoicing. However, it does not. When we compare ödlek with simplex (28b-c)
and complex (28a) words, it looks like a simplex word rather than a complex
one in terms of phonology (28d).
The sub-symbols (a0, a1, z1, etc.) in the examples and the constituent structure
representations throughout the dissertation are only for the reader to follow the
arguments more easily. They do not have any specific place in phonology. See also ff. 10
in Chapter 2 and ff. 24 in Chapter 3.
9 See Chapter 3 for a detailed discussion on devoicing.
8
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(28)

a. kitap-lar
b. abla
c. medlul
d. öd-lek

‘book-pl’
‘sister’
‘sense‘
‘*öt-lek’

complex
simplex
simplex
more like simplex

(28a-d) above show that öd-lek is similar to simplex form abla ‘sister’ and
medlul ‘sense’ (28b-c), respectively, since the voiced obstruent does not devoice
in (28d) similar to the base internal ones. Note that ödlek was (historically)
morphologically complex but its morphological complexity is not
phonologically detectable now. Consequently, it is stored as a single unit (29a)
in the lexicon similar to abla (29b) but in contrast to kitap-lar (29c).
Proper Government

(29) a. O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4
x x

x x

x

x

ö d

l

e

k

Proper Government

b. O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4
x

x x

x

x

a

b

l

a
Proper Government

c. O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
x x

x x

k i

t

x

a p

Na0 Oa1 Na1 Oa2
x

x

x x

l

a r

The representations given in (29a-b) show that both öd-lek and abla,
respectively, are stored in the lexicon as a single unit, while (29c) is a result of
morphological operation. It is clear that the base internal properly governed
empty nucleus (N2 both in (29a-b)) can license the voiced non-continuant
obstruents as in (29a-b). However, the suffix initial properly governed empty
nucleus (Na0) cannot license base final voiced non-continuant obstruent (29c).
It means that the licensing relations between an onset and an empty nucleus
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change depending on the origin of the nucleus (base or suffix), as we will
discuss in Chapter 3. What we can argue for now is that the suffix initial
properly governed empty nucleus cannot license the voicing property of the
base final onset but the base internal one can do so for the preceding onset. The
properly governed empty nuclei (N2) in (29a) and (29b) behave similarly and
license O2. Thus, in both ödlek (29a) and abla (29b), there is no devoicing. The
unlicensed onset (O3), however, undergoes certain restrictions, such as
devoicing, in Turkish, as in (29c), since the template says that the nucleus (N a0)
is suffix initial. To sum up, the claim that stem+unproductive suffix cases are
stored as single units is supported via phonological evidence, such as the
absence of devoicing in Turkish.
The present section showed that the Dual-Route Lexicon Model is
compatible with our template analysis in terms of productivity, phonological
processes and boundaries.

1.3. The Organization of the Dissertation
This chapter introduced the aim, scope and data of the present study, proposed
the new template model, a new parameter the Final Onset Parameter and the
lexicon view in terms of the phonology-morphology interface, and shortly
reviewed GP and related issues, such as domainhood and domain final plicensed nucleus.
The rest of the study is organized as follows: Chapter 2 will introduce a
detailed discussion of the theoretical assumptions and claims of our template
model. We will explain what it means for a linguistic form to be a base, a prefix
and a suffix in a detailed fashion. We will discuss the empirical and theoretical
evidence for the Template Model and the Final Onset Parameter in detail. Also,
we will argue for another parameter: The Initial Onset Parameter, which
explains why the base initial consonant must exist in some languages, such as
Modern Arabic, but not in others (Turkish). Also, we will compare and contrast
our model with GP in terms of domains, the domain boundary identification
and lexicon. Then we will critically review the previous GP accounts on the
Turkish phonology-morphology interface (Denwood, 1998; Charette, 2004;
Balcı, 2006; İskender, 2008; Polgárdi 1998, 2006). Also, we will discuss other
studies (Polgardi, 1998; Szigetvári, 1999 and Dienes and Szigetvári, 1999) that
also argue against the domain finally p-licensed nucleus.
Chapter 3 is devoted to the discussion of Turkish data analysis in light
of our template model for bases, suffixes and prefixes. We will question the
status of prefixation in Turkish in a detailed way. In Chapter 3, we will argue
that Turkish fixes the Final Onset Parameter OFF and allows consonants to
appear in the base final position. However, this setting of the parameter also
brings certain restrictions to the base final onset since the ideal case is
muteness for the base final onset, according to the Final Onset Parameter: the
base final onsets must be melodically mute. We argue that the base final
restrictions change from one language to another depending on which subparameter(s) and in which way the language is set under the Final Onset
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Parameter. Our claim is that Turkish fixes the Non-Continuant Voice Parameter
OFF as a sub-parametric choice and the base final voiced non-continuant
obstruents are devoiced. Other restrictions may appear in the base final onset
position in another language since it may fix the same parameter in a different
way and/or make some other sub-parametric choices: e.g. Malayalam fixes the
Obstruent Parameter ON as a sub-parametric choice and no base final obstruent
appears in that language.
Chapter 3 will also discuss a new type of nucleus: The Pointed Empty
Nucleus, which explains how some nucleus positions remain empty though not
properly governed. We will argue for the Pointed Empty Nucleus Condition,
which says that the Pointed Empty Nuclei must be licensed at the projection
level (by a nucleus, which is not itself pointed). The licensing of a Pointed Empty
Nucleus by a full or properly governed nucleus at the projection level is subject
to parametric variation, the Pointed Empty Nucleus Licensing Parameter: (ON)
The Pointed Empty Nucleus must be licensed only by an interpreted nucleus, not
a properly governed one (Turkish); (OFF) The Pointed Empty Nucleus may be
licensed by a properly governed empty or a full nucleus (Polish).
In Chapter 4, we will discuss the universal implications of our template
model, the Final Onset Parameter and the Pointed Empty Nucleus. We will
extend our analysis into cross-linguistic data and argue that base final crosslinguistic micro-variations and restrictions can be explained in light of the
Parametric Hierarchical System. Accordingly, for languages that show variation
with respect to the restrictions on their final onsets, we will argue for subparameters that can explain how languages are distinguished from each other.
These sub-parameters follow from the Parametric Hierarchical System, which
was developed for syntax (Biberauer, 2011; Biberauer and Roberts, 2012;
Branigan, 2012; Roberts, 2012). As a substantial part of the chapter, we will
discuss the Pointed Empty Nucleus and claim that one of its jobs is to explain the
apparently “exceptional” cases, such as nano-parametric intra-linguistic
variations.
Chapter 5 will deal with some extensions of our model, with a
particular focus on stress, vowel harmony and element spreading, vowel-zero
alternation, vowel shortening, consonant degemination and k - Ø alternation in
Turkish. We will discuss and question whether these processes can be analyzed
within the scope of the phonology-morphology interface or not.
The conclusion will summarize our findings and provide discussion on
further issues related to the model proposed in this work to be investigated in
future studies.

CHAPTER 2

The New Template Model (O…O) and The
Final/Initial Onset Parameter(s)

2.1. Introduction
Recall from Chapter 1 that the present study aims at both giving a theoretical
account for the phonology-morphology interface in Turkish and other
languages and also aims at analyzing phonological processes such as devoicing
and vowel harmony, which show sensitivity to morphological boundaries. With
these aims, we proposed a Template Model and referred to the basic
assumptions of that phonological model, which we are going to apply
throughout the study. In the present chapter, we will further develop and
discuss it in a more detailed way.
The key point of the study is to build an account without referring to
diacritics, brackets or other extra-phonological objects which have been
employed in past phonology literature to identify morpheme boundaries and to
differentiate the bases (stems and roots) from affixes, i.e. (+, #) in SPE, levels in
Lexical Phonology and brackets in Government Phonology. With this aim, the
study makes three major points: (i) we argue for a novel universal template
model for bases, prefixes and suffixes; (ii) we put forward two new parameters,
the Initial Onset Parameter and the Final Onset Parameter, to explain the base
initial and final positions in languages; and (iii) we develop a Parametric
Hierarchical System to give a theoretical account for the base final micro
variations within and among languages.
For the first point, we propose a new constituent structure model
based on the templates, thanks to which morphological categories such as base
(root/stem), prefix and suffix become visible in the phonology component.
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(1)

a. Onset Nucleus … Onset
b. Nucleus … Onset
c. Onset … Nucleus

Base Template
Suffix Template
Prefix Template

The phonological shape of the morphemes given in (1a-c) represents each
morphological label in phonology, base, suffix and prefix respectively. We
propose that a base template (1a), which begins with and ends in an onset, gets
prefixes (ON) (1c) to its left and suffixes (NO) (1b) to its right, as in (2).
(2)

a.
b.
Prefix Base
ON
O…O

c.
Suffix
NO

O…O
Note that this idea is similar in spirit to van Oostendorp (2004), who argues
that morphological information can be inferred from phonological shape. What
we specifically claim is that the phonological templates already have this
information (being base, prefix, suffix) if there is productive morphology, so
there is no need to stipulate external morphological markings, diacritics, levels,
etc.
In fact, the phonological shape of prefixes and suffixes are redundant
according to (2). Given that they attach to a base and make it a larger one (O …
O), a prefix must begin with an onset and end in a nucleus (ON); suffixes must
be in an NO form to attach to the base. Otherwise, a clash will appear
(*OO/*NN), which is banned on the same phonological string according to the
Clash Principle (3).
(3)

The Clash Principle
Identical phonological constituents cannot be adjacent in the same
constituent structure: *OO / *NN.

The Clash avoidance idea has been put forward in phonology before, especially
in metrical phonology for stress (Nespor and Vogel, 1979, 1986; Varga, 1998,
2002; Gráf, 2001). Accordingly, adjacent stresses are not allowed in a row (**).
We adapt this idea into our model in order to explain how morphological
boundaries are naturally expressed in phonology.
Another crucial fact about affixes is that the ON structure for the
prefixes and NO structure for suffixes also make it possible for other prefixes
and suffixes to follow one another respectively, as in (4).
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(4)10

... prefix + prefix + base
+ suffix + suffix …
Oy1Ny1 Oz1Nz1
O1N1…Ox Na0 Oa1
Nb0Ob1

According to (4), as we attach a prefix and/or a suffix to a base, it becomes part
of a larger base which is available for new prefixation and/or suffixation in
languages with high affixation. Thus, the key point is having a base structure
(O…O) again at the end of affixation.
The discussion above leads us to the claim that the only possibility for
prefix and suffix templates are ON and NO respectively. In morphology, prefixes
and suffixes cannot exist freely in languages but are bound to a base as other
affixes. Their morphological boundness is visible on our template model: the
lack of final onset in prefixes (ON) and the lack of the initial onset in suffixes
(NO) make them phonologically bound to a base since only bases (ON…O) can
be free in occurrence.
The second major point of the study is that we leave the domain final
nucleus and the Domain Final P-licensing Parameter out of our model. Instead,
we put forward a new parameter, the Final Onset Parameter, which can group
languages according to their behavior with respect to the base final position.
Remember that all onset positions in our model are followed by a licensor
nucleus except the final one (Ox) in (5).
Onset Licensing

(5)

O1

N1

Onset Licensing

O2

N2 …

No Onset Licensing

Ox

In the base final position of certain languages, such as Italian, Vata and Zulu,
there cannot be any consonant since the base final O is not licensed by a
nucleus. On the contrary, the final O can be melodically realized in other
languages, such as English, French, Malayalam, Polish and Turkish. The
difference between Italian and Turkish, given in Chapter 1, is repeated here as
(6a-b), respectively.

As seen in (4), we use different sub-symbols for prefixes, suffixes and bases so that
one can be distinguished from the other: the bases only have numeric sub-symbols such
as O1N1O2N2O3, etc.; the suffixes and prefixes have both letter and numeric symbols but
in the opposite direction. The suffixes are from a to z while prefixes are from z to a as in
(4). The suffix initial N begins with N a0 not with N1 given that Na0 has no real Onset pair.
Note that these symbols have no place in phonology. They are only for the reader to
follow the arguments more easily.
10
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(6)

a. Italian
O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
c

a

s

a

‘house’

b. Turkish
O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
k a s

a

p

‘butcher’

The unlicensed onsets cannot have any melodic content in Italian, so no
consonant appears in the base final O3 in (6a). In Turkish (6b), on the other
hand, a consonant can occur in the base final position (O 3) without being
licensed. Accordingly, it is obvious that some languages (English, Turkish,
Polish) show tolerance to the occurrence of a consonant in an unlicensed onset
position but others (Italian, Vata, Zulu) do not. Our model explains this
difference among languages via the Final Onset Parameter (7).
(7)

The Final Onset Parameter
The base final onsets must be melodically mute.
ON: Italian, Vata, Zulu:
Bases must end in a vowel, not in a consonant.
OFF: Japanese, Malayalam, English, French, Turkish, Polish:
Bases may end in a consonant or a vowel.

In light of the Final Onset Parameter, the base final onsets must be mute in some
languages (Italian, Vata, Zulu) as a parametric choice (the Final Onset
Parameter-ON). This means that they never allow the base final onset position
to be melodically filled out. In some other languages (Japanese, Malayalam,
English, French, Turkish, Polish), on the other hand, the Final Onset Parameter
is set OFF, i.e. the base final onsets do not need to be mute, and the existence of
a consonant in the base final position is permitted.
As a third major point in the study, we argue that the base final crosslinguistic and intra-linguistic micro variations can be explained in light of the
Parametric Hierarchical System. Accordingly, the claim is that languages which
show different restrictions on their final onsets set different sub-parameters,
although they fix the Final Onset Parameter in the same way. We also put
forward a new nucleus type, the Pointed Empty Nucleus, and claim that one of
its jobs is to explain the apparently “exceptional” cases such as the nanoparametric intra-linguistic variations. Chapters 3 and 4 will present a detailed
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discussion on the Final Onset Parameter and the Parametric Hierarchical
System, respectively.
In the rest of this chapter, we will discuss the Template Model in more
detail and try to justify our model with empirical and theoretical evidence. We
will discuss why a base template should begin with and end in an O(nset)
(O…O). The present chapter will argue for the universality of this base template
by presenting cross-linguistic evidence. In this respect, the cross-linguistic data
examined with this aim will reveal that a consonant is an obligatory constituent
in word initial and/or word final position in some languages. This means that
languages indeed need the base initial and base final onset positions.
Accordingly, we will also argue for the theoretical necessity of the base initial
and base final onset positions. In this respect, we will propose a new
parameter: The Initial Onset Parameter, which gives a theoretical account for
why the initial consonant is obligatory in some languages but not in others. In
addition, we will discuss the Final Onset Parameter by comparing our model
with GP in terms of domains, the domain boundary identification and lexicon.
Then we will critically review the previous GP accounts on the Turkish
phonology-morphology interface (Denwood, 1998; Charette, 2004; Balcı, 2006;
İskender, 2008; Polgárdi, 1998, 2006). Also, we will discuss other studies
(Polgardi, 1998; Dienes and Szigetvári, 1999 and Szigetvári, 1999), which also
attempt to take the domain final p-licensed empty nucleus out of phonological
theory.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2. presents and argues
for our base template model with empirical and theoretical support. In 2.3., we
will introduce the basic tenets of Government Phonology and compare and
contrast it with the phonological model developed in this study. Section 2.4. is
devoted to the critical discussion of the previous GP based phonologymorphology interface accounts that have been developed for Turkish. In
Section 2.5., we compare and contrast our claims for the base final position
with the ones provided in Polgárdi (1998), Dienes and Szigetvári (1999) and
Szigetvári (1999). Finally, Section 2.6. summarizes the chapter.

2.2. The New Constituent Structure Model for Bases
After providing the major points with respect to the model offered in the
present study on the phonology-morphology interface, it is time to focus on the
cross-linguistic validity of the model. Our objective in this section is to show
that our base template is universally valid and its universal validity is justified
by cross-linguistic evidence. With this aim, the section will discuss the template
hypothesis in detail and present some theoretical and empirical evidence for
the existence of the initial and final O positions on the template. Also, we will
put forward a new parameter to explain the obligatory base initial consonant
appearance in some languages, namely the Initial Onset Parameter.
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2.2.1. The Base Template: O…O
Recall that the base in our model refers to any form to which any kind of affixes
can attach, as Bauer (1983) argues. It includes roots and stems, as well. In our
new constituent structure model, we argue that there is a universal base
template which begins with and ends in an O(nset), not in a nucleus, as opposed
to the Standard GP approaches (Kaye, Lowenstamm and Vergnaud (KLV), 1985;
Kaye, Lowenstamm and Vergnaud (KLV), 1990) and the Strict CV version of GP
(Lowenstamm, 1996; Scheer, 2004). (8) below repeats the representation of
the base template in our model.
(8)

The Base Template
O… O

The Base Template in (8) shows that the bases begin with and end in an onset
position in languages even if the initial and/or final onset positions may remain
empty. In our template model, there is no upper limit on the number of internal
ON pairs, as opposed to Denwood (1998) and Charette (2004), who argue for a
four-position (ONON) template for Turkish words, as will be discussed in
Section 2.4.1.1. There is, however, a natural lower limit (ONO) in our account
since the base template must begin with and end in an O, which also satisfies
the minimum word condition which is either (C)V: or (C)VC (McCarthy and
Prince, 1986; Dobrovolsky, 1987; Itô and Hankamer, 1989; Kenstowicz, 1994;
Inkelas and Orgun, 1995; Kabak and Vogel, 2001; Kabak, 2014 among others).
Now let us see how the bases with different phonological shapes are
represented in our template model. Consider the Turkish examples given in
(9a-d).
(9)

a. O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
x

x

x x

k

i

t

x

a p

‘book’

C…C

‘house’

VC

b. O1 N1 O2
x

x

e

v
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c. O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4
x x
a

x x

r a

x

b a

‘car’

V…V

d. O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
x

x x

k a

x

z a

‘accident’

C…V

In the present model, all the bases begin with an onset no matter if it is empty
as in (9b) and (9c), or not empty as in (9a) and (9d). Likewise, all the bases end
in an onset no matter if this onset is empty as in (9c) and (9d) or not empty as
in (9a) and (9b). The model shows that each onset has a nucleus as its pair,
except the final one in (9a-d). The initial and final onsets mark the beginning
and end of a new base, respectively.
The fact that the constituent structure begins with and ends in an O
means that we have a base, which may be a word, stem, root, etc. as noted
above. Accordingly, the initial and final Os are natural, phonological and nondiacritic “boundary markers”, which show the beginning and end of a new base.
In our model, the two identical constituents (*NN or *OO) cannot occur in the
same template (in the same row). This is against the Clash Principle given in (3)
and repeated here as (10).
(10)

The Clash Principle
Identical phonological constituents cannot be adjacent in the same
constituent structure: *OO / *NN.

The Clash Principle is important in our model for explaining how morphological
boundaries become visible in phonology. Consider now the example of Turkish
compounding given in (11) below to illustrate the base boundaries.
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(11) O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
x

x x

d e m

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3

x x

x

x x

x

i

k

a p

ı

r
(I)

‘iron door’

Element Spreading

O3 and O1 in (11) cannot be adjacent in the same constituent structure
according to the Clash Principle given in (10). Thus, the adjacency of O3 and O1
means that O3 marks the final position of a base while O1 shows the beginning
of another base. In that way, morphological boundaries are naturally visible in
phonology, thanks to our template model.
A valid question regarding our template model might be how we can
prove that O…O is the universal template for bases. In Section 2.2.2., we present
empirical evidence for the universality of the base template by discussing
languages where the base initial and/or final consonant is a must. We will refer
to certain previous claims in theoretical phonology as related to initial and final
onset positions which support our template idea of O…O. In addition, we will
argue for a new parameter to explain the obligatory base initial consonants in
some languages: The Initial Onset Parameter.

2.2.2. Evidence for O…O
In the present section, we will discuss why a base template should begin with
and end in an O(nset) (O…O) and argue for the universality of this base
template. The cross-linguistic data examined show that a consonant is an
obligatory constituent in word initial and/or word final position in some
languages. In addition, the data analysis exhibits that the final consonant needs
to appear in some cases even if the base ends in a vowel. This means that
languages indeed need the base initial and base final O positions. Let us
examine the details in Sections 2.2.2.1. and 2.2.2.2.

2.2.2.1. Evidence for the Initial O in the Base Template: The
Initial Onset Parameter
In the present section, we argue that the existence of the initial onset position
in our template model is empirically and theoretically justifiable. For the first
point, the necessity of the initial onset position on the base template is related
to the “default syllable type” CV, which occurs in all languages (Clements and
Keyser, 1983). Therefore, it is reasonable to keep the base initial O as a part of
the constituent structure for all languages.
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For the second point, the base initial onset position cannot be empty in
some languages, i.e. it must be filled out with a consonant. Therefore, the base
initial onset positions must exist on the template for the obligatory base initial
consonant(s) in certain languages, such as Mayan Languages. Kaufman (2015)
argues that in most Mayan Languages, none of the words or word-like things
can begin with a vowel and that the words must end with a consonant by
default /h/.11 Thus, the necessity of the initial (and final O) positions (O…O) is
supported by Mayan languages, as observed by Kaufman (2015).
Another piece of evidence for the initial O comes from Modern Arabic
(Watson, 2002; Abdoh, 2010), Ute (Givón, 2011), Ingush (Москва, 1965 cited in
Nichols, 2011) and most of the Australian languages (Dixon, 1970:273), such as
Djapu (Morphy, 1983), Nyangumarta (Sharp, 2004), Warlpiri (Turpin, Demut
and Ngampart Campbell, 2014); in all of these, the base initial consonant is
obligatory. This means that words (bases) have to begin with a consonant in
those languages. Consider the Arabic examples adapted from Watson (2002)
and the Djapu examples from Morphy (1983), given in (12a-c) and (12d-e),
respectively, where words must begin with a consonant.
(12)

C-initial words in Arabic✓
a. daftar
‘exercise book’
b. fursa
‘opportunity’
c. wakkal
‘to delegate’

V-initial words ✗
*aftar
*ursa
*akkal

C-initial words in Djapu ✓
d. lirrgi
‘charcoal’
e. bulbul
‘lethargic’

V-initial words
*irrgi
*ulbul

The examples in (12a-e) show that all the words seem to begin with a
consonant and that vowel initial ones are out both in modern Arabic (12a-c)
and Djapu (12d-e). The examples given in the present section show that the
base initial O position must universally exist in the constituent structure since
certain languages, such as Arabic, Ute, Ingush, Djapu, Nyangumarta and
Warlpiri, need this position to fill out with an obligatory consonant.
Note that the two pieces of empirical evidence presented above are
argued to follow from a theoretical phenomenon in past literature, i.e. the Onset
Principle proposed by Itô (1989) given in (13) below. Accordingly, every
nucleus is in need of an onset in the structure.
(13)

11

The Onset Principle
Every syllable has an onset.

Itô (1989: 223)

Kaufman (2015) differentiates words or word-like things from “stem” or “lexeme”.
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Similarly, Prince and Smolensky (2004) argue for the existence of an onset to
the left of the nucleus (14).
(14)

ONSET
A syllable must have an onset.
Prince and Smolensky (2004: 106)

Note that both (13) and (14) show that an onset is an obligatory constituent to
the left of the nucleus, an idea which supports our claim that the bases must
begin with an O but not with an N (15).
(15)

*N1 O1 N2 … Ox

In the present study, we argue that every nucleus is in need of an onset pair for
onset satisfaction. In (15), N1 has no such pair, so its onset need is not satisfied
and it is out. To have a better insight into onset satisfaction, we can make an
analogy between a nucleus and a transitive verb in syntax. The object (overt or
covert) must exist in the structure both for the Theta Criterion and argument
structure satisfaction if there is a transitive verb (Chomsky, 1981, 1986). In our
phonological system, a nucleus is similar to a transitive verbal head and it
needs an onset (empty or not) to its left as its complement. We call this need
onset satisfaction. Onset satisfaction can be argued to be the theoretical
motivation for the existence of the base initial O in our model.
Another theoretical motivation for the initial O may come with the idea
of licensing. Nuclei are potential licensors of onsets, according to Harris (1994).
This is illustrated in (16).
(16)

Licensing by Nucleus
O
N
Every nucleus licenses its onset pair.

Harris (1994) argues that every nucleus licenses its onset pair. Accordingly,
nuclei need an onset pair to do licensing. Therefore, the structure given in (15)
is out since N1 needs an onset pair to do licensing. This means that we argue
against a base beginning with an N without an onset, as opposed to Szigetvári
(1999),12 who argues that the constituent structure must begin with a V (N)
position, as in (15). According to (15) above, the base initial N (N 1) is out since
it ends up not being satisfied with respect to its onset need. Also, the base initial
N1 is a licensor and it is in search of an onset to license. If a nucleus is a licensor,
it must license an onset, as noted above. Note that every licensor nucleus needs
to license an onset but every onset does not need licensing from a nucleus to
In Section 2.5.2., the constituent structure proposal of Szigetvári (1999) (V initial) will
be discussed in detail.
12
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survive in the constituent structure, as we will discuss in Sections 2.3.2. and
2.5.2. in a detailed way.
Briefly stated, the base template must begin with an onset since this
position must be filled out with a consonant in some languages. Also, the
onset’s need of a nucleus due to licensing and onset satisfaction gives
theoretical support to the existence of the base initial O in our template model.
In addition, the cross-linguistic observations reveal the fact that the
initial onset position must be melodically filled out in some languages (Modern
Arabic, Ute, Ingush, Djapu, Nyangumarta, Warlpiri, etc.) while it does not need
to be filled out with a consonant in some others (Turkish, English, German,
etc.). The question is what it is determines that the initial O must be realized in
Arabic but not Turkish. We claim that these variations among languages stem
from a parametric choice, namely the Initial Onset Parameter given in (17),
which is a novel attempt in the phonological theory.
(17)

The Initial Onset Parameter
The base initial onsets must be melodically realized.
ON: Modern Arabic, Ute, Ingush, Djapu, Nyangumarta, Warlpiri:
Bases must begin with a consonant, not with a vowel.
OFF: English, French, Turkish:
Bases may begin with a consonant or a vowel.

According to the Initial Onset Parameter, the base initial O must be melodically
realized in Modern Arabic, Ute, Ingush, Djapu, Nyangumarta and Warlpiri, since
these languages set the parameter (17) ON. On the other hand, English, French
and Turkish fix the Initial Onset Parameter OFF, so the base initial O does not
need to be filled out with a consonant. The Initial Onset Parameter enables us to
differentiate languages in regards to their base initial onset realization. Note
that in GP, on the other hand, there is no such explanation for these differences
among languages.
So far, we have discussed the necessity for the initial onset on bases
and argued for a new parameter: The Initial Onset Parameter. Now, let us turn
our attention to the necessity of the final onsets in our base template (O…O)
and try to find empirical support for it.

2.2.2.2. Evidence for the Final O in the Base Template
The obligatory final onset idea is not new in the previous literature on
phonological theory. For instance, McCarthy (1993) argues for the necessity of
the final consonant on phonological (prosodic) words via a constraint called the
Final-C Constraint, given in (18) below.
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(18)

FINAL-C
*V)PrWd

McCarthy (1993:176) Example (10)

The Final-C constraint of McCarthy (1993) given in (18) demonstrates that a
prosodic word (PrWd) cannot end in a vowel, but rather ends in a consonant or
a glide. Swets (2004:48) also supports the Final-C constraint and argues that it
is not a violable constraint in Tilburg Dutch, except for certain functional
words.
We also argue that the base final onset is necessary on the template,
based on the empirical evidence that the base final consonant is obligatory in a
number of languages. The empirical evidence for this claim comes with
languages such as Cairene Arabic and Arabic (nominal stems) (McCarthy and
Prince, 1990), Yapese (Piggott, 1999; Goad and Brannen, 2003) and Choctaw
(Broadwell, 2006), where the realization of the final consonant is a must.
Likewise, in Tilburg Dutch (Swets, 2004), vowels do not occur in the final
position of lexical items.
Moreover, the base final consonant is not obligatory in some languages,
such as English; nevertheless, an obligatory consonant may appear in some
vowel ending bases of those languages (i.e. glide insertion (19a) cases and the
intrusive [r] appearance (19b) in English vowel final words) (McCarthy, 1993;
van Oostendorp, 2000; Prince and Smolensky, 2004). The base final onset
position in our model is necessary to explain the (obligatory) occurrence of a
final consonant in vowel ending words.
(19)

a. see
[si:]
b. draw [dr ]

seeing
drawing

[si:jiŋ]
[dr riŋ]
Adapted from McCarthy (1993:170)

(20) below is the representation of (19a).
(20)

O1 N1
s

O2 Na0 Oa1

i
(I)

i

ŋ

According to the representation given in (20), O2, which is the final onset of the
base, is necessary for the appearance of the glide [j]. Similarly, in the Bristol
dialect of English, [l] appears after all final schwas (21). Therefore, area and
aerial are homophonous [eəriəl] in the dialect (Wells, 1982).
(21)

O N

O N O
ə

area

l
Adapted from McCarthy (1993:8)
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As shown in (21), the subsequent [l] seems to sit under the final onset of our
base template.
The second instance where an obligatory final consonant appears in
some vowel ending bases comes with some European dialects of Portuguese
where the nasalized vowels may turn into vowel+nasal consonant sequences
(denasalized), as Trigo (1993) notes. Consider (22a-d).
(22)

Portuguese
a. rw[ı̃]
b. b[õ ]
c. f[ı̃]
d. [ũ ]

rw[iŋ]
b[ɔŋ]
f [iŋ]
[uŋ]

‘bases’
‘good’
‘end’
‘one
Adapted from Trigo (1993:391) Example (38)

(22a-d) exemplify the cases where the nasalized vowels tend to occur as vowels
followed by a nasal segment. Accordingly, words ending in a nasalized vowel
may be pronounced as ending in a consonant. Consider the representation of
(22b), the bases bõ vs. bɔŋ given in (23a-b) below.
(23)

a. O1 N1 O2
x

x

b ɔ

b. O1 N1 O2
x x
b

x

ɔ ŋ

[ŋ] in b[ɔŋ] given in (22b) seems to occur under the available final O (O2) in
(23b). The nasal consonant occurs on the structure thanks to the final O
position available on the template.
The suffix final positions are also related to the base final ones since
suffixes make the bases larger in the end in our template system. In this way,
the existence of the base final O is also supported by the mysterious consonant
appearance on the suffix final position, as in Turkish. The mysterious consonant
case mentioned here is related to the appearance of an intrusive consonant [n]
in the final position of 3sg.possessive {-sI}13 (24c) when it is followed by a case
Kaye (1990) calls this [n] a mysterious sound. Korkmaz (2014: 116) notes that –n in {(s)In} is pronominal. It follows the third person possessive suffix {–(s)I} and the
possessive {–ki}. It makes a bridge between those suffixes and the others:
13

(i) araba-sı-n-da
car-poss.3sg-n-loc

‘in his/her car’

(ii) yan-ı-n-da-ki-n-e
next-poss-n-pron.-n-dat

‘to the one next to him/her/you’

For further discussion on –n in {–(s)I(n)}, see Meral (2010a, 2010b).
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marker, such as a locative or an ablative. Note that the 3sg.possessive suffix {sI} has no final consonant when it is not followed by another suffix (24a) or
followed by a copula {-y} (24b).
(24)

Mysterious [n] in Turkish
a. kapı-sı
‘door-poss.3sg’
b. kapı-sı-y-dı
‘door-poss.3sg-cop-past’
c. kapı-sı-n-da
‘door-poss.3sg-loc’

According to (24c), when the locative marker follows the poss.3sg marker, an
intrusive [n] appears between the possessive and the locative markers: kapısın-da ‘at his/her door’. The representation of (24c) is given in (25) below.
(25)

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 Na0 Oa1 Na1 Oa2 Nb0 Ob1 Nb1 Ob2
x x

x x

x

x

x

x

x

k a

p ı

s

ı

n

d

a

(25) above illustrates how the intrusive [n] appears after the poss.3sg marker
(in Oa2 position). The intrusive [n] also appears before the ablative marker {Dan} when it follows the poss.3sg marker as stated above: kapı-sı-n-dan ‘doorposs.3sg-abl’. Note that the locative {–DA} and ablative {–DAn} markers attach
to a vowel final base as in kapı-da ‘door-loc’ and kapı-dan ‘door-abl’,
respectively, without an intrusive [n], unless they follow the poss.3sg marker.
Thus, it seems that [n] is a part of the poss.3sg marker, not the locative or
ablative marker. The important point in the discussion is that the suffix final O
(Oa2) is an appropriate node for the intrusive [n] to attach.
Briefly, the final onset position is an obligatory constituent of the
template since it is reserved for the obligatory/linking/mysterious
consonant(s) in some languages.
To summarize the section so far, Section 2.2. discussed the base
template in our model and argued that the initial and final O positions are
obligatory on the template given that (some) bases must begin and/or end in a
consonant in some languages. Also, we referred to the theoretical necessity of
the base initial onset position. The Initial Onset Parameter explained the
obligatory appearance of the consonants in base initial position of some
languages (ON) but not in others (OFF).
In addition to all this, we have to emphasize the theoretical importance
of the base final onset position in our model. One of the most crucial
consequences of the new base template model offered here is that there is no
nucleus in base (or suffix) final position, as opposed to the standard GP and the
strict CV version of GP. This is due to the fact that we eliminated the domain
final p-licensed empty nucleus and the Domain Final P-licensing Parameter from
our system, as we discussed in Chapter 1. As for the differences between
languages regarding whether they allow base final consonants (Turkish,
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English, Polish, etc.) or do not (Vata, Italian, etc.), we offer the Final Onset
Parameter (26).
(26)

The Final Onset Parameter
The base final onsets must be melodically mute.
ON: Italian, Vata, Zulu:
Bases must end in a vowel, not in a consonant.
OFF: Japanese, Malayalam, English, French, Turkish, Polish:
Bases may end in a consonant or a vowel.

To get better insight into our theory, let us compare the Final Onset Parameter
in our template model with the Domain Final P-licensing Parameter of the
standard GP in light of an analysis on a non-existing Italian base. We will show
how the standard GP based analysis (27a) and our Template Model (27b)
explain the ungrammaticality of a consonant final base in Italian.
(27)

a. The Standard GP
* O1 N1 O2 N2
c a

s

b. The Template Model
* O1 N1 O2
c

a

s

In Italian, all bases must end in a vowel. GP explains the absence of a base final
consonant with domain final p-licensing parameter, given in (28).
(28)

The Domain Final P-licensing Parameter
Domain-final (empty) categories are p-licensed.
ON: German, Polish, Arabic.
OFF: Italian, Japanese, Vata.
Adapted from Kaye (1992:13) Example (20)

The final empty nuclei are not domain finally p-licensed in Italian since it sets
the parameter (28) OFF. Therefore, N2 never becomes mute in that language; it
must be realized. This means that the consonant final base (27a) is out in
Italian.
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The Template Model, on the other hand, explains why (27b) is out in
Italian without any need to the mechanism of domain final p-licensing. Recall
from Chapter 1 that we criticized the domain final p-licensing since the source
of licensing is unknown in theory. Also, there is a chicken and egg problem
regarding the relation between the domain boundary and domain final plicensed nucleus. Is the final empty nucleus p-licensed since it is domain final,
or is domain final boundary identified via the existence of a p-licensed nucleus?
Since its existence is more confusing for the analysis, there is no place for a final
p-licensed nucleus in our system. Also, recall that the empirical and theoretical
analyses support our base final onset idea. Accordingly, we explain why *cas is
out in Italian via our Final Onset Parameter. Italian sets this parameter ON since
the unlicensed onsets cannot be melodically realized in that language.
Therefore, the base final onsets must be melodically mute in Italian.
In Section 2.3., we will compare and contrast our model with GP in
more detail with respect to the final positions, boundaries and lexicon.

2.3. The Template Model vs. Government Phonology
As noted in Section 2.1., attempts have been made to separate bases (stems and
roots) and affixes from each other via certain external tools, including diacritics
(+, #) (SPE: Chomsky and Halle, 1968), levels (Lexical Phonology: Kiparsky,
1982; Kaisse and Shaw, 1985; Mohanan, 1986; Booij and Rubach, 1987),
brackets, and final p-licensed empty nuclei (Government Phonology: KLV,
1990; Kaye, 1995) within past literature. The common view is that there is a
border between the base and the affix, and the presence or absence of this
border regulates the phonological behavior of a particular linguistic form.
External tools, such as diacritics (+, #), rule ordering, level and affix ordering,
are all out in our system since they try to explain the phonological data with
extra-phonological objects.
In the present study, we analyze the phonology-morphology interface
and phonological processes in Turkish and other languages in light of our new
template model for the constituent structure, government and licensing
mechanisms, elements and parametric variations. Thus, there will be no rules
or levels, no rule or level ordering, no diacritics or any other external rules, and
no bivalent features. In this respect, GP provides a more natural phonological
account, which seems to be the closest to the model proposed here, since it
advocates non-arbitrariness, as given in (29), in phonology.
(29)

The Principle of Non-Arbitrariness
There is a direct relation between a phonological process and the
context in which it occurs.
Adapted from Kaye, Lowenstamm and Vergnaud (1990:194)

The Principle of Non-arbitrariness given in (29) above highlights the importance
of phonological contexts and precludes unnatural rules from the system of
phonology. In the present study, we will adopt some basic principles and claims
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of GP, such as Non-Arbitrariness, elements and binarity into our analysis. Thus,
we will discuss the basic premises and give an overview of GP in more detail in
Section 2.3.1.

2.3.1. Government Phonology: Overview
Government Phonology is a non-linear and non-derivational approach to
phonology within the Generative Framework (KLV, 1985, 1990; Kaye, 1992,
1995). Being against any rules, levels and orderings in the phonological theory,
GP aims to explain the phonological processes and cross-linguistic phonological
differences with a small number of principles and parameters in light of the
Principle of Non-Arbitrariness given in (29) and the Minimality Hypothesis, given
in (30).
(30)

The Minimality Hypothesis
Processes apply whenever the conditions that trigger them are
satisfied.
Kaye (1992:141)

The Minimality Hypothesis given in (30) above is against the ordering of the
rules or one rule’s waiting for the application of the other.
For the constituent structure, there is no coda constituent in GP. O
(onset), N (nucleus) and R (rhyme) are the only constituents in the structure
(KLV, 1985; 1990). (31a-b) below illustrate Onset and Rhyme, respectively.
(31)

a. O

b. R
N

The constituents represented above may branch depending on the language as
a parametric variation in accordance with the Binarity Theorem given in (32)
below (KLV, 1990).
(32)

The Binarity Theorem
All syllabic constituents are maximally binary.

The Binarity Theorem given above eliminates ternary branching from the
system. Also, there are some restrictions on the occurrences of phonological
objects. Kaye (1990) argues that phonological positions are subject to the
Licensing Principle given in (33) below.
(33)

The Licensing Principle
All phonological positions save one must be licensed within a domain.
The unlicensed position is the head of this domain.
Kaye (1990:306)
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The Licensing Principle given in (33) above regulates the occurrences of onsets
and nuclei in a domain, unlike our template model, in that all phonological
positions do not have to be licensed: i.e. the base final onset does not need to be
licensed so as to occur on the constituent structure, although the lack of
licensing may cause some weakening on it.
Note that the basic tenets of GP that we have provided so far have some
similarities with other modules of grammar, such as syntax, in the sense of
Chomsky (1981) and (1982). Kaye (1990, 1992) and KLV (1990) aim to show
that phonology is parallel to syntax in terms of government and licensing
relations. For instance, similar to syntax, government is an asymmetrical
relation in phonology between two skeletal points defined as maximally binary
in light of the Binarity Theorem given in (32). (34a-b) below illustrate two
instances of government in GP.14
(34)

a. Constituent Government
O

N

R
N

x

x

x

x

x

x

b. Inter-constituent Government
R

O

N
x

x

x

The constituent government illustrated in (34a) occurs within the same
constituent and is used for the licensing of phonological objects such as
consonant clusters, long vowels or diphthongs. The inter-constituent
government, on the other hand, occurs between two constituents and is used
for the licensing of the phonological objects under the adjacent nodes. It is from
right to left, unlike the constituent government (Charette, 1991:21). Note that
the inter-constituent government given in (34b) works under the Coda
Licensing Principle (35).
(35)

14

The Coda Licensing Principle
Post-nuclear rhymal positions must be licensed by the following onset.
(Kaye, 1990:311)

See Honeybone (1999) for more parallelism between GP and syntax.
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Recall that there is no coda in GP. The Coda Licensing Principle given in (35)
above allows the appearance of codas but restricts them with the presence of a
following (full) onset.
GP is against the binary +/- features for the description of speech
sounds. Instead, the sound segments are expressed via univalent elements (A, I,
U, H, etc.) in GP. The vocalic and consonantal elements are listed in (36a-j)
(Harris, 1990; KLV, 1990; Cyran, 1995).15
(36)

a. (A)
b. (I)
c. (U)
d. (A.U)

→ [a]
→ [i]
→ [u]
→ [o]

e. (ʔ)
f. (h)
g. (N)
h. (H)
j. (L)

→
→
→
→
→

occluded constriction
noise
nasal
stiff vocal cards (voiceless)
slack vocal cards (voiced)

(36a-j) show that each element may have an independent phonetic
interpretation: i.e. (A) is [r] as a consonant and [a] as a vowel (36a). Moreover,
new segments can be formed with the elemental combinations, i.e. (A.U) is [o],
as given in (36d). The governing relations between the constituents are defined
in terms of the elemental complexity: the governor must be more complex than
the governee in terms of the elemental complexity (Harris, 1990).
There is also a stronger version of government at the heart of the
theory (Kaye, 1987): Proper Government (37); this holds between two nuclei
and is responsible for vowel-zero alternations in languages such as Turkish,
French, Arabic, Polish, German, etc. (Kaye, 1990).
(37)

Proper Government
A properly governs B if
1. A and B are adjacent on the relevant projection,
2. A is not itself licensed, and
3. Neither A nor B are government licensers.
Kaye (1987)

In cases of proper government as defined in (37), the governor has to be
phonetically realized and no governing domain intervenes between governor
and governee, as put forward in Kaye (1987). An example of proper
government is illustrated in (38) below.

Here we present the GP Elements in a classical way following Harris (1990) and KLV
(1990). For alternative views, see Pöchtrager (2006), Kaye and Pöchtrager (2013).
15
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(38)

Proper Government
O

N

O

N

x

x

x

x

(38) above illustrates how proper government works between two nuclear
positions. According to the representation, a phonetically realized governor
(the right one) governs the left one and there is no governing domain
intervening between the two nuclear positions.
KLV (1990) defines governing relations at the level of lexical
representation via the Projection Principle, given in (39). The principle implies
that there is no resyllabification in the theory.
(39)

The Projection Principle
Governing relations are defined at the level of lexical representation
and remain constant throughout a phonological derivation.
KLV (1990:221)

This section presented the basic tenets of GP. In the next section, we are going
to discuss GP, domains and domain boundary identification in detail.

2.3.2. GP, Domains and the Domain Boundary Identification
Problem
2.3.2.1. GP and Domain Final P-licensed Nucleus
In Standard GP, all roots and suffixes begin with an O(nset) and end in an
N(ucleus) position, as given in (40).
Onset Licensing

(40)

Onset Licensing

O1 N1 O2 N2

As illustrated in (40), each onset comes with its nucleus pair in a domain and
the nucleus licenses its onset pair. This licensing is labeled as Onset Licensing in
Harris (1994). Consider (41).
(41)

Onset Licensing
An onset head position must be licensed by a nuclear position.
Harris (1994:160)

Recall that there is no coda in GP and phonological forms have O N O N
structure. However, there are many consonant final forms in languages. For this
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reason, GP allows the final nucleus to remain empty depending on the Domain
Final P-licensing Parameter given in (42).
(42)

The Domain Final P-licensing Parameter
Domain-final (empty) categories are p-licensed.
ON: German, Polish, Arabic.
OFF: Italian, Japanese, Vata.
Adapted from Kaye (1992:13) Example (20)

Recall that the status of the domain final nucleus is parametrized in GP.
Accordingly, when languages fix the Domain Final P-licensing Parameter ON,
their final nucleus position may be p-licensed and muted, as in German, Polish
and Arabic; if the parameter is OFF in a given language, the words are not
allowed to end in a consonant, as in Italian, Japanese and Vata, according to
Kaye (1995). Note that in Chapter 4, we will argue that there is not a clear-cut
division among languages in terms of their final position. Some languages, such
as Japanese, may allow base final consonant appearance under some
conditions, although Kaye puts it into the OFF-list. Also, languages which fix the
parameter in the same way may differ from each other in terms of final
position.
Regarding the Domain Final P-licensing Parameter, Kaye (1995) also
argues that a domain final p-licensed nucleus is licensed since it is domain final.
According to Kaye (1995), the domain boundary comes with a p-licensed
nucleus (not with the properly governed one) (43).
(43)

O1 N1 O2 N2
x
P-Licensed

We argue that the identification of domainhood via the p-licensed empty
nucleus is problematic in a number of respects. First, it is not clear if the
domain boundary is the reason for the final p-licensed empty nucleus or if the
final p-licensed empty nucleus is the reason for the domain boundary. Second,
it is unclear what the domain boundary actually is. Moreover, it is not clear how
the domain boundary is identified in languages which do not allow domain final
p-licensing. Note that these points have no clear answers in the theory.
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2.3.2.2. GP and Domains
This section discusses the issue of domainhood as proposed in Kaye (1995).
Kaye (1995) proposes that there are three types of domains in GP, illustrated in
(44a-c) below.
(44)

a. Independent analytic morphology
blackboard
[[black][board]]

[[A][B]]

b. Dependent analytic morphology
seeped
[[seep]ed]

[[A]B]

c. Non-analytic (synthetic) morphology
kept
[kept]

[AB]
Adapted from Kaye (1995)

Before going into the details of Kaye’s (1995) domainhood analysis, let us
define what a domain is. According to Kaye (1995), a domain is where
phonology applies. Accordingly, there are three types of domains: (i)
independent analytic exemplified in (44a), (ii) dependent analytic as in (44b),
and (iii) non-analytic as in (44c). With respect to the phonology-morphology
interface, Kaye (1995:302) points out that morphological structure can have
none (non-analytic) or only a little effect on phonology (analytic). In analytic
morphology, morphological complexity is phonologically visible while nonanalytic forms are indifferent from morphologically simplex forms due to the
fact that phonology treats them as mono-morphemic forms. The bracket pairs
in the representations of phonological forms signal each domain where
phonology applies, as illustrated in (44a-c) above. Phonology first applies to
each domain and, following concatenation, to the whole string, according to
Kaye (1995).
Kaye (1995:308) argues that internal phonological domains let
morphological information be visible in analytic morphology. This means that
phonology sees the internal domain(s) but does not see the morphological
category of the suffix. In non-analytic morphology, however, phonology cannot
have access to the morphological information due to the absence of separate
domains.
Kaye (1995) argues that morphological complexity is identified by
phonological cues. Consider (45a-c) below, where the phonological effects of {al} vs. {–hood} suffixation on the base are illustrated.
(45)

a. parent
b. parent-al
c. parent-hood

[pˈærɘnt]
[pɘrˈæntɘl]
[[pˈærɘnt]hʊd]

In (45b) {–al} causes stress shift on the base parent, which is initially stressed
in (45a): stress goes to the second vowel in (45b). In other words, {-al} causes
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phonological change on the base. In (45c), on the other hand, -hood suffixation
does not cause any change in the phonology of the form. In other words, the
base parent remains initially stressed.
Kaye (1995:308) takes these facts as indicating that {–hood} suffixation
shows respect to the integrity of the internal domain in parenthood, [[parent] hood]. {-al} suffixation, on the other hand, does not show respect to the
integrity of the internal domain. In other words, it acts as if parental [parental]
is similar to a simplex word like agenda. In Kaye (1995), the former case is
argued to involve analytic morphology, while the latter is argued to involve
non-analytic morphology.
The second point made by Kaye (1995) for the alternation between
(45b) and (45c) comes with the phonological shapes of the forms under
discussion. Kaye (1995) says that there is no phonological cue in parental
telling us that it is a morphologically complex form. Accordingly, {-al} does not
attach to the base via morphology as a result of which parental is stored as a
single chunk in the lexicon. In (45c), on the other hand, the weird consonant
clusters nth can never be found in a simplex English word. Therefore,
parenthood must be a morphologically complex form. Note that this kind of
domain identification is problematic due to the fact that the absence of a
phonological cue does not always imply the absence of morphology, as we will
discuss in the next section.
In the next section, we are going to compare our model with GP and
discuss how and why the analytic vs. non-analytic distinction of Kaye (1995)
and other works following his system fall short of explaining the exact nature of
suffixation and its consequences to the phonology-morphology interface in
Turkish and other languages.

2.3.3. The Template Model vs. GP: Boundaries in Turkish
In our template model, we argue that all productive affixes attach to a base via
morphology, i.e. none of these forms are frozen in the lexicon, as we argued in
Chapter 1. Morphological information, i.e. base, prefix, and suffix is visible in the
constituent structure via templates (46).
(46)

Morphology

Prefix

Base

Suffix

Phonology

Oz1 Nz1

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4

Na0 Oa1

Accordingly, we propose a new constituent structure model in which a base is
differentiated from a prefix and suffix via different templates, as illustrated in
(46). In the new constituent structure model, all bases (vowel initial and
consonant initial) begin with and end in an onset (empty or full), the productive
prefixes begin with an onset and end in a nucleus, and the productive suffixes
begin with a nucleus and end in an onset (empty or full) so that they can make
the bases larger. The immediate theoretical consequence of this claim is that
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there is no more domain final p-licensed empty nucleus. All the bases end in an
onset, as shown in (47a-b).
(47)

a. O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
k

i

t

a

b. O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4

p

‘book’

a

r a b

a

‘car’

The representations in (47a-b) illustrate that the initial onset position occurs in
bases when it is full (47a) or empty (47b). Thus, the initial onset is a
phonological left boundary marker, which shows the beginning of a new base
(word, stem, root, etc.). Likewise, the final onset, which has no nucleus pair, O 3
in (47a) and O4 in (47b) above, is the right boundary marker. It indicates the
point where the base ends. When two onsets occur adjacently, phonology
understands that there is a word boundary since two onsets cannot be adjacent
in the same constituent structure according to our template model. This is
illustrated in (48) below.
(48)

The Template Model
O1 N1 O2 N2 O3

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3

d

k a

e m

i r
(I)

p

ı

‘iron door’

Element Spreading

O3 in (48) is followed by another onset (O1) and this means that there are two
individual bases (words). As a result, the element spreading process (I
spreading) is blocked, i.e. *demir kepi is out.16 Our model can explain why
element spreading cannot cross certain boundaries thanks to the templates. In
Kaye’s (1995) system, on the other hand, all the phonological domains end in a
nucleus (empty or not). Thus, demir kapı would have a structure as given in
(49) in the standard GP.
(49)

The Standard GP
O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3

O1 N1 O2 N2 …

d e

k

m i r
(I)

P-Licensing

a p

ı

‘iron door’

No Element Spreading

Note that licensing conditions are as important as base boundaries in explaining
element spreading (Charette and Göksel, 1996; Pöchtrager, 2009). See Chapter 5 for
further discussion on vowel harmony and element spreading.
16
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In our model, two adjacent onsets signal a boundary and block spreading, as
shown in (48). In Kaye’s system, represented above as (49), on the other hand,
the element (I) cannot know that there is a boundary and cannot stop
spreading without the help of brackets, [[demir][kapı]]. One might argue that
N3 is domain finally p-licensed and this indicates the domain boundary in the
representation (49). However, the domain final p-licensing is only a vehicle to
explain why the final nucleus is silent. It is not a domain boundary indicator.
The previous nucleus (N2 in (49)) cannot know how N3 is muted; it cannot
know whether N3 is domain finally p-licensed or properly governed, either. In
other words, N3 cannot be a blocker for element spreading. The evidence for
this comes with the suffixation illustrated in (50).
(50)

The Standard GP
O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3

O1 N1 O2 N2

d e m i r
(I)

l

P-Licensing

e

r

P-Licensing

‘iron-pl’

Element Spreading

The suffixation represented in (50) and the compounding in (49) are identical
in terms of the constituent structure within the standard GP. This means that
N3 is domain finally p-licensed both in (49) and (50). However, (I) spreads to
the suffix N1 in (50), but it does not in (49). Thus, GP cannot solve the boundary
problem without employing brackets, which are external objects, and against
the Non-Arbitrariness Principle, according to which there must be a direct
relation between a phonological process and its environment (KLV, 1990).
Consider (51a-b), where compounding and suffixation respectively are
differentiated from each other via brackets in the standard GP.
(51)

The Standard GP
a. [[demir][kapı]]
b. [[demir]ler]

The brackets used in the representations in (51a-b) above are not a part of the
constituent structure but are merely symbols, according to Kaye (1995).
However, (49) and (50) show that brackets are not simply symbols but are also
boundary markers. This means that without the employment of brackets,
suffixation and compounding are exactly the same in terms of the constituent
structure in Kaye (1995). However, our model differentiates one from the
other, as represented in (52a-b) and explains why there cannot be element
spreading in compounding cases, as exemplified in (52a), but there can be in
suffixation cases, as exemplified in (52b).
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(52)

The Template Model
a. O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
d

e m i r
(I)

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
k a

p

ı

‘iron door’

No Element Spreading

b. O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
d

e m i
(I)

Na0 Oa1 Na1 Oa2

r

l

e

r

‘iron-pl’

Element Spreading

The representations in (52a-b) illustrate that the bases begin with and end in
an onset and that the left and right “boundaries” of bases come with the
structure itself, as shown in (52a). The suffixes, on the other hand, begin with a
nucleus, signaling that they are not bases (52b) but rather are dependents of a
base since the initial nucleus of the suffix attaches to the base final onset.
In Sections 2.3.2. and 2.3.3., we compared our model with the standard
GP and identified some basic differences between the two models with respect
to constituent structure, licensing relations and the phonology-morphology
interface. Let us now present a more detailed discussion of the standard GP and
a comparison of it to our template model in Section 2.3.4. with respect to
constituent structure, domainhood and the lexicon view.

2.3.4. The Template Model vs. the Standard GP: Domainhood
and Lexicon Modelling Problem
In the present section, we provide some critical remarks for Kaye’s (1995)
analysis of domainhood. Note that the domainhood Kaye (1995) deals with is
related to the behaviors of the suffixes. Following the phonological cues, he
basically questions which suffixes are analytic and which are synthetic (nonanalytic). According to Kaye (1995), the regular past tense marker in English
(53a) is analytic since V:CC is impossible in a simplex English word.
(53)

a. seep-ed
b. kept

[[si:p]t]
[kept]

[V:CC] ✗
[VCC] ✓

The irregular past form kept in (53b), on the other hand, is indifferent from a
simplex word such as apt, and consequently, it is non-analytic. The question
raised at this point is: what if we attach the regular past tense marker to a base
and get a simplex word-like output?
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(54)

mass-ed

[[mæs]t]?

or

[mæst]?

(54) above exemplifies a case where a VCC sequence is used [æst]. Note that
VCC sequences are quite usual in English, i.e. fast, cast, etc. Thus, the root+suffix
combination in (54) does not give us any clue about the morphological
boundary according to Kaye’s analysis.
According to the standard GP (Kaye, 1995), phonology can see
morphology only if there is a morphological footprint on phonology, i.e.
devoicing, consonant clusters, etc. [[A]B]: seeped [[si:p]t]. If there is no
morphological footprint on phonology, the whole structure is assumed to be
kept as a single unit in the lexicon kept [kept]. This means that the output is
analyzed as non-analytic.
Our question regarding the standard GP is whether all forms labeled as
synthetic are really stored as a single unit in the lexicon. In this case, should we
assume that the regular past tense marker is always analytic since its
attachment may bear unusual clusters as in seeped (V:CC)? The answer is no.
This generalization will be arbitrary since there is no clue which shows us that
there must be a domain boundary in (54). Should we say that the regular past
tense marker is analytic in some cases but non-analytic in others? The answer
is no, we should not, since this sort of argumentation leads us to arbitrariness.
With respect to Kaye’s (1995) system, Scheer (2011:297) also
questions how parsing is done with hidden morphology (no phonological
parsing cue) as in the cases mass-ed [mæst] and stepped [stept]. He argues that
[stept] does not provide any phonological parsing cue, so “look-up of the entire
item” is expected to be performed. However, [stept] has no match in the
lexicon. Scheer argues that there is no lexical item [stept] in the lexicon since it
is derived via productive morphology. He suggests that alternative parsing
mechanisms need to be called in.
The questions given above are reasonable, especially when we
consider facts from Turkish. As noted Chapter 1, there are more than 104.000
words and 200 suffixes in Turkish. There are many productive suffixes which
leave no footprint on phonology, such as the accusative {-(y)I} and the dative {(y)A} markers. Also, some suffixes, such as the plural marker {-lAr}, may leave
morphological cues on phonology in some cases but not in others, depending
on the phonological context. Accordingly, the standard GP view leads us to a
position where we have to conclude that kitap-lar ‘book-pl’ is morphologically
complex due to devoicing, but araba-lar ‘car-pl’ is stored as a single unit in the
lexicon due to the absence of devoicing. If we think in this way, the assumption
would be that the role of morphology is not so active and the lexicon is filled
with too many forms (both mono-morphemic and synthetic forms).
The crucial question related to the discussion above is whether we
keep such a huge list in our lexicon. The answer is no in the present study, as
we argued in Chapter 1. The productive suffixes combine with a base via
morphology. Therefore, araba-lar ‘car-pl’, araba-yı ‘car-acc’, araba-ya ‘car-dat’
and all other productive forms are combined via morphology and are not listed
in the lexicon as a whole chunk. This is also reasonable in terms of semantic
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compositionality in that synthetic morphology is expected to be semantically
unanalyzable. In our case, however, the forms listed above are highly
analyzable units.
Our new model’s assumption is that some morphological combinations
may leave footprints on phonology and others do not. See (55a-c).
(55)

a. kitap
b. kitap-lar
c. kitab-ı

‘book’
book-pl
book-acc

In (55a-b), there is devoicing, which is a footprint marking the end of the base.
However, there is no devoicing in (55c). According to Kaye’s analysis (1995),
the plural marker must be analytic since it comes after the word boundary and
the domain final p-licensed empty nucleus causes devoicing due to its lack of
licensing power (56).
(56)

The Standard GP
No Onset Licensing

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3

O1 N1 O2 N2

x

x

x

x x

x

k

i

t

a p P-licensed l

x

x x
a

r

x
book-pl

However, the accusative marker does not cause any devoicing in (55c).
Accordingly, kitab-ı must be non-analytic and stored as a whole chunk in the
lexicon in the standard GP’s system. It means that it is indifferent from a
simplex form.
In our template model, we argue against the domains of GP since that
causes untenable results. For instance, the accusative marker is a very
productive suffix and it is obvious that kitab-ı is derived via a morphological
operation base+acc as kitab-ı. The only difference between kitap-lar and kitab-ı
is that the morphology leaves a footprint on phonology (devoicing) in kitap-lar
but not in kitab-ı. The absence of a morphological footprint on phonology does
not mean that there is no morphology. If there is a phonological cue with
respect to morphology, there is definitely morphology. If there is no cue, there
may or may not be morphology. The assumption in our template model is that
all productive suffixes that are listed in the lexicon have the same phonological
template N…O. It means that both the plural (57a) and the accusative (57b)
markers in Turkish have their own suffixal template.
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(57)

The Template Model
No Onset Licensing

a. O1 N1 O2 N2 O3

Na0 Oa1 Na1 Oa2

x x

x

x x

x x

x

x

k i

t

a p

l

a

r

Onset Licensing

b. O1 N1 O2 N2 O3

Na0 Oa1

x x

x

x x

x

k i

t

a b

ı

In (57a), the suffix initial Na0 is an empty nucleus properly governed by Na1. It is
not the real pair of O3 since O3 and Na0 are not on the same template in the
lexicon. Therefore, Na0 cannot license O3, and as a result, devoicing appears.
Note that Na0 needs O3, although it cannot license O3 since every nucleus needs
an onset in the constituent structure but O3 does not need Na0 to exist in the
structure, as will be discussed in Chapter 3 in detail. In (57b), N a0 is not
properly governed, so it can license O3 and no devoicing appears, although they
are not a real pair on the single template. This is a general overview of our
claims about productive suffixation and lexicon, but we are going to discuss all
these in detail in Chapter 3.
For unproductive suffixes, on the other hand, recall from Chapter 1 that
we claim that they form a single unit with the base they attach to and that they
occur in the same single constituent structure as in öd-lek (58a).
Onset Licensing

(58) a. O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4
x

x

x x

ö d

l

x x
e

k
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Onset Licensing

b. O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4
x

x x

a b

x x
l

a

As seen in (58a-b), ödlek and abla are identical in terms of their constituent
structure although abla (58b) is truly simplex. There is no separate template
for the historical suffix –lek since it is frozen on the base to which it historically
attached (Korkmaz, 2014:131). The evidence for the claim comes with the
absence of devoicing: [d] under O2 would be devoiced in ödlek (58a) *ötlek if –
lek were a productive suffix and had its own template similar to the plural
marker in (57a). The base internally properly governed empty nucleus can
license its onset pair and devoicing does not appear, as Chapter 3 will discuss in
detail.
In conclusion, we compared our template model with GP in terms of
domains, boundary identification and lexicon views in Section 2.3. Kaye’s
claims for domain boundary, p-licensing nucleus and (non-)analytic
morphology lead to overgeneralizations and wrong outputs. Also, the analytic
vs. non-analytic based analysis makes the lexicon overcrowded since it
considers morphologically produced forms such as stepped and massed as
lexically stored. Note that the problem mentioned above can be handled in an
account which assumes a lexicon model based on the productivity of the
suffixes, rather than the classification of affixes as analytic vs. non-analytic on
the basis of the presence or absence of phonological cues alone.
In Section 2.4., we will critically review the previous GP analyses
regarding their lexicon views and the phonology-morphology interface
accounts for Turkish.

2.4. The Phonology-Morphology Interface in Turkish: The
Previous GP Accounts
There are a number of GP works which focus on the Turkish phonologymorphology interface in light of Kaye’s analytic vs. non-analytic morphology
distinction, including: Denwood (1998), Charette (2004), Balcı (2006), Polgárdi
(2006). These studies take different phonological cues into account in their
interface analyses. Three basic claims are put forward in terms of the
phonology-morphology interface within these studies: (i) all suffixes are
analytic in Turkish (Denwood, 1998; Charette, 2004; Balcı, 2006); (ii) all
suffixes are non-analytic in Turkish (İskender, 2008); and (iii) the mixed
position of Polgárdi (1998, 2006), according to which all harmonic (vowel
harmony) suffixes are analytic in Turkish.
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Most of the studies mentioned above suffer from the same theoretical
problems of Kaye (1995); therefore, we will not repeat those problems again
for each study but will limit the discussion to other problematic aspects of
these studies in the next section.

2.4.1. All Suffixes are Analytic in Turkish
2.4.1.1. Denwood (1998) and Charette (2004)
Within GP, the domain final p-licensing is subject to the parametric variation as
we noted in Section 2.3.2. Some languages (English, Polish) prefer it ON and the
final nucleus is not realized. Some others (Zulu, Italian, Vata) set the parameter
OFF and the final nucleus is realized, i.e. words end in a vowel but not in a
consonant. However, in some languages, such as Turkish, words may or may
not end in a consonant. Compare (59a-b), which exemplify a vowel and a
consonant ending word, respectively.
(59) a. O1 N1 O2 N2
k

Domain Final P-licensing OFF

a p ɯ17

b. O1 N1 O2 N2
k

a p

‘door’

Domain Final P-licensing ON
‘container’

P-Licensing

According to the representations in (59a-b) above, kapı ‘door’ is a vowel ending
word, so there is no need for the domain final p-licensing. kap ‘container’, on
the other hand, ends in a consonant and the final nucleus has to be licensed via
the domain final p-licensing mechanism.
To provide an answer to the question of whether the p-licensing
parameter is ON or OFF in Turkish, Denwood (1998) 18 and Charette (2004)
independently offer a template structure for Turkish, according to which words
are made up of a stem template in which four positions (ONON) are available.
Denwood (1998) and Charette (2004) put forward this template idea in order
to explain the status of word final interpreted high vowels [ɯ, i, u, ü],
The IPA symbol [ɯ] represents the high back unrounded vowel in Turkish. We will
use the IPA symbols when necessary and relevant to the discussion. Otherwise, we will
go on with the orthographic characters of Turkish.
18 Denwood (1998) also tries to explain Turkish disharmonic roots via her templates as
in [[bi][ra]] ‘beer’. See Chapter 5 for further discussion.
17
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consonant-zero alternations, the relation between morphology and vowel
harmony, and the adaptation of non-Turkish words into Turkish. This stem
template can be followed by one or more suffix templates, each of which
contains the four positions again. 19 According to the template analysis of these
authors, domain final empty nuclei are always p-licensed, by which the authors
try to fix the Domain Final P-licensing Parameter as ON. Accordingly, words
ending in a high vowel, such as kedi ‘cat’, have a structure as represented in
(60) below.
(60)

O1

N1

O2

[[ x

x

x

k

e

d

N2
x ]
P-Licensing

O3

N3

O4

x

x

x

[i]

N4
x ]
P-Licensing

Adapted from Charette (2004:14) Example (21a)
According to the representation in (60), a word such as kedi ‘cat’ consists of two
templates, i.e. two domains [[ked]i] where [i] behaves similarly to a suffix and
occurs in the second domain. Thus, kedi ‘cat’ represented in (60) above has
dependent analytic morphology.
Recall that within GP, (non)-analytic domains depend on the presence
of certain phonological cues observed on the forms. This line of reasoning puts
the analyses of both Denwood (1998) and Charette (2004) into a difficult
position given that they assign an analytic structure to a simplex form such as
kedi ‘cat’ [[ked]-i] in the absence of a phonological cue. It is a well-formed
simplex word that forms a single domain according to Kaye (1995). On the one
hand, the template hypothesis considers all suffixes in Turkish as involving an
analytic structure even in the absence of a phonological cue. In this respect,
most of the words in Turkish are analytic according to Denwood (1998) and
Charette (2004). On the other hand, there seems to be a disconnection between
phonology and morphology in the template model since the authors take
neither parsing cues nor morphological productivity into consideration. With
or without morphology, their phonological template works as it does, simply by
counting the number of sound sequences. In our model as well, the presence of
phonological cues is not an obligatory factor for the existence of morphology.
Although these two analyses are similar to each other in many respects, there is a
difference between them with respect to the presence of skeletal points under the empty
onsets. Charette (2004:9) criticizes Denwood (1998) for unused or deleted onset(s) and
nuclei in the structure. Charette points out that Denwood (1998) makes use of the
Reduction Principle of Gussmann and Kaye (1993), according to which an empty nucleus
and a following pointless onset are removed from the structure. Charette (2004) argues
that onsets and nuclei are always linked to the skeletal positions in Denwood’s (1998)
template analysis, i.e. the empty onsets are not pointless in Denwood (1998). Therefore,
reduction should not be applicable in Denwood’s analysis.
19
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Phonological cues may or may not appear as a result of morphology. However,
it does not mean that we should ignore the existence of language-specific
phonological cues marking morphological boundaries. Also, morphological
productivity, which is forgotten by Denwood and Charette, is a key point in our
new model.
The second problem of both Denwood (1998) and Charette (2004)
comes with the domain final p-licensing idea. Recall that the crucial idea behind
the template analysis of Denwood (1998) and Charette (2004) is to save the
Domain Final P-licensing Parameter, which they argue to be set ON in Turkish.
However, in order to achieve this aim, their analysis creates unnatural domains
which have many unused onsets and nuclei. This is against the concept of the
constituent structure, which is supposed to be as simple as possible.
In terms of morphology, the analytic structure means that there is
morphology. Is kedi really a result of productive morphology? To save the
domain final p-licensed nucleus, not only do Denwood (1998) and Charette
(2004) pay too much but also, they contradict Kaye (1995). Although Denwood
(1998) and Charette (2004) are reasonable attempts to analyze Turkish the
phonology-morphology interface within GP, their pseudo-morphology model
gets them into conceptual problems with respect to lexicon and morphology.
In the next section, we will provide some remarks for another GP based
account of the Turkish phonology-morphology interface in the sense of Kaye
(1995) arguing that all suffixes are analytic.

2.4.1.2. Balcı (2006)
Balcı (2006) is another GP based study on the Turkish phonology-morphology
interface following Kaye’s (1995) classification. Although the main focus of his
work is on the analysis of Turkish consonants within GP, Balcı (2006:66-67)
also refers to vowel harmony, consonant clusters and change in the stem final
or suffix-initial consonants in terms of the phonology-morphology interface. He
groups Turkish suffixes into four categories, as given in (61a-d).
(61)

Types of Turkish suffixes
a. Suffixes like –ken ‘while’, –ki ‘Poss.’, which undergo neither vowel
harmony nor voicing alternation
b. Suffixes like –lAr ‘Pl.’, –sIz ‘without’, in which suffix-initial
consonants do not undergo voicing alternation, but vowel harmony is
still at work
c. Suffixes like –DA ‘Loc.’, -CI ‘Ag.’ in which the suffix-initial stop
undergoes voicing alternations, and vowels follow vowel harmony
d. Vowel-initial suffixes like –(y)I ‘Acc.’, –(y)A ‘Dat.’ which undergo
vowel harmony and cause voicing alternation in the alternating stemfinal stop
Balcı (2006:66) Example (36i-iv), respectively
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Balcı (2006) first classifies Turkish suffixes in accordance with their
phonological shape and then brings certain phonological cues into the
consideration. He claims that the suffixes in (61a) are independent analytic due
to the lack of vowel harmony;20 those in (61b) are dependent analytic due to
the occurrence of three adjacent consonants;21 suffixes in (61c) are dependent
analytic due to the phonological change in stem-final or suffix-initial plosives
via devoicing; and finally, those vowel initial suffixes in (61d) are dependent
analytic due to the reduction principle of Gussmann and Kaye (1993), which is
claimed by Balcı (2006) to apply only to analytic domains. Accordingly, in
Balcı’s classification, all suffixes are analytic in Turkish.
In terms of productivity, we can deduce that Balcı’s (2006) claim
implies that all suffixes in Turkish combine with their bases via morphology.
Balcı (2006) adapts the constituent structure and bracketing of the Standard GP
(KLV, 1990; Kaye, 1995), although he criticizes the model in these words: “… a
phonological theory should be able to explain as many phenomena as possible
by using phonological processes and principles, instead of accepting them as
‘non-analyzable’ directly coming from the lexicon.” Balcı (2006:63).
With respect to his analysis, there seems to be a contradiction between
the claims and their working processes. That is to say, he claims that he takes
the phonological cues into consideration in (61a-d), but he seems to miss the
point that there may not be a phonological cue in every single morphological
combination. Let us look at the locative marker in Turkish {-DA}, which is
labeled as analytic by Balcı (2006), given that the suffix-initial stop undergoes
voicing alternations, and vowels follow vowel harmony (62a-b).
(62)

a. kitap-ta
b. defter-de

‘book-loc’
‘notebook-loc’

According to Balcı (2006), the locative marker is analytic due to the vowel
harmony and the voicing harmony between the stem final and the suffix initial
consonants. Is element spreading really evidence for morphology? Element
spreading can appear in simplex forms, too, as in (63a-b).
(63)

a. verem
b. makbuz

e-e
[makpuz]

I-Spreading from V-to-V
H-Spreading from C-to-C

‘tuberculosis’
‘receipt’

Both (63a) and (63b) involve element spreading from one position to another.
The I element spreads from the first nucleus to the second one in (63a), and the
H element spreads from the second consonant to the next one. When we
compare (62a-b) with (63a-b), Balcı’s phonological cues for analytic
morphology seem to fail since element spreading occurs in simplex forms as
well as morphologically complex ones. Moreover, there may be some cases
See Chapter 5 for a detailed discussion on the interaction between element spreading
and boundary identification in Turkish.
21 We will refer to the base final and base internal CC clusters in Chapter 5.
20
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where no phonological cue appears in the attachment of these suffixes, as given
in (64).
(64)

abi-de

‘elder.brother-loc’

In (64), abi-de ‘elder.brother-loc’ is phonologically identical with the simplex
word abide ‘monument’. Thus, how can we prove that the locative marker is
analytic? If there is no phonological cue, should the locative marker be nonanalytic, i.e. frozen with the base in the lexicon despite its high productivity? By
granting phonological cues as indicators of analytic morphology, Balcı (2006)
follows Kaye (1995) and arrives at the same ambiguity. Note that this problem
can be solved by assuming a lexicon based on the idea of the productivity of a
suffixation process, instead of the availability of phonological cues alone, which
is what we do in the template model.
Balcı also tries to support his analysis via certain theory internal tools,
such as the Reduction Principle of Gussmann and Kaye (1993). Balcı’s analytic
morphology analysis for the vowel initial suffixes comes with the Reduction
Principle. He argues that there is an analytic domainhood if there is reduction.
The theory internal evidence seems to be a misinterpretation of what the
authors actually say. Gussmann and Kaye (1993) analyze Polish clusters with
the help of domain final empty nuclei and, in order to eliminate the unused
empty nucleus-onset sequences from the structure, they develop the Reduction
Principle and apply it to the analytic domains in their study. However, they
never claim that reduction can only be used when a suffix analytically combines
with a stem, contrary to what Balcı (2006:22) states. Also, Balcı’s (2006)
predictions on reduction analysis bear wrong outputs. Consider (65) where the
final consonant of the base does not undergo devoicing, given that a vowel
initial suffix is attached.
(65)

kitab-ı [[kitab]ı]

book-acc

(65) above exemplifies an instance of the accusative marker, which is analytic
according to Balcı (2006). If the accusative marker were analytic, as Balcı
(2006) argued, the suffix would follow the domain boundary/domain final plicensed empty nucleus in the usual sense, as in (66).
(66)

*[[kitap_]ı]

*kitap-ı

The form kitab-ı is expected to be devoiced as in (66), according to Balcı’s
(2006) analysis, since the base final onset is followed by the domain finally plicensed nucleus, which cannot license the final obstruent of the base. However,
Balcı (2006) claims that there is no devoicing in kitab-ı, contrary to (66), due to
the fact that the stem final consonant would be followed by a vowel after the
reduction of the domain final p-licensed empty nucleus together with the
empty onset in the suffix part. This reduction is represented in (67) below.
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(67)

Reduction

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3
x

x

x

x x

[k

i

t

a b

x
P-Licensing]

O4 N4
x ….
ı

Note that Balcı’s approach to reduction is problematic in terms of the Projection
Principle as given in (39). According to the Projection Principle, governing
relations are defined at the level of lexical representation and remain constant
throughout a phonological derivation. Reduction is for the elimination of
unused ON’s from the structure, not to change the domain internal phonological
processes. O3 is licensed by N3 in (67). However, Balcı changes the onset
licensor after reduction. If kitap-acc is analytic, it means that phonology first
applies to the inner domain, according to Kaye (1995).
(68)

[kitap_]

Given that the word kitap ‘book’ is followed by a domain final p-licensed empty
nucleus in (68), devoicing applies. Then phonology applies to the whole string
and it cannot touch the inner domain after concatenation. In other words, the
governing relations cannot be subsequently undone. Accordingly, Balcı’s
(2006) analysis of the accusative marker as involving analytic morphology
results in a non-existent form *kitap-ı, not kitab-ı.
The problem discussed above is related to the idea of “no touch to the
inner domain”, which follows from Chomsky’s (1973) and Kean’s (1974) Strict
Cyclicity Condition, according to which “no change could be effected within a
previous cycle that did not involve crucial reference to material contained
within the current cycle” (Gussmann and Kaye, 1993:436). Similarly, Kaye
(1995:307) states that “the principle of strict cyclicity states that the
association created in the inner domain cannot be undone in an external
domain.” This is also what Scheer (2011) calls “no look back”, i.e. once
devoicing applies, it cannot be undone after concatenation.
As seen in the present section, Balcı’s (2006) Turkish phonologymorphology interface analysis is a bit problematic both “because of” and “in
terms of” Kaye’s (1995) system. In the next section, we are going to discuss
İskender (2008), another GP approach in the sense of Kaye (1995), which
analyzes all Turkish suffixes as non-analytic.

2.4.2. All Suffixes are Non-analytic
Contra Denwood (1998), Charette (2004) and Balcı (2006), İskender (2008)
assumes that all suffixes in Turkish combine with roots non-analytically in
order to explain phonological processes such as vowel-zero alternation. His
analysis is problematic for a number of reasons.
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The first concern here is about lexicon. Labeling all suffixes as nonanalytic, İskender implies that all possible base+suffix combinations are listed
in the lexicon as separate frozen chunks and must be memorized one by one. If
all Turkish suffixes are assumed to be non-analytic and, if he adapts Kaye
(1995) in his analysis, how would devoicing be explained in İskender’s
account? İskender (2008:73) proposes that non-analytic morphology is needed
to explain certain phonological processes, such as vowel-zero alternation, given
that the analytic treatment of the alternation gives wrong outputs. İskender
(2008) is right in that the vowel-zero alternation is related to the empty
nucleus position and not to the domain final p-licensed one. However, his
analysis fails due to his assumption that all suffixes in Turkish combine with
roots non-analytically by ignoring the lexical storage implications of being nonanalytic for a suffix. As the main focus of his study is the vowel-zero alternation
in Turkish, he makes the assumption that “all suffixes are non-analytic” without
supporting it on independent grounds. To save his vowel-zero account, he
seems to pay too much to dispensing with morphology.

2.4.3. A Mixed Position: Harmonic Suffixes are Analytic
A relatively more comprehensive analysis for the morphological behavior of
Turkish suffixes is provided by Polgárdi (1998, 2006), where the author
associates harmonic suffixes with analytic morphology in Turkish (69a-b).22
(69)

a. [[yüz]ün]
b. [[son]lar]

face-poss.2sg
end-pl

‘your face’
‘ends’
Polgárdi (2006:129) Example (26b)

In (69a-b), the forms are argued to involve analytic morphology due to the fact
that they are harmonic. Note that Polgárdi does not follow the domain final plicensing nucleus idea in her analysis, as we will discuss in Section 2.5.1. Also,
she blends the principles of GP with Optimality Theory and Lexical Phonology.
Polgárdi’s (2006) main focus is the vowel harmony phenomenon. The analytic
vs. non-analytic morphology distinction of Kaye (1995) is considered as a
reasonable way to give an account for the domain of vowel harmony, i.e. where
it continues and where it stops. Accordingly, while harmonic suffixes are
argued to be dependent analytic, the disharmonic ones are argued to be either
non-analytic or independent analytic, depending on the stress pattern they
have. If the disharmonic suffixes are stressable, they are non-analytic; if not,
they are independent analytic.
Relevant criticism may be leveled against the vagueness of the
phonological domain: if vowel harmony applies both in analytic and nonanalytic domains, how can element spreading become evidence for the
dependent analytic domains? Also, recall that element spreading applies
Chapter 5 also discusses element spreading and boundary relation in terms of the
phonology-morphology interface in Turkish.
22
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according to the licensing constraints, headedness and elemental composition
of vowels (Charette and Göksel, 1994, 1996; Pöchtrager, 2009). In this respect,
it is not clear how we can identify the beginning and end of a phonological
domain in Polgárdi’s (2006) system without the help of brackets, which are
external and artificial tools.
Another problem with Polgárdi’s (2006) proposal is that she employs
vowel harmony for the phonology-morphology interface without considering
other phonological cues, such as devoicing, which potentially could signal the
base boundary in Turkish. Also, the author states that “…the dividing line
between synthetic vs. analytic suffixes seems to be placed differently for
different phonological processes” (Polgárdi, 2006:129). Accordingly, she
implies that the domain boundaries may change depending on the phonological
process you consider. In this respect, we can raise the questions of whether
there really are different types of domains for each phonological process, and of
how we will define the domain boundaries if every phonological process gives
different results. These seem to be loose grounds in Polgárdi’s (2006) study.
Yet the other problem with Polgárdi’s (2006) proposal comes with the
stress phenomenon that she makes use of in order to distinguish disharmonic
suffixes. Stress is a quite complex cue for domainhood in Turkish, as it has
strong connections to syntax, information structure, pragmatics and even
discourse (Sebüktekin, 1984; Demircan, 1984; Charette, Göksel and Şener,
2007; Göksel, 2010; Göksel and Güneş, 2013). It is a real question whether
stress shows any morpheme boundary, which we will discuss in Chapter 5.

2.4.4. Interim Summary
As a result, the previous GP studies on the Turkish phonology-morphology
interface would result in wrong generalizations and wrong outputs since they
fail to represent all of the data. This is because these studies do not take various
phonological processes and morphological productivity into consideration.
Moreover, morphological information is reflected on phonology with certain
unnatural tools, such as brackets, unexplainable domain final p-licensed
nucleus, etc. In the present study, we will show how our template model, which
assumes no domain final p-licensing and no domains in general, can explain the
phonology-morphology interface in Turkish and other languages.
In Section 2.5., we will discuss some previous attempts on the word
(base) final position which also try to eliminate the domain final p-licensed
nucleus from the phonological system, including Polgárdi (1998), Dienes and
Szigetvári (1999) and Szigetvári (1999). We will also compare and contrast our
model with these in terms of base final and base initial positions.
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2.5. The Other Accounts: No Domain Final P-licensed Nucleus
In the present section, we will compare and contrast our base final analysis
with some previous attempts which also dispense with the domain final plicensed empty nucleus: Polgárdi (1998), Dienes and Szigetvári (1999) and
Szigetvári (1999). We will have a critical look at these studies and provide
discussion on their problematic aspects.

2.5.1. Polgárdi (1998, 2006)
Recall from Section 2.4.3. that Polgárdi (1998) argues against the domain final
p-licensed empty nuclei and proposes that words do not need to end in a vowel
(N), that they can also end in a consonant (O) in the constituent structure.
Accordingly, Polgárdi (1998) claims that consonant-final words end in an onset
(70a) and ɯ-final words23 end in an empty nucleus which gets its phonetic
interpretation due to the lack of licensing (70b).
(70)

a. O1 N1 O2
k a p

‘container’

b. O1 N1 O2 N2
k a

p ɯ

‘door’
Adapted from Polgárdi (1998:41) Examples (28a-b)

The representations in (70a-b) show that words may end both in a vowel and
in a consonant. Accordingly, Polgárdi (1998) rightly eliminates the domain final
p-licensed empty nucleus from the representation since the source of the
licensing is always a question in the literature, as discussed in Chapter 1. Also,
the magical licensing of the domain finally p-licensed nucleus is problematic in
terms of the Non-Arbitrariness Principle of GP.
However, Polgárdi’s system is not without problems, which come with
the fact that the constituent structure seems to change according to every
single form. Her discussion implies that if there is a vowel final word, the
structure ends in an N, as in the case of (70b). If there is no vowel at the end of a
word, the structure ends in an O, as in the case of (70a). This may lead us to
conclude that the constituent structure changes according to the phonological
input. This means that every time we have a new form (vowel/consonant final),
we would have a different constituent structure according to Polgárdi’s
analysis. It seems that there is a one-to-one match between the constituent
Different from the representations in the present work, Polgárdi (1998) represents
high back unrounded vowel as [ɨ] in Turkish.
23
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structure and the real sounds. The relevant question for Polgárdi’s analysis is
why we need constituent structure if there is one-to one correspondence
between sounds and constituents. To sum up, although the elimination of the
domain final p-licensed empty nucleus is reasonable in Polgárdi (1998), to
change the constituent structure according to the sounds of a phonological
form does not seem to be a theoretically justifiable claim.
Another critical point about Polgárdi (1998) is related to her analytic
vs. non-analytic domains, mentioned in Section 2.4.3. She dispenses with the
idea of the domain final p-licensed empty nucleus but still keeps the domains as
identified by Kaye (1995). The domain final p-licensed empty nucleus is
assumed to be a boundary indicator in Kaye (1995). How does Polgárdi define
her domains in its absence? The domain boundaries are illustrated via brackets
in Polgárdi, too, and these brackets are external phonological objects, i.e. they
are not different from the SPE type diacritics. Therefore, the representations
given in (71) below are not different from Kaye’s (1995) domainhood analysis
in terms of bracketing.
(71)

[[yüz]ün]
[[son]lar]

face-poss.2sg
end-pl

‘your face’
‘ends’
Polgárdi (2006:129) Example (26b)

These points seem to put Polgárdi’s (1998, 2006) analysis into a difficult
position in terms of constituent structure and the phonology-morphology
interface. Let us now see how Dienes and Szigetvári (1999) and Szigetvári
(1999) eliminate the domain final p-licensed empty nucleus.

2.5.2. Dienes and Szigetvári (1999) and Szigetvári (1999)
Similar to Polgárdi (1998), Dienes and Szigetvári (1999) and Szigetvári (1999)
argue that domain final p-licensing does not seem to be a satisfactory
explanation for the word final silent nucleus. There is no need for a domain
final p-licensed empty nucleus since it neither governs nor licenses anything. In
this respect, they develop a novel phonological representation model
alternative to the Standard GP and strict CV accounts by eliminating the domain
final p-licensing and arguing for a new definition of licensing.
Dienes and Szigetvári (1999) and Szigetvári (1999) claim that the
constituent skeleton is made up of VC units instead of CV or ON. This mirror
image of the one proposed in the strict CV approach to the constituent structure
is illustrated in (72).
(72)

VCVCVC

According to the representation given in (72) above, the constituent structure
begins with a V and ends in a C. Dienes and Szigetvári (1999) and Szigetvári
(1999) argue that the model in (72) is universal.
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Regarding the model offered in Dienes and Szigetvári (1999) and
Szigetvári (1999), our first criticism is with the initial V given in (72): A (V) or
(N) needs an onset to its left in phonological theory, as we discussed in Section
2.2.2.1. Onset satisfaction and licensing power of the nucleus are two
motivations for the onset need of a nucleus. A (V) (or N) without an onset pair
cannot occur in the constituent structure, as opposed to the claim of Dienes and
Szigetvári (1999) and Szigetvári (1999).
Another critical point in Dienes and Szigetvári (1999) and Szigetvári
(1999) is
with their phonology-morphology interface system. How do suffixes differ from
words (bases) in their model, and how do they explain the phonologymorphology interface? Their model seems to handle the phonologymorphology interface via small (empty) v and c positions (c and v are for empty
slots), as given in (73). Consider (73) (the geometric shapes are mine) to see
the use of small c and v positions.
Suffix

(73)

v

C

V

C

V

c

v

C

k

ɒ

p
i
d
Adapted from Szigetvári (1999:106) Example (75a)

(73) above involves the representation of the word copied. For (73), Szigetvári
argues that the fourth small v (circled in the representation) is silent since it
indicates the suffix initial position. According to Szigetvári, the initial small v
(the squared one) is always silent and the final c (the one in the triangle) may
be silent. In Szigetvári, the small v’s are always silent, and so do not need to be
muted by proper government. How and why these small v’s are silent is not
clear. Szigetvári eliminates the domain final p-licensed empty nucleus from his
model given that it is useless and its source is not clear. However, his
nondescript small silent v’s seem indifferent from the domain final p-licensed
nuclei. The small v’s seem more like external phonological objects and hence
problematic in terms of non-arbitrariness.
In Szigetvári’s analysis, vowels (nuclei) are segments that want to
surface, unless there is something which prevents them from doing so (proper
government). Vowels (nuclei) are inherently loud and they are mute when
governed. The V position governs and/or licenses the preceding nucleus and
onset if it is not itself governed in Dienes and Szigetvári’s (1999) and
Szigetvári’s (1999) analyses. They argue that a properly governed empty
nucleus cannot license anything. We are against this argument, too. Onset
licensing may not be necessary and an onset can survive without being licensed
in our model, too, but this does not mean that the properly governed nuclei
cannot license their onsets. Our claim is that a nucleus licenses an onset if it has
licensing power. Our model refutes Szigetvári’s argument and shows how a
properly governed base internal nucleus can license its onset in relation to
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Turkish devoicing, as given in Sections 2.3.4. and 2.5.2, and will be discussed in
Chapter 3 in a more detailed way. Remember our examples (58b) and (57a)
from Turkish given in Section 2.3.4. and repeated here as (74a-b).
Onset Licensing

Proper Government

(74) a. O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4
x

x

a

b

x

x

x

l

a

No Onset Licensing Proper Government

b. O1 N1 O2 N2 O3

Na0 Oa1 Na1 Oa2

x

x

x

x

x

x x

x

x

k

i

t

a

p

l

a

r

In (74a), there is only a base, i.e. there is no suffixation. N 2 needs an Onset (O2)
both for onset satisfaction and licensing in (74a), since it is a licensor. The
evidence for the idea that N2 can license O2 comes with the absence of devoicing
in O2. If N2 did not license O2, devoicing would appear: *apla.
The suffix initial properly governed nucleus, on the other hand, is not
an onset licensor in languages such as Turkish. For instance, the suffix initial
properly governed Na0 in (74b) needs an Onset (O3) only for onset satisfaction,
but not for licensing, i.e. Na0 is not a proper licensor for the base final Onset
(O3). Therefore, the onset satisfaction is the only motivation for N a0’s need for
an onset.
Chapter 3 will discuss the suffix initial properly governed empty
nucleus in detail, but to briefly state here, the reason for the suffix template in
(74b) to stick to the base template is not licensing but onset satisfaction only,
since Na0 has no onset pair otherwise. Recall that suffixes are morphologically
bound to a base. Thus, the absence of an onset pair in the suffix initial position
shows the phonological dependency of the suffix on the base in our model: the
morphological dependency of a suffix is visible on phonology via our template
system.
Also, in Dienes and Szigetvári (1999) and Szigetvári (1999), the base
final onset has no nucleus pair which can license it. Recall that they eliminated
the domain final p-licensed empty nucleus from their system since it neither
governs nor licenses anything. In this respect, the question may be whether
licensing is necessary for an onset or not to survive on the constituent
structure. Contrary to what is argued by Harris (1994) about onset licensing
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given in (41) and repeated here as (75), Dienes and Szigetvári (1999:18) argue
that onset positions (C positions in their terms) do not have to be licensed.
(75)

Onset Licensing
An onset head position must be licensed by a nuclear position.
Harris (1994: 160)

Dienes and Szigetvári (1999) and Szigetvári (1999) argue that the inherent
property of consonants is muteness. They become loud when governed. This
means that a consonant does not need to be licensed to be silent. Dienes and
Szigetvári (1999) claim that licensing only supports the maintenance of the
melodic material in the licensed position, that there is nothing to prevent an
unlicensed C position from surfacing, but is inclined to undergo lenition such as
debuccalization and devoicing as a result of unlicensing. What kind of lenition a
language undergoes depends on the sub-parameter(s) the language sets, as we
will discuss in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
Similar to Dienes and Szigetvári (1999) and Szigetvári (1999), in our
model the base final onset has no nucleus pair. In Section 2.2., we noted that
nuclei need onsets but not vice versa. Thus, the single final onset without a
nucleus pair is fine in our system, too. In line with Dienes and Szigetvári (1999)
and Szigetvári (1999), we argue that onsets may survive if they are not licensed
by a nucleus, although this will come at a price, such as devoicing,
debuccalization, etc.
In conclusion, Polgárdi (1998), Dienes and Szigetvári (1999) and
Szigetvári (1999) can be considered as three significant attempts to eliminate
the domain final p-licensed empty nucleus from the constituent structure.
However, their constituent structure and phonology-morphology interface
accounts seem to be problematic, for the reasons we have discussed above. In
the present study, we aim to analyze the phonology-morphology interface
within our new template model by eliminating the problems the previous
accounts came across.

2.6. Chapter Summary
In the present chapter, we discussed our new phonological template model in
detail and presented the empirical and theoretical evidence for the initial and
final onset positions in our base template (76a-c).
(76)

a.
b.
Prefix Base
ON
O…O
O… O

c.
Suffix
NO
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We argued that the base initial and final O, which are natural boundary markers
in phonology, are necessary on the template since these positions are
obligatorily filled out in a number of languages. The base initial O is also
necessary due to licensing and onset satisfaction reasons. We put forward as a
new parameter the Initial Onset Parameter to distinguish languages in which
the base initial consonant is obligatory from those in which the base initial
consonant does not need to be realized.
(77)

The Initial Onset Parameter
The base initial onsets must be melodically realized.
ON: Modern Arabic, Ute, Ingush, Djapu, Nyangumarta, Warlpiri:
Bases must begin with a consonant, not with a vowel.
OFF: English, French, Turkish:
Bases may begin with a consonant or a vowel.

Also, we argued that the final O is theoretically essential to explain the base
final phonological processes, which will also be discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.
In the present chapter, we compared our model and the Final Onset
Parameter (78) with some previous GP accounts in terms of the final position,
boundary identification and lexicon view.
(78)

The Final Onset Parameter
The base final onsets must be melodically mute.
ON: Italian, Vata, Zulu:
Bases must end in a vowel, not in a consonant.
OFF: Japanese, Malayalam, English, French, Turkish, Polish:
Bases may end in a consonant or a vowel.

Also, we referred to some other accounts which also eliminate the domain final
p-licensed nucleus. In the standard GP, all stems, suffixes and prefixes begin
with an O and end in an N (KLV, 1985; KLV, 1990), and onsets and nuclei come
as pairs. Likewise, in the Strict CV approach (Lowenstamm, 1996; Scheer,
2004), every unit begins with a CV and ends in a CV. In Dienes and Szigetvári
(1999) and Szigetvári (1999), all words and suffixes begin with a V and end in a
C as noted in Section 2.5.2. How these two approaches represent the
constituent structure is given in (79a-b) below.
(79)

a. O N ... O N / C V..C V
b. V C V … C

The Standard GP / The Strict CV approach
Dienes and Szigetvári (1999)

However, none of the studies above distinguishes bases (root or stems) from
suffixes or prefixes. What these models do instead seems to be stipulating
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boundary markers in order to explain the phonology-morphology interface in
languages: the domain final p-licensed empty nucleus in the Strict CV approach;
brackets in the Standard GP; and little v and c’s in VC theory. However, the
present study, as a novel attempt, tries to distinguish “bases” from “suffixes”
and “prefixes” via phonological templates, which are empirically and
theoretically supported.
In Chapter 3, we will test our model and the Final Onset Parameter in
Turkish and try to see how it works in the Turkish phonology-morphology
interface. We will also discuss devoicing in Turkish as a lenition process
appearing as a result of a sub-parametric choice, the Non-Continuant Voice
Parameter (OFF), occurring under the Final Onset Parameter.

CHAPTER 3

The O…O Template Model in Turkish: The
Base Template, Affixation and The Final Onset

3.1. Introduction
Recall from Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 that the main objectives of the present
study are: (i) to develop a phonological model in order to identify morpheme
boundaries (differentiating the bases (stems and roots) from affixes) in
phonology; and (ii) to give an account for phonological processes without
referring to diacritics, brackets or other extra-phonological objects. In this
respect, (i) we argue for a novel universal template model for bases, prefixes and
suffixes; (ii) we put forward a new parameter, the Final Onset Parameter, in
order to explain the base final differences among languages; and (iii) we
develop a Parametric Hierarchical System to give a theoretical account for the
base final micro variations within and among languages.
With respect to the first point, Chapter 1 introduced our new universal
template model for prefixes, bases and suffixes, (1a-c), respectively; and
Chapter 2 discussed the Template Model in a more detailed fashion by giving
empirical and theoretical justifications for it.
(1)

a.
b.
Prefix Base
ON
O…O

c.
Suffix
NO

O… O
According to (1a-c), the specific morphological categories such as base
(root/stem) (1b), prefix (1a) and suffix (1c) are visible with their own
identified constituent structures in phonology in the existence of morphological
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productivity: i.e. only bases begin with and end in an O (1b); the prefix final N
(ON) implies the boundness of the form to the base on the left (1a) while the
initial N of the suffix (NO) shows its boundness to the base on the right (1c) in
accordance with the Clash Principle, which bans adjacent *OO and *NN
sequences in the same row.24 These unique constituent structures are called
“templates” in our model, thanks to which phonological processes and the
phonology-morphology interface are non-arbitrarily explainable.
In Chapter 2, we claimed that the base initial and final onset positions
must exist in the template model since the base initial and/or final consonants
are obligatory in some languages. Also, we argued for the theoretical necessity
of these positions by comparing our model with previous accounts (GP and
other frameworks) in terms of domains, the domain boundary identification
and lexicon. In this respect, we proposed a new parameter: The Initial Onset
Parameter, which gives a theoretical account for why the initial consonant is
obligatory in some languages but not in others.
With respect to onset licensing, we argued that every onset is licensed
by its pair nucleus except the final one, since it has no nucleus pair. Accordingly,
we observed that some languages (2b) allow the base final onset to be
melodically realized but some do not (2a). We explain this difference with the
Final Onset Parameter (2) as a parametric variation among languages.
(2)

The Final Onset Parameter
The base final onsets must be melodically mute.
ON: Italian, Vata, Zulu:
Bases must end in a vowel, not in a consonant.
OFF: Japanese, Malayalam, English, French, Turkish, Polish:
Bases may end in a consonant or a vowel.

According to the Final Onset Parameter (2), the ideal case for the base final
onset is muteness, as in the case of the Final Onset Parameter-ON languages.
Nevertheless, we observe that the base final onset may be melodically realized
in the Final Onset Parameter-OFF languages but with some language specific
restrictions to the base final onset. It means that there are some limitations on
the base final onset in the Final Onset Parameter-OFF languages, even if the
onset does not have to be muted. Which restrictions apply to the base final
Recall from Chapter 2 that we use different sub-symbols for prefixes, suffixes and
bases so that they can be differentiated from each other as in (i):
24

(i)

... prefix + prefix + base
+ suffix + suffix …
Oy1Ny1 Oz1Nz1
O1N1…Ox Na0 Oa1
Nb0Ob1

Note that these symbols have no place in phonology but they are only used to follow the
arguments more easily.
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onset of a given language depends on the sub-parameters that the language
fixes.
For instance, Malayalam fixes the Final Onset Parameter OFF so that the
base final onset may be melodically filled out. However, there are some
restrictions since the ideal case is the muteness for the base final onset. For
instance, obstruents cannot occur base finally in Malayalam. We argue that the
reason for the fact that the obstruents are restricted from the base final onset
position in Malayalam is that it fixes the Obstruent Parameter ON (3), which is a
sub-parameter of the Final Onset Parameter, as we will discuss in Chapter 4.
(3)

The Obstruent Parameter
The base final onset must be a non-obstruent.
ON: Malayalam:
Only the non-obstruent Cs occur in the base final O position.
OFF: Thai, Vietnamese, English, Dutch, etc.:
The obstruents may occur in the base final O position.

Accordingly, the absence of the obstruents in the base final onset in Malayalam
is the result of the Obstruent Parameter occurring under the Final Onset
Parameter, as we will discuss in detail in Chapter 4. But for now, we should
keep in mind that some sub-parameters occur under the Final Onset ParameterOFF setting, which restricts the base final onset position in different ways since
the base final onset is ideally as restricted as possible according to the Final
Onset Parameter.
Regarding the second point of the study, the present chapter aims to
apply our template model and the licensing mechanisms into data from Turkish
in order to show how the model works in bases and affixation in terms of the
phonology-morphology interface. Our focus will be on the Final Onset
Parameter and its effects on Turkish. As argued in Chapter 2, Turkish fixes the
Final Onset Parameter OFF and allows the base final O to be melodically
realized. However, there are some restrictions similar to Malayalam: the voiced
non-continuant obstruents are not allowed to occur in base final onset position,
so devoicing is observed in the base final voiced non-continuant obstruents in
Turkish. Why does devoicing appear in the base final onset in Turkish but not
in English, although both languages fix the Final Onset Parameter OFF? The
answer is that, different from English, Turkish fixes the Non-Continuant Voice
Parameter OFF (4), which is also a sub-parameter of the Final Onset Parameter.
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(4)

The Non-Continuant Voice Parameter
The base final non-continuant obstruents can be voiced.
ON: Kobon, Inupiaq, English, French:
Both voiced and voiceless obstruents may occur in the base final
position.
OFF: Thai, Vietnamese, Dutch, German, Turkish, etc.:
The base final non-continuant obstruents must be voiceless.

We argue that the Non-Continuant Voice Parameter is the sub-parameter of the
Final Onset Parameter since the non-continuant obstruents can occur in the
base final position only if the Final Onset Parameter allows the base final onset
to be melodically filled out.
The present chapter will analyze the devoicing issue in Turkish in light
of the Final Onset Parameter, the Non-Continuant Voice Parameter, suffixation
and lexicon. Also, the chapter will introduce a new type of nucleus, the Pointed
Empty Nucleus, in order to explain the exceptions to devoicing in Turkish (and
some other cross-linguistic points). We will claim that the Pointed Empty
Nucleus can explain other phonological points in Turkish and in other
languages as well, as will be discussed in Chapter 4. In addition, we will
question the existence of prefixes in Turkish by referring to our template model
and productivity mentioned in Chapter 1.
Note that Chapter 3 will mostly focus on Turkish, but Chapter 4 will
provide further discussion on other languages in terms of the base final onset,
the Final Onset Parameter, sub-parameters and the Parametric Hierarchical
System, which is in fact the third major claim in our study.
The organization of the chapter is as follows. Section 3.2. will discuss
devoicing in Turkish in light of the Final Onset Parameter. This section will
analyze devoicing in terms of onset licensing, suffixation and lexicon. In Section
3.3., we will discuss suffixes in detail and argue for the existence of a new
constituent, the Pointed Empty Nucleus, although the universal implications of
this special nucleus will be accounted for in Chapter 4. The section will also
compare different types of empty nuclei which occur in the constituent
structure. In Section 3.4., we will present a discussion on prefixation in Turkish
and argue that Turkish has no prefixes. Section 3.5. will summarize the chapter.

3.2. The Final Onset Parameter and the Restrictions on
Turkish Base Final Onset
In the present section, we are going to discuss the issue of devoicing as the
restriction on the base final O in Turkish. Recall that the Final Onset Parameter
is OFF in Turkish; thus, that position does not need to be mute. On the other
hand, the base final onset is not free to have any consonants although it does
not have to be mute: the voiced non-continuant obstruents cannot occur in the
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base final position in Turkish according to the Non-Continuant Voice Parameter.
As a result, they undergo devoicing. In Section 3.2.1., we will first describe
devoicing in general as it occurs in various languages and in Turkish. Then we
will provide detailed discussion on how our model approaches the devoicing
process in Turkish.

3.2.1. Devoicing in Turkish
Final devoicing refers to the change in the voicing quality of a voiced consonant
in the base/word final position: a voiced obstruent devoices when it occurs in
word (base) final position (van Oostendorp, 2015a). A number of languages
have been observed to have base final devoicing depending on certain
phonological conditions (Brockhaus, 1995 and 1999 for German; Berendsen,
1983, van Oostendorp, 2008, Hermans, 2010 for Dutch; Gussmann, 1992 for
Polish; Grijzenhout, 2000a-b for German and Dutch). Consider the examples
from Dutch given in (5a-b) (van Oostendorp, 2007, 2008), from German given
in (5c-d) (Grijzenhout, 2001), and Polish given in (5e) (Cyran, 2008).
(5)

a. kwa[d]-ə
b. bɛ[d]-ən
c. hun[d]-e
d. bewei[z]-e
e. no[g]a

‘angry (ATT)’
'beds'
‘dogs’
‘to proove’
‘leg,nom.sg’

/
/
/
/
/

kwaa[t]
bɛ[t]
hun[t]
bewei[s]
nó [k]

‘angry (PRED.)’
‘bed'
‘dog’
‘proof’
‘leg-gen.pl.’

(5a-e) above illustrate how voiced obstruents [d, z, g] are devoiced word finally
[t, s, k]. In Turkish too, a change has been observed in the voicing quality of the
base final voiced non-continuant obstruents such as [b]→[p], [dʒ]→[ʧ], [d]→[t],
[g]→[k] depending on the phonological context (Lees, 1961; Lewis, 1967;
Foster, 1969; Sebüktekin, 1971; Underhill, 1976; Demircan, 1978; Kaisse, 1986;
van der Hulst and van de Weijer, 1991; Inkelas and Orgun, 1995; Kopkallı,
1993; Kornfilt, 2013; Kallestinova, 2004; Beckman and Ringen, 2004;
Erguvanlı-Taylan, 201125; Göksel and Kerslake, 2011; Yavuz and Balcı, 2011;
Korkmaz, 2014). Remember that in Turkish, we argue that the Final Onset
Parameter is fixed OFF. Therefore, the base final onset does not have to be
melodically mute. However, this is not to say that every consonant can appear
under the base final O. Even if it does not have to be muted, there are some
restrictions on the relevant position. Devoicing is one of the restrictions for the
base final O in Turkish and this restriction is accounted for via the NonContinuant Voice Parameter (OFF), as we stated before. Consider (6) to see the
relation between the Final Onset Parameter and the Non-Continuant Voice
Parameter.

See Erguvanlı-Taylan (2011) for the voicing vs. devoicing accounts for the final
obstruents in Turkish.
25
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(6)
The Final Onset Parameter
The base final onsets must be melodically mute.

ON
Bases must end in a vowel: Italian, Vata,
Zulu, etc.

OFF
Bases may end in a consonant or a
vowel: Malayalam, Japanese, English,
Turkish, etc.
.
.
.

The Non-Continuant Voice Parameter
The base final non-continuant obstruents can be voiced.
ON
Both voiced and voiceless obstruents
may occur in the base final position:
Kobon (Davies, 1981), Inupiaq
(Kaplan, 1981), English, French.

OFF
The
base
final
non-continuant
obstruents must be voiceless: Thai
(Kapper, 1992), Vietnamese (Nguyen
and Dutta, 2017), Dutch, German,
Turkish, etc.

As we stated before, the Non-Continuant Voice Parameter occurs under the Final
Onset Parameter as given in (6).26 According to the Final Onset Parameter, the
base final onsets must be melodically mute (ON). If not mute, the base final
onset is not to be as free as the other onset positions since it has no nucleus
pair. Accordingly, languages are subject to certain restrictions in terms of the
base final onset position according to their sub-parametric settings, occurring
under the Final Onset Parameter (OFF). Turkish fixes the Non-Continuant Voice
Parameter OFF; therefore, the voiced non-continuant obstruents are banned
from the base final onset position and devoicing appears in that position.
Consider the examples given in (7a-f) where a nominal base (7a, d) is attached
by the accusative (7b, e) and plural markers (7c, f).

Note that the final version of our hierarchical tree has more (binary) sub-branches
than in (6). Also, the Non-Continuant Voice Parameter does not occur immediately under
the Final Onset Parameter but somewhere lower at the tree as Chapter 4 will present in
detail.
26
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(7)

a. kanat ‘wing’ b. kanad-ı
*kanad
d. sanat ‘art’

wing-acc

e. sanat-ı art+acc

c. kanat-lar
*kanad-lar

wing-pl /D/

f. sanat-lar

art-pl

/t/

In (7a, c), the non-continuant obstruent /d/ devoices in the base final position
(7a) and in the course of suffixation (7c). However, no devoicing appears in
(7b) although there is suffixation.27 Our explanation is that there is a full
licensor nucleus [ı] for the non-continuant obstruent, so there is no devoicing in
(7b), as we will discuss in Section 3.2.2. In (7d-f), the base final consonant is a
real voiceless one. Therefore, there is no change in the voicing quality of the
base final consonant in the course of suffixation: it is voiceless [t] since it is
always voiceless, not as the result of devoicing.
In the present study, besides, we assume that devoicing is a kind of
lenition since the onset loses its element as a result of weakening. In fact, there
are two general approaches to the issue of final devoicing in previous
phonology literature: fortition vs. lenition. Lenition is generally known to be an
instance of feature/element reduction (Mascaró , 1987; Brockhaus, 1995;
Lombardi, 1995; Harris, 1997; Jessen and Ringen, 2002; Harris, 2009) while
fortition is defined as the addition/insertion of an element/feature (Kim, 1996;
Iverson and Salmons, 2007). Lenition is mostly used as a synonym for
“weakening” (Honeybone, 2008:16).
Brockhaus (1995) also analyzes Turkish devoicing as an example of
weakening/lenition: the loss of an L element from the segment. According to
Kopkallı (1993), Wilson (2003), Nicolae and Nevins (2010), Becker, Ketrez and
Nevins (2011), Turkish final devoicing is neutralization and final laryngeal
neutralization has often been regarded as a “subtype of final weakening” in the
literature (Hock, 1999; Harris, 2009). For Balcı (2006) and Iverson and
Salmons (2007), on the other hand, Turkish final devoicing is an instance of
fortition. They assume that devoicing is possible with the addition of an H
element to the final obstruent. In the fortition analysis of Turkish final
devoicing, the source of the H element, which is added to the final onset
position, is not clear either for us nor for Balcı (2006). Balcı (2006) argues for
the fortition idea but he does not give a reasonable account for the source of the
additional element. Contrary to Balcı (2006), we adapt the lenition analysis for
Turkish final devoicing following Brockhaus (1995) and Harris (2009). 28
Note that within the previous literature, the voiced obstruent is assumed to exist as an
underlying form (Underhill, 1976; van der Hulst and van de Weijer, 1991; Kopkallı, 1993
among others).
28 Harris (1997) and (2009) argue that positions that are initial in domains such as the
stem, word and foot are frequently observed to promote strengthening processes and to
resist weakening processes that target non-initial positions. It means that the
strengthening may increase the perceptibility of the domain beginnings, but it is not
necessarily a good way of demarcating the domain ends. Harris (2009) further claims
that weakening itself might have some demarcative function.
27
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Up to this point, we introduced final devoicing for Turkish and other
languages. We briefly referred to the sub-parametric relation between the Final
Onset Parameter and the Non-Continuant Voice Parameter. Also, we discussed
why devoicing is lenition in our account. In the next section, we are going to
present a more detailed discussion of devoicing in Turkish with elemental
analyses by taking the Final Onset and the Non-Continuant Voice Parameters
into consideration.
3.2.2. The Final Onset Parameter and Devoicing
Recall that the present study suggests that bases universally begin with and end
in an onset, as illustrated in (8).
(8)

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
x

x

x

x x

k

a

n a

t

‘wing’

As seen from the representation given in (8), every onset comes with a nucleus
pair except the final one (O3 in (8)). This means that every onset is licensed by a
nucleus except the final one. As discussed in Section 3.2.1., Turkish fixes the
Final Onset Parameter OFF. Therefore, the base final O does not have to be
muted. However, this comes with certain restrictions. Accordingly, the base
final non-continuant obstruents are restricted to the voiceless ones. This
restriction is due to another parameter, the Non-Continuant Voice Parameter,
which is the sub-parameter of the Final Onset Parameter.
Now let us compare data from Turkish, given in (9a) kana[t], (9b)
kana[d]-ı and (9c) kana[t]-lar, as different realizations of the final segment of a
nominal base kanad ‘wing’.
(9)

a. kanat

‘wing’
No Onset Licensing

O1

N1

O2

N2

O3

x

x

x

x

x

k

a

n

a

[t]
A
ʔ
H
L →

delinked
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b. kanad-ı

‘wing-acc’
Onset Licensing

O1

N1

O2

N2

O3

Na0

x

x

x

x

x

x

k

a

n

a

[d]
A
ʔ
H
L

ı

c. kanat-lar

Oa1

‘wing-pl’
No Onset Licensing
Proper Government

O1

N1

O2

N2

O3

Na0

x

x

x

x

x

x

k

a

n

a

[t]
A
ʔ
H
L →

Oa1 Na1 Oa2
x

x

x

l

a

r

delinked

We assume that the voiced non-continuant obstruent /d/ is the combination of
the elements (A. ʔ. H. L). In (9a), the base final O has no N pair which can license
it. Therefore, the element L is delinked from the node as a result of lenition
since the base final onset can be melodically full but cannot have the L element
as a base final restriction in Turkish. In the representation given in (9b), on the
other hand, there is a base (O1N1O2N2O3) and suffix combination (Na0Oa1).
Regarding (9b), our claim is that the suffix initial Na0 can license O3 since it is a
full (interpreted) licensor nucleus. It means that the base final O and the suffix
initial interpreted (not properly governed) N look like a real ON pair. In this
case, there is no devoicing in kanad-ı ‘wing-acc’ (9b). According to the
representation given in (9c), the suffix initial Na0 is properly governed by Na1, as
a result of which Na0 cannot license the base final O3. Accordingly, the final
obstruent is devoiced kanat-lar ‘wing-pl’.
The data analyses given in (9a-c) show that the Final Onset Parameter
is OFF in Turkish, so the base final O is not completely empty but there is some
restriction. Accordingly, the Non-Continuant Voice Parameter is also set OFF in
Turkish. As a result, devoicing appears in (9a, c).
Note that devoicing is the phonological evidence for the base endings in
Turkish (and also in German, Dutch, Polish as presented in (5a-e)). Note that
the absence of devoicing does not mean that there is a simplex or lexically
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frozen form. Devoicing is related to the absence of licensing on the base final
onset. If it has a licensor, no devoicing appears. In other words, the suffix initial
N can license the base final onset in Turkish if it is not itself properly governed
as in (9b). As a result, no devoicing appears. However, note that there is still
productive morphology in (9b) since the accusative marker is a highly
productive suffix in Turkish. In (9a) and (9c), on the other hand, the base final
03 has no licensor. The absence of the onset licensing leads to lenition: the L
element is delinked from the structure since Turkish fixes the Non-Continuant
Voice Parameter OFF.
Note that our model explains why there is devoicing in cases given in
(9a) and (9c) but not in (9b) via our base template model, elemental analyses,
the Final Onset and Non-Continuant Voice Parameters without marking the
base-affix boundary. Morphology combines the forms and phonology applies
licensing mechanisms accordingly.
Note that the proposal we make about the base final position / base
boundary has certain implications for the previous works on devoicing. Thus, in
Section 3.2.3., we will compare and contrast our claims on devoicing and the
final onset with the mechanisms offered in the previous devoicing accounts.

3.2.3. The Base Final Onset, Devoicing and Previous Accounts
Note that similar to our study, the previous studies such as Brockhaus (1995),
Gussmann (2002) and Harris (2009) also argue that the word-final position is
generally a weak position, which favors segmental changes such as weakening
and deletion. They argue that every nucleus licenses its onset and the licensor
nucleus can be melodically empty or not as shown in (10) below.
Proper Government

(10)

O1 N1
x

x

O2 N2
x

x

O3 N3
x

x

O4 N4
x

x

The representation given in (10) shows that N1 and N3 are full onset licensors,
while N2 and N4 are empty ones. N2 is empty since it is properly governed by N3,
while N4 is empty since it is domain finally p-licensed. For Harris (1994) and
Gussmann (2002:149), devoicing is related to the failure of the voice property
to be licensed by a domain-final empty nucleus. Consider the German examples
given in (11a-c), where the obstruent is devoiced word finally.
(11)

a. Lie[t]
b. Wei[p]
c. klu[k]

‘song’
Lie[dɐ]
‘nom.pl.’
‘woman’
Wei[bə]s
‘gen.sg.’
‘clever’
klu[gə]
‘nom.pl’
Adapted from Gussmann (2002:146) Example (38b)
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For German final devoicing (the standard dialect) as exemplified in (11a-c),
Gussmann (2002) argues that domain-final empty nuclei do not license the
voice property in the preceding onset. Similar to Gussmann (2002), Brockhaus
(1995) and Harris (2009) claim that the reason for final devoicing is the weak
licensing power of the Domain Final P-licensed Empty Nucleus. In accordance
with the argumentation put forward in Gussmann (2002) and Harris (2009),
we propose that every nucleus licenses its pair onset. However, it does not
mean that every onset needs a nucleus pair to survive in the constituent
structure. Thus, we do not need a domain final p-licensed empty nucleus as
discussed in Chapter 1. Our claim is that final devoicing is a melodic elemental
loss appearing as a result of the OFF setting of the Non-Continuant Voice
Parameter.
The onset licensing analysis we employ in this work seems to be
parallel to the one proposed in Dienes and Szigetvári (1999) and Szigetvári
(1999), as discussed in Chapter 2. The authors develop several claims on the
issue: (i) onsets (Cs) do not need any licensing to surface; (ii) licensing only
supports the maintenance of the melodic material in the licensed position; (iii)
the inherent property of the consonants is muteness, as opposed to that of
nuclei (Vs); (iv) consonants become loud when governed; (v) given that there is
nothing to prevent an unlicensed C position from surfacing, there is no need for
a domain final p-licensed empty nucleus.
Following the claims mentioned above, Dienes and Szigetvári (1999)
and Szigetvári (1999) note that the unlicensed C tends to undergo lenition, such
as debuccalization and devoicing. We agree with Dienes and Szigetvári (1999)
and Szigetvári (1999) about the lenition effect due to the absence of licensing.
The point we disagree with in their approach is that they argue that only
pronounced Vs license the C to their left. This means that a properly governed
empty nucleus is not an onset licenser in their model. Their claim is not on the
right track since their assumption has wrong predictions when Turkish data
are considered, as we discussed in Chapter 2. Compare Turkish examples abla
‘sister’ with kitap-lar ‘book-pl’ in (12b) and (12a), respectively.
Onset Licensing Proper Government

(12) a. O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4
x

x x

x

x

a

b

l

a

No devoicing
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No Onset Licensing Proper Government

b. O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
x

x

x x

k

i

t

Na0 Oa1 Na1 Oa2

x

x

a p
U
ʔ
H
L

x

x

x

l

a

r

Devoicing

delinked due to the lack of licensing

The word abla ‘sister’ as represented in (12a) is a simplex form, while kitap-lar
‘books’ represented in (12b) is a complex one. According to the assumptions of
Dienes and Szigetvári (1999) and Szigetvári (1999), given that N2 is properly
governed and empty, it cannot license O2 in (12a). Thus, the outcome should be
a devoiced obstruent in the middle of the word *apla. However, this does not
hold, at least for Turkish: a properly governed base internal nucleus is able to
license its pair onset in terms of voicing, as in the case of (12a). If it did not
license its pair onset at all, there would be devoicing in the onset *apla. This is
given in (13) below.
No Onset Licensing
Proper Government

(13) * O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4
x

x

a

p

x

x

x

l

a

According to the representation given in (13), N3 properly governs N2, as a
result of which O2 is devoiced due to the lack of onset licensing from N2.
However, the output is wrongly predicted if we take Szigetvári’s licensing
assumption into account, as in (13), *apla vs. abla.
In kitap-lar ’books’, represented in (12b), on the other hand, there is
devoicing since Na0, coming as the suffix initial properly governed empty
nucleus, cannot license O3. The valid question arises at this point as to why N2
in abla licenses O2 in the case of (12a) but Na0 cannot give license to O3 in the
case of kitap-lar (12b). The answer comes with the idea of the phonologymorphology interface. Note that abla ‘sister’ is a lexically stored unit. This
means that abla is represented in a single constituent structure. There is no
morphology reflected on the phonological form: abla is a single unit. Thus, N2
has a real onset pair of O2 in (12a). However, in kitap-lar, kitap and the plural
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marker {–lAr} are individually listed in the lexicon and morphology combines
them via certain operations. This is also visible in phonology in constituent
structure thanks to their phonological form: O1N1O2N2O3 Na0Oa1Na1Oa2.29
No Onset Licensing

(14)

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
x

x

x x

k

i

t

x

Proper Government

Na0 Oa1 Na1 Oa2
x

x

x

x

l

a

r

a p

According to the representation given in (14), the word kitaB ‘book’ ends in O3,
which has no nucleus pair. Likewise, the suffix initial nucleus N a0 has no onset
pair. Nuclei are in need of an onset due to the onset satisfaction, as noted
before. Therefore, 03 is a perfect candidate for the onset need of Na0. However,
we cannot argue the same thing for O3 given that onsets do not need a nucleus
to survive, but nuclei do need an onset, as we have argued so far. The issue is
related to the phonological boundness of the suffixes: suffixes cannot occur
independently but do survive if attached to a base. In (14), N a0, which is
properly governed by Na1, is not a good match for O3 since it is an empty
nucleus which attaches to the structure via morphology. It means that N a0 is an
infertile nucleus in terms of licensing since it is a properly governed suffix
initial nucleus, which was born as single. We can think of it in the way that Na0
sticks to the base as a non-licensor nucleus since it has no inborn onset pair and
is properly governed by Na1. Let us examine a vowel initial suffix attached to an
obstruent ending base in (15) below.
Onset Licensing

(15)

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3

Na0 Oa1

x

x

x

x x

x

k

i

t

a b

ı
(y)

In Chapter 5, we will question whether there is any other phonological process similar
to devoicing in terms of marking the morpheme boundary in Turkish. Thus, we will
review some of the basic processes of Turkish, such as vowel harmony (element
spreading), stress, vowel-zero alternation, vowel shortening, consonant degemination
and k - Ø alternation in light of the phonology-morphology interface within our model.
29
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In the representation given in (15), Na0 licenses O3, although it belongs to the
suffix part, similar to the case given in (14) above. However, N a0 in (15) is not
properly governed or empty, unlike the one in (14). An interpreted nucleus
always licenses the preceding onset whether it belongs to the suffix or base,
since it is melodically full and has power to preserve the melodic content of the
previous onset. As a result, the licensed onset is not devoiced as in (15).

3.2.4. The Final Onset, Devoicing, Suffixation and Lexicon
The discussion presented in the previous section implies that final devoicing
acts as a phonological cue marking a base+suffix combination in Turkish. This
cue is explained via the Non-Continuant Voice Parameter in our new model.
However, the absence of the cue in kitabı ‘book-acc’ as given in (15) does not
mean that the form is a single unit stored in the lexicon. The accusative marker
is a very productive suffix in Turkish which attaches to all nominal forms and
even to subordinate clauses. Therefore, it is not reasonable to keep every single
base+acc combination stored in the lexicon. The accusative marker is similar to
the plural marker in terms of productivity and constituent structure, but as a
difference between the two, there is no phonological cue in kitab-ı ‘book-acc’, as
opposed to kitap-lar ‘book-pl’. Therefore, kitap-lar and kitab-ı come to
phonology involving two separate strings as opposed to the single string abla
‘sister’.
The standard GP, on the other hand, argues that phonology can see
morphology only if there is a phonological cue; i.e. devoicing, consonant
clusters, etc. As we have stated before, the English past tense inflected verb
seeped has an analytic structure [[A]B] since a long vowel cannot be followed by
two adjacent consonants in English [[si:p]t]. However, if there is no
phonological cue, the whole structure is assumed to be kept as a single unit
stored in the lexicon, as in the case of kept [kept]. This means that the output is
analyzed as non-analytic. Non-analytic (synthetic) morphology is meant to be a
single unit in the lexicon.
Kaye’s (1995) lexicon analysis may be true for English irregular forms.
However, it is not true for the productive affixation cases in Turkish. As we
noted in Chapter 1, there are more than 104.000 words and 200 suffixes in
Turkish (Banguoğlu, 1976; Gencan, 1979; Göksel and Kerslake, 2011; Kornfilt,
2013; Korkmaz, 2014 among others). There are many productive suffixes in
Turkish which leave no footprint on phonology such as the accusative {-(y)I}
and the dative {-(y)A} markers. Also, some suffixes such as the plural marker {lAr} may leave morphological cues on phonology in some cases but not in
others, depending on the phonological context. Accordingly, the standard view
of GP as it is presented in Kaye (1995) leads us to a position where we have to
conclude that kitap-lar ‘book-pl’ is morphologically complex due to devoicing,
but araba-lar ‘car-pl’ is stored as a single unit since there is no phonological
cue. If we thought in that way, the assumption would be that the role of
morphology is not so active and lexicon consists of too many forms.
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The question raised according to the discussion above is: do we keep
such a huge list in our lexicon? The answer is no in the present study, as we
discussed in Chapter 1. The productive suffixes combine with a base via
morphology. Therefore, araba-lar, araba-yı, araba-ya (‘car-pl’, ‘car-acc’, ‘cardat’, respectively) and all other productive forms of base+suffix combinations
are combined via morphology, and are not listed in the lexicon as a single
chunk. Consider (16) below.
Proper Government

(16)

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4
x

x x

a

r

x x

a b a

Na0 Oa1 Na1 Oa2
x

x x

x

l

r

a

‘car-pl’

Note that (16) above represents the formation of araba-lar ‘car-pl’, which is
morphologically complex and analyzable. This is also reasonable in terms of
semantic compositionality in that synthetic morphology is expected to be
semantically unanalyzable, too. In our case, however, araba-lar, araba-yı, and
araba-ya are highly analyzable units, where one can easily detect the
attachment of a particular suffix to a base, as a result of which a singular form is
pluralized, i.e. the plural meaning can be associated with the suffix.
At this point, the relevant question may be about the visibility of
morphology to phonology: if all the productive suffixes are visible in phonology,
does it mean that phonology is able to see morphology top-down? The answer
is no. Phonology does not see morphology in such a detailed fashion, given that
they are different linguistic modules. Morphology is visible to phonology via the
constituent structure and certain phonological processes, such as devoicing,
consonant clusters, etc. However, there is no total transparency between the
two modules.
In the next section, we will discuss some Noun+Auxiliary verb examples
in Turkish which seem to be “exceptional” or problematic for our final
devoicing analysis. We will show that the so-called exceptions are not
exceptions but that their difference stems from their special constituent
structure.

3.2.5. Devoicing and “Exceptions”: Noun+Auxiliary Verbs
Recall from Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 that we argued that morphological labels
such as base, suffix and prefix can be visible to phonology thanks to the
constituent structure. In that way, phonological processes such as devoicing
know where and where not to apply. However, there are some examples which
seem to be problematic or “exceptional” for our analysis. Consider the examples
given in (17a-b) below, where a single form (17b) seems to have two
alternative pronunciations (17bi-ii).
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(17)

a. darp
‘pounding’
b. darp et‘to pound up’
(i) [darbet]
(ii)[darp][et]

In (17a), the final onset is voiceless [p] due to the fact that it lacks licensing, as
expected. However, (17b) seems to be different given that it has two alternative
pronunciations: with a base final voiced obstruent [b] (17bi) and a voiceless
one [p] (17bii). The question is why there is no devoicing in [darbet] (17bi),
although both darp and et- (aux.) are separate bases.
Also, there are some more similar cases in Turkish, given in (18a-c)
below.
(18)

a. kayıp
b. kaybetc. kayıp et-

‘lost’
‘to lose’
‘to lose’

(18a-c) illustrate that the verb ‘lose’ has two different pronunciations. The
common and casual one is kaybet-, as given in (18b), the base final consonant of
which is voiced [b] despite the fact that it is followed by an auxiliary verb
(base) but not a suffix. In (18c), on the other hand, the base final consonant is
still voiceless although the same auxiliary is attached to it. Note that these
variations can be explained via the different templates in the constituent
structure as given below. The example in (18a) above is represented as (19)
below, the one in (18b) is represented in (20a). Finally, the representation in
(20b) is for the example given in (18c).
No Onset Licensing

(19)

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
x

x x

x

x

k

a y

ı

p

Proper Government Onset Licensing

(20) a. O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4
x

x x

k

a y

x

x x

x

b e

t
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No Proper Government
No Onset Licensing

b. O1 N1 O2 N2 O3

O1 N1 O2

x x

x x

x

x

x

k a

y ı

p

e

t

In the representation given in (19), O3 has no licenser nucleus, given that it is
base final. Then, it undergoes final devoicing and occurs as kayıp (18a) since the
Non-Continuant Voice Parameter is OFF in Turkish. In the representation given
in (20a), on the other hand, the noun+aux (lose+et-) combination is lexically
stored as a single unit. This means that it is indifferent from a simplex form
such as heybet ‘majesty’: kaybet- (18b). This means that O3 is not the base final
onset but a base internal one in (20a). et- is under N3 O4 and immediately
follows O3. Thus, N3 can properly govern N2 and vowel-zero alternation
appears. Note that this is also true for the word darbet-, given in (17bi). It is a
single unit in the lexicon similar to kaybet- given in (20a). We conclude that
noun+aux verbs in Turkish may be stored as a single unit in the lexicon.
Note that kayıp and et can also be treated as independent bases in the
lexicon, as given in (18c) and illustrated in (20b). In this case, O 3, which is base
final, undergoes final devoicing, as in the representation given in (20b). N1 in
the second base cannot properly govern N2 or license O3 in the first one since O3
is not adjacent to N1 in (20b). Accordingly, the two adjacent OO sequence in the
structure, which is also against the Clash Principle given in Chapter 2, has a
blocking effect for proper government of N1 in et- into N2 in kayıp. The result is
final devoicing in O3 and vowel realization in N2 position.
The examples given in (17-20a-b) show that two lexical items can be
phonologically and semantically almost identical (or very similar) as in kayıp
et- and kaybet- but one can be morphologically derived (20b) and the other can
be lexically stored (20a). The examples given in (19-20a-b) also show that
being vowel or consonant initial for a form does not always come to the same
result given that there may be different constituent structures even for the
same phonological form. Accordingly, although et- in the example given in
(20b) is vowel initial, it occurs as an independent base in the constituent
structure. Thus, (O3) is base final in the first base, as in (20b). On the other
hand, et- in (20a) is not an independent base but is rather a part of another
base, so O3 is not base final.
All the discussion given in this section show that there is no one-to-one
matching between sounds and constituents. Even two forms which have the
same phonological form can have different constituent structures, as in the case
of et- in (20a) vs. (20b). The constituent structure is significant in defining
phonological processes, to understand and explain the phonology-morphology
interface, phonological processes and lexicon in a given language.
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Note that there is another class of so-called “exceptions” to our NonContinuant Voice Parameter, where the bases end in a voiced non-continuant
obstruent contrary to what is expected. See (21a-b).
(21)

a. hac
b. metod

[dʒ]
[d]

‘pilgrim’
‘method’

As we argued before, the Non-Continuant Voice Parameter is OFF in Turkish, so
the voiced non-continuant obstruents must be devoiced in the base final onset
position. However, they are not devoiced in some cases, as in (21a-b). These
“exceptions” are more challenging to deal with compared to the so-called
exceptions given in (16-20). This is because the cases in (21a-b) cannot be
explained by making reference only to the change in the constituent structure,
as we did in order to explain the difference between (19) and (20). To explain
the absence of devoicing in the final non-continuant obstruents in (21a-b), we
propose a novel constituent: The Pointed Empty Nucleus, which is different from
the properly governed empty nucleus.
Section 3.3. will introduce this novel constituent, the Pointed Empty
Nucleus in order to explain the above mentioned “exceptions” to final devoicing
and some other points in Turkish, as well as in other languages to be mentioned
in Chapter 4. Our Pointed Empty Nucleus argument will show that (21a-b) are
not exceptional since the their “final” voiced non-continuant obstruents are not
final but followed by a Pointed Empty Nucleus.
3.2.6. Interim Summary
In the present section, we have discussed the issue of final devoicing as a result
of the OFF setting of the Non-Continuant Voice Parameter, which is a subparameter of the Final Onset Parameter. This means that devoicing is a kind of
restriction on the base final onset position in certain languages which fix the
Final Onset Parameter OFF. Accordingly, we have explained the data without
any diacritics, rules, rule ordering, levels, brackets or magically licensed
nucleus. We have shown that final devoicing is an instance of morphological
footprint on phonological structure. This footprint is visible on phonology
thanks to the constituent structure. We will go back to the issue of final
devoicing and the Non-Continuant Voice Parameter in Chapter 4 and discuss it
again in light of the universal Parametric Hierarchical System. In Section 3.3.
below, on the other hand, we will discuss more suffixation examples and refer
to some other apparently “exceptional” cases. We will argue that they are not
exceptional but result from a different constituent in phonology: The Pointed
Empty Nucleus.
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3.3. Suffixation and the Pointed Empty Constituents in
Turkish
In the present section, we will discuss the pointed empty constituents in light of
our new model. We will argue for a new constituent, The Pointed Empty
Nucleus, and discuss what it is exactly and how it works in our system in
Section 3.3.2. We will argue that the Pointed Empty Nucleus explains so-called
exceptional and problematic cases in the course of suffixation. In Chapter 4, we
will also show that the Pointed Empty Nucleus is not an ad hoc solution to the
problems but has universal implications on cross-linguistic data.
Before going into the details of the Pointed Empty Nucleus, let us begin
with a brief survey on another pointed empty constituent, the Pointed Empty
Onset, in Section 3.3.1., since it is similar to the Pointed Empty Nucleus in terms
of its phonological behavior. Thus, the discussion on the Pointed Empty Onset
will set the ground for our Pointed Empty Nucleus argument.

3.3.1. The Pointed Empty Onset
There are two types of empty onsets referred to in GP phonology literature
(Charette, 1991; Gussmann, 2002; Charette, 2006; Nuhabalaoğlu, 2010): (i) the
empty onset without a skeletal point; and (ii) the Pointed Empty Onset. In
Sections 3.3.1.1. and 3.3.1.2., we are going to present the differences between
these two types of nucleus in light of French and Turkish, respectively.

3.3.1.1. The Pointed Empty Onset in French
The empty onset without a skeletal point is a genuine empty onset, as opposed
to the Pointed Empty Onset that is proposed and discussed in Charette (1991),
Gussmann (2002), and Charette (2006). Consider (22a-b) below, which
illustrate the pointless and Pointed Empty Onsets, respectively.
(22)

The Pointless Empty Onset

The Pointed Empty Onset

a.

b.

O

O
x

With respect to French, Charette (1991:90) argues that the “normal” vowel
initial words begin with an onset without a skeletal point (22a). This case is
exemplified in (23a) below, l’amie ‘the girlfriend’. The consonant initial words
and h-aspire words, on the other hand, begin with an onset with a skeletal point
as illustrated in (23b) la hache ‘the axe’. The onset with a skeletal point does
not behave in the same way with an empty onset even if it has no melodic
content (22b). This is argued to be due to the fact that it is a reminiscent of a
historical consonant.
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(23)

a. l’amie [lami] ‘the girl friend’

b. la hache [laaʃ] ‘the axe’

O N O

N O N …

O N O N O

x

x

x

x x

x

x x

x

x

l

a

a m i

l

a

a

ʃ

Adapted from Charette (1991:90)
The representations given in (23a-b) above show that in French, the vowel of
the definite article la is not pronounced before vowel-initial words as in the
case of (23a), while it is pronounced before consonant initial and h-aspire
words as in the case of (23b). In this respect, h-aspire and consonant initial
words behave identically. Also, the final consonant of the plural article is
pronounced if the article precedes a genuine vowel initial word (beginning with
an onset with no skeletal point). Consider (24a-b) below.
(24)

a. les amies [lezami] ‘the girl friends’

b. les haches [le aʃ] ‘the axes’

O N O N …
x x
lez

O N O …

x

a m i

x
le

x x
a

ʃ

Adapted from Charette (1991:90)
Although both (24a) and (24b) are vowel initial bases, the constituent structure
differentiates them from each other and explains why the article final
consonant does not appear in (24b) but does in (24a).
Another relevant issue regarding the empty onset types comes with the
issue of French Liaison, defined as “surfacing of a latent final consonant into the
onset position of the following word” by Gabriel and Meisenburg (2009:163).
Note that the Final Onset Parameter is OFF in French. Thus, the final onset can
be realized in this language. Consider (25a-d) below, which exemplify the final
clusters [br], [tr], [rt] and [mp] respectively in French.
(25)

a. sa[br]e
b. vi[tr]e
c. po[rt]e
d. la[mp]

‘sabre’
‘pane’
‘door’
‘lamp (gen. pl)’
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As the examples given in (25a-d) above indicate, French allows various base
final consonant clusters. Now consider (26a-d) below, where liaison cases in
French are exemplified.
(26)

a. le[s] amis
[lez]
‘the friends’
b. le[s] garçons
[le]
‘the boys’
Adapted from Gabriel and Meisenburg (2009:164) Examples (1a-b)
c. peti[t] canard
d. peti[t] oie

[pətı]
‘little duck’
[pətıt]
‘little goose’
Adapted from Féry (2004:3) Examples (3a, c)

In the examples given in (26a) and (26d), the base final onset is pronounced
given that the following base comes with an empty (pointless) onset. Thus, the
question is why the final consonant is realized in the French liaison cases given
in (26a, d) only when it is followed by a vowel initial base even though the base
final branching onsets (25a-b) and coda-onset clusters (25c-d) are allowed in
French. We argue that the first bases in (26a-d) examples end in a Pointed
Empty Onset. Thus, no consonant can attach to that position, as discussed in
Chapter 3. The silence of the final consonant of the first base, as exemplified in
(26b) and (26c), or the phonetic realization of it, as exemplified in (26a) and
(26d), depends on the initial onset of the following base. Compare the
representations given in (27a-b) below.
(27)

a. les amis
O1 N1 O2

‘the friends’
O1 N1 O2 …

x

x

x

x

l

e

z

a m i

b. les garçons

‘the boys’

O1 N1 O2

O1 N1 O2 …

x

x

x

x

x

l

e

z

g

a r ç o n s

The representations in (27a-b) illustrate the interpretation and silence of the
final consonant of the first base, respectively. For these structures, we argue
that the first base ends in a Pointed Empty Onset O2. Although it has no melodic
content, it is indifferent from a true interpreted onset as noted above. les comes
with a floating consonant [z]. The floating [z] cannot attach to the base final
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Pointed Empty Onset (O2) due to the fact that O2 has a skeletal point in both
cases (27a-b). If the following base begins with a pointless empty onset as in
the case of (27a), the floating [z] can attach to that position and be pronounced.
If the following base begins with a full onset (O 1), as in the case of (27b), or with
a Pointed Empty Onset (O1), as in the representation given in (28) below, there
is no room for [z] to attach. Thus, it cannot be pronounced. This is also true for
the final position of the word petit ‘little’ given in the examples (26c-d) above.
(28)

les haches [le aʃ]

‘the axes’

O1 N1 O2

O1 N1 O2 …

x

x

x

x

l

e

z

x

x

a

ʃ

The floating [z] cannot attach to the O2 of the first base or O1 of the second base,
given that both are pointed empty onsets in (28). The realization (27a) or
silence of the floating consonant given in (27b) and (28) has nothing to do the
with the base final onset licensing. However, it is related to the type of the
empty onset present in the structure. Accordingly, if the base ends in a Pointed
Empty Onset, the floating consonant cannot attach to that position even if the
Final Onset Parameter is OFF in a given language.
Now let us discuss the Pointed Empty Onset in Turkish in Section
3.3.1.2.

3.3.1.2. The Pointed Empty Onset in Turkish
Turkish has also been argued to have empty onsets with and without a skeletal
point. According to Nuhbalaoğlu (2010), the empty onset with a skeletal point
occurs in soft-g (ğ)30 cases, exemplified in (29a), and k - Ø (zero) alternation 31
cases, as exemplified in (29b) below.
(29)

a. dağ
b. sokak

[da:]
[sokak]

dağ-ı
sokağ-ı

[da-ı]
[soka-ı]

*[da-yı]
*[soka-yı]

‘mountain-acc’
‘street-acc’

Note that the suffixes which usually come with a floating consonant (the
accusative and the dative markers for instance) attach to the bases, as given in

For a detailed historical discussion and analysis of soft-g in Turkish, see Lees (1961),
Demircan (1978), Selen (1979), Konrot (1981), Clements and Keyser (1983), Sezer
(1981, 1986), Ergenç (2002), Aksan (2007), Kabak (2007), Coşkun (2008), Nuhbalaoğlu
(2010), Göksel and Kerslake (2011) and Kornfilt (2013).
31 See Chapter 5 for a more detailed discussion on k - Ø alternation in Turkish.
30
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(29a-b), without the floating consonant. Compare the examples in (29a-b) with
those in (30a-b).
(30)

a. araba-yı
b. ev-i

‘car-acc’
‘home-acc’

Under normal circumstances, the floating consonant appears in the accusative
marker when it attaches to a vowel final base, as given in (30a). On the other
hand, the floating consonant does not occur when it attaches to a consonant
final stem, as in (30b). In (29a-b), the absence of the consonant between two
adjacent vowels, appearing in (29a-b), creates a hiatus problem: the adjacency
of two vowels is not favorable in Turkish (Kabak, 2007).
Nuhbalaoğlu (2010) labels the forms exemplified in (29a) as dağ-type
words, more examples of which are presented in (31a) below. As for the
examples given in (29b), the author labels them as ayak-type words. Some
more examples of this are given in (31b).
(31)

a. dağ-type words
dağ [da:] ‘mountain’
vs.
yağ [ya:] ‘oil’
vs.
tığ [tı:] ‘crochet needle’ vs.

dağ-ı
yağ-ı
tığ-ı

[daı]
[yaı]
[tıı]

‘mountain-acc’
‘oil-acc’
‘crochet needle-acc’

b. ayak-type words
sokak [sokak] ‘street’ vs. sokağ-ı [sokaı] ‘street-acc’
ayak
[ayak]
‘foot’
vs. ayağ-ı [ayaı] ‘foot-acc’
çocuk [çocuk] ‘child’ vs. çocu-u [çocuu] ‘child-acc’
Adapted from Nuhbalaoğlu (2010:174-240)
Similar to what is argued in Nuhbalaoğlu (2010), we claim that [daı] is not
derived from [da:]. The constituent structure of [da] in dağ-ı [daı] (32a) is
different from dağ [da:] (32b).
(32) a. O1 N1 O2 N O…
x

x

d

a

x x
ı
(y)
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b.

O1 N1 O2 N1 O2
x

x

x

d

A

Given that the final onset of [da] (O2) is a Pointed Empty Onset as illustrated in
(32a), it behaves similarly to a full/interpreted one since it is a reminiscent of a
historical consonant. Thus, the suffixal floating consonant cannot attach to the
base final onset in (32a), which means that there is no room for the floating (y)
to attach in O2.
Note that the sokak ‘street’ vs. sokağ-ı ‘street-acc’ examples given in
(29b) are very similar to dağ and dağ-ı in (29a). sokak [sokak] and soka in
sokağ-ı [soka-ı] are different roots, as we claim for dağ and da in dağ-ı. Similar
to dağ-ı, the base final onset in sokağ-ı has a skeletal point as well. The
representation of sokağ-ı ‘stress-acc’ is given in (33).
(33)

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 …
x x

x

s

k a

o

x x

x
ı

(y)
What interests us in the representation given in (33) is that the floating
consonant does not attach to some base final Os in Turkish (O3 in (33)) since
they have a skeletal point and behave similarly to a full onset. Thus, the socalled “exceptional” case is actually not exceptional, thanks to the constituent
structure which hosts a Pointed Empty Onset.
Note that with respect to dağ-type words (31a) and ayak-type words
(32b), Nuhbalaoğlu (2010) argues that the reason for the absence of the
floating consonant is that any vowel initial suffix is attached non-analytically to
those types of bases. Nuhbalaoğlu notes that in having non-analytic
morphology, forms such as daı should be treated in the same manner as
simplex words such as cadı [ʤadı] ‘witch’ in terms of domainhood. Thus, dağ-ı
[daı] is not derived from dağ [da:]. Nuhbalaoğlu (2010:175) also states that
[daı] may be assumed to be stored in the lexicon as a single chunk. Our
assumption is that dağ-ı [daı] is derived from [da], which is a bound root and
ends in an empty onset having a skeletal point as given in the representation
(32a). It means that there is no place for the floating consonant to attach to an
onset in these examples.
Also, the boundness of [da] or [soka] is related to the final Pointed
Empty Onset. We observe that the Pointed Empty Onsets must be licensed by a
nucleus, at least in Turkish; otherwise, they might not appear in the constituent
structure. This means that the Pointed Empty Onsets do not appear base finally
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if there is no licensor nucleus following them: *[da] ‘mountain’, *[da-da]
‘mountain-loc’ but [da-ı] ‘mountain-acc’, [da-a] ‘mountain-dat’; *[soka] ‘street’,
*[soka-da] ‘street-loc’, *[soka-lar] ‘street-pl’ but [soka-ım] ‘street-poss.1sg’,
[soka-ı] ‘street-acc’. These are our initial observations regarding the Pointed
Empty Onsets and their licensing, which deserve detailed investigation in a
future study.
In Section 3.3.2., we are going to deal with the cases which apparently
“contradict” the arguments in our model. We will show that they are not
actually contradictory cases but a result of a different constituent structure. We
will argue for the existence of a new type of nucleus, the Pointed Empty Nucleus,
which is similar to the Pointed Empty Onsets discussed in this section.

3.3.2. The Empty Nucleus Types and the Pointed Empty
Nucleus
Recall that suffixes are bound items and need a base to attach to. We argued
that this morphological information is reflected in phonology as “a constituent
beginning with no onset: N...O”. The Onset Principle of Itô (1989) and Prince and
Smolensky (2004) says that every syllable has an onset. A nucleus which has no
onset is in search of one. The constituent with no initial onset position is the
phonological dress of a suffix. The base final single onset is the one which the
suffix initial nucleus searches for. Accordingly, the suffixes begin with a nucleus
(interpreted or uninterpreted) in Turkish, as well. Consider (34) below.
Proper Government

(34)

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
x x

Na0 Oa1 Na1 Oa2

x

x

x

x

x x

d

e m i r
(I)

l

e

r

x
‘iron-pl’

Element Spreading

According to the representation in (34), when a suffix is attached to the base,
there will be no blocking for the element spreading in terms of constituent
structure since there is no blocking initial O coming with the suffix, as suffixes
have NO structure.32 Accordingly, the element I spreads from the second
nucleus position (N2) of the base to the nucleus position (Na1) of the suffix.
This does not mean that every time we have a suffix, we must have element spreading.
There are suffixes in Turkish which do not get element spreading from the base. The
reader may see Charette and Göksel (1994, 1996), Ploch (1998), and Pöchtrager (2009)
for a detailed discussion of Turkish vowel harmony, element spreading and licensing
conditions. Also, see Chapter 5 for the discussion on vowel harmony and element
spreading.
32
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Recall that there are different cases of suffixation in Turkish. In (34)
above, for instance, a consonant initial suffix (plural marker) attaches to a
consonant final base. Now let us consider an example where the plural marker
attaches to a vowel final base in (35).
Proper Government

(35)

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4
x

x

x

x

x

a

r

a b

a

Na0 Oa1 Na1 Oa2
x

x

x

x

l

a

r

‘car-pl’

The empty O4 of the base is followed by the empty Na0 in the representation
given in (35) above. Note that the existence of the empty positions, for both
onsets and nuclei, is allowed in our model. Thus, the structure is fine. Let us
now discuss base+suffix combinations where a vowel initial suffix attaches to a
consonant final base, as given in (36).
(36)

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
x

x

x

d

e m i

Na0 Oa1

x x

x

r

i

‘iron-acc’

(y)
According to the representation given in (36), the accusative marker comes
with a floating consonant [y]. However, there is no room for it to attach to in the
structure, due to the fact that O3 is not empty. In (36), Na0 must be interpreted
since it is not properly governed. The result is demir-i. Now let us attach the
same suffix to a vowel final base in (37) below.
(37)

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4
x

x x

a

r

x

a b

Na0 Oa1

x

x

a (y)

ı

‘car-acc’

(37) above exemplifies the attachment of the accusative marker to a vowel final
base araba ‘car’. Different from the representation given in (36) for demir ‘iron’,
there is a room for the floating consonant (O4) to attach in (37) above. The
structure bears the correct output.
Up to this point, the new model that we offer has been able to explain
different base+suffix combinations. However, the system developed so far is
not without problems. Consider (38) below where a vowel initial suffix attaches
to a consonant final base.
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(38)

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
x

x

x x

d

e m

i

Na0 Oa1

x

x

x

r

i

m

‘iron-poss.1sg’

According to the representation given in (38), the first person possessive
marker comes with no floating consonant. Na0 has to be interpreted due to the
lack of proper government from a following nucleus.33 Note that the example
above does not cause any problem for the analysis proposed here. However, a
problem comes with the attachment of the same suffix to a base which ends in a
vowel, as in the representation given in (39) below.
(39)

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4
x

x x

a

r

Na0 Oa1

x

x

x

x

a b

a

ı

m

‘car-poss.1sg’

According to the representation given in (39), the suffix consonant sits under
Oa1 following Na0. In this case, Na0 must be interpreted phonetically since it is
not properly governed. Accordingly, the output is wrong: *araba-ım. The model
developed here seems to make wrong predictions according to (39). Now, let us
look at a similar example in (40).
No Proper Government

(40)

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4
x

x x

a

r

x

Proper Government

Na0 Oa1 Nb0 Ob1 Nb1 Ob2

x

x

x

a b a

ı

y

x

x

x

d

ı

‘car-cop-past’

As given in the representation (40), the Nb1 of the suffix part properly governs
Nb0 in the suffix, as a result of which Nb0 is not phonetically realized, i.e. it is
muted. Accordingly, the muted Nb0 cannot properly govern the preceding Na0 in
the previous suffix. Consequently, the output occurs as a wrong form *araba-ıydı ‘it was a car’, and not the correct one araba-y-dı.
The status of N2 in (38) can be questioned: why does Na0 not properly govern the base
N2 *demrim? The answer is that there is a lexical [i] under N 2; therefore, N2 cannot be
properly governed.
33
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The discussion above leads us to two possible results: either (i) our
model seems to give wrong outputs; or (ii) there are details that we miss. In the
next section, we will account for the problematic examples given in (39-40) by
arguing that our model is not wrong, as the existence of a Pointed Empty
Nucleus can in fact explain the odd cases given in (39) and (40). In this respect,
we will claim that the existence of a Pointed Empty Nucleus in some structures
works as if there is a full nucleus.

3.3.2.1. The Pointed Empty Nucleus
In the present study, we argue that the empty nuclei, which are silent despite
the lack of proper government, may exist in languages. These are called the
Pointed Empty Nuclei and are exemplified in (41) below.
(41)

N
x

The Pointed Empty Nucleus is an empty non-head nucleus that remains empty
without proper government. Na0 in the poss1sg suffix, exemplified in (42)
below, is an example of the Pointed Empty Nucleus.
(42)

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4
x

x x

a

r

x

x

a b a

Na0 Oa1
x

x
m

‘car-poss.1sg’

As represented in (38) and (42) above, we argue that there are two
phonological forms for the poss.1sg. marker in Turkish: one with a properly
governable Na0, as given in (38), and the other one with a Pointed Empty
Nucleus Na0 in (42). The properly governable suffix initial Na0 realizes [i] in the
lack of proper government, as in (38), but the Pointed Empty Nucleus Na0 in (42)
is empty without proper government.
The Pointed Empty Nucleus cannot be a head nucleus in a given base
since it is not stressable. Its status is in between a properly governed empty
nucleus and a phonetically interpreted nucleus. Since it has an inborn skeletal
point, it is similar to a full nucleus on the one hand, and since it has no melody
or stress, is similar to a properly governed nucleus on the other hand. This
implies that the Pointed Empty Nucleus (Na0) can license an onset pair (O4) but
cannot properly govern or license a nucleus (N3) as in (43).
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No Proper Government
Onset Licensing

(43)

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3

O4

Na0 Oa1 …
x

We argue that the existence of a Pointed Empty Nucleus depends on licensing by
another nucleus which is NOT itself an inborn Pointed Empty Nucleus. It must
be licensed at the projection level to occur in the constituent structure, as given
in the Pointed Empty Nucleus Condition (44). Otherwise, it cannot exist in the
structure.
(44)

The Pointed Empty Nucleus Condition
The pointed empty nucleus must be licensed at the projection level.

Projection licensing licenses internuclear relations, i.e. stress assignment,
vowel harmony, vowel length, etc. (Harris, 1994; Scheer, 2004). In the present
study, we argue that the Pointed Empty Nucleus can occur in the constituent
structure only if it is licensed by another nucleus (not an inborn pointed empty
nucleus) at the projection level. Projection Licensing, as given in (45), goes from
left to right within the root and suffixation, as opposed to Proper Government,
which is from right to left.
(45)
O

N

O

R >>>>>>> R

Projection Licensing

N

O

α

O

N
x

The Pointed Empty Nucleus cannot be licensed by an inborn pointed empty
nucleus. It means that a pointed empty nucleus (inborn) cannot license another
one. This is a crucial condition on the licensing of the Pointed Empty Nuclei,
given that it prevents languages from producing unlimited consonantal strings,
the existence of which could be guaranteed by the unlimited number of Pointed
Empty Nuclei.
According to the Pointed Empty Nucleus Condition, the licensing of a
Pointed Empty Nucleus at the projection level is a must. However, the licensing
of a Pointed Empty Nucleus by a full or properly governed nucleus at the
projection level is subject to the parametric variation as given in (46).
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(46)

The Pointed Empty Nucleus Licensing Parameter
The pointed empty nucleus must be licensed by a full nucleus.
ON: Turkish:
The pointed empty nucleus must be licensed only by an
interpreted nucleus, not a properly governed one.
OFF: Polish:
The pointed empty nucleus may be licensed by a properly
governed empty or a full nucleus.

According to the Pointed Empty Nucleus Licensing Parameter given in (46), the
Pointed Empty Nucleus must be licensed by a full nucleus in Turkish (ON), while
it may be licensed by a properly governed empty nucleus in Polish (OFF).
Chapter 4 will refer to the Pointed Empty Nucleus Condition and the Pointed
Empty Nucleus Licensing Parameter in more detail.
Another point may be raised regarding the universality of the Pointed
Empty Nucleus: does the Pointed Empty Nucleus exist in every single language?
The existence of the Pointed Empty Nucleus in languages may be predictable to
some extent in terms of language typology. According to the classification given
in Gussmann and Harris (1998), languages may be divided into two main
syllabic types, as illustrated in (47a-b).
(47)

a. ones which permit only open syllables (the ‘CV’ type)
b. ones which tolerate both open and closed syllables (the ‘CVC’ type).
Adapted from Gussmann and Harris (1998:4)

Accordingly, the Pointed Empty Nucleus is more probable in CVC languages
compared to CV ones due to the fact that the possibility for the existence of an
empty nucleus position in CVC languages is higher than that of CV languages.
For instance, Zulu and Yoruba are CV languages where all nuclei must be
melodically realized. This means that they lack both internal and final clusters.
Thus, we predict that there is no place for the Pointed Empty Nucleus in those
languages: The Pointed Empty Nucleus is non-applicable in Zulu and Yoruba
type CV languages.
On the other hand, it is more probable to come across the Pointed
Empty Nucleus in CVC languages (such as English, Turkish and Polish), which
allow both internal and final consonant clusters, as we argued above. Polish,
especially, among other languages, has a high probability to exhibit a pointed
empty nucleus due to the fact that the base initial and final consonant clusters
may have more than three members, according to Cyran and Gussmann (1999),
Cyran (2003).
In this sense, a relevant question arises: do we come across a Pointed
Empty Nucleus in all languages that already allow the existence of properly
governable empty nuclei (a pointless one)? The answer does not seem to be
positive. Italian, for instance, is a language which does not have a properly
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governable empty nucleus while it does have a Pointed Empty Nucleus, as we
will discuss in Chapter 4. We will present a detailed cross-linguistic discussion
on the Pointed Empty Nucleus and its universal implications in Chapter 4. For
now, let us go back to the licensing of the Pointed Empty Nucleus in Turkish.
According to our data analysis given in Section 3.3. and to language
typology, we argue that Turkish has the Pointed Empty Nucleus. Recall that the
Pointed Empty Nucleus is licensed by a nucleus at the projection level (not by an
inborn pointed empty nucleus). In Turkish, we argue that the Pointed Empty
Nucleus can only be licensed by a full nucleus (not a properly governed one) at
the projection level. Consider the representation given in (48) for araba-m ‘carposs1.sg’.
Projection Licensing

(48)

R >>>> R
O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4 Na0 Oa1
x

x x

x

x

a

r

a b

a

x

x
m

‘car-poss.1sg’

In the representation (48) above, the Pointed Empty Nucleus (Na0) is licensed by
a full nucleus in N3 at the projection level (left-to-right licensing).34 In light of
Turkish and other languages to be discussed in the present study, we argue that
the Pointed Empty Nucleus usually appears at the morpheme edges, such as the
base final position (Turkish, Dutch) and the suffix initial position (English,
Turkish).35 The reason why they occur on the edges seems to be related to
morphology. Scheer (2012) argues that the claim that morpheme edges are
special is not extra-phonological; on the contrary, morphology reflects into
phonology at morpheme edges. We will present a detailed discussion on the
relation between the Pointed Empty Nucleus and morpheme edges in Chapter 4.
The relevant question may be how we can understand the existence of
a Pointed Empty Nucleus in the constituent structure. The evidence for its
presence comes with phonological processes and so-called exceptions to those
processes. In other words, there are cases where a phonological process such as
devoicing fails to apply, as we mentioned in Section 3.2.5. Consider the relevant
examples from Turkish repeated here as (49a-b).

I thank Ben Hermans for calling my attention into the direction of the projection
licensing and its possible relations with the occurrence(s) of the Pointed Empty Nucleus
on the constituent structure.
35 The Pointed Empty Nucleus also occurs at the left edges of the bases in some
languages: i.e. in the base initial position (Polish) or in prefixes (English). We will
discuss how they are licensed in these languages in Chapter 4.
34
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(49)

a. hac
b. metod

[dʒ]
[d]

‘pilgrim’
‘method’

We approach the cases given in (49a-b) as having a Pointed Empty Nucleus. If no
devoicing appears in the base final onset in a final devoicing language, as in
(49a-b), and although all conditions are met, we can argue that the base final
consonant is not actually in the base final position but is followed by a Pointed
Empty Nucleus which licenses the voiced obstruent. See the representation of
(49b) in (50).
Projection Licensing

R >>> R
Onset Licensing

(50)

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4
x

x x

m e

t

x x

x

o d

‘method’

In Turkish, although devoicing almost always applies to the base final
unlicensed non-continuant obstruents, there are a few examples which seem
“exceptional” for the process. metod, given in (50), is one of them. As is clear
from the representation in (50) above, the final obstruent of the word metod
‘method’ is not devoiced since it is not the base final onset. Recall that only base
final onsets are exposed to the Final Onset Parameter and the Non-Continuant
Obstruent Voice Parameter. In (50), O3 is not the base final onset since it has a
licensor pair nucleus N3. Since N3 is a Pointed Empty Nucleus, it can remain
silent. O3 is licensed by the pointed N3. In that way, O3 is not exposed to any
parametric variations of the Final Onset Parameter or the Non-Continuant
Obstruent Voice Parameter. We will go into the details and the cross-linguistic
effects of the Pointed Empty Nucleus in Chapter 4.
In the next section, we will compare the pointed and pointless empty
nuclei in our model in order to be more precise about the different nucleus
types.

3.3.2.2. The Pointed vs. Pointless Empty Nuclei
In the present section, we propose two different empty nuclei available in
languages. Consider (51a-b) below.
(51)

a. N

b. N
x
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The representation given in (51a) stands for the properly governable empty
nucleus, which marks itself with “no skeletal point”. The representation given
in (51b), on the other hand, stands for the Pointed Empty Nucleus “with a
skeletal point”, which we discussed in Section 3.3.2.1.
Within the GP literature, the nucleus is always defined with a skeletal
point. Is the nucleus without a skeletal point a problem for the theory?
According to GP, (52) below is out since the N has no skeletal point.
(52)

*O

N

x
(52) above represents a nucleus without a skeletal point. Note that in Kaye’s
system, the constituent must have a skeletal point to be a licenser. The
arguments put forward by Kaye (2000) are given in (53a-c).
(53)

a. Every nucleus can and must license a preceding onset.
b. Every onset must be licensed by a following nucleus.
c. Every constituent licenser must dominate a skeletal point.
Adapted from Kaye (2000:6)

As deduced from (53a, c), every nucleus must dominate a skeletal point in Kaye
(2000). It is true in that a nucleus without a skeletal point will only be a floating
constituent with no function. In our discussion, however, we are not in conflict
with the general view as stated in (53a, c). Consider vowel-zero alternation
cases from Turkish, given in (54a-b) below.
Proper Government

(54) a. O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 Na0 Oa1
x

x x

x

x

a

k

l

a

‘mind-dat’

No Proper Government

b. O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
x

x x

x

a

k ɯ l

‘mind’
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In (54a), the empty N2 has no skeletal point before proper government. This
means that it is properly governable and different from the Pointed Empty
Nucleus given in (51b), which is always empty. The suffix initial nucleus (N a0)
properly governs N2 and makes it mute, as in (54a). Note that the properly
governed empty nucleus links to a skeletal point as in (54a) after proper
government. In (54b), on the other hand, there is no proper governor for N 2 and
it is interpreted. It gets the skeletal point by linking to the melodic content.
Now, let us focus on the N in (51b). N in (51b) comes with a skeletal
point, which means that it is not open to proper government. It has a skeletal
point similar to the interpreted nucleus, which has a full vowel. It is mute
without proper government but behaves similarly to a vowel. This means that
the properly governable nucleus gets its skeletal point after proper
government, as in the case of (54a). If there is no proper governor for the
nucleus, it gets the skeletal point by linking to the melodic content, as given in
(54b). Thus, there is no pointless empty nucleus in the end.
In Section 3.3.2.3., we will discuss the empty nucleus types and refer to
the lexical schwa (or [ɯ] or a default vowel in a given language) in light of the
previous studies. We will argue that not every instance of [ɯ] is the realization
of a pointless empty nucleus as given in (54a).

3.3.2.3. Empty and Non-Empty Nucleus Types
In Section 3.3.2.2., we discussed the differences between the pointed vs.
pointless empty nuclei. In the present section, we will compare empty nuclei
with non-empty ones. In our model, we assume that the pointless empty
nucleus is realized as a default vowel (schwa, [ɯ], etc.), depending on the
language, in the absence of proper government and element spreading.
However, not every schwa, or [ɯ], is the realization of an empty nucleus, as van
Oostendorp (2003), John (2014) and Cavirani and van Oostendorp (2017)
argue for.
In the literature, it has been argued that there are different empty
nucleus types (Harris, 1994; van Oostendorp, 1999, 2003), which have different
structural representations (John, 2014; Cavirani and van Oostendorp, 2017). 36
For instance, van Oostendorp (2003) argues that there are three types of schwa
in Dutch: e-schwa (epenthetic), r-schwa (reduction) and s-schwa (stable, nonalternating). These are given in (55a-c) below.

See Cavirani and van Oostendorp (2017) for the morpho-syntactic categories and
phonological silence relation within the combination of Element Theory and Turbidity
Theory, which are not within the scope of the present study.
36
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(55)

a. E(penthesis)-schwa; this is the type of schwa that alternates with zero.
b. R(eduction)-schwa; this is the type of schwa that alternates with a full
vowel.
c. S(table)-schwa; this is a rest category from a descriptive point of view:
if there is no reason to call a schwa e-schwa or r-schwa, I call it s-schwa.
S-schwa is usually already present in the underlying structure.
Adapted from van Oostendorp (2003:432)

The stable schwa (55c) occurs in the structure without proper government and
never alternates with Ø. Cavirani and van Oostendorp (2017) develop different
representations for alternating and non-alternating schwas. Consider the
representations in (56b-c), respectively.
(56) a. Ø
x
x
[Ø]

b. /ə/
x

c. /ə/
x

d. /a/
x

x
[Ø]

x
[ə]

x x
[ə]

e. /a/
x
x

x
[a]

Adapted from Cavirani and van Oostendorp (2017:110) Example (15)
The lexical schwa (56c), which does not alternate with zero, is argued to have a
different representation from the one, which alternates with zero (56b). The
reduced /a/ and lexical /a/ are represented as in (56d-e), respectively.
John (2014) is another study which representationally distinguishes
lexically occurring schwa (57a) from the one which alternates with zero (57b).
(57)

a. N

b. N

c. N

x

x

x

⚫

⚫

V
Adapted from John (2014:5)
(56a) and (57c) stand for the word final empty nucleus in Cavirani and van
Oostendorp (2017) and John (2014) respectively. Similar to John (2014) and
Cavirani and van Oostendorp (2017), we also put forward that there is a lexical
schwa or a default vowel, which has a different constituent (58a) from the
empty nucleus in (58b). However, different from John (2014) and Cavirani and
van Oostendorp (2017), our study argues that there is no word final/domain
final empty nucleus in the constituent structure. Both John (2014) and Cavirani
and van Oostendorp (2017) argue that there is a word final empty nucleus in
languages which have a different constituent from the regular empty nucleus.
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In that way, they eliminate domain final p-licensing and represent the final
empty nucleus, as given in (56a and 57c), respectively. However, we propose
different constituencies for the Pointed Empty Nucleus (58c), the pointless one
(58b), in addition to the lexical schwa/[ɯ] given in (58a).
(58)

a. N

b. N

c. N

x

x

ə/ɯ
Accordingly, in line with Cavirani and van Oostendorp’s (2017) lexical schwa
arguments, we argue that not all instances of [ɯ] in Turkish (or the default
vowel in a given language) are the realization of an empty nucleus position. 37
This means that schwa (or [ɯ]) may lexically occur in the constituent structure
as in Kand[ɯ]ra ‘Place Name’/mınt[ɯ]ka ‘territory’. Consider the
representation in (59) below.
No Proper Government

(59)

R
O1 N1

O2 N2 O3 N3 O4

x

x

x

x x

x

k a

n d

ɯ r

a

In (59) above, N2 is not an empty nucleus but has a lexical [ɯ] with a skeletal
point. If it were a properly governable empty nucleus, N3 would be able to
govern and make it silent. Now let us consider Turkish examples, given in (60ab) below, for vowel-zero alternation of an empty nucleus, which exemplifies the
constituent given in (58b) above.
(60)

a.

N2
O1

No Proper Government

N1

O2

N2

O3

x

x

x

x

a

k

ɯ

l

‘mind’

See Harris and Lindsey (1995) for the elemental composition of schwa and for the
other phonological segments.
37
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b.

N2
O1

Na0

N1

O2

N2

O3

Na0

x

x

x

x

x

a

k

l

ɯ

Proper Government

Oa1

‘mind-acc’

As illustrated in the example above, N2 undergoes vowel zero alternation
depending on the proper government. N2 in (60b) is properly governed and no
vowel is realized while it is not properly governed and [ɯ] appears in (60a). In
both cases, N2 begins its journey as a pointless nucleus and then links to the
skeletal point in the end.
In Section 3.3., our focus has been on bases, suffixes and the Pointed
Empty Nucleus in Turkish within our new template model. Section 3.4. will
question the existence of prefixes in Turkish.

3.4. Prefixation in Turkish
Recall from Chapter 2 that we made an argument on the constituency of the
prefixes and suffixes saying that they are morphologically bound to bases. This
boundness is visible in their phonological shape. Consider (61a-c) below.
(61)

a.
b.
Prefix Base
ON
O…O

c.
Suffix
NO

O… O
As is clear from the representation given in (61a-c), the prefixes (ON) and
suffixes (NO) are like the mirror images of each other in that they stick to the
left and right sides of a base, respectively. As a result of prefixation and/or
suffixation, we get a larger base again, as seen in (61a-c). This section aims to
question whether Turkish has prefixation in light of our model.

3.4.1. Prefixation and the Borrowed Forms
In Turkish, it is hard to see an active and productive prefixation process (Lewis,
1967; Sebüktekin, 1971; Şahin, 2006; Kornfilt, 2013 among others). However,
we may come across some borrowed forms which seem to involve prefixation.
Consider the examples given in (62a-d), where the Greek prefix a- (62a-b) and
the French de- (62c-d) are attached to the bases.
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(62)

a. a-normal
b. a-ritmik

‘abnormal’
‘arrhythmic’

a-

Greek prefix

c. de-forme
d. de-mode

‘deformed’
‘old fashioned’

de-

French prefix

The forms given in (62a-d) are not productive forms in Turkish, and bases
produced by them are highly limited in number. Thus, they are assumed to be
lexicalized as whole, single chunks rather than as parsable or morphologically
derived forms, as illustrated in (63) below.
(63)

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4 N4 O5
x

x x

a

n

x x

o r

x x

x

m a

l

As seen in (63), prefixation is represented as involving underived, single forms.
A relevant question may be why we do not assume the forms in (62a-d) as a
result of a compounding operation. The first reason is that they are
unproductive, as we have noted above. The second reason is that they do not
satisfy the minimal word size, which is universally bimoraic or (C)VC/(C)V:
(McCarthy and Prince, 1986; Kenstowicz, 1994; Inkelas and Orgun, 1995;
Kabak and Vogel, 2001). This means that the words must end in a long vowel or
in a consonant to satisfy the minimal word size condition. Itô and Hankamer
(1989) argue that Turkish minimal word size is also bimoraic. Kabak
(2014:121) also points out that although CV syllables are possible in Turkish,
the syllable types of the words are different. The size must be bimoraic. Kabak
notes that every other sub-minimal form must be lengthened (musical notes
such as do:, re:, fa:) or extended via a glide (ko-y-du put-y-past). Dobrovolsky
(1987) argues that the minimal word size is CVC in Turkish. This claim is also
shared by Inkelas and Orgun (1995): Turkish chooses (C)VC to satisfy the
minimal word size condition. The authors argue that most of the monosyllabic
words in Turkish are (C)VC, rather than (C)V. Inkelas and Orgun (1995:772)
further argue that while the number of (C)V content words is relatively small
(around 40), there is a large collection (around 700) of (C)V(X)C content words
found in the vocabulary of Turkish speakers.
In sum, the forms in (62a-d) and other similar examples do not have
compound structure, but they are assumed to be stored as a single chunk in the
lexicon since a- and de- do not satisfy minimal word size besides their
unproductivity.
It may also be assumed that there are some borrowed forms in
Turkish, such as anti- ‘against’, which seem to be more productive compared to
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the examples of a- and de- given in (62a-d), as Göksel and Kerslake (2011:6364) note.38 Consider the examples in (64a-e).
(64)

a. antidemokratik
b. antisosyal
c. antialerjik
d. antihistaminik
e. antifiriz

‘anti-democratic’
‘anti-social’
‘anti-allergic’
‘anti-histaminic’
‘anti-freeze’

anti- Greek prefix

(64a-e) exemplify certain Turkish words which seem to be formed with the
Greek prefix anti-. We propose that anti- is not itself productive, although the
number of anti+base forms is more compared to a+base and de+base forms.
Thus, we assume that anti- is not a prefix in Turkish and that it is kept in the
lexicon as a single string with the related base.
Note that we do not get anti-base forms as compounds either, although
they satisfy the minimal word size since anti- is only seen in the borrowed
constructions as given in (64a-e). In addition, anti- cannot stand alone or act as
a second member of a compound. Also, Sebüktekin (1971) argues that Turkish
does allow for the forms in (64a-e) as a single chunk and points out that the
loan words are mostly treated as monomorphemic forms in Turkish.
In this section, we have seen that the borrowed prefixed forms are
adapted into Turkish as a single lexical chunk (anormal, antialerjik, etc.). They
do not involve an active morphological process of prefixation. Let us now
question the prefix status of Turkish partial reduplication cases in Section 3.4.2.

3.4.2. Partial Reduplication in Turkish: Prefixation or
Compounding?
Partial reduplication in Turkish has been a controversial issue in that some
studies accept it as an active morphological process of prefixation, while others
consider it as involving reduction of the reduplicative compounds. As an
example of the former, Göksel and Kerslake (2011) argue that Turkish has
prefixation but is limited to partial reduplication cases. As opposed to Göksel
and Kerslake (2011), Kim (2009) argues that the partial reduplication is not
prefixation either in Korean or Turkish but rather is morphological reduction of
reduplicative compounds. Consider the examples given in (65a-f) below.

Here are some more anti-base forms: antiemperyalist ‘anti-imperialist’, antikomünist
‘anti-communist’, antidemokratik ‘anti-democratic’, antidot ‘antidote’, antitez ‘antithesis’,
etc.
38
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(65)

a. kara
b. güzel
c. açık
d. mavi
e. beyaz
f. temiz

‘black’
‘beautiful’
‘clear’
‘blue’
‘white’
‘clean’

kap-kara
güp-güzel
ap-açık
mas-mavi
bem-beyaz
ter-temiz

‘pitch dark’
‘very beautiful’
‘crystal clear’
‘deep blue’
‘chalk white’
‘very clean’

(65a-f) above involve examples where the first part of the adjective is repeated
at the beginning of the word. In the Turkish partial reduplication process, the
base initial ON pair is copied and one of the consonants /m, p, r, s/ is attached
to the final onset position of the base in order to satisfy the minimal word size
(Kim, 2009).39 If the partial reduplication were an instance of prefixation, we
could have *ka-kara, *ma-mavi etc. There would not be a need for the final
consonant. However, one of the consonants /m, p, r, s/, which are called
“linking consonants” by Lewis (1967), must be assigned as the final consonant
of the reduplicated part in Turkish. Consider the examples in (66a-e) to see
how this reduplication process works.
(66)

a. kara
b. açık
c. pembe
d. beyaz
e. temiz

‘black’
‘clear’
‘pink’
‘white’
‘clean’

k'ap-kara
'ap-açık
p'es-pembe
b'em-beyaz
t'er-temiz

*ka-kara
*a-açık
*pe-pembe
*be-beyaz
*te-temiz

‘pitch dark’
‘crystal clear’
‘rose pink’
‘chalk white’
‘very clean’

The copied part seems to get a final consonant in order to satisfy the minimal
word size, which can be considered as evidence for its base status.
Also, the linking consonant choice can be taken as another piece of
evidence for the base status of the copied part. Consider the example given in
(67) below.
(67)

açık

‘clear’

ap-açık

*ab-acık

‘crystal clear’

Why does Turkish choose the voiceless obstruent /p/ but not the voiced one
/b/ as one of the final consonants of the reduplicated part as illustrated in (67)?
We argue that the reason for this observation is related to the base final onset
and licensing. Compare (68a-b).
(68)

a. kitap
b. güp-güzel

*kitab
*güb-güzel

‘book’
‘very beautiful’

In Turkish, a voiced non-continuant obstruent cannot occur in base final
position due to the lack of onset licensing given in (68a), as discussed in Section
3.2. Similar to the words, the absence of the voiced obstruent in the final
See Yu (1998, 1999), Wedel (1999) and Kelepir (2000) for the discussion on the
distribution of the final consonant of the reduplicant.
39
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position of the reduplicated part (68b) implies that the reduplicated part (ap)
behaves similar to a “word” in Turkish in terms of constituent structure.
Consider these other examples given in (69a-c) to see how the final consonant
of the reduplicated part behaves in different combinations.
(69)

a. güzel ‘beautiful’
b. dʒadı ‘witch’
c. düzenli ‘neat’

güp-güzel
cap-dʒadı
düp-düzenli

*güb-güzel
*cab-dʒadı
*düb-düzenli

‘very beautiful’
‘very witchy’
‘very neat’

As given in (69a-c), the voiced obstruent is out in the final position of the
reduplicant. When we scan Turkish Language Association online audio
dictionary (TDK online sesli sözlük) for base internal and base+suffixal
combinations, we observe that the adjacent obstruents have a tendency to
share the same voicing property.40 Even if there are adjacent voiceless/voiced
or voiced+voiceless consonants in orthography, they are usually pronounced in
the same voice property. Consider the examples given in (70a-d) below.
(70)

Orthography
a. tekzip
b. makbuz
c. takdir
d. mahcup

Pronunciation
[teksip]
[makpuz]
[taktir]
[mahtʃup]

[dʒ]
It may seem a minor point, but the consonants /pg/, /pdʒ/ and /pd/ (69a-c),
respectively, never occur adjacent within a single word in Turkish (simplex or
suffixed), as seen in (70a-d). Therefore, it seems that the partial reduplication
part behaves similar to an independent base.
Moreover, if the reduplicated part in the examples given in (65a-f)
were a real prefix, there would be a list of the reduplicants in the lexicon.
However, there is no such list since the reduplicant part is in fact copied from
the base. It means that there is no specified list of the reduplicants in the
Turkish lexicon, as opposed to real productive prefixes.
Also, the initial stress observed in these forms supports the idea that
the partial reduplicant behaves similar to the first member of a compound but
not a prefix, since the first member gets the main stress in compounds.
Accordingly, we conclude that the reduplicant part in (65a-f) has a base
template as given in (71).

The voicing assimilation of the consonants within the same word seems to be a crosslinguistic tendency. See Padgett (2002) for Russian, van Oostendorp (2007, 2008) for
Dutch, and van Oostendorp (2017) for other Germanic Languages.
40
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(71)

O1

N1

O2

x

x

x

k
g

a
ü
a
a
e
e

p
p
p
s
m
r

m
b
t

O1

kara
güzel
açık
mavi
beyaz
temiz

N1

O2

N2

O3…

‘pitch dark’
‘very beautiful’
‘crystal clear’
‘deep blue’
‘chalk white’
‘very clean’

Stress, lack of voicing harmony, impossible clusters, minimal word size and
final devoicing seem to be evidence for the idea that the partial reduplicated
part is more likely to be an independent phonological unit rather than being a
part of the whole string in Turkish. Therefore, we argue that the partially
reduplicated part has a base template.41
According to our discussion given in 3.4., Turkish has no genuine
prefixation. It does have some adapted prefix+base forms which can be treated
as single chunks (anormal; antidemokratik). Also, partial reduplication is not an
instance of prefixation but more like to be compounding having two base
templates. Therefore, the prefix template is not in use in Turkish.

3.5. Chapter Summary and Remaining Issues
3.5.1. Chapter Summary
In the present chapter, we discussed Turkish bases, suffixes and prefixes in
light of our template model. Recall that every onset is licensed by a nucleus
except the base final one in our model. In this respect, some languages allow the
base final unlicensed onset position to be melodically filled out, but others do
not as a parametric variation: The Final Onset Parameter is repeated here as
(72).
(72)

The Final Onset Parameter
The base final onsets must be melodically mute.
ON: Italian, Vata, Zulu:
Bases must end in a vowel, not in a consonant.
OFF: Japanese, Malayalam, English, French, Turkish, Polish:
Bases may end in a consonant or a vowel.

We assume that the reduplicated bases are not listed in the lexicon as separate lexical
items but are copied from the full base by morphology and the output is sent to
phonology. See Inkelas and Zoll (2005) and Kim (2009) for reduplication and
morphological doubling theories for the detailed discussion of reduplication in Turkish
and other languages.
41
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We argued that Turkish fixes the Final Onset Parameter OFF and allows
consonants to appear in the base final position. However, even if the base final
onset position may be melodically filled out, there are some restrictions on the
consonantal possibility since the ideal case for the base final onset position is
muteness, according to the Final Onset Parameter. In this respect, the base final
onset position is not free to have every single consonant. Turkish also fixes the
Non-Continuant Voice Parameter OFF, as given in (73), which we argued to exist
as a sub-parameter of the Final Onset Parameter in our system.
(73)

The Non-Continuant Voice Parameter
The base final non-continuant obstruents can be voiced.
ON: Kobon, Inupiaq, English, French:
Both voiced and voiceless obstruents may occur in the base final
position.
OFF: Thai, Vietnamese, Dutch, German, Turkish, etc.:
The base final non-continuant obstruents must be voiceless.

As a result, the voiced non-continuant obstruents devoice in the base final onset
position in Turkish. In terms of suffixation, we argued that the suffix initial
properly governed nucleus cannot license the base final non-continuant
obstruents due to the fact that it has no licensing power, as opposed to the base
internal properly governed nucleus. The suffix initial interpreted nuclei, on the
other hand, can do licensing since it is full.
We also argued for a new type of nucleus in the chapter, the Pointed
Empty Nucleus, which is used to explain how some nucleus positions remain
empty without proper government. We argued that the Pointed Empty Nuclei
are licensed at the projection level by a nucleus, which is not itself an inborn
pointed empty nucleus (the Pointed Empty Nucleus Condition (74)).
(74)

The Pointed Empty Nucleus Condition
The pointed empty nucleus must be licensed at the projection level.

The projection licensing is from left-to-right in bases and base+suffix
combinations. In addition, we proposed that the Pointed Empty Nucleus prefers
to be licensed by a full nucleus in Turkish while it may be licensed by a properly
governed nucleus in other languages, such as Polish (See Chapter 4) as a
parametric variation: The Pointed Empty Nucleus Licensing Parameter (75).
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(75)

The Pointed Empty Nucleus Licensing Parameter
The pointed empty nucleus must be licensed by a full nucleus.
ON: Turkish:
The pointed empty nucleus must be licensed only by an
interpreted nucleus, not a properly governed one.
OFF: Polish:
The pointed empty nucleus may be licensed by a properly
governed empty or a full nucleus.

We also stated that the Pointed Empty Nucleus is necessary to explain
phonological exceptions within languages, as we will go on arguing for in
Chapter 4.
Our basic data were the bases and suffixes in Turkish, since Turkish
does not have any productive prefix or active prefixation process. We
supported that observation with empirical and theoretical evidence.
In conclusion, we argue that the template model proposed in Chapter 2
works well in Turkish. However, everything may not be that easy for Turkish if
we take more complex data into consideration. In Section 3.5.2., we will discuss
the probable problems we may come across in Turkish data analysis and we
will present our solutions to them within our model.

3.5.2. Remaining Issues
3.5.2.1. Longer Suffixes in Turkish
In Turkish, there might be some more complex cases that we have to deal with
in our model, such as longer suffixes. Consider the examples given in (76a-b)
below, where poss1.pl and poss2pl suffixes are attached to the base
respectively.
(76)

a. ev-imiz
b. ev-iniz

‘house-poss.1pl’
‘house-poss.2pl’

For the forms given in (76a-b) above, the suffix template we proposed seems to
fail. Consider the representation given in (77a-b), where poss1pl and poss2pl
suffixes are attached to the base and the result is not correct: *evmiz and *evniz,
respectively.
Proper Government

(77)

a. O1 N1 O2 Na0 Oa1 Na1 Oa2
x

x

e

v

x

x

x x

m i

z

‘house-poss.1pl’
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Proper Government

b. O1 N1 O2 Na0 Oa1 Na1 Oa2
x

x

e

v

x

x

x

x

n

i

z

‘house-poss.2pl’

According to the suffix template model we have offered so far, the N a1 of the
suffix part properly governs Na0 in the suffix, as a result of which Na0 becomes
silent, as represented in (77a-b).
According to the pronominal paradigm in Turkish, {-(I)mIz} and {–
(I)nIz} are two morphemes marking the first and second person plural
possessive, respectively (Göksel and Kerslake, 2011). Why are the first and
second person plural possessive suffixes problematic in our model? We argue
that the problematic nature of these forms is only apparent. It is not a problem
for our model, as the suffixes given in (76a-b) have different phonological
shapes in terms of constituency: the template for the first and second person
plural possessive marker is not Na0Oa1Na1Oa2. Instead, a longer structure is
employed: Na0Oa1Na1Oa2Na2Oa3, as given in (78).
No Proper Government

(78)

Proper Government

O1 N1 O2 Na0 Oa1 Na1 Oa2 Na2 Oa3
x

x x

x

x

x

e

v i

m
n

i
i

z
z

‘house-poss.1pl’
‘house-poss.2pl’

(I)
Element Spreading

The representation given in (78) above indicates that the suffix template
involves Na0Oa1Na1Oa2Na2Oa3 structure instead of a shorter version of
Na0Oa1Na1Oa2. In this way, the correct output is observed: Na2 properly governs
Na1 and makes it silent. Being properly governed, Na1 cannot properly govern
Na0, as a result of which it is interpreted phonetically.
Another question regarding our model comes with examples where a
single nucleus seems to do more than one job at a time. The relevant question is
if this is really possible or not. Now, let us have a look at the representation
given in (79) below for clarification.
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(79)

Projection Licensing

Projection Licensing

R >>> R

R >>> R
Proper Government

Proper Government

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4 Na0 Oa1 Nb0 Ob1 Nb1 Ob2 Nc0 Oc1 Nd0 Od1 Nd1 Od2
x

x

x

x x

a

r

a

b a

x

x

x

m

x

x

d

a

x

x

x x

x

y

d

ı

‘car+poss.1sg-loc-cop-past’
In (79), Nb1 properly governs Nb0 and at the same time it licenses Nc0 at the
projection level. Our question is whether this “double duty” is possible. The
same interpreted nucleus can do both government and licensing. Nb1 licenses
its pair onset Ob1 and properly governs Nb0. Note that this has also been argued
in previous GP accounts (KLV, 1990; Harris, 1994). Then, Nb1 licenses the
Pointed Empty Nucleus in Nc0 at the projection level. Thus, a single nucleus can
do two or more jobs at the same time.
Before coming to the end of this section, we would like to discuss some
further points regarding devoicing which have not been mentioned in the
previous sections.

3.5.2.2. Further Points on Devoicing
The first point we would like to mention regarding devoicing concerns the
voiceless obstruents. In Turkish, the word final voiceless obstruents, as in the
words kitap ‘book’, adet ‘item’, haç ‘cross’, and renk ‘color’, may be perceived
not as voiceless as are the word initial ones, such as pırasa ‘leek’, terlik
‘slippers’, çimen ‘grass’, and kalp ‘heart’. For this reason, the voicing quality of
the final obstruents may seem suspicious, i.e. the sounds in questions might be
considered as in between voiced and voiceless, instead of voiceless. However,
following Kopkallı (1993), we propose that a complete neutralization occurs in
base final devoicing. We assume that the difference between the base final
voiceless obstruents and the base initial ones is not about the voicing quality
but the (level of) aspiration. In the base final position, aspiration may not be as
strong as in the base initial position (Kallestinova, 2004; Petrova, Plapp, Ringen
and Szentgyörgyi, 2006).
Another point concerns the devoicing process in non-obstruents. Apart
from the obstruents mentioned above, the liquid [r] is assumed to be devoiced
word finally in Turkish (Lewis, 1967; Topbaş, 2007 among others).
(80)

bir

‘one’

→

[bir̥ ]

According to (80), /r/ may be heard as voiceless word finally. However, the
problem comes with the question of why it is not voiceless when a consonant
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initial suffix attaches to it, different from the regular suffixation cases given
above for Turkish. Consider the examples given in (81a-b).
(81)

a. bir-den
one-abl

‘from one’

→

[bir_den] 

*[bir̥ ten] 

b. kitap-tan

‘book-abl’

→

*[kitab_dan]  [kitap_tan] 

Although [r] is base final and not licensed by a nucleus in (81a), it is not
devoiced. The initial consonant of the suffix {-Dan} (abl), which harmonizes
with the base final sound (ev-den ‘home-abl’ vs. kap-tan ‘cup-abl’), is also voiced
[d] in bir-den in (81a). Thus, there is no devoicing. In (81b) kitap-tan, on the
other hand, devoicing appears after suffixation, too, since the suffix initial
nucleus is properly governed, as we discussed in Section 3.2.3.
With respect to (81a-b), our observation is that [r] is not one of the
non-continuant obstruents, but it is a liquid: it does not have a (ʔ) element in its
composition. In terms of elemental complexity, it has only one element (A).
Therefore, it is not a complex sound as the obstruents, so its devoicing is not
probable, at least in Turkish. Briefly, regarding to the base final /r/, our
hypothesis is that what we hear is not a voiceless [r] in the base final onset
position but a kind of hissing coming with some prosodic break. If we give a
pause after [r] and put some emphasis on it, it is possible to hear that hissing
[r]. Note that this is just a naive observation and needs further investigation
and detailed acoustic analysis in a future study.

CHAPTER 4

Universal Implications of The Template Model
and The Parametric Hierarchical System

4.1. Introduction
The main aim of the present study is to develop a phonological model in order
to explain the phonology-morphology interface and phonological processes
without referring to diacritics, brackets or other extra-phonological objects, as
argued in Chapters 1, 2 and 3. In line with this aim: (i) we argue for a novel
universal template model for bases, prefixes and suffixes; (ii) we come up with
two new parameters, the Initial Onset Parameter and the Final Onset Parameter,
to explain the base initial and base final positions in languages; and (iii) we
develop a Parametric Hierarchical System to give a theoretical account for the
base final micro variations within and among languages. Chapter 1 and Chapter
2 realized our first aim by introducing and developing the new universal
template model for prefixes, bases and suffixes, as given in (1), and providing
empirical and theoretical justifications for the model.
(1)

Prefix

Base

Oz1 Nz1

O1 N1

Suffix
O2 N2 O3 N3 O4

Na1 Oa1

For the second point, we applied the new template model into Turkish in
Chapter 3. Our aim was to explain the phonology-morphology interface and
phonological processes in the language. We mostly focused on the base final
onset position in light of the Final Onset Parameter (2).
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(2)

The Final Onset Parameter
The base final onsets must be melodically mute.
ON: Italian, Vata, Zulu:
Bases must end in a vowel, not in a consonant.
OFF: Japanese, Malayalam, English, French, Turkish, Polish:
Bases may end in a consonant or a vowel.

We argued that Turkish fixes the Final Onset Parameter OFF. Therefore, the
base final onset position may be melodically filled out in the language. Recall
that the ideal base final onset is the melodically muted one, according to the
Final Onset Parameter, since it is an unlicensed position. Therefore, there may
be certain restrictions on the base final onset of the Final Onset Parameter-OFF
languages in terms of consonantal possibility. This means that every consonant
may not occur in the base final onset position in certain languages. The
restrictions are determined by the sub-parametric choices of languages, which
occur under the OFF setting of the big parameter, the Final Onset Parameter.
For instance, Turkish fixes the Final Onset Parameter OFF and hence the base
final onset position may be filled out in the language. For the sub-parametric
choice, on the other hand, Turkish sets the Non-Continuant Voice Parameter
OFF (3), and hence the base final voiced non-continuant obstruents are
devoiced.
(3)

The Non-Continuant Voice Parameter
The base final non-continuant obstruents can be voiced.
ON: Kobon, Inupiaq, English, French:
Both voiced and voiceless obstruents may occur in the base final
position.
OFF: Thai, Vietnamese, Dutch, German, Turkish, etc.:
The base final non-continuant obstruents must be voiceless.

As given in (3), Turkish is different from English in that it fixes the NonContinuant Voice Parameter OFF (3), while English sets the parameter ON,
although both languages fix the Final Onset Parameter OFF. Therefore,
devoicing appears in the base final voiced non-continuant obstruents in
Turkish but not in English. This means that the Final Onset Parameter-OFF
languages are exposed to different base final restrictions depending on the subparameter(s) they fix. For instance, the base final onset position in English has a
restriction which bans the branching onsets, i.e. consonant clusters such as tr,
br, etc., as will be discussed in Sections 4.3.2.3. and 4.3.2.4.
In Chapter 3, in order to explain the so-called exceptional cases in
phonology, we argued for the existence of a new constituent in Turkish and
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other languages: The Pointed Empty Nucleus, the existence of which depends on
the condition given in (4) below.
(4)

The Pointed Empty Nucleus Condition
The pointed empty nucleus must be licensed at the projection level.

Chapter 3 showed that the Pointed Empty Nucleus can explain why some nuclei
are silent although they are not properly governed and can also give an account
for the unexpected non-application of certain usual phonological processes in
languages: i.e. failure of devoicing in the final voiced non-continuant obstruents
in Turkish.
In the present chapter, we aim to realize our third point. In this respect,
we will analyze the Final Onset Parameter, its sub-parameters, parametric
variations and relations within and among languages in light of the Parametric
Hierarchical System. With this aim, we will give a theoretical account for the
base final micro variations within and among languages. In light of the
phonology-morphology interface, we will discuss the universal implications of
our claims on the new template model, the Final Onset Parameter and the
Pointed Empty Nucleus. Accordingly, we will argue that the template model, the
Final Onset Parameter, and the Pointed Empty Nucleus arguments also work for
other languages.
The novelty of this chapter comes with the argument that the
Parametric Hierarchical System, which was first developed by Biberauer
(2011), Biberauer and Roberts (2012), Branigan (2012) and Roberts (2012) to
explain the syntactic micro-variations among languages, can also explain the
different degrees of variations and restrictions on the base final onset among
languages which fix the Final Onset
Parameter in the same way.
Recall that Japanese, Malayalam, English, French, Polish and Turkish all
fix the Final Onset Parameter OFF, but the lack of onset licensing has different
effects on the base final onset position in each language. Accordingly, in the
base final onset position: (i) only a placeless N is possible in Japanese; (ii) the
obstruents are not allowed in Malayalam; (iii) the base final branching onsets
cannot occur in English; and (iv) the base final obstruent devoicing appears in
Turkish and Polish. The relevant question is: why are there different weakening
effects in the base final onset among languages although they all set the
parameter OFF? In the present chapter, we are going to answer all of these
questions under the Parametric Hierarchical System, which is the novelty that
we bring into phonological theory.
Recall from the previous chapter that the Pointed Empty Nucleus is used
to explain some apparent exceptions to phonological rules. Accordingly, the
second important claim of the chapter is that the Pointed Empty Nucleus can
explain exceptional cases, such as no final devoicing cases in Dutch, final C or CC
clusters in Italian, etc., as well as those in Turkish. We propose that these
exceptions are not genuine exceptions but nano-parametric variations
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stemming from the existence of the Pointed Empty Nucleus in the structure of
these words.
The chapter begins with the introduction of the Parametric
Hierarchical System (4.2.). Section 4.3. discusses the Final Onset Parameter in
light of the Parametric Hierarchical System and proposes sub-parameters to
explain the micro variations among languages in terms of the base final onset.
In Section 4.4., we argue that so-called exceptional cases in the phonological
system of a given language can be explained via the Pointed Empty Nucleus as
nano-parametric variations. Section 4.5. discusses markedness and
superset/subset relations on the Parametric Hierarchical Tree, the default
setting in parameters and learnability under the Parametric Hierarchical
System. Section 4.6. presents some further discussion on the claims and
parameters given in the Chapter. Section 4.7. summarizes the chapter.

4.2. Cross-linguistic Variations and the Parametric
Hierarchical System
In the present section, we will first critically review some previous accounts for
cross-linguistic variations in the base final onset position. Then, we will present
basic characteristics of the Parametric Hierarchical System that we develop in
order to explain the base final micro-variations within and among languages.

4.2.1. Cross-linguistic Variations in the Base Final Onset and
the Previous Accounts
Languages have been observed to show variations in terms of their base final
position. Accordingly, the bases always end in a vowel and not in a consonant in
some languages, such as Italian and Vata, while there may be consonant final or
consonant cluster final bases in other languages (Turkish, French, Polish, etc.).
Also, languages show further variations regarding the final onset even if they all
allow the base final onset position to be melodically filled out, i.e. some
languages allow almost any consonants (in their phonetic inventory) to appear
in the base final position (English) but some others allow only a specific
consonant (Japanese) or a specific set of consonants (Malayalam) in their
phonetic inventory to occur base finally.
There have been a number of attempts to explain the base final
variations among languages. For instance, within Government Phonology
literature (Charette, 1991; KLV, 1990; Kaye, 1990, 1995; Gussmann and Harris,
1998; Scheer, 1998; Lowenstamm, 1999; Charette, 2006; Cyran, 2008), it has
been argued that the Domain Final P-licensing Parameter distinguishes
languages in which words may end in a consonant from ones which cannot (5).
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(5)

The Domain Final P-licensing Parameter
Domain-final (empty) categories are p-licensed.
ON: German, Polish, Arabic.
OFF: Italian, Japanese, Vata.
Adapted from Kaye (1992:13) Example (20)

According to the parameter given in (5) above, languages are divided into two
groups: (i) those which set the parameter ON and allow word (base) final
consonants, and (ii) those which set the parameter OFF and restrict the word
(base) final position to vowels, i.e., no consonant can occur word finally.
However, the Domain Final P-licensed Empty Nucleus idea of GP seems
to be inadequate in explaining certain language-specific facts. The first point
comes with the inconsistencies between the parameter setting and the
language. According to KLV (1990) and Kaye (1995), for instance, the Domain
Final P-licensing Parameter is set OFF in Japanese, since no word ends in a
consonant. However, the placeless nasal (N) is a possible consonant though it is
the only consonant which can occur in word final position, as Yoshida (1996)
and Nasukawa (2010) observe.42 If the Domain Final P-licensing Parameter
were OFF in Japanese, how would KLV (1990) explain the words ending in a
consonant (placeless nasal consonant) in Japanese?
Another point is related to the micro-variations observed among
languages. For instance, some languages allow the occurrence of base final
consonant clusters such as branching onsets alongside the coda-onset clusters,
as in the case of French (Charette, 1991) and Polish (Gussmann, 2007); others,
however, have no permission for such clusters, as in the case of English
(Clements and Keyser, 1983), or even for any consonant clusters, as in the case
of Spanish (Dalbor, 1969), although these languages allow their occurrence
base internally.
Note that the restrictions on the base final position are not limited to
the above mentioned examples. Accordingly, some languages only have
voiceless obstruents but not voiced ones base finally, as in the case of Turkish
(for non-continuant obstruents) (Kopkallı, 1993), German (Brockhaus, 1995),
Dutch (Booij, 2002; van Oostendorp, 2007, 2008; Hermans, 2010) and Russian
(Pye, 1986). Also, some languages, such as Malayalam, do not allow the
occurrence of any obstruents in the base final position (Cyran, 2008).
According to the discussion given above, the Domain Final P-licensing
Parameter cannot explain the above-mentioned differences among languages.
The only thing that the Domain Final P-licensing Parameter says is if a word can
end in a consonant in a given language or not. It cannot explain why some
See Nasukawa (2005) for a detailed discussion on the vocalic and consonantal
properties of the placeless nasal (N) in Japanese.
42
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languages allow only sonorants to occur base finally, why voiced obstruents are
banned from the base final position, nor why some languages have no
branching onsets in the base final position although they have them base
internally. Note that these restrictions are explained as word final weakening
due the weak licensing power of “the Domain Final Empty Nucleus” in previous
works, such as Gussmann and Harris (1998) and Harris (2009). However, why
Polish has devoicing as weakening but Malayalam has only sonorants in base
final position but not vice versa remains unexplained in the domain final plicensing analysis.
Another attempt on the base final variations is Cyran (2008), where
the author tries to explain restrictions on the base final positions by arguing
that there is a difference in licensing degree of different nucleus types. The
different licensing degrees of different nuclei are given in (6) as a scale offered
in Cyran (2008).
(6)

_α> _ə > _#
Cyran (2008)

In light of the scale given in (6), Cyran (2008) argues that licensing by a full
nucleus (α) is more powerful compared to that of schwa (ə) and domain final plicensed nucleus (#), as illustrated in (6). For instance, he argues that TR
clusters and complex obstruents (C a) require being followed by a full vowel in
Malayalam. However, the less marked RT clusters and the simplex obstruents complex sonorants (Cb) may be followed by a schwa. No cluster is possible
word finally and the occurrence of single consonants is limited to sonorants
(Cc) in word final position. See (7) below for the Malayalam scale.
(7)

_α
Ca
RT
TR

>

_ə
Cb
RT

>

_#
Cc
Cyran (2008)

The scale given in (7) above illustrates how word final restrictions appear in
Malayalam. Cyran (2008) points out that the restrictions may be related to
universal complexity. This means that if the final consonant set is restricted in a
specific language, they (most of them) are sonorants, since the elemental
composition of the sonorants is simpler compared to that of obstruents. The
more complex elemental composition a consonant has, the more licensing it
needs, according to Cyran (2008). If the final onset set is less restricted in a
language, the complex obstruents may be weakened due to the lack of onset
licensing.
Note that Cyran’s (2008) argument is valid in that if a language allows a
very few consonants to occur base finally, they are expected to be sonorants as
in Akan and Malayalam. If obstruents appear in the base final position of a
language, some phonological processes such as devoicing and spirantization
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may (but not must) be expected, as in the case of Turkish, Polish and Dutch. The
crucial question regarding the base final position and the scale given in (6) is
what determines the language specific final weakening process(es) in each
language. Why does Japanese have only the placeless consonant base finally?
Why is there devoicing in Turkish base final non-continuant obstruents while
Polish or Dutch has devoicing in all the base final obstruents? Cyran (2008) has
no answer for these questions, either.
In the present study, we argue for a parameter to distinguish languages
according to their base final onset: The Final Onset Parameter. However, to be
honest, the Final Onset Parameter can only distinguish languages in which the
base final consonant can appear from those in which there is no base final
consonant. This fact leads us to think that one single parameter is not enough to
describe the different degrees of restrictions on the base final onset of
languages. Therefore, we adapt the Parametric Hierarchical System into our
study.43 We argue that the Parametric Hierarchical System — developed as
Parametric Hierarchies to explain syntactic variations by Biberauer (2011),
Biberauer and Roberts (2012), Branigan (2012) and Roberts (2012) — can also
explain certain phonological variations among languages. Before we discuss our
data analysis, let us present the basic tenets of the Parametric Hierarchical
System in the next section.

4.2.2. The Parametric Hierarchical System
In syntactic literature, it has been claimed that the standard parametric
variations characterized in (8) below are not uniform and that there may be
different degrees of surface variations among languages (Kayne, 2005; Baker,
2008; Biberauer, 2011; Biberauer and Roberts, 2012; Branigan, 2012; Roberts,
2012).
(8)

The Standard Parameter Theory
Parametric variation is attributable to differences in the formal
features of functional heads as specified in the lexicon.
Chomsky (1995)

What Biberauer (2011), Roberts (2012), Branigan (2012), Biberauer and
Roberts (2012) basically argue for is that the ON/OFF option of one single
parameter may not be sufficient to explain all cross-linguistic variations
observed in the languages of the world. For instance, when the Head-Final
Parameter is fixed ON in a given language, the output may not be perfectly
head-final in every single case and there may be inconsistencies between the
parameter requirements and natural language data. The inconsistencies in (9cd) are adapted from Baker (2008), who cites Dryer (2005) (cited in Baker,
2008) and the World Atlas of Language Structures (WALS).
I thank Marc van Oostendorp for calling my attention to the issue of Parametric
Hierarchies and its possible relation to phonology.
43
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(9)

a. V – O and P – NP: 417 languages (consistent languages)
b. O – V and NP–P: 427 languages
c. V – O and NP – P: 38 languages (inconsistent languages)
d. O – V and P–NP: 10 languages
Adapted from Baker (2008:10) Example (3)

(9a-d) above list the different options observed among languages in terms of
the head parameter. Accordingly, (9a) and (9b) seem to be consistent with the
Head Parameter in that the verbal (V) and pre/postpositional (P) heads are
consistently initial in (9a) and final in (9b). However, the languages given under
(9c-d) seem to be inconsistent in terms of the Head Parameter. In (9c), roughly,
verb phrases seem to be head-initial, while pre/postpositional phrases (PP) are
head-final. (9d) is vice versa. Therefore, the claim is that there may be microvariations among/within languages regarding the main parameters and those
variations can be explained via parametric hierarchies, given in (10a-d).
(10)

a. Macro-parameters
b. Meso-parameters
c. Micro-parameters
d. Nano-parameters
Adapted from Biberauer and Roberts (2012)

(10a-d) above give the parametric hierarchy in that the parameters may be
hierarchically organized as “macro, meso, micro or nano, depending on the size
of the class of elements whose behavior they regulate” (Biberauer and Roberts,
2012:267). Macro-parameters are at the top of the hierarchy; they represent
the acquirers’ initial hypotheses, and assume the least amount of “knowledge”
on the part of the acquirer, while the systems become more marked and
complex in terms of acquisition when the parameters become meso, micro and
nano (Biberauer, 2011; Biberauer and Roberts, 2012; Branigan, 2012). The
basic idea behind the Parametric Hierarchical System is that it aims at
presenting us with the differences among languages which set the main
parameter in the same way but have language-specific divergences, as
illustrated in (11).
(11)

Is head-final present?

No: head-initial

Yes: present on all heads?

Yes: head-final

No: present on [+V] heads?

Yes: head-final
in the clause only

No: present on…
Biberauer and Roberts (2012, 2013)
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As illustrated in (11) above, in the parametric hierarchy, the larger macro
parameters and smaller parameters (meso-, micro-, nano-) are all related to
each other. The macro-parameter is the most general parameter and the nanoparameter is the most restricted one. Baker (2008:361) argues that the
existence of a macro-parameter at the top of the hierarchy is necessary, given
that the absolute micro-parametric system (in which there are only microparameters but no macro-parameters) may lead to over-production in
languages.
Note that the discussion so far included the parameter setting and
Parametric Hierarchical System for syntax. With respect to phonology, van
Oostendorp (2015b) argues for the existence of such a path from macro- to
micro-parameters for phonology, especially for language-specific stress
systems. He claims that a small set of universal parameters and languagespecific constraints may characterize stress in a given language.
In our study, as we noted before, the Final Onset Parameter
distinguishes the languages in which the bases may end in a consonant from the
ones which may never have a base final consonant. However, the Final Onset
Parameter is not itself enough to explain the base final variations among
languages which set the parameter in the same way. Consider the parametric
tree given in (12) below.
(12)

The Final Onset Parameter
ON
Base Final Consonant✗
Italian, Vata, etc.

O1 N1... Ox

Always empty

OFF
Base Final Consonant(s)✓
Japanese, Malayalam,
Turkish, Polish, etc.
O1 N1... Ox

May be filled, but language
specific base final weakening
may appear as a result of the
lack of final onset licensing:
Degemination, flapping,
spirantization,
debuccalization, devoicing,
etc.
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Note that the mini parametric tree given in (12) above distinguishes languages
which allow base final consonants from those which do not. However, the Final
Onset Parameter cannot give an account for the cross-linguistic base final micro
variations observed among the Final Onset Parameter-OFF languages.
Therefore, we need sub-parameters which can explain those phonological
micro-variations. In Section 4.3., we will argue for the existence of macro-micro
parametric variations in phonology in order to explain the restrictions on the
base final onset position within and across languages.

4.3. The Final Onset Parameter and the Parametric
Hierarchical System in Phonology
In the present section, we will argue for certain new sub-parameters to explain
the different restrictions on the base final onset position of languages, and we
will build up a Parametric Hierarchical Tree. In this respect, we will claim that
the Final Onset Parameter is the top parameter (macro) and the subparameters (meso-micro) will go down the tree.

4.3.1. The Final Onset Parameter ON/OFF
4.3.1.1. The Final Onset Parameter: ON
In order to explain the base final variations among languages, we start our
discussion with the Final Onset Parameter. We argue that the Final Onset
Parameter is the macro parameter, since it is the most general and inclusive
one in the parametric hierarchy. The Final Onset Parameter is given in (13)
below.
(13)

The Final Onset Parameter
The base final onsets must be melodically mute.
ON: Italian, Vata, Zulu:
Bases must end in a vowel, not in a consonant.
OFF: Japanese, Malayalam, English, French, Turkish, Polish:
Bases may end in a consonant or a vowel.

The Final Onset Parameter given in (13) above works as ON or OFF, as indicated
above. When the parameter is ON, as in the case of Italian and Vata, the final
onset cannot be melodically realized; it must be melodically mute. Consider the
examples in (14ai-iii) and (14bi-iii) from Italian and Vata, respectively.
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(14)

a. Italian
i. allegro
ii. pantera
iii. pastore
b. Vata
i. lɛtɛ
ii. menʌ
iii. bido

‘cheerful’
‘panther’
‘shepherd’
Adapted from Morandini (2007: 2-3, 6)
‘iron’
‘nose’
‘wash’
Adapted from Kaye (1982)

Data given in (14a-b) from Italian and Vata, respectively, exemplify how the
bases end in those languages in accordance with their Final Onset Parameter
setting (ON): the consonants are banned from the base final onset position and
all the bases must end in a vowel. Consider the representation in (15) below
which illustrates the Vata example given in (14bi) above.
(15)

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
x

x

x x

l

ɛ t

ɛ

Recall from Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 that every onset is licensed by a nucleus
except the final one since the final onset has no licensor nucleus pair in our
model. Accordingly, the unlicensed onset positions are allowed to have melodic
content in certain languages but not in some others. The Final Onset Parameter,
in fact, explains that difference among languages as a parametric variation. In
Vata (and also in Italian), the Final Onset Parameter is set ON. Accordingly, O3,
which has no nucleus pair, remains mute in (15). This is the most extreme
result of the Final Onset Parameter: no consonant ending base appears in Italian
and Vata type languages.
What happens when the Final Onset Parameter is OFF? Can bases end
in any consonant or consonants existing in their language specific consonant
inventory? Let us discuss the results of the switched-OFF version of the Final
Onset Parameter in section 4.3.1.2.

4.3.1.2. The Final Onset Parameter: OFF
In languages, which permit a base final consonant (or consonants), the Final
Onset Parameter is set OFF: Japanese, Malayalam, English, French, Turkish,
Polish, etc. This means that the onset position does not need any licensor
nucleus pair to be melodically filled out in those languages. They “may” but not
“must” have final consonant(s), since the final onset may remain empty if it has
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no melodic content. Consider the examples given in (16a-c) from Turkish,
where words may end in a consonant or in a vowel.44
(16)

Turkish
a. araba
b. kapı
c. kap

‘car’
‘door’
‘container’

As we already discussed in Chapter 2, all forms in (16a-c) end in an onset
position, but only (16c) has melodic content (element(s)), which realizes as [p]
in the final onset position of kap ‘container’ as given in (17c). In (16a-b), on the
other hand, there is no element under the final onset, and hence it remains
empty (Ø) as illustrated in (17a-b), respectively.45
(17)

… O N O

a. arabaØ
b. kapıØ
c. kap

The discussion so far implies that everything seems to be fine for the languages
which fix the parameter OFF. However, setting the parameter OFF comes with
its costs, since the ideal case for the base final onset is muteness. The amount
the languages pay for it varies from one language to another.
Recall that in our model, following Szigetvári (1999), the onset does
not have to be licensed to survive in the constituent structure. A nucleus only
licenses its onset to support the maintenance of the melodic material. The
licensed positions are always stronger than the unlicensed ones. Consider (18ab) for the definitions of government and licensing, respectively, adapted for the
present study.
(18)

a. Government weakens the inherent properties of its target, i.e. vowels
are inherently loud (sonorous) segments; when governed they become
mute. Consonants, on the other hand, are inherently mute segments,
hence when governed they become more sonorous and undergo
lenition.

A final onset which has no melodic content may remain empty if there is no floating
consonant or element spreading to attach to it in the course of suffixation in Turkish. See
Chapter 3 for a detailed discussion of this issue.
45 The relevant question may be why the base final consonant is a must in some
languages, such as Cairene Arabic, if setting the Final Onset Parameter OFF does not
mean an obligatory base final consonant. The answer is that the base final O always has
elemental content in those languages.
44
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b. Licensing strengthens/supports the melodic content of the target
and comforts segmental expression of its target, i.e. the absence of
licensing in consonants may lead to lenition as delinking of privative
features.
Adapted from Szigetvári (1999:62-66)
Following Dienes and Szigetvári (1999) and Szigetvári (1999), we argue that
there is nothing to prevent an unlicensed C position (onset) from surfacing.
However, the unlicensed C position is inclined to undergo lenition, such as
devoicing, as we discussed for Turkish in Chapter 3.
Note that the fact that the Final Onset Parameter is fixed OFF has
different types and amounts of restrictions on the base final onset in the
languages. For instance, English is one of the least restricted languages in terms
of the final onset in that almost all consonants in its inventory can occur in the
final onset position except for the glottal fricative [h], and the alveolar liquid [r]
in non-rhotic varieties as pointed out in Cyran (2008). On the other hand, there
are other Final Onset Parameter-OFF languages with substantial traces on their
final onset devoicing (non-continuant and/or continuant obstruent devoicing),
the absence of some consonants, or other processes, depending on the
language. In sum, the OFF-setting of the Final Onset Parameter has different
degrees and types of weakening effects in languages.
At this stage, the relevant question is why there are different base final
restrictions in languages which all set the Final Onset Parameter OFF. The subparametric hierarchical variations will answer this question, as we will discuss
the issue in Section 4.3.2. below.

4.3.2. The Parametric Hierarchical System in Phonology
Regarding the final onset, the Final Onset Parameter sits at the top of our
parametric hierarchy as a Macro-Parameter since it is the most general and
most basic parameter. This parameter divides all languages into two groups.
Consider (19) below, where languages are divided into two groups as a result of
the Final Onset Parameter.
(19)

The Parametric Hierarchical Tree
The Final Onset Parameter (FOP)
The base final onsets must be melodically mute.

ON
Bases must end in a vowel: Italian, Vata,
Zulu, etc.

OFF
Bases may end in a consonant or a
vowel: Japanese, Malayalam, English,
French, Turkish, Polish, etc.
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Although the Final Onset Parameter is so inclusive, as we have stated above, it
does not seem to be enough for distinguishing all languages, since languages
which set the parameter in the same way show variations with respect to the
base final position. In the next sections, we will argue that the sub-parameters
occurring under the Final Onset Parameter in a hierarchy can explain those
variations.
Note that our hierarchy shows how the system works in languages
regarding the base final onset position. The Final Onset Parameter is the top
parameter (macro-parameter) since it is the most general one, which says that
the final onset must be mute. Even if it is not mute in a given language as a
parametric choice (the Final Onset Parameter-OFF), the final onset tends to be
restricted, i.e. it prefers to be placeless (the Place Parameter). Even though it
has a place, the final O tends to be a non-obstruent (the Obstruent Parameter). It
goes on in that restrictive way in the Parametric Hierarchical System. It means
that the base final O is still not allowed to have all the consonants even if the
top parameter is off. The top parameter expresses some kind of ideal: the ideal
case for the final O is to be mute, since the onsets must be licensed in order to
be melodically filled out. Even if languages do not have the ideal option (OFF),
the ideal case is still followed by setting the restrictions for the final O, as we
argued above. In 4.3.2.1., we will start to branch our Parametric Hierarchical
Tree with the Place Parameter.

4.3.2.1. The Place Parameter
According to the Final Onset Parameter, the base final O must be mute, as the
ideal case as argued above. In our model, the Final Onset Parameter is not ON
but OFF in Japanese, as opposed to Kaye (1992). This means that the base may
end in a consonant in Japanese. However, the bases may end only in a placeless
N, as given in (20).
(20)

O1 N1 O2
x

x

x

h

o

N

‘book’

The important point about the representation given in (20) above is that the
base final onset can only have a placeless nasal (N).46 Given that all of the
consonants have a place element except the placeless N in Japanese, the
placeless N seems to be the only one which can survive on the base final onset
position. The unlicensed final O in Japanese is not mute but extremely
46

In elemental terms, the elements represent “place” as in U in [p], A in [t] and [r].
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restricted to a single consonant. How can we distinguish Japanese from other
languages in terms of the base final O? The answer is the Place Parameter (21).
(21)

The Place Parameter
The base final onset must be unspecified in terms of place.
ON: Japanese:
Only the placeless Cs may occur in the base final O position.
OFF: Malayalam, English, Turkish, etc.:
The bases may end in a placed consonant.

According to the sub-parameter (the Place Parameter) given in (21), only
placeless consonants may occur under the final onset position in Japanese since
the parameter is set ON in that language. Japanese has only one placeless
consonant occurring in that position: a placeless nasal N. Thus, this parameter
distinguishes Japanese from Malayalam, English, Turkish, etc., where the
consonant which occurs under the base final O is not restricted to a placeless
consonant. Consider now the revised version of the Parametric Hierarchical
Tree given in (22).
(22)

The Parametric Hierarchical Tree
The Final Onset Parameter (FOP)
The base final onsets must be melodically mute.

ON
Bases must end in a vowel: Italian, Vata,
Zulu, etc.

OFF
Bases may end in a consonant or a
vowel: Japanese, Malayalam, English,
French, Turkish, Polish, etc.

The Place Parameter (PP)
The base final onset must be unspecified in terms of place.
ON
Only the placeless Cs may occur in
the base final O position: Japanese,
etc.

OFF
The bases may end in a placed
consonant: Malayalam, English,
Turkish, etc.

In the Parametric Hierarchical Tree provided in (22) above, the base final
difference between Japanese and Malayalam/English/Turkish has been
captured via the Place Parameter, whose ON status gives us Japanese, while OFF
status gives us languages with more final consonantal possibility, such as
Malayalam, English and Turkish.
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The next question is if languages cannot have any consonants in the
base final position when they set the Place Parameter OFF. The answer of the
question is discussed in Section 4.3.2.2.

4.3.2.2. The Obstruent Parameter
Recall that in languages such as Malayalam, English and Turkish the Place
Parameter is set OFF; hence, the wider range of consonants may occur in the
base final onset position compared to Japanese. However, there is also a
restriction on the occurrence of the consonants in the base final position of
Malayalam compared to English, Turkish, French, etc.: only sonorants such as
[m, n, ɳ, l, ɭ, r] but not obstruents can occur base finally in Malayalam (Mohanan,
1986, 1989; Cyran, 2010). This means that obstruents (i.e. the stop element)
are restricted from the base final onset position as given in (23) below.
(23)

*O1 N1 ...

Ox
x
p
t
k
b
d
g
s
z
f
…

With respect to the restriction on base final onset given in (23), a microparameter, the Obstruent Parameter given in (24) below, is activated in order to
distinguish languages which have final obstruent/s from those which cannot.
Consider (24) below.
(24)

The Obstruent Parameter
The base final onset must be a non-obstruent.
ON: Malayalam:
Only the non-obstruent Cs occur in the base final O position.
OFF: Thai, Vietnamese, English, Dutch, etc.:
The obstruents may occur in the base final O position.
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According to the Obstruent Parameter given in (24) above, only the nonobstruent Cs occur in the base final O position in Malayalam, but the obstruents
may occur in the base final O position in Thai, Vietnamese, English, Dutch,
French, Turkish and Polish.
Consider the revised version of our Parametric Hierarchical Tree, given
in (25) below.
(25)

The Parametric Hierarchical Tree
The Final Onset Parameter (FOP)
The base final onsets must be melodically mute.

ON
Bases must end in a vowel: Italian, Vata,
Zulu, etc.

OFF
Bases may end in a consonant or a
vowel: Japanese, Malayalam, English,
French, Turkish, Polish, etc.

The Place Parameter (PP)
The base final onset must be unspecified in terms of place.
ON
Only the placeless Cs may occur in
the base final O position: Japanese,
etc.

OFF
The bases may end in a placed
consonant: Malayalam, English,
Turkish, etc.

The Obstruent Parameter (OP)
The base final onset must be a non-obstruent.
ON
Only the non-obstruent
TheCsTheThe
occur in
the base final O position:
Malayalam, etc.

OFF
The obstruents may occur in the base
final O position: Thai, Vietnamese,
English, Dutch, etc.

Note that the Parametric Hierarchical Tree given in (25) above captures the
Obstruent Parameter as the finest adjustment of the cross-linguistic variations
observed among languages so far. However, the variations on the final onset
position are not limited to the discussion above. Therefore, we will continue
with some further variation in the next section: The Final Inter-Constituent
Governor Onset Parameter.
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4.3.2.3. The Final Inter-Constituent Governor Onset Parameter
As is well known, languages may have branching rhymes and branching onsets
parametrically, as put forward in Kaye and Lowenstamm (1981), Kaye (1989)
and Harris (1994), given in (26a-b), respectively.
(26)

a. Branching Rhyme Parameter
Rhymes may branch. [ON/OFF]
b. Branching Onset Parameter
Onsets may branch. [ON/OFF]

(26a-b) above illustrate the two parameters offered for the consonant clusters
which occur in languages. According to (26a), if a language fixes the Branching
Rhyme Parameter ON, it may have coda-onset clusters (RT clusters) as in the
case of English, Turkish, Dutch, etc. Likewise, according to (26b), branching
onset (TR clusters) can also appear in a given language when the Branching
Onset Parameter is ON, as in the case of English, Polish, French, Spanish
(Bedore, 1999) and Dutch. Fixing the parameter ON, however, does not mean
that one can always have a branching onset anywhere in the base. Consider the
English cases given in (27a-c) and the French ones in (27d-e). The French
examples are adapted from Charette (1991), Gussmann and Harris (2002).
(27)

a. blanket
b. bibliography [bl]
c. table
[bəl]

[bl]

d. bras
e. sabre

[br]
[br]

English

*[bl]
‘shoulder’
‘sabre’

French

In English, the base initial and base internal branching onsets, which precede a
vowel, can occur as the examples given in (27a) and (27b) show respectively.
However, this is not true for the base final ones, as the ungrammaticality of the
cluster *bl in (27c) indicates.
In French, on the other hand, the branching onsets can occur base
finally as the example in (27e) indicates, as well as base initially (or internally),
as illustrated by the example (27d). In Dutch, similarly, TR clusters are
excluded from the base final position (_#), but fully acceptable if they precede a
full vowel (_α). Consider (28a-b) and (29) below.
(28)

a. [katrɔl]
b. [dy.plo]

/ *[ka.trəl]
/ *[ka.tr]
‘pulley’
/ *[dy.pl ə]
/ *[dy.pl]
‘duplicate’
Adapted from Cyran (2008:16) Example (7-8)
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The examples given in (28a-b) above show that in Dutch, TR clusters are
excluded from the base final position (_#), but are fully acceptable if they
precede a full vowel. This is given in (29) as a scale.
(29)47

okTRα

> */okTRə > *TR#

According to the scale given in (29), a full vowel has more potential to have
preceding consonant clusters in Dutch, compared to schwa and empty nuclei. In
a similar fashion, in Spanish, TR clusters can occur only before full vowels, as
illustrated in the example (30a). RT clusters can also occur before full vowels,
as in (30b). On the other hand, neither TR nor RT clusters can occur in base
final position, i.e. no final CC cluster appears in Spanish (30a-b).
(30)

a. [gr]ano
b. segme[nt]o

‘grass’
‘segment’

*gr#
*nt#
Adapted from Villanueva-Reyes (2013)

Related to the discussion above, the first question is why some languages such
as French allow the base initial or internal clusters (TR/RT) to occur finally and
why some others (Spanish) do not. According to Cyran (2008), the issue is
related to the licensing power of the Domain Final P-licensed Empty Nucleus in
that it has less licensing power compared to full or reduced vowels (schwa).
Therefore, it implies that the Domain Final P-licensed Empty Nucleus cannot
license final CC clusters (TR/RT) in some languages, such as Spanish, and most
of the Sino-Tibetan languages, due to its weak licensing power.
In our analysis, on the other hand, there is no domain finally p-licensed
empty nucleus. Therefore, the base final consonant(s) has no licensor. Cyran’s
(2008) observation is valid in that the variety of CC clusters may be richer
before a full vowel, as in the cases of (30a-b), compared to the base final ones,
but the reason is not the less licensing power of the Domain Final P-licensed
Empty Nucleus.
We argue that CC clusters need a licensor to survive in Spanish, but the
base final onset has no licensor nucleus according to our analysis. Therefore,
the scale of Cyran (2008) given in (29) above may be translated into our system
thusly: there may be a difference between the licensed and unlicensed C(C) in
languages. However, the scale does not explain why languages have different
restrictions on the final CC. Why are the final TR clusters allowed in French but
not in English, although they both allow the base initial and internal clusters?
Why are RT and TR clusters totally absent in the base final position in
languages such as Spanish (Jurado, 2005) and most of the Sino-Tibetan
Languages (DeLancey, 2009)?
All of the questions above are related to the Final Onset Parameter OFF
and its weakening effects on languages. However, the Final Onset Parameter
cannot give an account for the difference between English and French on the
47

See Cyran (2008) for a detailed discussion of the issue.
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one hand, nor between Dutch and Spanish on the other hand. We argue that the
Final Inter-Constituent Governor Onset Parameter given in (31) below further
differentiates the Obstruent Parameter-OFF languages in terms of the
availability of different base final coda-onset clusters.
(31)

The Final Inter-Constituent Governor Onset Parameter
The base final onset can be an inter-constituent governor.
ON: English, Turkish, Polish, French, etc.:
The bases may end in a coda-onset cluster.

OFF: Spanish, most of the Sino-Tibetan Languages:
The bases end only in a single C or V. No final coda-onset or
branching onset cluster.
If a language sets the Final Inter-Constituent Governor Onset Parameter, given in
(31) above, ON, it means that the base final onset can be a governor of a
consonant, as represented in (32) below.
(32)

R

O

x x  x
R
T
The parameter given in (31) above differentiates Spanish and the Sino-Tibetan
type languages (no base final *CC#) from English, Turkish, French, and Polish
type languages, all of which allow the final coda-onset clusters. However, the
Final Inter-Constituent Governor Onset Parameter cannot distinguish those
which may end in a branching onset (the French and Polish cases) from those
which cannot (the English and Dutch cases). Thus, we need another microparameter under the Final Inter-Constituent Governor Onset Parameter to
further sort these languages: The Final Constituent Governor Onset Parameter.
In the next section, we will introduce the Final Constituent Governor
Onset Parameter in order to further distinguish languages with respect to the
occurrence of the final branching onset clusters.

4.3.2.4. The Final Constituent Governor Onset Parameter
Consider (33) below to see how the Final Constituent Governor Onset Parameter
works in languages.
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(33)

The Final Constituent Governor Onset Parameter
The base final onset is a constituent governor.
ON: French, Polish, etc.:
The bases may end in a branching onset or coda-onset clusters.
OFF: English, Dutch, etc.:
The bases may end only in coda-onset clusters.

Accordingly, when the Final Constituent Governor Onset Parameter as given in
(33) above is set ON, the branching onsets can occur in the base final position
as in the case of Polish (34a-d) and French (34e-j).
(34)

Polish
a. jesiotr
b. trefl
c. szyfr
d. cykl

French
e. sabre
‘sabre’
f. vitre
‘pane’
g. poudre
‘dust’
h. maigre
‘slim’
i. pauvre
‘poor’
j. boucle
‘buckle’
Adapted from Gussmann and Harris (1998:16) Examples (18-19)
‘sturgeon’
‘clubs’
‘code’
‘cycle’

(34a-j) show the availability of consonant clusters in the base final position.
Accordingly, the examples in (34a-d) indicate that Polish can have tr, fl, fr and kl
clusters respectively in the base final position. Similarly, examples in (34e-j)
indicate that French can have br, tr, dr, gr, vr and cl clusters respectively in the
base final position.
When the Final Constituent Governor Onset Parameter given in (33)
above is set OFF, only coda-onset clusters, as in examples given in (35c-d), but
not branching onset clusters, as given in (35a-b), are allowed in the base final
onset position, as in the English and Dutch cases.48 Dutch examples in (35b) and
(35d) are from Kager (1989) (cited in Cyran, 2008:15-16).
(35)

a. [teɪbəl]
b. [dy.plo]
c. card
d. damp

*[teıbl] table
*[dypl] ‘duplicate’
‘vapor’

English
Dutch
English
Dutch

According to (35a-b) above, base final bl and pl branching onset clusters cannot
occur in English and Dutch, respectively. However, as the examples given in
(35c-d) indicate, rd and mp coda onset clusters are possible in the base final
position in English and Dutch, respectively.

48

Note that the onsets cannot be constituent governors in any position in Turkish bases.
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Note that the Final Constituent Governor Onset Parameter-OFF
languages include final RT clusters as well as TR ones, but not vice versa.
Remember Cyran’s (2008) scale, which is given in (36) below.
(36)

TR# ⊃ RT# ⊃ C# ⊃ CV#
Cyran (2008:8)

According to Cyran’s (2008) scale, TR clusters are more complex compared to
RT ones. Thus, if a language has TR clusters in the base final position, it also has
the RT ones in the same position by default. Consider Polish (37a-d) and French
(38a-d) for the final clusters.
(37)

Polish
a. ba[rk] ‘shoulder’
b. wi[lk] ‘wolf’
c. ka[nt] ‘edge’
d. ska[rp] ‘treasure’

(38)

French
a. po[rt]e ‘door’
b. ba[rb]e ‘beard’
c. la[mp] ‘lamp (gen. pl.)’
d. lou[rd]e ‘heavy (fem.)’
Adapted from Gussmann and Harris (1998:13) Examples (17a-b)

The discussion so far concludes that Polish and French have both base final TR
clusters as exemplified in (34a-d) and (34e-j), respectively, and base final RT
clusters as exemplified in (37a-d) and (38a-d), respectively. English and Dutch,
on the other hand, have only base final RT clusters (35c-d, respectively).
Now let us examine the current status of our Parametric Hierarchical
Tree in (39) below.
(39)

The Parametric Hierarchical Tree
The Final Onset Parameter (FOP)
The base final onsets must be melodically mute.

ON
Bases must end in a vowel: Italian, Vata,
Zulu, etc.

OFF
Bases may end in a consonant or a
vowel: Japanese, Malayalam, English,
French, Turkish, Polish, etc.
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The Place Parameter (PP)
The base final onset must be unspecified in terms of place.
ON
Only the placeless Cs may occur in
the base final O position: Japanese,
etc.

OFF
The bases may end in a placed
consonant: Malayalam, English,
Turkish, etc.

The Obstruent Parameter (OP)
The base final onset must be a non-obstruent.
ON
Only the non-obstruent
TheCsTheThe
occur in
the base final O position:
Malayalam, etc.

OFF
The obstruents may occur in the base
final O position: Thai, Vietnamese,
English, Dutch, etc.

The Final Inter-Constituent Governor Onset Parameter (FIGOP)
The base final onset can be an inter-constituent governor.
ON
The bases may end in a coda-onset
cluster: English, Turkish, Polish, French,
etc.

OFF
The bases end only in a single C or V.
No final coda-onset or branching
onset cluster: Spanish, most of the
Sino-Tibetan Languages, etc.

The Final Constituent Governor Onset Parameter (FCGOP)
The base final onset is a constituent governor.
ON
The bases may end in a branching
onset or coda-onset clusters: French,
Polish, etc.

OFF
The bases may end only in codaonset clusters: English, Dutch, etc.

Note that the Parametric Hierarchical Tree given in (39) above captures the
empirical observations regarding the base final position discussed so far.
However, it is not enough since there are other restrictions on the base final
onset among languages. As we discuss further restrictions on the base final
position observed in certain languages, our Parametric Hierarchical Tree will
further develop.
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4.3.2.5. The Non-Continuant Voice Parameter
Recall from Chapter 3 that there are some languages, such as Turkish, where
the non-continuant voiced obstruents such as /b, dʒ, d, g/ cannot occur base
finally, although the other obstruents are allowed in that position, according to
the Obstruent Parameter given in Section 4.3.2.2. If there is a voiced noncontinuant obstruent in the base final position with no nucleus pair, the (L)
element is delinked from the O2 in (40b).
(40)

a. kap

‘container’

vs.

kab-ı

‘container-acc’

b. O1 N1 O2
x

x

x

k

a

p

‘container’

L
The example given in (40b) above includes a final devoicing case where the
base final voiced obstruent [b] is devoiced. Similar to Turkish exemplified
above, Catalan, Dutch, German, Polish and Russian have final devoicing
(Catalan: Charles-Luce and Dinnsen, 1987; Dutch: Booij, 1995; German: Wiese,
1996; Polish: Slowiaczek and Dinnsen, 1985; Russian: Kharlamov, 2012). Some
Polish examples are given in (41a-d) below.
(41)

a. waga [ga]
b. stogu [gu]
c. żaba [ba]
d. gwiżdżę [d͡ ʒɛ]

/
/
/
/

wag [k] ‘scale, nom.sg./gen.pl.’
stog [k] ‘haystack, gen.sg./nom.sg.’
żab [p] ‘frog, nom.sg./gen.pl.’
gwiżdż [tʃ͡ ] ‘I whistle/whistle, imp.’
Adapted from Cyran (2014)

As the Polish examples given in (41a-d) indicate, the non-continuant obstruents
are devoiced in base final position in some languages, as we have already stated
before. Note that the Obstruent Parameter given in (24) cannot distinguish
devoicing languages from non-devoicing ones. For instance, both English and
Turkish can have a final obstruent, but English has no base final devoicing.
English and Turkish are not distinguishable according to the Final Constituent
Governor Onset Parameter as given in (33) above either. This is because either
language cannot have a branching onset in the base final position. Therefore,
we need a further parameter, the Non-Continuant Voice Parameter, in order to
distinguish these languages (42).
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(42)

The Non-Continuant Voice Parameter
The base final non-continuant obstruents can be voiced.
ON: Kobon, Inupiaq, English, French:
Both voiced and voiceless obstruents may occur in the base final
position.
OFF: Thai, Vietnamese, Dutch, German, Turkish, etc.:
The base final non-continuant obstruents must be voiceless.

Note that the parameter given in (42) above further distinguishes final
devoicing languages from no final devoicing ones. When the Non-Continuant
Voice Parameter in (42) is set ON, the non-continuant voiced obstruents can
occur in the base final position without being licensed by a nucleus, as in the
case of English and French. The examples in (43) and (44) indicate this pattern
for English and French respectively.
(43)

ba[g]

(44)

ba[rb]e

English
‘beard’

French

According to (43) and (44) above, the voiced obstruent [g] and [b] in English
and French, respectively, can occur in base final position. When the parameter
in (42) is set OFF, on the other hand, the voiced obstruent cannot occur under
the base final onset position. The L element delinks from the final onset and
devoicing appears as in the case of Dutch, exemplified in (45a), German, as
given in (45b) (Grijzenhout, 1998), Turkish, as in (45c) and Polish in (45d)
(Cyran, 2008).
(45)

a. hond-en
b. hund-e
c. kitab-ı
d. noga

‘dogs’
‘dogs’
‘book-acc’
‘leg-nom.sg’

/
/
/
/

hont
hunt
kitap
nó [k]

‘dog’
‘dog’
‘book’
‘leg-gen.pl.’

Dutch
German
Turkish
Polish

The examples given in (45a-d) show that final devoicing occurs in the base final
non-continuant obstruents in some languages which set the Non-Continuant
Voice Parameter OFF. After accounting for the devoicing in these languages, our
parametric tree is given in (46) below.
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The Parametric Hierarchical Tree
The Final Onset Parameter (FOP)
The base final onsets must be melodically mute.

ON
Bases must end in a vowel: Italian, Vata,
Zulu, etc.

OFF
Bases may end in a consonant or a
vowel: Japanese, Malayalam,
English, French, Turkish, Polish, etc.

The Place Parameter (PP)
The base final onset must be unspecified in terms of place.
ON
Only the placeless Cs may occur in
the base final O position: Japanese,
etc.

OFF
The bases may end in a placed
consonant: Malayalam, English,
Turkish, etc.

The Obstruent Parameter (OP)
The base final onset must be a non-obstruent.
ON
Only the non-obstruent
TheCsTheThe
occur in
the base final O position:
Malayalam, etc.

OFF
The obstruents may occur in the base
final O position: Thai, Vietnamese,
English, Dutch, etc.

The Final Inter-Constituent Governor Onset Parameter (FIGOP)
The base final onset can be an inter-constituent governor.
ON
The bases may end in a coda-onset
cluster: English, Turkish, Polish, French,
etc.

OFF
The bases end only in a single C or V.
No final coda-onset or branching
onset cluster: Spanish, most of the
Sino-Tibetan Languages, etc.

The Final Constituent Governor Onset Parameter (FCGOP)
The base final onset is a constituent governor.
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ON

OFF

The bases may end in a branching
onset or coda-onset clusters: French,
Polish, etc.

The bases may end only in codaonset clusters: English, Dutch, etc.

The Non-Continuant Voice Parameter (NCVP)
The base final non-continuant obstruents can be voiced.
ON
Both voiced and voiceless obstruents
may occur in the base final position:
Kobon, Inupiaq, English, French, etc.

OFF
The base final non-continuant
obstruents must be voiceless: Thai,
Vietnamese, Dutch, German, Turkish,
etc.

The Parametric Hierarchical Tree provided in (46) above captures crosslinguistic variations with respect to the base final devoicing among languages.
However, note that the Non-Continuant Voice Parameter distinguishes Dutch,
German, Polish and Turkish from English and French, but it cannot catch the
difference between Turkish (where the base final voiced continuant obstruents
are allowed) and Dutch, German and Polish, where all the base final obstruents
must be devoiced. Consider the examples from Turkish given in (47a-b) below.
(47)

a. e[v] *e[f]
b. kı[z] *kı[s]

‘house’
‘girl’

The examples given in (47a-b) above show that the continuant obstruents are
not subject to final devoicing in Turkish (Kopkallı, 1993), while they are
devoiced in Dutch, German and Polish, as will be discussed in 4.3.2.6.

4.3.2.6. The Continuant Voice Parameter
As given in 4.3.2.5., we observe that final devoicing is subject to further
variations among languages. The base final fricatives (continuant obstruents)
such as [z] and [v] do not undergo devoicing in some languages, as in the case of
Turkish, exemplified in (47a-b), while they do so in other languages, such as
Dutch, as exemplified in (48a), German, as given in (48b), and Polish (48c).
(48)

a. [pu:s] / [pu:zən] 'cat', 'cats'
Grijzenhout and Krämer (1999:2) Example (1c)
b. hau[s] / hau[z]ə ‘house’, ‘houses’
Brockhaus (1995:12) Example (2a)
c. [kɔza] / [kus] ‘goat, nom.sg. / gen.pl.’
Adapted from Cyran (2011:64) Example (7a)
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When we compare the Turkish examples given in (47a-b) with those given in
(48a-c), we realize that fricatives are not devoiced in Turkish, while they are in
Dutch, German and Polish. This variation can be handled via another microparameter under the Continuant Voice Parameter, which accounts for this
difference. Consider (49).
(49)

The Continuant Voice Parameter
The base final continuant obstruents can be voiced.
ON: Turkish:
The voiced continuant obstruents may occur base finally.
OFF: Dutch, German, Polish, etc.:
Only voiceless continuant obstruents, not the voiced ones, may occur
in the base final position.

The Continuant Voice Parameter given in (49) above captures the detailed
voicing variation among languages regarding the base final restrictions
observed so far. Accordingly, while some languages such as Turkish allow the
voiced fricative consonants to occur base finally (the Continuant Voice
Parameter-ON), some others (Dutch, German, Polish) do not (the Continuant
Voice Parameter-OFF). Up to this point, we have tried to explain the base final
onset variations across languages via sub-parameters in a hierarchy. Now let us
present the Parametric Hierarchical Tree as a whole for the base final onset
variations among languages. Consider (50) below.
(50)

The Parametric Hierarchical Tree
The Final Onset Parameter (FOP)
The base final onsets must be melodically mute.

ON
Bases must end in a vowel: Italian, Vata,
Zulu, etc.

OFF
Bases may end in a consonant or a
vowel: Japanese, Malayalam, English,
French, Turkish, Polish, etc.

The Place Parameter (PP)
The base final onset must be unspecified in terms of place.
ON
Only the placeless Cs may occur in
the base final O position: Japanese,
etc.

OFF
The bases may end in a placed
consonant: Malayalam, English,
Turkish, etc.
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The Obstruent Parameter (OP)
The base final onset must be a non-obstruent.
ON
Only the non-obstruent
TheCsTheThe
occur in
the base final O position:
Malayalam, etc.

OFF
The obstruents may occur in the base
final O position: Thai, Vietnamese,
English, Dutch, etc.

The Final Inter-Constituent Governor Onset Parameter (FIGOP)
The base final onset can be an inter-constituent governor.
ON
The bases may end in a coda-onset
cluster: English, Turkish, Polish, French,
etc.

OFF
The bases end only in a single C or V.
No final coda-onset or branching
onset cluster: Spanish, most of the
Sino-Tibetan Languages, etc.

The Final Constituent Governor Onset Parameter (FCGOP)
The base final onset is a constituent governor.
ON

OFF

The bases may end in a branching
onset or coda-onset clusters: French,
Polish, etc.

The bases may end only in codaonset clusters: English, Dutch, etc.

The Non-Continuant Voice Parameter (NCVP)
The base final non-continuant obstruents can be voiced.
ON
Both voiced and voiceless obstruents
may occur in the base final position:
Kobon, Inupiaq, English, French, etc.

OFF
The base final non-continuant
obstruents must be voiceless: Thai,
Vietnamese, Dutch, German,
Turkish, etc.

The Continuant Voice Parameter (CVP)
The base final continuant obstruents can be voiced.
ON

OFF
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The voiced continuant obstruents may
occur base finally: Turkish.

Only voiceless continuant
obstruents, not the voiced ones,
may occur in the base final
position: Dutch, German, Polish, etc.

(50) presents the last version of the Parametric Hierarchical Tree that we have
worked on in Section 4.3.2. We have tried to explain the cross-linguistic
variations in base final onset via the Parametric Hierarchical System. In this
respect, we argued that there are cross-linguistic sub-parametric differences
among languages although they all set the Final Onset Parameter (the Macro
Parameter) in the same way (OFF).
Now let us present a sample grid (51) to show the cross-linguistic
variations on the base final onset we have observed so far.
(51)
Italian

FOP

✓

PP
X

OP
X

FIGOP
X

FCGOP
X

NCVP
X

CVP
X

Japanese

X

✓

X

X

X

X

X

Malayalam

X

X

✓

X

X

X

X

Spanish

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

English

X

X

X

X

X

X

Turkish

X

X

X

✓
✓

X

✓

X

Dutch

X

X

X

✓

X

✓

✓

French
Polish

X
X

X
X

X
X

✓
✓

✓
✓

X

X

✓

✓

As given in (51), the sample parametric hierarchy on the final onset
distinguishes nine languages from each other: Italian, Japanese, Malayalam,
Spanish, English, Turkish, French, Dutch and Polish. The possibilities,
parameters and hierarchies may be developed as the number of languages and
phonological variations increase. It would be promising to analyze more data
regarding the final onset restrictions of other languages and see how the
parametric hierarchy develops.

4.3.2.7. Interim Summary
Up to now, we addressed the cross-linguistic variations in the base final onset
under the macro-micro parameters. In this respect, we built up the Parametric
Hierarchical Tree in (50), which seems to work in explaining the differences
among languages in terms of the base final onset position. However, be aware
that the tree given in (50) is not the ultimate version of the parametric
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hierarchies. Our parametric hierarchy may be reorganized or developed via
other parameters; some different hierarchies may be built up; there might be
larger trees. For our parametric hierarchy, we tried to do a typological research
as detailed as possible within the scope of our study. However, note that this is
a sample study and a more detailed investigation can be done in light of other
languages and language acquisition processes, which may be interesting
research topics for future studies.
In the present section, we have not yet referred to nano-parametric
variations within the languages. In Section 4.4., we will argue that the so-called
exceptional forms, which do not seem to be subject to the active phonological
processes within language, are not indeed exceptions. Rather, they are nanoparametric variations. We will discuss these nano-parametric variations in light
of the Final Onset Parameter and the Pointed Empty Nucleus, which were
proposed in Chapter 3.

4.4. The Nano-Parametric Variations and the Pointed Empty
Nucleus
Recall from Chapter 3 that we argued for the existence of a new type of empty
nucleus: The Pointed Empty Nucleus, which is an empty non-head nucleus that
remains empty without proper government. The Pointed Empty Nucleus is
similar to a full nucleus to some extent, since it has an inborn skeletal point and
can license an onset pair. At the same time, it is similar to a properly governed
empty nucleus since it cannot properly govern another nucleus. The Pointed
Empty Nucleus must be licensed at the projection level, as given in the Pointed
Empty Nucleus Condition.
(52)

The Pointed Empty Nucleus Condition
The pointed empty nucleus must be licensed at the projection level.

Note that the direction of the projection licensing is from left-to-right in roots
and root+suffix combinations. Also, recall from Chapter 3 that the Pointed
Empty Nucleus may be licensed by a properly governed empty nucleus in some
languages (Polish) but must be licensed by a full nucleus in others (Turkish),
depending on the parametric choice given in (53): The Pointed Empty Nucleus
Licensing Parameter.
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(53)

The Pointed Empty Nucleus Licensing Parameter
The pointed empty nucleus must be licensed by a full nucleus.
ON: Turkish:
The pointed empty nucleus must be licensed only by an
interpreted nucleus, not a properly governed one.
OFF: Polish:
The pointed empty nucleus may be licensed by a properly
governed empty or a full nucleus.

(53) shows that the Pointed Empty Nucleus Licensing Parameter is ON in
Turkish, as a result of which the Pointed Empty Nuclei must be licensed by a full
nucleus in that language. However, the setting is OFF in Polish, so the Pointed
Empty Nucleus may be licensed by a full or properly governed empty nucleus. 49
Keep in mind that a Pointed Empty Nucleus can never be licensed by another
Pointed Empty Nucleus.
The existence of the Pointed Empty Nucleus is important for
phonological theory since it explains many so-called exceptional cases in
languages: it can explain: (i) how a nucleus can remain silent without proper
government in a given language; and (ii) why the so-called exceptions to active
phonological processes (such as devoicing) are not true exceptions.
Recall the Turkish examples given in Chapter 3, repeated in (54a-b).
(54)

a. demir-im
b. araba-m

‘iron-poss.1sg’
‘car-poss.1sg’

The first person possessive marker in Turkish seems to have two phonological
forms: (i) one with a vowel (54a); (ii) one without a vowel (54b). See the
representations of (54a-b) in (55a-b), respectively.
(55)

a. O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
x x

x

Na0 Oa1

x x

x

x

d e m i r
(I)

i

m

Element Spreading

49

See Section 4.4.3.

‘iron-poss.1sg’
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Projection Licensing

R >>>> R
b. O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4
Na0 Oa1
x

x x

x

x

a

r a

b a

x

x
m

‘car-poss.1sg’

As seen in (55a), a vowel is realized in the suffix initial N a0 when the suffix
attaches to a consonant final base, while no vowel realizes in the suffix initial
Na0 of (55b) when the suffix is attached to a vowel final base. The suffix initial
nucleus (Na0) in (55a) must be realized [i] via element spreading since there is
no proper governor for the suffix nucleus (Na0), as represented in (55a). This is
also true for the suffix initial Na0 of (55b), but Na0 remains empty. We argue that
there are two different types of nucleus in (55a-b), respectively: Na0 in (55a) is
a properly governable empty nucleus, while Na0 in (55b) is an inborn pointed
empty nucleus licensed by N3 at the projection level. Thus, we argue that
Turkish has two phonological forms for the same suffix (poss.1sg): one with a
properly governable empty nucleus (55a) and another with an inborn pointed
empty nucleus (55b).
Apart from Turkish, as given in (55a-b) above, English has examples of
the Pointed Empty Nucleus. Compare the examples given in (56a-d).
(56)

English past tense marker
a. divided [əd]
b. watched [t]

English plural marker
c. churches [əz]
d. cats
[s]

The past tense marker in English has a vowel if it attaches to a base which ends
in a non-continuant alveolar obstruent ([d]/[t]) (56a). Similarly, a vowel is also
realized in the plural marker when it attaches to a sibilant (56c). With respect
to proper government, the realization of a vowel in (56a, c) is not odd since
there is no proper governor for the suffix initial nuclei (N a0) as represented in
(57a, c). However, the silence of the suffix initial nuclei in the (56b, d) cases is
difficult to explain without the Pointed Empty Nucleus. The relevant
representations are given in (57b, d).
No Proper Government

(57)

a. O1 N1 O2 N2

O3

x

x

x x

x x

d

i

v a

ı d

Na0 Oa1
x
x
ǝ

d
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Projection Licensing

R

>>>

R

b. O1 N1 O2
x

x

w

a tch

Na0 Oa1

x

x x
t

R
No Proper Government

c. O1 N1
x

x

ch

u

O2

Na0 Oa1

x

x

r ch

x
ǝ

z

Projection Licensing

R

>>>

d. O1 N1 O2
x

x

x

c

a t

R
Na0 Oa1
x

x
s

Accordingly, the past and plural markers in English have two phonological
forms similar to the first person possessive marker in Turkish: with a pointless
nucleus (57a, c) and with a pointed nucleus (57b, d). In (57a) and (57c), the
suffix nucleus Na0 has no proper governor, hence it is interpreted. In (57b) and
(57d), on the other hand, there is no proper governor for the suffix initial
nucleus Na0, but it is not realized since it comes with a skeletal point licensed by
N1 at the projection level in both examples. If there were a single form with a
properly governable nucleus for the past and plural markers, as in (57a, c), the
output would always be [əd] and [əz], respectively, since the suffix initial
nucleus has no proper governor which makes it silent. If there were no pointed
empty nucleus, it would be insufficient to explain the existence of the
uninterpreted nuclei, as illustrated in (57b, d).
Recall from Chapter 3 that the empirical evidence for the existence of
the Pointed Empty Nucleus also comes with phonological processes and their
exceptions. For instance, if no devoicing appears in the final onset of a base in
Turkish, it means that the base final consonant is not in the base final onset
position but is followed by a Pointed Empty Nucleus which licenses the
obstruent as illustrated in metod ‘method’ (58).
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Onset Licensing

(58)

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4
x

x

m e

x x
t

x

o d

x
‘method’

In light of the Pointed Empty Nucleus idea, Section 4.4.1. will present a crosslinguistic discussion of the so-called exceptions to certain phonological
processes and explain them as a nano-parametric variation. Section 4.4.2. will
argue that the Pointed Empty Nucleus provides a more natural explanation for
the sCC sequences compared to the Magic Licensing account proposed by Kaye
(1992). Our arguments for the Pointed Empty Nucleus will be supported with
more cross-linguistic evidence in Section 4.4.3. Let us first explain our claims
for the Pointed Empty Nucleus.

4.4.1. The Base Final Onset, Nano-Parametric Variations and
the Pointed Empty Nucleus
In Sections 4.2. and 4.3., we argued that the Final Onset Parameter may leave
some unique restrictive marks on the base final onset of each language, since
every language sets the sub-parameters under the Final Onset Parameter in a
different way. In Sections 4.4.1.1. and 4.4.1.2., we will present some exceptions
to the base final onset restrictions and analyze them as nano-parametric
variations within the language in light of the Pointed Empty Nucleus.

4.4.1.1. The Final Cs in Italian and the Pointed Empty Nucleus
As discussed in Section 4.3., Italian fixes the Final Onset Parameter ON and the
base final consonants are not licensed in the language. However, there are some
consonant final loan bases in the language, as given in (59).
(59)

badge [beidʒ], bar [bar], chack [tʃak], chat [tʃat], chic [ʃik], club [klab],
freak [frik], gas [ɡas], jazz [dʒɛtz], match [mɛtʃ], mouse [mauz], net
[nɛt], rock [rok], rum [rum], shock [ʃɔk], slip [zlip], sniff [znif], snob
[snɔb], stop [stɔp], top [tɔp], track [trak], tram [tram], trip [trip], web
[wɛb], yacht [jɔt]
Adapted from Morandini (2007:19)
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Note that the loan bases in Italian given in (59) are adapted from English. 50
How are the base final Cs possible in Italian if the Final Onset Parameter is fixed
ON? The answer comes with the Pointed Empty Nucleus. The bases given in (59)
are adapted into the language with a final Pointed Empty Nucleus, which
licenses the preceding onset. See (60) for the representation.
Projection Licensing

R >>>> R
Onset Licensing

(60)

O1 N1 O2

N2 O3

x

x

x

x

n

e

t

Similar to the Turkish case given in (58), in (60), O 2, under which [t] occurs, is
not the final onset but is followed by a Pointed Empty Nucleus (N3), which
licenses it. The template ends in an (empty) onset (O 3) but not in (O2), which is
consistent with our base template model. If there were no Pointed Empty
Nucleus following O2 (that is, if O2 were the base final onset), the final
consonant [t] would not be pronounced since the Final Onset Parameter is ON
and the base final onset must be melodically muted in Italian.
The final consonant licensing by a pointed empty nucleus may be
explained via a nano-parameter: The Final Consonant Licensing by a Pointed
Empty Nucleus (61).
(61)

The Final Consonant Licensing by a Pointed Empty Nucleus
The base final consonant may be licensed by a pointed empty nucleus:
ON/OFF.

This nano-parameter (61) theoretically explains the base final differences
within the language. In Italian, the bases do not end in a consonant. However, if
the base final consonant does not occur in the base final onset and if it is
followed by a Pointed Empty Nucleus, we can hear the bases ending in a
consonant.51
In his study, Morandini (2007) cites Bertinetto (1985) (cited in Morandini, 2007), who
argues that the final consonants in (59) are pronounced in a foreign pronunciation.
51 Morandini (2007:19) also presents some CC final loan bases in Italian. These are given
in (i) below.
50

(i)

box [bɔks], cart [kart], chart [tʃart], fax [faks], film [film], jeans [dʒins], ink
[liŋk], sport [spɔrt], sprint [sprint], surf [surf] [sɛrf], test [tɛst], trade [trejd],
trend [trɛnd].

Note that the final CC clusters in (i) may be treated as base internal thanks to the
following Pointed Empty Nucleus.
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The relevant question about the Final Consonant Licensing by a Pointed
Empty Nucleus is whether it leads to over-production. In other words, why does
the Pointed Empty Nucleus NOT license the final onset in other cases, and why
do Italian bases NOT always end in consonants if there is such a licensor
nucleus? Recall that a nano-parameter is argued to exist in order to explain the
most specific, more marked and intrinsically more complex idiosyncratic lexical
items (Biberauer and Roberts, 2012). Thus, they cannot be generalized within
the whole language. The nano-parameters exist to explain “irregularities” and
“exceptions” in the acquisition path. The Pointed Empty Nucleus takes care of
the “exceptions” in the Final Onset Parameter; it does not occur in
unexceptional cases.
Let us see another instance of nano-parametric variation in Section
4.4.1.2.

4.4.1.2. The Voice Licensing by a Pointed Empty Nucleus:
Turkish and Dutch
According to the (Non-)Continuant Voice Parameter(s), the base final voiced
non-continuant obstruents are banned from the base final onset position in
Turkish, as mentioned in Chapter 3 and Section 4.4. of this chapter. In Dutch,
this restriction also involves the continuant obstruents: no voiced obstruents
are allowed in Dutch. Therefore, the base final devoicing appears in Turkish
and Dutch. However, there are some exceptions to the final devoicing process
in both languages. (62a-c) below are from Turkish.
(62)

a. hac
b. üstad
c. metod

[dʒ]
[d]
[d]

‘pilgrim’
‘master’
‘method’

Devoicing in Turkish seems to fail in certain base final positions, as exemplified
in (62a-c).52 Our question is how devoicing is blocked in those bases. A possible
answer comes with the Pointed Empty Nucleus, similar to the unexpected Italian
base final Cs. The representation of (62c) is presented in (63).

Since the examples ending in a voiced obstruent, as in (62a-c), are very few in number
and usually borrowed bases, they are not usually considered as problems for the
devoicing analyses and labeled as “exceptions” (Underhill, 1976; Kopkallı, 1993; Balcı,
2006). Balcı (2006) notes that the words in (62a-c) are pronounced with a final voiced
obstruent only in a careful speech. Although most people pronounce the base final
obstruents as voiceless, a small number of people still pronounce them with a final
voiced obstruent even in casual speech.
52
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Projection Licensing

R >>>> R
Onset Licensing

(63)

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4
x

x x

m e

t

x x

x

o d

‘method’

We suggest that the bases in (62a-c) do not end in an unlicensed onset but in a
Pointed Empty Nucleus plus an empty onset, as represented in (63) above. The
empty nucleus (N3), which has a skeletal point, is licensed by N2 at the
projection level, as result of which it has no need for proper government. Also,
it behaves similarly to a full nucleus with respect to onset licensing: N 3 licenses
the O3, as a result of which no devoicing appears in (63). Compare (63) with
(64) below in terms of nucleus licensing.

Onset Licensing

(64)

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3

Na0 Oa1

x

x x

x x

x

m

e t

o d

u

‘method-acc’

The Pointed Empty Nucleus (N3) in (63) is identical with the full Na0 in (64) in
terms of onset licensing capability. Since N3 licenses O3 in (63) as the full
nucleus (Na0) does so in (64), no weakening or devoicing appears in either case.
A similar discussion has also been put forward by van Oostendorp
(2007) and Cavirani and van Oostendorp (2017) for Dutch. Devoicing is also an
active phonological process in Dutch dialects, but there are some “exceptions”
to this process, as stated above. See (65a-d) for the “exceptional” devoicing
instances from the Tilligte dialect of Dutch.
(65)

a. /ɣeløːv/ [ɣeløːf]
‘faith’

b. /ɣeløːv/ [ɣeløːv]
‘(I) believe’

c. /ɣeløːv+ən/ [ɣeløvən]
d. /ɣeløːv+ən/ [ɣeløvən]
‘faiths’
‘(we) believe’
Cavirani and van Oostendorp (2017:10) Example (17a-d)
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In (65a), the final fricative is devoiced as expected in Dutch, but in (65b) it fails
to apply, similarly to Turkish. Cavirani and van Oostendorp (2017) differentiate
the final empty nucleus of (65a) from that of (65b) in (66a-b), respectively.53
(66)

a. geloo[f]
O

N

v

b. geloo[v]
O

N

v
L

x
L

geloo[f]
geloo[v]
‘belief’ (noun)’
‘I believe’
Adapted from Cavirani and van Oostendorp (2017:11) Example (19)
As illustrated in (66a), the final empty nucleus cannot license its onset in terms
of voicing, and consequently devoicing appears. In (66b), on the other hand, the
final empty nucleus is similar to a full vowel in terms of constituency and
licensing. As a result, there is no devoicing. Cavirani and van Oostendorp
(2017) argue that the phonological exponence of 1sg.pres (66b) was
represented by schwa in the whole Dutch area (Goeman 1999, 2007 cited in
Cavirani and van Oostendorp, 2017). This means that the empty nucleus given
in (66b) seems to be reminiscent of a historical vowel.
The empty nucleus of Cavirani and van Oostendorp (2017) given in
(66b) above is very similar to our empty nucleus with a skeletal point given in
(63) in terms of its phonological behavior: they both license the onset in terms
of voicing. However, different from Cavirani and van Oostendorp (2017), the
bases end in an onset in our model. Thus, there is no base final onset licensor,
as given in (67a-b).
(67)

a. geloo/v/
No Onset Licensing

b. geloo/vØ/
Onset Licensing

… O

… O

N

x

x

x

geloo[f]
‘belief’ (noun)

O

geloo[v]
‘I believe’

Note that Cavirani and van Oostendorp (2017) argue that exceptions to final devoicing
typically involve 1sg.pres verbs in the Tilligte dialect. However, the relation between
morpho-syntactic categories and phonology is not within the scope of this study.
53
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According to our model, there is no onset licensor nucleus in geloo[f] in (67a),
but there is in geloo[v] (67b): The Pointed Empty Nucleus. Although there is a
difference between our model and Cavirani and van Oostendorp (2017) in
terms of the base final ending, the rationale behind the two claims is the same
in principle: there is a licensor for the final voiced obstruent consonant in the
absence of devoicing: The Pointed Empty Nucleus, which phonologically behaves
in the same way with a full nucleus. The base final voiced consonants given in
(62a-c) for Turkish and (67b) for Dutch do not occur in the base final onset
position, but they are followed by a Pointed Empty Nucleus and an empty onset
in the same row.
As a result, there are no “exceptions” for devoicing either in Dutch or in
Turkish, since the Pointed Empty Nucleus licenses the final onset as a nanoparametric variation (68) similarly to the Italian cases given in 4.4.1.1.
(68)

The Final Consonant Licensing by a Pointed Empty Nucleus
The base final consonant may be licensed by a pointed empty nucleus:
ON/OFF.

The Pointed Empty Nucleus and the nano-parameter the Final Consonant
Licensing by a Pointed Empty Nucleus eliminates “exceptional” devoicing
instances from Turkish and Dutch.
The Pointed Empty Nucleus does other useful jobs in phonology apart
from explaining exceptions to phonological processes. In Sections 4.4.2. and
4.4.3., we will discuss how the Pointed Empty Nucleus work in other crosslinguistic data.

4.4.2. The Pointed Empty Nucleus, Magic Licensing,
Directionality and ECP
The existence of the Pointed Empty Nucleus has been supported by data from
certain languages, such as English and Dutch. Now, we will show that the
Pointed Empty Nucleus can also explain some more complex and controversial
cases. Let us first discuss Kaye’s (1992) magic licensing account of CCC clusters
in English, as illustrated in (69).
R
(69)

O1 N1

O2

x x x
s k

N2
x x
r

O3 …
x x

i

m

Kaye (1992) argues that [s] occurs in the coda position of an empty-headed
rhyme, as represented in (69), in order to explain the initial CCC consonants
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without ternary branching. This is what he calls magic licensing: s+C sequences
p-license a preceding empty nucleus (Kaye, 1992). In the present study, we argue
that only properly governed nuclei can remain silent in addition to the Pointed
Empty Nuclei, which are licensed at the projection level by a full or properly
governed empty nucleus, depending on the language. Thus, we do not believe in
“magic” in the present study, since its source is theoretically unaccountable.
Instead, we propose that the Pointed Empty Nucleus can explain sCC cases with
no need for magic. Now, let us see our proposal, given in (70) below.
Projection Licensing

(70)

R <<<
O1 N1 O2
x

x x

s

R
N2

x x

k r

O3
x x

i

m

In our analysis given in (70), [s] does not occur under the right branch of the
rhyme, as opposed to (69), but sits under the initial onset of the base. The initial
nucleus N1 is a pointed empty nucleus and for this reason does not need proper
government. It is licensed by N2 at the projection level.
However, there is a problem that needs to be solved in (70): N 1 in (70)
is licensed from right-to-left at the projection level, which seems to be against
our claim given in Section 4.4.
(71)

R >>>>>> R
O

N

O

N

O

N

Projection Licensing

O

As illustrated in (71), we argued that the Projection Licensing, as opposed to
Proper Government, goes from left-to-right within the root and suffixation in the
course of the licensing of the Pointed Empty Nucleus. However, the projection
licensing occurs from right-to-left in (70): The Pointed Empty Nucleus (N1)
occurring on the left side of the base is licensed by N 2 at the right side at the
projection level.
Note that this is quite similar to vowel harmony (element spreading
from one nucleus to another), which is also licensed at the projection level
(Harris, 1994; Scheer, 2004). Vowel harmony is usually unidirectional in root
controlled systems (Polgárdi, 2006:89), i.e. it is mostly from left to right in
root+suffix cases or right to left in prefix+root language systems; also, it may be
bidirectional in prefix+root+suffix systems (Baković, 2000; Krä mer, 2003).
Clements (1977) claims that vowel harmony may be bidirectional since it may
affect both suffixes and prefixes. Therefore, this means that the licensing of a
nucleus may work in both directions at the projection level in some cases. In
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Turkish, for instance, the elements almost always spread from the left nucleus
(N1) to the right one (Na1), as given in (72).
Proper Government

(72)

O1

N1

O2

x

x

x

b

Na0 Oa1 Na1 Oa2
x

x

(A. I ) z

x

x

l (A. I ) r

bez-ler ‘diaper+pl’

Element Spreading

In (72), the I Element spreads from N1 to Na1 (left-to-right spreading). Na0 does
not get any spreading since it is mute thanks to proper government by N a1. As
seen in (72), the direction of the vowel harmony is mostly from left-to-right in
Turkish. However, there are also some cases which seem to involve right-to-left
element spreading in Turkish. This comes with the adaptation of foreign words
with initial consonant clusters, such as grup ‘group’, and stüdyo ‘studio’. While
adapting the words with initial clusters, Turkish receives them with a lexically
empty nucleus position between initial consonant clusters (Baturay, 2012). 54
Let us have a look at the word grup ‘group’ in (73).
(73)

O1 N1

O2 N2 O3

x

x

x

x

x

g

U

r

U

p

gurup

‘group’

Element Spreading

Since Turkish does not allow the existence of initial clusters, foreign words with
initial clusters are adapted into Turkish with an empty nucleus (N 1) between
the initial consonants, as represented in (73). The initial empty nucleus in (73),
N1, cannot be properly governed by N2 since the first nucleus position must be
filled by a full vowel in Turkish (Charette, 1991, 2004; Polgárdi, 2009).
Therefore, the U Element spreads from N2 to N1 (right-to-left) and N1 is filled
via element spreading.
In Turkish, the direction of vowel harmony is from left-to-right unless
there is an empty nucleus at the leftmost edge (N1), as in the case of (73). The
issue is with the left edge of the word: the leftmost N must be filled out in
Turkish; thus, the direction of the element spreading between nuclei changes
only when the first nucleus (the left edge) must be filled out.
See Baturay (2012) for a more detailed discussion of foreign word adaptation, initial
clusters and element spreading in Turkish.
54
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Suffixes and prefixes are also related to the edges of a base: the right
and left edges, respectively. Therefore, it seems quite usual that element
spreading may change direction in the course of prefixation and suffixation. As
noted before, Scheer (2012) argues that the claim that base edges are special is
not extra-phonological; on the contrary, morphology reflects into phonology at
morpheme edges. Therefore, we argue that the Pointed Empty Nucleus may
appear at the base edges: right (in base final position (Turkish, Dutch), suffix
initial position (English, Turkish)) or left (base initial (Polish) position, as will
be discussed in 4.4.3., or in the prefix initial positions (English)). This means
that the projection licensing of a Pointed Empty Nucleus may be bidirectional if
the edges are in question. The reason why they occur in the edges seems to be
related to morphology: morpheme edges leave a trace on phonology. If we
check the data with the Pointed Empty Nucleus (Dutch, English, Turkish, and
Polish), we observe that it usually occurs at the edges. It is a kind of
morphological footprint on phonology marking the morpheme edges. Consider
(74) below.
Projection Licensing

(74)

O

N1
N1

Projection Licensing

<<<
O

N2
N2

N3
N3

O

>>>
O

N4
N4

x

O

x

If we argue that the word initial Pointed Empty Nucleus is licensed from rightto-left, do we come across any overproduction of adjacent Pointed Empty
Nuclei? The answer is no: it is not possible to come across two adjacent Pointed
Empty Nuclei at least on the same single root, since the Pointed Empty Nucleus
can be licensed from right-to-left at the projection level only if it occurs at the
left edge of a base or if it occurs in a prefix. Otherwise, the Pointed Empty
Nucleus is always projection licensed from left-to-right. This excludes the
adjacent pointed empty nuclei from the same root. Consider the
representations in (75a-c).
Projection Licensing

(75)

a. * O

N1
N1
x

<<<
O

Projection Licensing

N2
N2
x

<<<
O

N3
N3

O

N4
N4

O
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Projection Licensing

b. * O

N1
N1

>>>
O

Projection Licensing

N2
N2

N3
N3

O

x

N1

N2
N2

O

N4
N4

O

x

Projection Licensing

c. * O

<<<
O

>>>

Projection Licensing

N3
N3

O

x

>>>
O

N4
N4

O

x

Given in (75a-c), adjacent Pointed Empty Nuclei within the same root are
impossible in our model. (75a) and (75c) above are out, since an inborn Pointed
Empty Nucleus cannot be licensed by another inborn Pointed Empty Nucleus: the
licensing from N2 to N1 in (75a) and N3 to N4 in (75c) are both out. The
representation given in (75b) is also out, since a Pointed Empty Nucleus (N3)
cannot be licensed from right-to-left if it does not occur on the left edge of the
base or in the prefix. Therefore, the adjacent pointed empty nuclei are
impossible on the same root or root+suffix combinations, as illustrated in (75ac).
Two adjacent Pointed Empty Nuclei are possible only when there is a
prefix+suffix combination. Thus, the adjacency of two pointed empty nuclei can
be considered as a phonological marking of a prefix+base combination, as given
in (76).
Projection Licensing

Projection Licensing

R >>> R

R

<<<

R

No Proper Government

(76)

Oz1 Nz1 Oz2 Nz2 O1 N1
x
u

x
n

x

x
s

x x
t

O2

N2 O3….
x x
r e ssed

The base initial nucleus (N1) (the left edge) is a Pointed Empty Nucleus which is
licensed by N2 at the projection level via right-to-left licensing. The Pointed
Empty Nucleus in the prefix (Nz2), on the other hand, is licensed by Nz1 via leftto-right licensing. In this way, the adjacency of the two pointed empty nuclei
(Nz2 and N1) marks the existence of a prefix+base combination in phonology.
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In light of magic licensing, the Pointed Empty Nucleus, projection
licensing and directionality as discussed in the present section, we propose that
the Phonological Empty Category Principle (ECP) of Kaye (1990) needs revision.
Consider (77a-c) for the original definition of the ECP.
(77)

The Phonological ECP: A p-licensed (empty) category receives no
phonetic interpretation.
P-licensing:
a. Domain-final (empty) categories are p-licensed
(parametrized).
b. Properly governed (empty) nuclei are p-licensed.
c. Magic licensing: s+C sequences p-license a preceding empty
nucleus (parametrized).
Kaye (1990:313)

Contrary to the definition of the ECP above, the present study argues that only
properly governed (78a) and projection licensed empty nuclei (78b) receive no
phonetic interpretation. Therefore, there is no domain final p-licensed empty
nucleus (77a) or magically licensed empty nucleus (77c) in our revised
definition of ECP. Consider (78a-b) below.
(78)

The Phonological ECP (revised)
a. Properly governed empty nuclei receive no phonetic interpretation.
b. Projection licensed pointed empty nuclei receive no phonetic
interpretation.

In the next section, we will consider more instances of the Pointed Empty
Nucleus from Polish.

4.4.3. The Pointed Empty Nucleus in the Polish Bases and
Prefixes
In Polish, there are many examples in which more than one empty nucleus
remain silent adjacently, although some of them have no proper governor.
Consider the examples given in (79a-d).
(79)

a. [lØgØn]ąć
b. [mØkØn]ąć
c. [mØgØw]a
d. [drØgØn]ąć

‘cling’.
‘speed’
‘mist’
‘shudder’
Adapted from Cyran and Gussmann (1999)

In (79a-d), if we assume that the second empty nucleus in the base is properly
governed by the realized nucleus, how are we going to explain the silence of the
initial one? The silence of the adjacent empty nuclei is explained by Cyran and
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Gussmann (1999) via a combination of certain tools, such as inter-onset
government (IO), magic licensing, and proper government (PG), given in (80).
(80)
PG

IO

IO

CC
køto

‘magic’
R O

køra
ø s t ół

?łøba
CCC

møleko

O

R

g rødyka
CCCC

O

t ø k ø n ą ć

ø s t rona

O

O R

d r ø g ø n ą ć

f ø s t

O
ręt

Adapted from Cyran and Gussmann (1999:27) Example (33)
Cyran and Gussmann (1999) present complex formulations on Polish initial
clusters to explain how the empty nuclei remain silent, as in (80). However,
their formulation is both complicated and confusing since there are many
operations we have to keep in mind so that we can get a silent nucleus in the
end. Also, the inter-onset government violates the principles of Standard GP,
according to Scheer (2011:112), who argues that inter-onset government is
supposed to explain a very marginal and limited number of cases while
violating two principles of GP: strict locality and strict directionality, which are
given in (81a-b), respectively.
(81)

a. Strict Locality
Only segments that are adjacent on the skeletal tier may contract a
governing relation.
b. Strict Directionality
The directionality of each type of government (constituent and interconstituent) is invariable. Government within the constituent is headinitial and government that relates two different constituents is head
final.
Adapted from KLV (1990)

Since it costs more than we earn, there is no place for the inter-onset
government in the present study. As an alternative to Cyran and Gussmann’s
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inter-onset analysis and combination of tools as given in (80), we suggest the
Pointed Empty Nucleus analysis for Polish, as well. Consider the representation
given in (82).
(82)

[drØgØn]ąć

‘shudder’

Projection Licensing

R <<< R Proper Government
O1

N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4

x

x x

x

d

r

g

x

x

x x

n ą

ć

In (82), N3 properly governs N2, as a result of which N2 remains silent. There is
no proper governor for N1, but it is still silent since it is a Pointed Empty
Nucleus. The point again concerns the left edge of a base: the N 2, which is
properly governed by N3, can license N1 from right-to-left at the projection level
in Polish, as opposed to Turkish. Regarding the Pointed Empty Nucleus licensing,
the difference between Polish and Turkish stems from the types of the licensor
nuclei: Turkish does not accept the properly governed empty nucleus as a
Pointed Empty Nucleus licensor, as we discussed in Chapter 3, while Polish does
so, as given in (82). Accordingly, we argue that the licensor nucleus choice for
the Pointed Empty Nucleus is a parameter, as given in (53) and repeated in (83).
(83)

The Pointed Empty Nucleus Licensing Parameter
The pointed empty nucleus must be licensed by a full nucleus.
ON: Turkish:
The pointed empty nucleus must be licensed only by an
interpreted nucleus, not a properly governed one.
OFF: Polish:
The pointed empty nucleus may be licensed by a properly
governed empty or a full nucleus.

In Polish, the Pointed Empty Nucleus also explains certain mono-consonantal
prefixes, given in (84a-b).
(84)

Mono-consonantal prefixes in Polish
a. z#ń eś ć
‘to bear’
b. w#z#ń eś ć
‘to raise’
Adapted from Polgárdi (1998:52) Example (5)
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According to Kaye (1995), the prefixes given in (84a-b) have their own domain,
as illustrated in (85). Note that the existence of the silent nuclei, which are not
properly governed, is explained via domain final p-licensing in Gussmann and
Kaye (1993) and Kaye (1995). See (85) for the naive representation of (84b)
within the Standard GP.
(85)

The Standard GP
[[wØ][[zØ][ń eś ć]]]
O1 N1
[[ x

O2 N2 O3 N3 O4 …

x ] [[ x x ][ x

w

z
P-licensing

x

ń

x

]]]

e ś

ć

P-licensing

The existence of the empty nucleus might be explained via the Domain Final Plicensed Empty Nucleus in [wØ] and [zØ] as in (85), but what about the idea of
“domain heading” in GP? An uninterpreted nucleus cannot be the domain head
according to GP: the domain heads cannot be licensed in GP. Thus, Gussmann
and Kaye’s (1993) and Kaye’s (1995) proposal for prefixation seems to be in
contradiction with Kaye’s domain head claim. Instead, we argue in our model
that some prefixes come with a Pointed Empty Nucleus, as represented in (86).
Projection Licensing

R <<< R Proper Government
(86)
Oy1 Ny1 OZ1 Nz1 O1 N1 O2 …
x
w

x

x

x x

x

x

z

ń

e

ś

ć

According to the representation in (86), the base nucleus (N 1) properly governs
the prefixal nucleus (Nz1). Then the prefix initial Pointed Empty Nucleus (Ny1) is
licensed by the properly governed empty nucleus (Nz1) at the projection level.

4.4.4. Interim Summary
In Sections 4.4.1., 4.4.2. and 4.4.3., we aimed to explain the “exceptional”
phonological processes among languages via the Pointed Empty Nucleus as a
nano-parametric variation. We argued that the Pointed Empty Nucleus is an
important constituent to explain nano-parametric intra-linguistic variations
and the silent nuclei which lack proper government. We discussed Dutch,
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English, Polish and Turkish data in light of the Pointed Empty Nucleus and
revised the ECP by eliminating domain final p-licensing and magic licensing
from the system. Section 4.5. will discuss learnability and default parameter
setting in the Parametric Hierarchical System.

4.5. Learnability and Parameter Setting in the Parametric
Hierarchical System
In the present section, we will discuss the parameters and the Parametric
Hierarchical System in light of the markedness, superset/subset relations and
the learnability issues.

4.5.1. The Parametric Hierarchical Tree, Markedness and
Superset/Subset Relations
Recall that the Final Onset Parameter is not enough by itself to explain the
different degrees of variations and restrictions on the base final onset among
languages which fix that parameter in the same way: i.e. Japanese, Malayalam,
English, French, Polish and Turkish all fix the Final Onset Parameter OFF, but in
the base final onset position: (i) only a placeless N is possible in Japanese; (ii)
the obstruents are not allowed in Malayalam; (iii) the base final branching
onsets cannot occur in English; and (iv) the base final obstruent devoicing
appears in Turkish and Polish. In order to explain these kinds of cross-linguistic
variations and restrictions in the base final onset position, we claimed that
there are certain sub-parameters (meso-micro-nano) under our big parameter
(macro), the Final Onset Parameter.
We argued that the Final Onset Parameter-OFF languages differ from
each other in terms of their final onset since they fix the sub-parameters in
different ways. With this aim, we built a Parametric Hierarchical Tree following
Biberauer (2011), Biberauer and Roberts (2012), Branigan (2012), Roberts
(2012) under which there is a macro parameter at the top, and meso, micro,
nano-parameters go down one after the other. The parametric hierarchy is built
on the idea of markedness in Biberauer and Roberts (2016). Accordingly, the
macro parameter is less marked, and the nano parameter is the most marked.
Thus, the least marked parameter occurs at the top of the tree while the more
marked parameter(s) appear towards the bottom. Remember our Parametric
Hierarchical Tree given in (50) and repeated in (87).
(87)

The Parametric Hierarchical Tree
The Final Onset Parameter (FOP)
The base final onsets must be melodically mute.
ON

OFF
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Bases must end in a vowel: Italian, Vata,
Zulu, etc.

Bases may end in a consonant or a
vowel: Japanese, Malayalam, English,
French, Turkish, Polish, etc.

The Place Parameter (PP)
The base final onset must be unspecified in terms of place.
ON
Only the placeless Cs may occur in
the base final O position: Japanese,
etc.

OFF
The bases may end in a placed
consonant: Malayalam, English,
Turkish, etc.

The Obstruent Parameter (OP)
The base final onset must be a non-obstruent.
ON
Only the non-obstruent
TheCsTheThe
occur in
the base final O position:
Malayalam, etc.

OFF
The obstruents may occur in the base
final O position: Thai, Vietnamese,
English, Dutch, etc.

The Final Inter-Constituent Governor Onset Parameter (FIGOP)
The base final onset can be an inter-constituent governor.
ON

OFF

The bases may end in a coda-onset
cluster: English, Turkish, Polish, French,
etc.

The bases end only in a single C or V.
No final coda-onset or branching
onset cluster: Spanish, most of the
Sino-Tibetan Languages, etc.

The Final Constituent Governor Onset Parameter (FCGOP)
The base final onset is a constituent governor.
ON

OFF

The bases may end in a branching
onset or coda-onset clusters: French,
Polish, etc.

The bases may end only in codaonset clusters: English, Dutch, etc.

The Non-Continuant Voice Parameter (NCVP)
The base final non-continuant obstruents can be voiced.
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ON
Both voiced and voiceless obstruents
may occur in the base final position:
Kobon, Inupiaq, English, French, etc.

OFF
The base final non-continuant
obstruents must be voiceless: Thai,
Vietnamese, Dutch, German,
Turkish, etc.

The Continuant Voice Parameter (CVP)
The base final continuant obstruents can be voiced.
ON
The voiced continuant obstruents may
occur base finally: Turkish.

OFF
Only voiceless continuant
obstruents, not the voiced ones,
may occur in the base final
position: Dutch, German, Polish, etc.

Given in (87), we tried to build our Parametric Hierarchical Tree 55 in light of the
issue of markedness, following Biberauer and Roberts (2016). Our macro
parameter—the Final Onset Parameter—is the least marked, while the Voice
Parameters are the most marked ones on the tree. Also, there is a subset /
superset relation among the parameters: our learning procedure appears to
involve moving from superset (inclusive) to subset (restrictive) parameters,
following Biberauer and Roberts (2016). Accordingly, the Final Onset
Parameter includes the Voice Parameter but not vice versa.
Note that our hierarchy is not just a purely formal device but shows
how the system works in languages regarding the base final onset position. In
our Parametric Hierarchical Tree, the top parameter (the Final Onset
Parameter) says that the final onset must be mute. Even if it is not mute in a
given language, the final onset has a tendency to have no place features (the
Place Parameter). Then, even though it has place features, the final onset
prefers to be a non-obstruent (the Obstruent Parameter), and so on.
Accordingly, the top parameter expresses some kind of the ideal: the ideal case
for the final onset is to be mute since the onsets must be licensed in order to be
melodically filled out. Even if languages do not have the ideal option, they still
go after the ideal case by setting some restrictions for the final onset, as we
argued above. Therefore, our hierarchical tree represents the ideal, possible
and real cases altogether.
Now we will discuss how the parameters are set in the Parametric
Hierarchical System in terms of learnability.

Recall from Section 4.3.2. that the tree given in (87) is not the ultimate version of the
parametric hierarchies. It may be reorganized and/or developed with other parameters,
and/or new hierarchies may be built up. Furthermore, there might be larger trees in
light of other languages and language acquisition processes. All of these can prove of
interest for prospective studies.
55
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4.5.2. The Default Setting in Parameters and Learnability
In UG, there are: (i) a number of universal principles which are valid for every
single language, i.e. the Extended Projection Principle (EPP), which says that
every sentence must have a subject; and (ii) parameters that distinguish
languages from each other with ON/OFF options, e.g. the Pro-Drop Parameter:
ON in Italian, making it a null subject language, while OFF in English, not
making it a null subject language (Rizzi, 1982; Hyams, 1986 among others).
This means that language acquisition is the process of fixing parameters.
Different parameter-settings can explain the differences among languages.
Chomsky (1995) argues that a child acquires his/her first language by
fixing the correct parametric option. In addition, Chomsky (2001) claims that
every parameter has a default setting56 which is specified prior to any linguistic
experience.57 Accordingly, it is often assumed that the child begins to acquire a
language with a default parameter setting which must be the most restrictive
one (Crain, 1991). Then, the child changes the parameter to a less restrictive
setting when s/he comes across counterevidence in the environment. In the
present study, the default parametric setting58 means the setting which we
assume unless we find evidence for the contrary. That is to say, it is the most
restricted option.59
Let us discuss the Pro-Drop Parameter as an example for the abovementioned phenomenon. Regarding the Pro-Drop Parameter, the question is
whether we can express the subject as a pro or not. Turkish and Italian are proThe present study blends Chomsky’s (2001) default parameter setting idea with
Biberauer and Roberts’ (2016) hierarchy system within our model. We analyze our
parameters on the hierarchical tree in light of Chomsky’s (2001) default parameter
setting, although there are some differences between the systems of Biberauer and
Roberts (2012, 2013, 2016) and Chomsky (2001) in terms of their parameter
formulations and underlying reasoning, i.e. the parameters are formulated in declarative
form in Chomsky (2001) but in question form in Biberauer and Roberts (2012, 2016).
Since we just focus on the hierarchy and default settings in our model, we do not go into
detailed discussion on their differences: See and compare Chomsky (2001) and
Biberauer and Roberts (2012, 2016) for more detailed information.
57 There are also some studies against the idea of default parametric setting. Sugisaki
(2007) notes that if every parameter has a default setting, then there should be a
language whose parameter-settings are completely identical with the default settings,
but such a language has not been attested.
58 I thank Marc van Oostendorp for drawing my attention to the idea of default
parameter setting and its relation to our hierarchical system.
59 There are still other views on the issue of default parametric setting. Lebeaux (1988)
argues that children begin with both parameter values, one of which takes priority in
response to the input from the language. Yang (2002, 2004) claims that parameters are
set on the basis of statistical information and different parameter values compete with
each other. According to another idea, the value that survives in the positive input is
chosen as the default setting; Hyams (1986) proposes that all children begin with a prodrop grammar. In light of the positive data, the child will adopt the correct final setting:
either pro-drop or non-pro-drop.
56
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drop languages, but English is not. Thus, the subject has to be pronounced in
English but does not have to be in Italian and Turkish. In light of the given
discussion, the default setting for the Pro-Drop Parameter must be the most
restrictive one, i.e. the non-pro-drop option. Accordingly, we assume that the
child starts with thinking that all languages are going to be like English, i.e. all
sentences have overt subjects. After s/he comes across a Turkish sentence
without an overt subject, s/he knows her/his default setting is not valid for
Turkish and s/he resets this parameter to pro-drop. In contrast, if we assume
that the child started with the pro-drop option as the default setting, where
s/he can have an overt or null subject, the child can never switch to the right
setting since both sentences with and without an overt subject are allowed in
pro-drop option, as in Turkish. It means that all English sentences that the child
hears start with a subject, but this is fine for the pro-drop setting since the
subject may also be overtly filled out in that setting, as in Turkish. Therefore,
there would be no reason to reset the parameter. Accordingly, the more
restrictive setting is the default setting for the parameters in our study.
In the present section, we adapt the default parameter setting idea into
our Parametric Hierarchical System and argue that each of the sub-parameters
also has a default setting as the big parameters have. Now we will analyze our
parameters in terms of their default settings. Let us begin with the Initial Onset
Parameter (88).
(88)

The Initial Onset Parameter
The base initial onsets must be melodically realized.
ON: Modern Arabic, Ute, Ingush, Djapu, Nyangumarta, Warlpiri:
Bases must begin with a consonant, not with a vowel.
OFF: English, French, Turkish:
Bases may begin with a consonant or a vowel.

In the Initial Onset Parameter 60 (88), the default setting is ON since this option
is more restrictive: the bases must begin with a consonant and not with a vowel.
The child is assumed to start with a language like Arabic rather than one like
Turkish. Every Arabic word is also allowed in Turkish in terms of being

Note that the Initial Onset Parameter is not on the Parametric Hierarchical Tree since
there is no visible relation between the Initial Onset and the Final Onset Parameters. If
so, why do we discuss that parameter in this section? Within the present study, we
argued that some languages, such as Turkish, fix the parameter OFF but some others
(Modern Arabic) set it as ON. As a result, we seem to be done with the Initial Onset
Parameter. However, the Initial Onset Parameter can initiate a new potential hierarchical
tree: it means that there may be sub-parameters under it. There may be some more
detailed differences among
languages regarding their initial onset position. This is also true for the Pointed Empty
Nucleus Licensing Parameter given in (53).
60
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consonant initial, so the child would never know s/he is wrong if s/he started
with the OFF option. Therefore, we must get ON as the default setting.
Accordingly, if the child hears a vowel initial base, s/he will change the setting
into OFF and s/he will be aware of the fact that s/he is encountering a new
language, such as English, French or Turkish. Let us do a similar analysis for the
parameters under the Parametric Hierarchical Tree.
(89)

The Final Onset Parameter
The base final onsets must be melodically mute.
ON: Italian, Vata, Zulu:
Bases must end in a vowel, not in a consonant.
OFF: Japanese, Malayalam, English, French, Turkish, Polish:
Bases may end in a consonant or a vowel.

For the Final Onset Parameter (89), the default setting is again ON. We assume
that the child begins with the more restrictive option: the bases must end in a
vowel and not in a consonant, as in the case of Italian. Then s/he switches the
setting to OFF when s/he hears consonant final bases. Note that Turkish does
not occur in the default setting either in the Initial Onset or Final Onset
Parameters, since the bases may begin with and end in a vowel or consonant in
that language. Thus, Turkish seems to be highly inclusive in terms of the base
initial and final positions.
See (90) for our Place Parameter analysis.
(90)

The Place Parameter
The base final onset must be unspecified in terms of place.
ON: Japanese:
Only the placeless Cs may occur in the base final O position.
OFF: Malayalam, English, Turkish, etc.:
The bases may end in a placed consonant.

For the Place Parameter, our claim is that ON is the default case since it is more
restrictive. In the ON option, the final onset is available only for the placeless
consonant(s). Thus, when the child hears the consonants which are identified
for the place of articulation, s/he will reset the parameter into the OFF value. In
the opposite case, the child would never understand that s/he is encountering a
new language.
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(91)

The Obstruent Parameter
The base final onset must be a non-obstruent.
ON: Malayalam:
Only the non-obstruent Cs occur in the base final O position.
OFF: Thai, Vietnamese, English, Dutch, etc.:
The obstruents may occur in the base final O position.

For the Obstruent Parameter given in (91), ON is the default setting since it is
more restrictive compared to the OFF option. The child resets the setting when
s/he hears a word with a final obstruent in a language such as Dutch or English.
In the opposite case, the child would never understand that s/he encounters a
new language given that the non-obstruent initial words are also available in
the OFF case.
(92)

The Final Inter-Constituent Governor Onset Parameter
The base final onset can be an inter-constituent governor.
ON: English, Turkish, Polish, French, etc.:
The bases may end in a coda-onset cluster.
OFF: Spanish, most of the Sino-Tibetan Languages:
The bases end only in a single C or V. No final coda-onset or
branching onset clusters.

In the Final Inter-Constituent Governor Onset Parameter (92), the child starts
with OFF as the default setting, since the bases may end only in a single C or V.
No coda-onset or branching onset are allowed base finally in this option. In the
reverse case, the ON option would allow the base final C since it already allows
the final CCs. Remember, if bases may end in a CC in a given language, they can
also end in a C (Cyran, 2008). If ON were the default setting, languages such as
English and Turkish would not be differentiated from Spanish and the SinoTibetan Languages. Similarly, in the Final Constituent Governor Onset Parameter
(93), the OFF option is the default one, since the ON is less restrictive compared
to the OFF one.
(93)

The Final Constituent Governor Onset Parameter
The base final onset is a constituent governor.
ON: French, Polish, etc.:
The bases may end in a branching onset or coda-onset clusters.
OFF: English, Dutch, etc.:
The bases may end only in coda-onset clusters.
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The ON option includes both the base final branching onsets (TR) and coda
onset clusters (RT), while OFF one allows only the base final coda-onset
clusters.
In both the Non-Continuant and Continuant Voice Parameters given in
(94) and (95), respectively, the OFF options are default since they exclude
voiced obstruents from the base final position.
(94)

The Non-Continuant Voice Parameter
The base final non-continuant obstruents can be voiced.
ON: Kobon, Inupiaq, English, French:
Both voiced and voiceless obstruents may occur in the base final
position.
OFF: Thai, Vietnamese, Dutch, German, Turkish, etc.:
The base final non-continuant obstruents must be voiceless.

The ON in (94) allows both voiced and voiceless obstruents in the base final
position. Therefore, it is less restrictive and cannot be the default setting. In
(95), the ON option includes both voiced and voiceless continuant obstruents in
the base final position, while the OFF option includes only the voiceless ones, so
OFF is the default setting.
(95)

The Continuant Voice Parameter
The base final continuant obstruents can be voiced.
ON: Turkish:
The voiced continuant obstruents may occur base finally.
OFF: Dutch, German, Polish, etc.:
Only voiceless continuant obstruents, not the voiced ones, may occur
in the base final position.

In the light of the discussion given above, we argue that our parameters given
in the section come with a default setting. That default setting must always be
the more restrictive one. We assume that the child resets the default setting
into the other option if s/he comes across counterevidence. Now, let us present
the default settings for our parameters as a broader picture with a
representative language in (96).
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(96)

The Default Settings in Parameters

The Parameters

Language

The Initial Onset Parameter

The Default
Setting
ON

The Final Onset Parameter

ON

Italian

The Place Parameter

ON

Japanese

The Obstruent Parameter

ON

Malayalam

The Final Inter-Constituent Governor
Onset Parameter
The Final Constituent Governor
Onset Parameter
The Non-Continuant Voice Parameter

OFF

Spanish

OFF

English

OFF

Turkish

The Continuant Voice Parameter

OFF

Dutch

Arabic

Apart from the parameters given above, we can also identify the default setting
in the Pointed Empty Nucleus Licensing Parameter (97).
(97)

The Pointed Empty Nucleus Licensing Parameter
The pointed empty nucleus must be licensed by a full nucleus.
ON: Turkish:
The pointed empty nucleus must be licensed only by an
interpreted nucleus, not a properly governed one.
OFF: Polish:
The pointed empty nucleus may be licensed by a properly
governed empty or a full nucleus.

As we argued in Chapter 3 and repeated here as (98), the Pointed Empty
Nucleus must be licensed to exist in the structure.
(98)

The Pointed Empty Nucleus Condition
The pointed empty nucleus must be licensed at the projection level.

In (97), the licensing of the Pointed Empty Nucleus is parametrized. The default
setting is ON since the only licensor for the Pointed Empty Nucleus is a full
(interpreted) nucleus. However, the licensor may be a full or empty nucleus in
the OFF option. Accordingly, the more restrictive setting (ON) is assumed to be
default for the child and the counter examples cause switching of the parameter
setting into OFF.
In sum, in the present section, we have discussed our parameters and
hierarchical system in light of the markedness, superset/subset relations and
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the learnability issues. We adapted the default parameter setting idea of
Chomsky (2001) into the Parametric Hierarchical System and presented an
overall picture of the default settings of our parameters.
Before summarizing our chapter and making the concluding remarks in
Section 4.7., Section 4.6. will present some further discussion on the base final
and base internal onset positions in terms of consonant clustering. The section
aims to raise certain questions on the issue, to give some possible answers to
them and to make certain hypotheses in order to promote any future
investigation.

4.6. Further Discussion
In light of the Final Onset Parameter and the Parametric Hierarchies given in the
present chapter, we have seen that the base final onset might be weakened
when the Final Onset Parameter is set OFF: devoicing and the absence of
obstruents and/or clusters61 may appear in the base final onset position in
languages.
The present section asks further questions on the base final onset
position and compares the base internal CCs with the final ones in languages
such as Turkish and French. Consider the examples given in (99a-f) which
exemplify the internal and final consonant clusters in these two languages.
Examples in (99a-b) are from Turkish and show final and internal consonant
clusters, respectively. Those in (99c-f) are from French. (99c) and (99e)
exemplify final consonant clusters, while those given in (99d) and (99f) show
the internal ones. French examples are adapted from Charette (1991:29).
(99)

a. kent ‘city’
c. lent ‘slow’
e. perc ‘pierce!’

b. mınt[ɯ]ka
d. org[ə]let
f. perc[ə]voir

‘territory’
‘sty’
‘to perceive’

* mıntØka
* orgØlet
* percØvoir

Recall that the Final Inter-Constituent Governor Onset Parameter given in (100)
below is set ON both in Turkish and French.
(100)

The Final Inter-Constituent Governor Onset Parameter
The base final onset can be an inter-constituent governor.
ON: English, Turkish, Polish, French, etc.:
The bases may end in a coda-onset cluster.
OFF: Spanish, most of the Sino-Tibetan Languages:
The bases end only in a single C or V. No final coda-onset or
branching onset clusters.

The term cluster (CC) here refers to coda-onset and/or complex onsets clusters. When
we refer to the clusters broken by an empty nucleus, we use the term bogus clusters.
61
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The parameter setting-ON in (100) above implies that both Turkish and French
can have final coda-onset clusters. Consider (101) below for the representation
of a final coda-onset cluster in Turkish.
R
(101) O1 N1

O2

x x

x

k u

r t

‘wolf’

The representation given in (101) above indicates that coda-onset clusters can
occur in Turkish (and French) base finally. If this were the case, we would
expect the clusters exemplified in (102a-d) below to be grammatical in both
languages. However, the facts are to the contrary, given that the forms in (102ad) are not well formed.
(102)

a. *KandØra
b. *mıntØka
c. *orgØlet
d. *percØvoir

Recall that although coda-onset clusters are followed by no nucleus and the
final onset is not licensed, the examples in (99a, c and e) are grammatical in
both languages. However, the base internal coda-onset clusters exemplified in
(102a-d) are not allowed, even though they are followed by a properly
governed empty nucleus. The representation of one of these forms is given in
(103) below.
Proper Government

R
(103) *O1 N1

O2

x

x

x

k

a n d

N2 O3 N3 O4
x

x

x

r

a

Note that an attempt to solve the above-mentioned problem was made by
Charette (1991), where the author argues that constructions such as those in
(102a-d) are not well formed in some languages due to Government Licensing,
given in (104) below.
(104) Government licensing
For a governing relation to hold between a non-nuclear head α and its
complement, α must be government-licensed by its nucleus β.
Charette (1991)
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According to Charette’s (1991) proposal, Government Licensing as given in
(104) above, the properly governed empty nucleus cannot follow the codaonset clusters in Turkish and French due to the fact that a properly governed
empty nucleus cannot be a government licensor in those languages as a
parametric choice. Similar to Charette (1991), Polgárdi (2006) discusses the
realization of the empty nucleus despite the availability of proper government
and argues that the empty nucleus (N2 as in (103) above) must be realized,
since it is a government licensor. We reject these two proposals due to their
problematic aspects, as discussed below, and argue that N 2 in (103) is not an
empty nucleus but has a full lexical vowel, as claimed in Chapter 3.
Note that Charette’s (1991) argument is problematic in terms of the
nature of the Domain Final P-licensed Empty Nucleus. In Charette (1991) and
classical GP discussions, the final p-licensed empty nucleus is presented as too
strong a constituent to be a government licensor but too weak at the same time
to be an onset licensor. Since the final empty nucleus is not a proper onset
licensor, the final consonant lenition appears in some languages, but
nevertheless the final CC clusters are allowed in languages such as Turkish. It is
a controversial argument and lacks explanatory power. In our template model
and analysis, on the other hand, there is no final nucleus, which means that
there is no government licensing any more. If consonant clusters can occur in
the weakest position, i.e. base finally, the prediction is that they can exist base
internally, as well. However, not all languages follow this prediction, as the illformed words in (102a-d) indicate.
When we analyze the cross-linguistic data in detail, we realize that
there is a difference between the base internal and base final positions in terms
of consonantal possibility. The base internal clusters are cross-linguistically
rich in variety, but the base final ones are limited, as also observed by Cyran
(2003, 2008), even if a language sets the Final Inter-Constituent Governor Onset
Parameter ON. For instance, although Dutch has base final coda-onset clusters,
it does not allow a liquid and a non-dental consonant clusters to occur in base
final position. However, the same language allows these clusters in base
internal position when followed by a full nucleus, as illustrated in the examples
given in (105a-d).
(105)

a. *[harp]
b. *[kɛrk]
c. [harpun]
d. [karkas]

[harəp]
[kɛrək]

harp
kerk

‘harp’
‘church’

harpoen
‘harpoon’
karkas
‘carcass’
Adapted from Cyran (2008:17) Example (10a-c)

As seen in (105a-b) above, the final [rp] and [rk] clusters are not allowed in the
base final position and are broken by a schwa, although they are allowed in the
base internal position when followed by a vowel, as in the case of (105c-d). This
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is also true for Turkish clusters. Turkish has certain restrictions in base final
coda onset clusters compared to the base internal ones. Consider the examples
given in (106a-i) for the restrictions on consonant clusters in Turkish.
(106)

ptα
a. aptal
b. kaptan

‘stupid’
‘captain’

bdα
c. abdal
d. tedbir

‘wandering dervish’
‘precaution

ktα
e. doktor
f. mektup

‘doctor’
‘letter’

pkα
g. şapka

‘hat’

rlα
h. tarla
i. çarliston

‘field’
‘banana pepper’

*pt#

*kt#62
*pk#
*rl#

When we scan the Turkish Language Association online audio dictionary (TDK
Online Sesli Sözlük), we come across some RT clusters occurring base internally
before a vowel, but not base finally. Labial/alveolar obstruent clusters occur
base internally before a full vowel, as given in (106a-d), but not base finally
(*pt#).63 Also, the velar obstruent+alveolar obstruent, as exemplified in (106ef), the labial obstruent+velar obstruent, as in (106g), and the liquid clusters in
(106h-i) cannot appear base finally (*kt#, *pk#, *rl#) but can all do so base
internally.
The Dutch and Turkish examples given in (105a-d) and (106a-i) show
us that there is a difference between base internal and base final positions in
terms of consonantal restrictions. The base internal position seems to be a rich
domain in terms of consonantal possibility. It seems that the licensing power of
a full nucleus enriches the base internal area with more and more consonantal
possibilities. Consider the representation given in (107) below for the words
Kandıra ‘a place name’ and mıntıka ‘territory’.

We have pakt ‘agreement’ and direkt ‘direct’ like borrowed words ending in kt# but
these words are pronounced as [pak] and [direk] if not followed by a vowel initial suffix.
63 Turkish has some forms such as zabt/zapt ‘restraining’ and hamd/hamt ‘ascription’
but they never occur in isolation, occurring instead via affixation (zapt-ı restraining-acc)
or with auxiliary verb (zapt et- ‘to restrain’/ hamd ol(sun) ‘fortunately’).
62
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Onset Licensing

(107)

O1

R
N1

x

x

x

x

k a
m ı

n
n

d [ɯ] r a
t [ɯ] k a

O2 N2 O3 N3 O4
x

x

x

As the representation given in (107) indicates, the full nucleus in N 2 licenses the
O2, as a result of which O2 licenses the first member of the cluster. Hence, the
cluster is well formed. Recall that if N2 were properly governed by N3, as
represented in (103) above, we would not have a well-formed word. Thus, we
can assume that there is a difference between an interpreted nucleus and a
properly governed one in terms of licensing power. Remember our claim that
the properly governed suffix initial empty nucleus cannot be an onset licensor
since it is both empty and single inborn. The base internal properly governed
one also seems to be weak to some extent. It may license the voicing property
as in Turkish, but not license all consonantal possibilities.
The relevant question is why the base final coda-onset consonant
clusters [nt] (108a) do not occur in base internal position (108b) when
followed by a properly governed empty nucleus if they do not need licensing to
survive. Consider (108a-b) for Turkish examples.
(108)

a. kent
b. *mınt_ka

As given in the examples (108a-b) above, the base final coda-onset consonant
cluster is well formed in the case of (108a), while the base internal one is not
well formed in the case of (25b). Accordingly, the base internal coda-onset
clusters must be followed by a full nucleus since the base-internal coda-onset
position is defined as a rich environment in terms of consonantal possibility.
This environment needs a full nucleus licensor at least in Turkish, Dutch and
French, no matter which consonants exist in that domain. It means that the
nucleus position following a base internal coda-onset cluster is lexically full
given that it is a coda-onset licensor in the template, as opposed to Polgárdi
(2006), who argues that the nucleus position following a base internal codaonset cluster is the realization of the empty nucleus due to the lack of proper
government. This also implies that the schwa or [ɯ] is not the realization of an
empty position in these examples but a lexical vowel, as given in (109).
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(109)

R
O1 N1

O2 N2 O3 N3 O4

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

k

a

n

d [ɯ] r

a

Following Harris (1994), van Oostendorp (1999, 2003), John (2014) and
Cavirani and van Oostendorp (2017), we argue that not all schwas (or [ɯ] in
Turkish or the default vowel in a given language) are the realization of an empty
position. In this respect, the representation in (109) above shows the lexical
[ɯ], which occurs under N2 and licenses its onset pair (O2).
Following the discussion above and as a suggestion, we introduce the
Complexity Licensing Condition to distinguish the base internal and final
consonant clusters in terms of licensing. Consider (110) below.
(110)

The Complexity Licensing Condition
Base internal TR or RT clusters must be licensed by a nucleus.

The condition given in (110) above says that the nucleus following the
consonant clusters in base internal position licenses the licensor consonant so
that the licensor consonant can license a great variety of consonants compared
to the base final ones. However, this condition seems to be subject to
parametric variation since there are languages such as Polish (111a-b) and
English (111c-d), which allow a properly governed empty nucleus to satisfy the
Complexity Licensing Condition. Consider the examples given in (111a-b), where
an empty nucleus is able to license the licensor consonant in an internal
consonant cluster in Polish and also those given in (111c-d) in English.
(111)

Polish
a. [plastØra]
b. [ubrØdac]

‘plaster’
‘imagine’
Adapted from Polgárdi (1998:3) Example (1c)

English
c. funcØtion
d. empØty
Note that examples in both (111a-b) and (111c-d) are well formed. This implies
that Polish and English are different from Turkish, Dutch and French in terms
of the complexity licensing nucleus. An empty nucleus can license both TR and
RT type clusters in Polish (111b; 111a), respectively, but only RT type clusters
in English, as given in (111c-d).
The complex picture we have observed so far calls for a possible
parameter to distinguish the above-mentioned languages from each other in
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terms of the complexity licensing nucleus. Consider (112) below, which gives
the Complexity Licensing Nucleus Parameter.
(112)

The Complexity Licensing Nucleus Parameter
An empty nucleus can be a complexity licensor.
ON: English, Polish, etc.
OFF: Turkish, French, etc.

Note that the Complexity Licensing Nucleus Parameter given in (112) above
seems to be sufficient to distinguish Turkish and French from Polish and
English, but not Polish from English. Polish has both RT and TR type internal
consonant clusters, while English has only the RT type when followed by a
properly governed empty nucleus. This is exemplified in (113a-d) below.
(113)

TRVC *TRØC
a. intrigue
b. culprit

RTØC (RTVC)
c. empty
d. function

In the English examples given in (113a-b), it is obvious that the branching
onsets (TR) have to be followed by a full nucleus, but the coda-onset clusters
(RT) do not, as exemplified in (113c-d). In Polish, on the other hand, an empty
nucleus may follow both RT, as given in (114a), and TR, as in (114b), in base
internal position.
(114) a. [plastØra]
b. [ubrØdac]

‘plaster’
‘imagine’
Adapted from Polgárdi (1998:3) Example (1c)

Therefore, following from the facts presented above, we need a further subparameter to distinguish English from Polish. The micro parameter comes in
the form of the Constituent Complexity Licensing Parameter, given in (115)
below.
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(115)

The Complexity Licensing Nucleus Parameter
An empty nucleus can be a complexity licensor.
ON
English, Polish, etc.
CCØC and CCVC

OFF
Turkish, French, etc.
CCVC * CCØC

The Constituent Complexity Licensing Nucleus Parameter
An empty nucleus can be a complexity licensor within a constituent.
ON
Polish
TRØC RTØC

OFF
English
RTØC *TRØC

If we look at the small parametric tree given in (115) in detail, we realize that
French and Turkish are identical in terms of their parametric choices in that
both allow CCVC type structures but not *CCØC ones. However, French and
Turkish are different from each other with respect to the empty nucleus and
complexity licensing in the course of suffixation. (116a-d) below show this
difference.
(116) Turkish
a. kurt
b. kurt-Ølar
French
c. lente
d. lent-ement

‘wolf’
‘wolves’

[ə] *[Ø]

‘slow’
‘slowly’

As the examples above indicate, both Turkish and French may have base final
(inter-constituent) governing onsets, as given in (116a) and (116c),
respectively. This means that the final onset can be a governor without being
licensed by a nucleus. However, Turkish bases ending in coda-onset clusters
may be followed by a suffix, the initial nucleus of which is properly governed
and empty, as exemplified in (116b). In French, on the other hand, the base
final coda-onset clusters cannot be followed by a properly governed empty
nucleus, as the example in (116d) shows. The relevant Turkish example is
illustrated in (117) below.
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Proper Government

(117)

R
O1 N1

O2

x

x

x

k u r t

Na0 Oa1 Na1 Oa2
x

x

x

x

l

a

r

As discussed in Chapter 2 and 3, the suffix initial properly governed empty
nucleus (Na0) can never be a pair of the base final onset (O 2) in Turkish, as given
in the representation (117). If they were a real pair, Na0 in (117) would be
realized, i.e. *kurt-u-lar, similar to the base internal position given that it
follows coda-onset clusters. This is exemplified in (118a-c) below.
(118)

a. kurt-Ølar
b. kand[ɯ]ra
c. mınt[ɯ]ka

*kandØra
*mıntØka

For the question of why the base final onset cannot be a pair with the suffix
initial properly governed empty nucleus, we may suggest that the answer lies
behind the visibility of morphology to phonology. Morpheme boundaries may
be visible to phonology in the course of Turkish suffixation due to the fact that
base-internally never existing forms appear and mark the morpheme
boundary. Accordingly, morphology leaves a trace on phonology in terms of
consonant clusters and the empty nucleus in Turkish. However, it does not do
so in French. French examples are given in (119a-d), where a schwa [ə] occurs
after the base final consonant cluster in case of further suffixation.
(119)

a. libre
b. librement
c. forte
d. fortement

[Ø]
[ə]
[Ø]
[ə]

‘free’
‘freely’
‘strong’
‘strongly’
Adapted from Charette (1991:29)

The examples given in (119a-d) indicate that the suffix initial nucleus must be
realized in French if the base ends in a branching onset, as in the case of (119b),
or coda-onset clusters, as given in (119d), as opposed to Turkish case. If the
base ends in a single consonant, the suffix initial nucleus remains empty due to
proper government. Consider the examples given in (120a-c), where base final
single consonant can be followed by an empty nucleus.
(120)

a. sûrement
b. durement
c. froidement

[Ø]
[Ø]
[Ø]

‘certainly’
‘hardly’
‘coldly’
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The reason may be that morphology does not leave a trace on phonology in
French in the course of suffixation. For this reason, the base final onset (O2) and
the suffix initial nucleus (Na0) behave as a true pair in French, as shown in
(121), as if they occur in the base internal position.
(121)

O1 N1

O2

R
Na0 Oa Na1
x

Oa2

x

x x

x x

x

x

l

i b

r [ə] m e

n t

Note that the empty nucleus cannot license its pair in French since the
Complexity Licensing Nucleus Parameter is fixed OFF. Thus, when the bases end
in a branching onset or coda-onset clusters, French chooses the suffix which
has a lexically initial nucleus, as exemplified in (122b).
(122)

a. sure
b. fort

-[Ø]ment
-[ə]ment

For (122a-b), we suggest that the suffix –ment has two phonological forms: [Ø]ment as in the case of (122a), and -[ə]ment as in (122b). The initial [ə] is
lexical in (122b) given that it does not alternate with zero. The single consonant
or vowel final bases may prefer a suffix with a properly governed empty initial
nucleus, as illustrated in (122a). However, the fact that morphology does not
leave a trace on phonology in terms of consonant clusters and empty nuclei
does not mean that there is no active morphology in French. There is still
morphology, but it is not phonologically marked.
Up to this point, we have argued that the base internal CC clusters are
followed by a full nucleus but not by a properly governed one in Turkish, since
an empty nucleus cannot be a complexity licensor in Turkish, as given in the
Complexity Licensing Nucleus Parameter (115). It means that CCC clusters
cannot appear in simplex words. However, there may be a counterexample, as
in (123).
(123)

sırtlan

‘hyena’

Given in (123), sırtlan seems to be a simplex word because it is unanalyzable at
first sight. So how can CCC occur in a simplex word? When we scan the Turkish
Language Association online audio dictionary (TDK online sesli sözlük), we come
across certain words ending in – lAn (stem+lAn), as in (124a-c).
(124)

a. ars-lan
b. kap-lan
c. yı-lan

‘lion’
‘tiger’
‘snake’
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According to etymological studies, -lAn is a harmonic, unproductive, nominal
suffix, referring to a wild, predatory, big species (Clauson, 1972; Hatipoğlu,
1981; Nişanyan, 2003). Clauson (1972: 584) notes that there are certain animal
names which end in a suffix –lan. Accordingly, the forms given in (123-124) are
stored in the lexicon as a chunk since - lan is an unproductive suffix, having
only a few historical examples in Turkish (123-124) and is no longer used to
derive words in Turkish morphology. However, there is a problem: we never
come across the internal CCC clusters in Turkish simplex bases as in (123124a). How can we have the base internal CCCs in (123-124a) although Turkish
never allows them base internally? The idea is that these forms (123-124a-c)
are stored in the lexicon after they are combined via regular morphology.
Historically, -lAn might be a productive suffix. Morphology may have combined
the root and –lAn productively, once upon a time. However, it seems that they
were frozen and stored in the lexicon at a previous point. For such cases, Pinker
and Ullman (2002:458) argue that regulars do not have to be stored, but they
do not say that the regulars are never stored. Thus, after morphology and
phonology apply, the output may be sent to the lexicon in order to be stored as
a single unit. Accordingly, we assume that the base+lAn examples (123-124) are
sent to the lexicon as a single unit after morphology and phonology apply to
them.
In the present section, we discussed our observations regarding the
differences in base final and base internal CC clusters. We described our
observations in light of Turkish and French data. We offered a tentative
solution in order to explain why base internal CCs need to be licensed by a
nucleus, while the base final ones do not. In this respect, we offered the
Complexity Licensing Condition: Base internal TR or RT clusters must be licensed
by a nucleus. Accordingly, the base internal properly governed nucleus licenses
the complexity of the base internal CCs in some languages, such as Polish and
English, but not others, such as French and Turkish, as a parametric variation.
The languages in each group also show variations according to the subparameters, as given in (115).
We are aware of the fact that the Complexity Licensing Condition and
our discussion on complexity are at the level of hypotheses and need to be
supported with more data and further theoretical discussion. However, the
primary reason for the discussion given in the present section is to display our
observations regarding the differences between base internal and final clusters
and to take an initial step towards further research and investigation.

4.7. Chapter Summary
In the present chapter, we carried our claims made in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3
into the cross-linguistic platform: the template model, the final onset position
and the Pointed Empty Nucleus. The discussion for the Turkish phonologymorphology interface given in Chapter 3 has been extended into the other
languages.
The chapter developed two sets of arguments: (i) the base final cross-
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linguistic micro variations can be explained in light of the Parametric
Hierarchical System; and (ii) the idea of the Pointed Empty Nucleus gives an
account for the exceptional phonological cases within languages.
With respect to (i), our observation was that languages which set the
Final Onset Parameter OFF show further variations with respect to restrictions
on their final onsets. In this respect, we argued for the existence of subparameters, which can explain how languages are distinguished from each
other with respect to their base final onset. These sub-parameters followed
from the Parametric Hierarchical System, which was originally developed for
syntax as Parametric Hierarchies (Biberauer, 2011; Biberauer and Roberts,
2012; Branigan, 2012; Roberts, 2012). It is important to explain cross-linguistic
phonological variations in a parallel way to syntax, since it has been a goal for
linguistic theory to draw correspondences between linguistic modules
(Jackendoff, 2002; Kaye, 1995; Scheer, 2009; 2011). In accordance with the
syntactic arguments, we argued that sub-parametric variations determine the
language-specific final restriction process(es) in each language. Consider (125)
for the last version of our Parametric Hierarchical Tree.
(87)

The Parametric Hierarchical Tree
The Final Onset Parameter (FOP)
The base final onsets must be melodically mute.

ON
Bases must end in a vowel: Italian, Vata,
Zulu, etc.

OFF
Bases may end in a consonant or a
vowel: Japanese, Malayalam, English,
French, Turkish, Polish, etc.

The Place Parameter (PP)
The base final onset must be unspecified in terms of place.
ON
Only the placeless Cs may occur in
the base final O position: Japanese,
etc.

OFF
The bases may end in a placed
consonant: Malayalam, English,
Turkish, etc.

The Obstruent Parameter (OP)
The base final onset must be a non-obstruent.
ON
Only the non-obstruent
TheCsTheThe
occur in
the base final O position:
Malayalam, etc.

OFF
The obstruents may occur in the base
final O position: Thai, Vietnamese,
English, Dutch, etc.
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The Final Inter-Constituent Governor Onset Parameter (FIGOP)
The base final onset can be an inter-constituent governor.
ON

OFF

The bases may end in a coda-onset
cluster: English, Turkish, Polish, French,
etc.

The bases end only in a single C or V.
No final coda-onset or branching
onset cluster: Spanish, most of the
Sino-Tibetan Languages, etc.

The Final Constituent Governor Onset Parameter (FCGOP)
The base final onset is a constituent governor.
ON

OFF

The bases may end in a branching
onset or coda-onset clusters: French,
Polish, etc.

The bases may end only in codaonset clusters: English, Dutch, etc.

The Non-Continuant Voice Parameter (NCVP)
The base final non-continuant obstruents can be voiced.
ON
Both voiced and voiceless obstruents
may occur in the base final position:
Kobon, Inupiaq, English, French, etc.

OFF
The base final non-continuant
obstruents must be voiceless: Thai,
Vietnamese, Dutch, German,
Turkish, etc.

The Continuant Voice Parameter (CVP)
The base final continuant obstruents can be voiced.
ON
The voiced continuant obstruents may
occur base finally: Turkish.

OFF
Only voiceless continuant
obstruents, not the voiced ones,
may occur in the base final
position: Dutch, German, Polish, etc.

Note that with the help of the Parametric Hierarchical Tree given in (125)
above, we explained the differences between languages in terms of the
restrictions they are subject to with respect to the base final position.
With respect to our second argument (ii), we claimed that one of the
jobs of the Pointed Empty Nucleus is to explain the apparently “exceptional”
cases as nano-parametric intra-linguistic variations, such as the final C(C)
appearance in a Final Onset Parameter-ON language, or the blocking of base
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final devoicing, as in Turkish and Dutch. It also explains the appearance of
ungoverned adjacent empty nuclei in Polish. We argued that the Pointed Empty
Nucleus may occur at the base edges: right (in base final position (Turkish,
Dutch), suffix initial position (English, Turkish)) or left (base initial (Polish)
position or in the prefix initial position (English)). In this respect, it was
claimed that the projection licensing of a Pointed Empty Nucleus may be
bidirectional if the morpheme edges are in question: morpheme edges may
leave a trace on phonology. Also, we explained the SCC clusters in languages
with the Pointed Empty Nucleus instead of making use of magic licensing.
With this line of reasoning, we revised the definition of the ECP. (126ab) below gives the revised version of the ECP in our model.
(126)

The Phonological ECP (revised)
a. Properly governed empty nuclei receive no phonetic interpretation.
b. Projection licensed pointed empty nuclei receive no phonetic
interpretation.

Regarding the revised version of the Phonological ECP given in (126a-b) above,
we argued that only properly governed empty nuclei and the (projection)
licensed Pointed Empty Nuclei can remain uninterpreted. This means that there
is no room for domain finally or magically licensed empty nuclei in
phonological theory.
We also discussed our parameters and hierarchical system in light of
the markedness, superset/subset relations and the learnability issues.
Regarding the default parameter setting idea of Chomsky (2001), we discussed
the default settings of our parameters existing in the Parametric Hierarchical
System.
In sum, the present chapter focused on the discussion of the
theoretically new ideas and their universal implications. We tried to work on a
sample group of languages to develop our model. However, it will be highly
worth checking more languages with various phonological processes in order
to improve our model. Since the parametric hierarchy idea is new for
phonology, it needs to be tested in detail on a wide range of languages by taking
more phonological processes into consideration.
Also, the above-mentioned parameters, such as the Initial Onset
Parameter and the Pointed Empty Nucleus Licensing Parameter, or any
parameters to be argued for in the future, may initiate new potential
hierarchical trees and there may be certain sub-parameters under each of them
when more languages and processes are taken into consideration.

CHAPTER 5

Further Topics in The Turkish PhonologyMorphology Interface

5.1. Introduction
In Chapter 2, we proposed a new Template Model (1) in light of the phonologymorphology interface.
(1)

Prefix

Base

Suffix

Oz1 Nz1

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4

Na1 Oa1

Chapter 3 tested the model on Turkish and Chapter 4 discussed the universal
implications of our proposal under the Parametric Hierarchical System. Since
we have to limit our study with the most remarkable set of data within the
phonology-morphology interface, our phonological analyses mainly focused on
the Final Onset position, Final Consonants, Final Consonant weakening,
devoicing, empty nuclei, etc., both in Turkish and other languages. However, the
phonology-morphology interface in Turkish is far more than we have covered
so far. It has been studied for decades in relation to various (morpho)phonological phenomena, including stress (Lewis, 1967; Underhill, 1976;
Sezer, 1983; Kaisse, 1985; Çakır, 1998, 2006; Polgárdi, 1998; Kabak and Vogel,
2001; Inkelas and Orgun, 2003, 2004 among others), consonant and vowel
harmony (Lees, 1961; Lewis, 1967; Charette and Gö ksel, 1994, 1996; Polgárdi,
1999; Pöchtrager, 2009; Kabak, 2011; Erguvanlı-Taylan, 2015; Kardestuncer,
1982, 1983; among the others), vowel-zero alternation (Clements and Sezer,
1982; Özsoy, 2004; İskender, 2008; Göksel and Kerslake, 2011) , vowel
shortening (Kaye, 1990), consonant degemination (van der Hulst and van de
Weijer, 1991), k-zero alternation (Sezer, 1981; Denwood, 2002; Nuhbalaoğlu,
2010; Pöchtrager, 2013), etc. Therefore, the present chapter is devoted to the
discussion of various phenomena in the Turkish phonology-morphology
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interface listed above under the template model we have offered in the present
study. In this respect, we will try to show which processes are purely
phonological and which ones imply a morphological boundary in Turkish.
Note that each topic is large enough to be investigated in detail.
However, the present chapter will mention them in a concise manner within
the scope of the Turkish phonology-morphology interface. We will present
suggestions on these processes under our template model since the main aim of
the present chapter is to set a ground for further studies on the given topics.
The rest of the chapter will focus on each phenomenon listed above
and provide a brief discussion as to whether they show any morphological
boundary or not. Section 5.2. is devoted to the issue of stress. Section 5.3. is
concerned with vowel/consonant (dis)harmony and element spreading. In
Section 5.4., we focus on vowel-zero alternation in order to see if it marks the
boundary in Turkish. Section 5.5. deals with another phonological issue in
Turkish, i.e. vowel shortening, and Section 5.6. discusses how consonant
degemination appears in Turkish. Section 5.7. is concerned with k - Ø
alternation in Turkish. Finally, Section 5.8. presents the concluding remarks.

5.2. Stress and Boundaries
Stress is a controversial issue which has been analyzed under many approaches
and from different point of views in past phonology literature: i.e. notations,
diacritics and context-free rules by SPE (Chomsky and Halle, 1968);
lexical/post-lexical levels and rules, rule-ordering by Lexical Phonology
(Kiparsky, 1982; Hameed, 1985; Kaisse, 1986; Mohanan, 1986; Underhill, 1988;
Barker, 1989; McMahon, 2000); metrical foot, headedness, syllable weight,
grids and rules by Metrical Phonology (Hammond, 1984; Halle, 1987; Hayes,
1995; Gráf, 2001); parameters and strict CV by Government Phonology (Scheer
and Szigetvári, 2005); ranked and violable constraints by Optimality Theory
(Fitzgerald, 1994; McCarthy and Prince, 1994; Hermans and van Oostendorp,
1999; Pater, 2000; van Oostendorp, 2015b); and prosodic units from subsegments to phrases, prosodic hierarchy, feet, iambs and trochees by Prosodic
Phonology (Nespor and Vogel, 1979; Selkirk, 1980). Stress has also been
analyzed as either a phonological word boundary marker (Kabak and Vogel,
2001) or as a syntactic boundary indicator (Newell, 2008; Scheer, 2008, 2012).
In Turkish linguistics too, stress has been one of the most discussed
topics. One important fact of Turkish stress is that the default stress position in
Turkish is final in simplex and some borrowed words, as given in (2a-d) (Lees,
1961; Ediskun, 1963; Lewis, 1967; Demircan, 1975; Ergin, 1975; Banguoğlu,
1976; Underhill, 1976, 1988; Gencan, 1979; Sezer, 1983; Çakır, 1998, 2006;
Özsoy, 2004; Göksel and Kerslake, 2011; Kornfilt, 2013).
(2)

a. kut'u
b. den'iz
c. kit'ap
d. televizy'on

(Turkish)
(Turkish)
(Arabic)
(French)

‘box’
‘sea’
‘book’
‘television’
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Adapted from Çakır (2006:4-5) Examples (1-2)
Another fact about stress in Turkish is that suffixed words also bear the final
stress by default (3a-e). For Turkish, a language with heavy suffixation, this
means that stress shifts to the right as new suffixes are attached to the bases.
(3)

a. tan'ı b. tanı-d'ık
c. tanı-dık-l'ar
d. tanı-dık-lar-'ım
e. tanı-dık-lar-ım-'ız

know
acquaintance
acquaintances
my acquaintances
our acquaintances
Çakır (2006:6) Example (3)

However, stress does not always occur in the default position (namely, final) of
every single word in Turkish. This means that irregular (non-final) stress is
possible in Turkish, as well. There are basically two types of irregular stress: (i)
exceptional lexical items, and (ii) exceptional suffixes.
(4)

Irregular Stress: exceptional lexical items
a. Kast'amonu
b. fak'ülte
c. n'egatif
d. fabr'ika

(5)

‘a city in Turkey’
‘faculty’
‘negative’
‘factory’

Irregular Stress: exceptional morphemes (given in boldface)
a. g'it-me-di-ler
go-Neg-Past-3P

‘They did not go.’

b. sab'ah-leyin ‘in the morning’
morning-Der
c. hast'a-y-dım ‘I was sick.’
sick-Cop-Past-1P
Kabak and Vogel (2005:3) Examples (2-3)
As given in Kabak and Vogel (2005), the words can be lexically non-final
stressed (4a-d) or they can be irregularly stressed due to certain exceptional
morphemes (5a-c). Note that the former case has been studied extensively by
Sezer (1981) and Çakır (1998, 2006). As for the latter case, there are two
general views for the relation between irregular stress and unstressable
suffixes: The first group (Kabak and Vogel, 2001; Kabak and Revithiadou, 2006
and 2009) considers stress as a phonological domain boundary identifier and
define the domain boundaries in accordance with stress placement; therefore,
the place and (ir)regular status of stress are highly important for these studies.
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According to Kabak and Vogel (2001), the exceptional morphemes, as in (5a-c),
are marked as unstressable adjuncts in the lexicon in terms of prosodic
hierarchy.
For the second group (Sebüktekin, 1984; Demircan, 1984; Charette,
Göksel and Şener, 2007; Göksel, 2010; Göksel and Güneş, 2013), on the other
hand, the unstressable suffixes are not only prosodically marked but they also
have a special status in (morpho)syntax, semantics, information structure,
discourse and pragmatics. It means that stress is an intermodular research
topic and its implications are not limited to phonology or prosody.
In Section 5.2.1., we will first discuss Kabak and Vogel (2001) in terms
of irregular stress and unstressable morphemes. Then, Section 5.2.2. will focus
on the intermodular status of stress and unstressable morphemes, as given in
Sebüktekin (1984), Demircan (1984), Charette, Göksel and Şener (2007),
Göksel (2010), and Göksel and Güneş (2013). The aim of this brief discussion
on stress is the possibility of raising further research questions and opening
future research topics in terms of stress, our template model and the
Parametric Hierarchical System, although we are aware of the fact that stress is
a huge study area and two sub-sections cannot be enough to discuss it in detail.

5.2.1. Does Stress Signal any Boundary?
Kabak and Vogel (2001) is one of the most crucial studies which takes stress
into consideration in order to identify domain boundaries in Turkish. For
Kabak and Vogel (2001), the Phonological Word in Turkish (PW) is the domain
whose boundary is defined by stress assignment.
Accordingly, in a given word, stress is assigned either lexically (6a), as
given in examples (4a-d), or it falls on the final syllable of the PW (6b) in that
stress shifts to the right as new suffixes are attached to the word in Turkish
regular stress assignment (3a-e).
(6)

Word Stress Assignment in Turkish
a. Stress a lexically marked syllable.
b. Otherwise, stress the final syllable of a Phonological Word.
Kabak and Vogel (2001:329) Example (24a-b)

With this line of reasoning, Kabak and Vogel (2001) provide examples of the
PW domain and stress assignment, as in (7a-d).
(7)

a. [sep'et]PW
b. [sepet-l'er]PW
c. [sepet-ler-'im]PW
d. [sepet-ler-im-d'en]PW

‘basket’
‘baskets’
‘my baskets’
‘from my baskets’
Kabak and Vogel (2001:324) Examples (15a-d)
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However, there are a number of morphemes in Turkish, as given in (8a-j),
which do not conform with this process since they are not stressable: these
morphemes are called Phonological Word Adjoiners (PWAs) by Kabak and Vogel
(2001), some of which are listed in (8a-j).
(8)

PWAs in Turkish
a. -mA
(negation marker)
b. -dA
(post-clitic coordinator)
c. ki
(complementizer)
d. -DIr
(epistemic copula)
e –y/Ø
(copular clitic (full form: i-))
f. -mI
(yes/no question clitic)
g. -(y)lA
(comitative/instrumental (full form: ile))
h. -(y)ken
(‘when’ (full form: iken))
i. -gil
(suffix that derives family names from nouns)
j. adverb/adjective-deriving suffixes (e.g. -CA, -leyin ‘at’ (as in sa'bahleyin ‘at morning’; not productive), -In ‘in/when’ (as in 'yaz-ın ‘in
summer’; not productive)
Adapted from Kabak and Vogel (2001:328) Example (22a-j)

In (7a-d), whenever we attach a suffix to a base, the stress shifts on it. The
PWAs in (8a-j), on the other hand, are morphemes that are lexically specified
and obligatorily excluded from the PW, which consists of a root plus all suffixes
up to but not including a PWA (Kabak and Vogel, 2001:327-338).64 As opposed
to the all suffixes in (9a), PWAs such as the negation marker do not take stress,
as in (9b), according to Kabak and Vogel (2001).
(9)

a. [sev-il-di-n'iz]PW
love-pass-past-2pl

‘You were loved.’

b. [[sev-'il]PW-me(PWA)-di-niz]
‘You were not loved.’
love-pass-neg-past-2pl
Kabak and Vogel (2001:327) Example (20a-b)
Accordingly, non-lexical stress (regular or irregular) shows the end of the
phonological word in Turkish in Kabak and Vogel’s study, as represented in
(9a-b). A PWA is not affected by word stress assignment since it is outside the
domain of the phonological word (9b): i.e. [sev-'il] is the phonological word but
the negation marker –mA is not included in that domain.
In Kabak and Vogel’s analyses, the PWAs given in (8a-j) have special
status in the prosodic hierarchy, so they seem to be marked as phonological
word adjoiners in the lexicon. The relevant question might be: what do these
adjoiners imply in our system?
See Kabak and Vogel (2001) for a detailed discussion of the phonological nature of
Phonological Word Adjoiners and a complete list of these forms.
64
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Recall from the previous chapters that we developed the new template
model in order to explain the phonology-morphology interface in a nonarbitrary way. With this aim, we eliminated all extra-phonological tools, such as
diacritics, brackets, and phonologically unmotivated licensing from our system.
In our model, we have only base, suffix and prefix templates; government and
licensing mechanisms; and parametric and sub-parametric settings in order to
give a reasonable account for phonological processes, some of which, e.g.
devoicing, are morphological footprints on phonology.
Unlike Kabak and Vogel (2001), we do not have any domains in our
model; instead we have only the prefix-base-suffix templates based on different
constituent structures. Moreover, we argue that processes such as devoicing
mark the base final onset position but not domains, in the sense of Kabak and
Vogel (2001). Our template model focuses on phonological processes via
segmental analyses: i.e. the elemental compositions, spreading or delinking are
investigated in light of our templates, government and licensing mechanisms
and (sub-)parametric variations. This means that there is no supra-segmental
tool which can assess the role of stress in our system. Thus, both our model and
Kabak and Vogel (2001) analyze the data from different dimensions.
Nevertheless, we will try to show how our system sees the data as given in
Kabak and Vogel (2001).
Let us illustrate (9a-b) by means of our template model in (10a-b),
respectively.
Proper Government

(10)

Proper Government

a. O1 N1 O2 Na0 Oa1 Nb0 Ob1 Nb1 Ob2 Nc0 Oc1 Nc1 Oc2
x

x

x

x

x

s

e

v

i

l

x

x

x

d

i

Proper Government

x

x

x x

n

i

Proper Government

z

Proper Government

b. O1 N1 O2 Na0 Oa1 Nb0 Ob1 Nb1 Ob2 Nc0 Oc1 Nc1 Oc2 Nd0 Od1 Nd1 Od2
x

x x

x

x

s

e v

i

l

x

x

x

m

e

x

x

x

d

i

x

x
n

x
i

x
z

In (9a), represented as (10a) above, there are three suffixes on the base
illustrated via our templates: the -Il passive marker (Na0 Oa1), the -DI past
marker (Nb0 Ob1 Nb1 Ob2), and the -nIZ the 2nd person plural agreement marker
(Nc0 Oc1 Nc1 Oc2). With respect to stress assignment, Nc1 gets the default final
stress at the prosodic level.
In (10b), there are three suffixes and one PWA (the negation marker)
on the base: the -Il passive marker (Na0 Oa1), the -mA negation marker (PWA)
(Nb0 Ob1 Nb1 Ob2), the -DI past marker (Nc0 Oc1 Nc1 Oc2), and the -nIZ the 2nd
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person plural agreement marker (Nd0 Od1 Nd1 Od2). Accordingly, the default
stress is on Na0. Remember that according to Kabak and Vogel’s domain
analysis, the PWA (negation marker) shows the PW boundary, as in (11b). If
there is no PWA, a phonological word ends where the default stress is assigned
(11a).
(11)

a. [sev-il-di-n'iz]PW
b. [[sev-'il]PW-me(PWA)-di-niz]PW

In our templates (10a-b), on the other hand, there is no such information. As we
argued throughout the dissertation, the bases, suffixes and prefixes are visible
in phonology via unique templates. We also claimed that this visibility is
possible if there is morphological productivity. No other property is visible in
phonology in the template model. Therefore, a morpheme might be a lexically
marked as a PWA, but this is not visible in our templatic system.
In our model, we are dealing with segmental phonological processes
such as devoicing in morpheme boundary identification. Consider the base final
non-continuant obstruent in (12a-c).
(12)

a. kitap ‘book’
No Onset Licensing

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
x

x

x

x x

k

i

t

a [p]
A
ʔ
U
H
L →

b. kitap-lar

delinked

book+pl
No Onset Licensing Proper Government

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
x

x

x x

k

i

t

Na0 Oa1 Na1 Oa2

x

x x

x

x

a p

l

a

r
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c. kitab-ı

book+acc
Onset Licensing

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
x x x

x

k i

a b

t

Na0 Oa1

x

x
ı
(y)

In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we argued that Turkish sets both the Final Onset
Parameter and the Non-Continuant Voice Parameter OFF (13), so the base final
voiced non-continuant obstruents undergo devoicing as a base final weakening
process.
(13)

The Non-Continuant Voice Parameter
The base final non-continuant obstruents can be voiced.
ON: Kobon, Inupiaq, English, French:
Both voiced and voiceless obstruents may occur in the base final
position.
OFF: Thai, Vietnamese, Dutch, German, Turkish, etc.:
The base final non-continuant obstruents must be voiceless.

In this respect, we argued that the existence of devoicing is evidence for the
base final boundary, as seen in (12a-b). In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we also
claimed that the absence of this process does not imply that the form is a single
unit stored in the lexicon. For instance, there is no phonological cue such as
devoicing marking base+suffix combinations in kitab-ı (12c), as opposed to
kitap-lar (12b), but the absence of a phonological cue does not mean that there
is no morphology: both kitap-lar and kitab-ı come to phonology as involving
two strings.
Now, let us compare and contrast the devoicing in the present work
with the stress analysis of Kabak and Vogel (2001) in terms of boundary
identification. In Kabak and Vogel’s (2001) system, stress iterates whenever a
new suffix attaches to the word but stops when a PWA attaches to it. PWAs
operate in a cyclic fashion in Kabak and Vogel’s (2001) system in that they
identify the left part of the string as a phonological domain and apply a
phonological rule on it, namely stress assignment. However, we do not have a
tool in our system to explain the relation between stress and PWAs. Our
templatic information is limited to the identification of a prefix, a base and a
suffix. The specific properties of a morphological form (for instance a PWA in
the sense of Kabak and Vogel (2001)) is not specified in our system.
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Devoicing, on the other hand, depends on the elemental composition of
the base final onset, licensing and sub-parametric setting. It does not operate in
the cyclic fashion that PWAs do; a devoiced segment is still part of the so-called
“domain”. Therefore, devoicing can be explainable in our phonological model
via our phonological tools since it is a segmental phonological process marking
the base boundary: devoicing signals the base final onset but not any specific
domain in our system. Recall from Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 that the base has
broad meaning in our model since all roots, suffixed and prefixed forms are
defined as a base: i.e. sev- is a base, but sev-il-me-di-niz (10b) is also a base in
our system. In this respect, we consider Kabak and Vogel’s (2001) system as
having prosodic domains whose boundaries are defined by stress. For our
model, there is no representational difference between the negation marker
and the past marker,65 but for Kabak and (2001), it is obvious that there is a
prosodic hierarchical difference between these two markers.
Accordingly, we have to state that prosodic hierarchies among
morphemes are outside the scope of this dissertation, but the stress-template
relation might be an interesting future research topic in any case. Also, crosslinguistic stress analyses might be analyzed under the Parametric Hierarchical
System, while the irregular exceptional stress within languages may be
investigated in light of nano-parametric variations as prospective studies. As
noted in Chapter 4, van Oostendorp (2015b) argues for the existence of a path
from macro- to micro-parameters for phonology, especially for language
specific stress systems. He proposes that a small set of universal parameters
and language-specific constraints may characterize stress in a given language.
Following van Oostendorp (2015b), the relationships between stress and the
Parametric Hierarchical System may serve as a research topic for future studies
so as to explain different stress systems within and among languages and to
develop a map for the stress systems of languages. Another future research
suggestion in relation to stress might be language-specific stress systems and
the exceptions to these systems: intralinguistic exceptional stress markings
might be analyzed under the nano-parametric system offered in the present
study. These questions are all too comprehensive and deserving of detail to be
answered in the present study, but they are interesting enough to be
investigated within the scope of future research.
Also, note that although our model and Kabak and Vogel’s study (2001)
analyze the data from different dimensions, this does not mean that we do not
have certain critical comments regarding their analyses. The first point is that it
is not clear how Kabak and Vogel identify word boundaries in the existence of
lexical stress if stress is a boundary indicator tool in their system: does n'egatif
have a boundary like ((neg)atif))? Does their analysis bear such unnatural
domain boundaries? The second point is that Kabak and Vogel’s (2001) focus is
on the right domain boundary but not the left one: if stress identifies the right
boundary of the PW, what identifies the left boundary in their system? For us,
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We will also refer to disharmonic PWAs such as {-ken}, {-gil} in Section 5.3.
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these are unclear points in Kabak and Vogel (2001). Accordingly, stress does
not seem to be a trustworthy sign for word boundary identification in Turkish.
Our criticism is also supported by the intermodular analyses of stress
in past literature (Sebüktekin, 1984; Demircan, 1984; Charette, Göksel and
Şener, 2007; Göksel, 2010; Göksel and Güneş, 2013), which focuses on the
relation of stress not only to prosody but also to morphology, syntax,
pragmatics and discourse. In Section 5.2.2., we will discuss the intermodular
analyses on stress and unstressable clitics (PWAs).

5.2.2. Stress: An Intermodular Discussion
As we noted in Section 5.2., a wide number of proposals have been made in
order to explain the different characteristics of Turkish stress (Zimmer, 1970;
Lightner, 1978; Özkaragöz, 1981; Konrot, 1981; Sezer, 1983; Sebüktekin, 1984;
Demircan, 1975, 1984; Kaisse, 1985; Köktürk, 1987; Underhill, 1988; Barker,
1989; Çakır, 1998, 2006; Göksel, 2008, 2010 and 2011; Kamalı and Samuels,
2008; Inkelas, 1999; Kabak and Vogel, 2001; Inkelas and Orgun, 2003, 2004;
Levi, 2005; Kabak and Revithiadou, 2006; Kahnemuyipour and Kornfilt, 2006;
Üntak-Tarhan, 2006; Charette, Göksel and Şener, 2007; Kamalı, 2011; Göksel
and Güneş, 2013 among others).
At the end of the Section 5.2.1., we suggested that stress and its relation
to unstressable forms (PWAs in Kabak and Vogel, 2001) are not merely
phonological, at least in Turkish. We claimed, following Sebüktekin (1984),
Demircan (1984), Charette, Göksel and Şener (2007), Göksel (2010), and Göksel
and Güneş (2013), that stress has dependencies with syntax, semantics,
discourse and pragmatics.
Consider some “pre-stressing forms”: the -mI question marker and the mA negation marker, among others, such as the -y/Ø (copula), the dA
(focus/topic marker), the -DIr (the epistemic/generalizing modality marker), ken (Comp), -ki (Comp), etc.
(14)

-mI question particle
a. Arab'a-mı?
b. Gör-d'ü-n-mü?

‘Is it a car?’
‘Did you see (it)?’

-mI is a focus head which attracts the focalized phrases into its specifier
position, which is accompanied by prosodic prominence, as seen in (14a-b)
(Kahnemuyipour and Kornfilt, 2006).
Negation is also a focus-related phenomenon where the focus head
attracts the negated predicate to its specifier positon, accompanied by prosodic
prominence. (Kahnemuyipour and Kornfilt, 2006).
(15)

-mA negation marker
g'el-me
‘Don’t come!’
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As seen in (14a-b) and (15), the question particle and negation marker are not
stressable. According to Kabak and Vogel (2001), they are lexically marked as
PWAs, according to the prosodic hierarchy. However, their relation to stress
seems to be more than prosodic hierarchy. They are also related to certain
syntactic, semantic or contextual information.
Sebüktekin (1984:301) argues that the absence or presence of a
specific syntactic environment is a determining factor for the placement of
Turkish word stress. He notes that there are two types of word stress in
Turkish: context-free and context-bound. Sebüktekin (1984) argues that words
are not necessarily stressed in their ‘expected’ positions. They can have accent
on other positions, depending on the syntactic environment. See (16a-b) and
(16c-d) where the same form exhibits different stress patterns.
(16)

Alternating stress in words based on NFS (non-final stress) stems
a. d'epo-la-ma-dı
‘He did not store (it).’
b. depo-l'a-ma-dı
‘He did not store (it).’
c. g'el-me-miş-se
‘if he has not come’
d. gel-me-m'iş-se
‘if he has not come’
Sebüktekin (1984:299) Examples (23a-b) and (10a-b), respectively

In fact, d′epo is a lexically initial stressed word. In (16a), stress remains where
it is after affixation. However, in (16b), it moves to –la, preceding the negation
marker. In (16c), there is no lexical stress and stress falls right before the
negation marker. In (16d), on the other hand, stress moves to –miş. In fact,
(16a) and (16c) are default positions in presentational focus; thus, stress
remains where it is. However, the stress changes into contrastive focus in (16bd): different positioning of stress causes clear distinctions of emphasis, as
Sebüktekin (1984:299) argues.
Göksel (2010) and Göksel and Güneş (2013) also support Sebüktekin
(1984) in claiming that the examples given in (16a-d) are root clauses, i.e.
words which are morphologically complex units functioning as a root clause.
For Göksel (2010) and Göksel and Güneş (2013), (17a) and (17b) are both
clauses.
(17)

a. çocukları neden parka göndermedin?
‘Why didn’t you send the kids to the park?’
b. yorul-uyor-lar. ‘They get tired.’
get.tired-prog-3
Göksel and Güneş (2013)

Göksel and Güneş (2013) argue that stress placement is related to emphasis or
contrast, or more broadly, to the prosody of information structure, which is not
surprising since the words in question in (16a-d) and (17b) are root clauses
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and propositions.66 Therefore, they argue that one would expect to see
‘sentence level prosody’ inside these words, and parse them accordingly as
Intonational Phrases. Word level stress is overridden by information structural
and other (continuative/comma) intonation in (16a-d) and (17a-b).67 This
means that the place of the stress is determined according to the information
structure and other intonational facts. Therefore, Göksel and Güneş (2013) note
that the term ‘stress’ is too broad: ‘stress’ means: (i) lexical stress; (ii) boundary
tones; and (iii) prosodic (focal) prominence in Turkish. Göksel and Özsoy
(2000) also argue that the sole structural indication of focus is stress and there
is no designated focus position in Turkish. Thus, stress is also associated with
the focus phenomenon in Turkish. Even in certain cases given by Sebüktekin
(1984) and Göksel and Güneş (2013), discoursive information plays a role in
stress.
As opposed to what Kabak and Vogel (2001) argue, and given that
stress is related not only to phonology but also to syntax and information
structure, there might be different morphological behaviors of the same suffix
in terms of stress. Consider (18a-b).
(18) a. ((g'el)-me-miş-se) ‘if he has not come’
b. ((gel-me-m'iş)-se) ‘if he has not come’

→
→

presentational focus
contrastive focus

If the boundaries were determined according to stress placement, there would
be two different representations for the domainhood of the same form, as in
(18a) and (18b). Kabak and Vogel (2001) seem to ignore such variations since
they do not take the potential effects of information structure and sentence
level prosody on word stress into account.
As a result, stress has many functions in Turkish. It works in
morphology, where it can derive new lexical items (i.e. beb'ek ‘baby’ vs. B'ebek
‘a district in Istanbul’), in syntax (sentence level/information structure) (it
marks the focus), and in phonology (head nucleus).68 However, to relate the
existence of stress only to the domain/morpheme boundaries in Turkish seems
to be far from conclusive when considering the exact nature of the
phenomenon.
As we noted before, stress is quite a large phenomenon for analysis
even in a separate project due to its unique, detailed and vague status.
Therefore, our stress relevant hypotheses and suggestions should be
considered as initial steps for future studies.
Post-verbal and post-copular elements are not considered as stressable (Göksel, 2010;
Göksel and Güneş, 2013).
67 Here we only provide a brief discussion of the arguments in Göksel (2010) and Göksel
and Güneş (2013). See Göksel (2010) and Göksel and Güneş (2013) and references
therein for detailed discussion of comma boundaries and other issues.
68 See Truckenbroadt (1999), Adger (2007), Kratzer and Selkirk (2007), Newell (2008),
D’Alessandro and Scheer (2013, 2015), and Cheng and Downing (2016) for detailed
discussion of stress, phonology and syntax interaction.
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5.3. Element Spreading: Vowel/Consonant (Dis)Harmony
Vowel harmony (VH), which can be defined as the agreement of vowels in a
given word with respect to certain of their properties, is one area that has
received a lot of attention in the past phonology literature of Turkish (Cevat,
1931; Lees, 1961; Lewis, 1967; Gencan, 1979; Crothers and Shibatani, 1980;
Yavaş, 1980; Kardeştuncer, 1982, 1983; Clements and Sezer, 1982; Kirchner,
1993; van der Hulst and van de Weijer, 1991, 1995; van de Weijer, 1992;
Bennink, 1992; Hacıoğlu, 1994; Charette and Göksel, 1994, 1996; Ballım and
Seegmiller, 1996; Bassarak, 1996; van Schaaik, 1996; Parker, 1997; Denwood,
1997, 1998; Kabak, 2001, 2011; Levi, 2001; Ploch, 1998; Polgárdi, 1998, 1999,
2006; Kaun, 1999; Pöchtrager, 2009; Kabak and Vogel, 2011; van der Hulst,
2012; Arık, 2015).
There are many different theoretical analyses for Turkish VH: (i) some
of them analyze the data under a classical SPE style, rule-based approach
(Yavaş, 1980; Kardeştuncer, 1982); (ii) others provide an auto-segmental
analysis via tiers by explaining disharmonic cases with the underlying opacity
of sounds (Clements and Sezer, 1982; van der Hulst and van de Weijer, 1991);
(iii) others approach the data from an optimality theoretic point of view via
constraints (Kirchner, 1993); (iv) some adapt a mixed analysis of GP,
Optimality Theory and Lexical Phonology (Polgárdi, 2006); (v) and others
provide GP based analyses which incorporate spreading and (licensing)
constraints (Charette and Göksel, 1994, 1996; Pöchtrager, 2009).
Charette and Gö ksel (1994 and 1996) are two GP-based
comprehensive studies on Turkish VH. Regarding the vowel inventory in
Turkish, they basically argue that there are eight vowels (a, e, ɯ, i, o, ø, u, y) and
that there is no lax–tense vowel distinction in Turkish: all expressions in
Turkish are headed except ɯ (_).69 Charette and Göksel (1994) excludes all
headless expressions from the vocalic inventory via a constraint given in (19).
(19)

Operators must be licensed.

Charette and Gö ksel (1994) categorizes Turkish suffixes into two groups
according to the elemental composition of their vowels: (i) Type I suffixes
consist of a nucleus which has a lexical A element (20a); (ii) Type II suffixes
consist of an empty nucleus (20b).
(20)

a. Type I Suffix: -lAr
b. Type II Suffix: -In

(pl)
(poss)

at-lar
ev-in

horse+pl
house+poss.2sg

Charette and Gö ksel (1994) argue that the element A does not spread to the
following nuclei since A is not a licensor (21). This gives us the fact that there is
no A-Harmony in Turkish.
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Recall that Chapter 3 argued for the existence of the lexical [ɯ] in Turkish.
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(21)

A is not a licenser.

According to Charette and Gö ksel (1994), the I Element can spread both to
Type I and Type II suffixes, while the U element can only spread to Type II
suffixes since U must be a head where it occurs. Given that Type I suffixes have
a lexical A element, U cannot spread to a Type I suffix. The relevant licensing
constraint is given in (22) below.
(22)

U must be head.

U cannot spread to Type I suffixes where the A element is the head. This
constraint excludes U harmony from Type I suffixes. In short, this is the basic
story about Turkish VH. Now let us see some of its details in 5.3.1: Disharmonic
Roots and Suffixes in Turkish.

5.3.1. Disharmonic Roots and Suffixes
Due to the high number of disharmonic roots, it has been argued that vowel
harmony in Turkish is active in derived environments, i.e. in the forms which
involve suffixation, while it is inactive in the roots, which have no suffixation
(Clements and Sezer, 1982; Charette and Göksel, 1996; Polgárdi, 2006).
Consider some disharmonic roots in (23a) and harmonic ones in (23b).
(23)

a. Disharmonic
hafif
bira
elma
otel
metod

‘light’
‘beer’
‘apple’
‘hotel’
‘method’

a/i
i/a
e/a
o/e
e/o

b. Harmonic
adam ‘man’
erik
‘plum’
kene ‘tick’
odun ‘wood’
üzüm ‘grape’

In light of the examples given in (23a-b), the simplex words in Turkish can be
harmonic (23b) or disharmonic (23a).70
With respect to suffixes, there are harmonic suffixes (ones which
receive element spreading), as in (24a-c).
(24)

Harmonic Suffixes
a. –(y)I (acc)
araba-yı
b. –DA (loc) araba-da
c. –lAr (pl)
araba-lar

car+acc
car+loc
car+pl

ev-i
kitap-ta
kent-ler

home+acc
book+loc
city+pl

In Turkish, certain other suffixes, on the other hand, do not get any spreading,
neither from the base final consonant nor from the nucleus (25a-b).

See alternative discussions for Turkish vowel harmony in Denwood (1998) and
Pöchtrager (2009).
70
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(25)

a. kurt-gil
b. altı-gen

‘wolf family’
‘hexagon’

The data given in (23-25) show that element spreading is possible but not
obligatory in lexically stored and morphologically combined base+suffix forms.
The relevant question might be how our template model handles the
disharmonic roots and morphologically combined base+suffix forms in Turkish.
In Section 5.3.2., we are going to present our discussion for the disharmonic
roots and suffixes (and clitics) within our template model.

5.3.2. Element Spreading and the New Template Model
5.3.2.1. Element Spreading: From Base to Base or Base to
Suffix?
In the present section, we will discuss spreading and disharmonic forms within
our template model, but let us first recall our templates in (26a-c).
(26)

a.
b.
Prefix Base
ON
O…O

c.
Suffix
NO

O… O
As we haved discussed throughout the dissertation, our prefix template begins
with an O and ends in an N (26a); the base template begins with and ends in an
O (26b); and, the suffix template begins with an N and ends in an O (26c). After
a prefix(es) and/or suffix(es) attach to the base, we again have a base in the
end. For the interaction between element spreading and morphological
boundaries, what we propose within our model is that it is impossible for an
element in an N position to spread from one base template to the other, as we
discussed in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2. See a noun+noun compound in (27a-b).
(27)

a. kedi kɯz
b. *kedi kiz

‘cat girl’

In (27), the correct output is kedi kɯz (27a) and not kedi kiz (27b), since VH
cannot go across the word (base) boundary. Our template model and
constituent structure are able to explain the blocking of VH from one base to
the other without employing diacritics, brackets or any other extraphonological objects. See (28) for the representation of (27a).
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(28)

The Template Model
O1 N1 O2 N2 O3

O1 N1 O2

x

x x

x

x

k

e d

i
(I)

x

x

k ɯ

z

No Element Spreading

In (28), the I element under N2 does not spread from the first base into N1 in the
second base, since two adjacent Os (O3 and O1) prevent spreading by creating a
blocking site in (28). The idea behind the representation in (28) is that there
cannot be two adjacent Os on the same phonological string. Therefore, the
adjacency of two Os (OO) implies the existence of two independent bases, as in
(28). If kedi and kɯz occurred on the same phonological string or if kız were
attached to the first base, similar to a suffix,71 as in (29), the expected output
would be *kedi kiz (27b): the I Element under N2 would be able to spread into
the following nucleus (Na1) as in (29).
(29)

The Template Model
Proper Government

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3

Na0 Oa1 Na1 Oa2

x

x

x x

x

k

e

d i
(I)

x

x

x

k i

z

Element Spreading

However, as opposed to (29), spreading is not possible since kɯz has its own
base, as in (28). As given in (28), our template system for kedi kɯz is similar to
a three-dimensional object: the constituent structure of the first base (kedi) is
on the one side, while the constituent structure of the second base (kɯz) is on
the other side. In this respect, element spreading is impossible from one base to
another since the two adjacent OOs (O3 and O1) create a blocking site for the
spreading. Accordingly, the existence of two adjacent OOs implies two separate
base templates.
In GP, it has never been explicit how element spreading is blocked
across the domain boundary since both bases (30a) and suffixes (30c) have the
same constituent structure (ONON…).

71

[ɯ] in this case is assumed to be the realization of an empty nucleus, not a lexical one.
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(30)

The Standard GP
a. O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3
x

x

x x

k

e d

i
(I)

O1 N1 O2 N2

x

x

x x

k ɯ z

P-licensing

x
P-licensing

‘cat girl’

No Element Spreading

b. [[kedi][kɯz]]
c. O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3
x x

x x

k e

d i
(I)

x
P-licensing

O4 N4 O5 N5
x

x x

l

e

x
r

P-licensing

‘cat-pl’

Element Spreading

d. [[kedi]ler]
As given in (30a, c), the constituents always have ON pairs in GP, as opposed to
our model. It means that whenever two forms are combined (base-suffix or
base-base), the first form always ends in an N and the second form begins with
an O since the standard GP always works with ON pairs. In this respect, the
standard GP has no answer for why VH cannot go across the word boundary if
it does not use brackets, as in (30b, d). In (30b), both kedi and kɯz have their
own brackets on the right and left sides, whereas in (30d) only kedi has the
brackets to its right and left sides but the plural marker -lAr does not have its
own brackets. Accordingly, the I Element can spread from the first form to the
second one in (30d) since the second form does not have the bracket ( [ ) to its
left. On the other hand, there is no element spreading in (30b) since the
brackets ( ][ ) are a blocking site for it. As given in (30a-d), the explanation of
the GP for the blocking or continuation of the element spreading is based on the
brackets, which are nothing but extra-phonological objects. Therefore, the
standard GP has a stipulative and arbitrary explanation for the issue.
In our model, on the other hand, the productive suffixes have their own
unique template, as given in (31).
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(31)

The Template Model
Proper Government

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
x

x x

x

k

e d

i
(I)

Na0 Oa1 Na1 Oa2
x

x x
l

x

e r

Element Spreading

Since the added form to the base in (31) is not a base but a suffix, as is obvious
from its nucleus (Na0) initial template, there is no blocking site (OO) for the
element spreading: the I Element spreads from N2 to Na1. Also, element
spreading proves that the –ler part is not a base but a suffix in (31), since a form
cannot be an independent base if it gets element spreading from the first base.

5.3.2.2. Element Spreading: Harmonic vs. Disharmonic
Suffixes
Another point worth discussing in light of our model is the difference between
harmonic and disharmonic suffixes in Turkish. Compare (32a-c) with (33a-e).
(32)

Harmonic Suffixes in Turkish
a. k/g: (i) sal-gın ‘epidemic’
(ii) şiş-kin ‘swollen’72

(iii) alın-gan
(iv) unut-kan

b. t/d: (i) ev-de ‘home+loc’
(ii) raf-ta ‘shelf+loc’

(iii) vatan-da
(iv) çocuk-ta

‘over-sensitive’
‘forgetful’
‘country+loc’
‘child+loc’

c. tʃ/dʒ: (i) av-dʒı ‘hunter’
(iii) anahtar-dʒı ‘key maker’
(ii) tüp-tʃü ‘gas seller’ (iv) sanat-tʃı
‘artist’
Adapted from Balcı (2006:36) Example (4)
(33)
Disharmonic Suffixes in Turkish
a. -baz ateş-baz
‘fireplayer’
düzen-baz
b. -kar hizmet-kar ‘manservant’
sitem-kar
c. -ki evde-ki
‘home+loc+pro’ babamın-ki
d. -ken kurt-ken
‘wolf+comp’
senin-ken
e. -gil turunç-gil ‘citrus’
Ahmet-gil
babam-gil

‘trickster’
‘reproachful’
‘father+poss1sg+gen+pron.’
you+gen+comp
Ahmet and his family
my father and his family

In (32aii), we replaced Balcı’s (2006) example şaş-kın ‘confused’ with şiş-kin ‘swollen’
since şiş-kin has both vowel and voicing harmonies.
72
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In Turkish, it is obvious that not every single suffix is harmonic if we compare
the examples given in (32a-c) with (33a-e). In (32a-c), the suffixes are
harmonized with the base in terms of their vowel and their initial consonant.
Let us have a closer look at the examples given in (32ai -32aii), repeated below
as (34a-b).
(34)

a. sal-gın
b . şiş-kin

‘epidemic’
‘swollen’

The suffix {-GIn} given in (34a-b) is available both for VH and voicing
assimilation. Accordingly, this suffix has voicing alternation in its initial
consonant, depending on the voicing quality of the final sound of the base, a
process called consonant harmony in past literature (Foster, 1969; Sebüktekin,
1971; Yavaş, 1980; Clements and Sezer, 1982; Kaisse, 1986; van der Hulst and
van de Weijer, 1991; Özsoy, 2004; Göksel and Kerslake, 2011; Kornfilt, 2013;
and Korkmaz, 2014). See both vowel harmony and voicing assimilation
(harmony) of (34b) in our template model, given in (35).
(35)

The Template Model
Proper Government

O1 N1 O2
x
ş

x

Na0 Oa1 Na1 Oa2

x

i ş
(I) (H)

x x

x x

k

n

i

Element Spreading

As seen in (35), the I Element spreads from N1 to Na1 (34b) (VH); also, the H
Element goes from O2 to Oa1. In that way, both the base final O and the suffixal
Oa1 are voiceless (consonant/voicing harmony). Note that there is also VH and
voicing harmony in (34a) sal-gın, although there is no spreading from N1 to Na1
or from O2 to Oa1, as illustrated in (36).
(36)

The Template Model
Proper Government

O1 N1 O2
x

x x

s

a

l

Na0 Oa1 Na1 Oa2
x

x x

x

g

n

ı
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The reason for the absence of spreading in (36) is that there are no spreadable
elements either in N1 or O2. However, there is still harmony between the base
and the suffix consonants and vowels: (i) both [l] and [g] are voiced; (ii) [a] and
[ı] have no I or U elements. Now, let us go back to the disharmonic suffixes
given (33a-e), which do not get any element spreading from the base positions
into the suffixal positions even if there are spreadable elements in the base.
Accordingly, there is a disharmony between the base and the suffix in terms of
voicing and vowel quality. Consider two disharmonic examples, given in (37ab).
(37)

a. kurt-gil
b. dört-gen

*kurt-kil
*dört-ken

‘the wolf and its family’
‘square’

In the examples given in (37a-b), the base final consonant [t] has an H element
(voicelessness) in its elemental composition, but the element does not spread to
the suffix initial consonant. The initial consonants in –gil and -gen never get
spreading from the base final consonant although both –gil and –gen are
morphologically dependent upon a base. The GP studies (i.e. Denwood, 1998;
Polgárdi, 2006) distinguish such disharmonic suffixes from the harmonic ones
again with bracketing. However, their constituent structure says nothing about
this difference between the harmonic and disharmonic suffixes. See (38a-b).
(38)

The Standard GP
a. [[kurt][gil]]
R
b. O1 N1

O2 N2 O1 N1 O2 N2

x

x

x

k

u

r

x x
t
(H)

x x

x

g

l

i

x

No Element Spreading

c. [[dört][gen]]
R
d. O1 N1

O2 N2 O1 N1 O2 N2

x

x

x

d

ö

r

x x
t
(H)

x x
g

x

e n

No Element Spreading

x
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Without bracketing, GP cannot explain why the suffixes given in (38a-d) do not
get any element spreading. Thus, it seems that GP-style explanations for
disharmonic suffixes are stipulative and based on extra-phonological tools
(brackets).
In our model, on the other hand, we observe that voicing assimilation
and VH go hand in hand: if one of them is blocked, the other one is so, as well.
We argue that these suffixes (38a-d) are phonologically bases although they
seem to be suffixes (or clitics) with respect to morphology. We can analyze the
forms given in (33a-e) in a similar way with the partial reduplication examples
(39a-c) given in Chapter 3.
(39)

a. güzel ‘beautiful’ güp-güzel
b. dʒadı ‘witchy’
cap-dʒadı
c. düzenli ‘neat’
düp-düzenli

*güb-güzel
*cab-dʒadı
*düb-düzenli

‘very beautiful’
‘very witchy’
‘very neat’

According to Kim (2009), partial reduplication is not prefixation either in
Korean or Turkish but a morphological reduction of reduplicative compounds.
In this respect, we argued that the lack of voicing assimilation between the
adjacent consonants given in (39a-c) is evidence for the compound-like
structure of the reduplication members since the adjacent consonants on the
same string usually have the same voicing harmony thanks to the element
spreading. Now we propose a similar analysis for the disharmonic suffixes:
voicing assimilation and VH is possible between a base and a suffix but not
possible between two bases. Accordingly, we argue that the adjacency of
voiceless-voiced consonants [tg] as in (37a-b) is evidence for the base status of
the suffixes in phonology. Note that this is also true for the other disharmonic
suffixes (or clitics). See (40a-b) for their constituent structure given in our
model.
(40)

The Template Model
a.
R
O1 N1

O2

O1 N1 O2

x

x

x x

x

x x

k

u

r

g

i

t
(H)

No Element Spreading

l

kurt-gil ‘the wolf and its family’
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b. O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
x x x
a t

x

e ş
(I) (H)

O1 N1 O2
x x

ateş-baz

‘fire player’

x

b a z

No Element Spreading

In the present section, we proposed that VH and voicing assimilation cannot
occur between different bases (such as compounds). Accordingly, our model
suggests that disharmonic suffixes (clitics) have the base template in
phonology, although they are bound similar to the reduplicants discussed in
Chapter 3. In our analysis, both reduplicants and disharmonic suffixes have the
base template in the constituent structure. This means that they are not in the
same dimension with the base for voicing assimilation and vowel harmony. In
that way, we explain why there is no element spreading from the first base: OO
is the blocking site, as in (40a-b).
In short, the stop of vowel harmony and voicing assimilation in Turkish
disharmonic suffixes seems to be explainable within our template model,
although the model is not specially designed for giving an account of element
spreading. Therefore, it seems that the analyses of disharmonic suffixes and
vowel harmony could serve as independent evidence for our template model.
Note that our analysis of VH is promising since the templates we
develop explain why element spreading is not possible in some cases, as given
in (33a-e), without any diacritics, brackets or any other extra-phonological
tools, as opposed to the previous harmony accounts. However, note that there
are many aspects of VH, disharmony, voicing assimilation, and disharmonic
suffixes which do not have clear explanations in the present study. Therefore,
there will be why and how questions to be asked related to the present section:
i.e. how the morphologically bound morphemes such as disharmonic suffixes
(clitics) are transmitted into phonology with a base template? Who informs
phonology in that the disharmonic suffixes (clitics) would occur as a base
template? These questions do not have clear answers in the present study, but
one possible answer may be that they are lexically marked in the lexicon and
the boundness status of these forms (the bound base) might also be specified in
phonology via a special template, as in (41).
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(41)

R
O N1

O2

x

x x x

k

u r t
(H)

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3
x

x x

x

x

g

i

l

No Element Spreading

Regarding disharmonic suffixes, we may suggest that they are lexically marked
in a different way from harmonic ones. Moreover, they have a bound base
status in phonology and this bound base begins with a Pointed Empty Onset and
a properly governable empty nucleus, as given in (41). Another possible answer
with respect to the information transfer from morphology to phonology (or
vice versa) might be that there is a translator enabling inter-modular
communication between morphology and phonology, as Scheer (2011)
proposes. These are all interesting avenues to investigate as future research
topics.

5.4. Vowel-Zero Alternation
Vowel-zero alternation is a common phonological process observed in many
languages, such as German, French and Moroccan Arabic (Scheer, 2004); Czech,
Polish and Russian (Lightner, 1965; Gussmann and Kaye, 1993); and Hungarian
(Ritter, 1995). Consider some instances of vowel-zero alternation from a
number of languages (42a-e).
(42)

a. kitØb-u write-pf.3pl
b. innØr-e inner-infl
c. dobØ-go calle
d. nirØg-o female camel-pl
e. lokØt-e elbow-gen.sing

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

kØtib write-3sg (Moroccan Arabic)
inner ‘inner’
(German)
dobe ‘call’
(Tangale)
nirig female camel-indef. (Somali)
loket elbow-nom.sing
(Czech)
Adapted from Scheer (2004:9)

There is also a sizeable literature on vowel-zero alternation in Turkish, where
many studies observe that a high vowel between two consonants may alternate
with zero depending on the conditions (Deny, 1941; Swift, 1962; Ediskun,
1963; Lewis, 1967; Banguoğlu, 1976; Ergin, 1975; Zülfikar, 1977; Gencan, 1979;
Kornfilt, 1986, 2013; van der Hulst and van de Weijer, 1991; Inkelas and Orgun,
1995; Demircan, 1977, 1996; Tseng, 2002; Özsoy, 2004; Göksel and Kerslake,
2011). Consider these vowel-zero alternation examples from Turkish (43a-c).
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(43)

Turkish
a. fikir
b. akɯl
c. burun

‘idea’
‘mind’
‘nose’

vs.
vs.
vs.

fikØr-i
akØl-ɯ
burØn-a

idea+acc
mind+poss1sg
nose+dat

Most of the previous studies grant vowel-zero alternation as an epenthesis or
deletion phenomenon, some of which also refer to the surface vs. underlying
representations. The GP, on the other hand, approaches the phenomenon in
(42a-e) and (43a-c) as a phonologically conditioned alternation (Charette,
1991). This means that there is no room for vowel insertion or vowel deletion
in giving an account of vowel-zero alternation, as opposed to SPE-type theories
or Lexical Phonology. Vowel-zero alternation concerns the (un)interpretation
of the empty nuclear position and under which conditions the nucleus is
phonetically interpreted or not (Charette, 1991:1-2). Its existence depends on
proper government (Scheer, 1998). In his detailed investigation of the issue for
Turkish, İskender (2008:6) also states that the words that undergo vowel-zero
alternation are phonologically determined.
In the present study, we also argue that vowel-zero alternation is not a
morpheme boundary indicator, as opposed to devoicing, which marks the base
final onset. It is a phonologically conditioned alternation depending on the
proper government appearing on the empty nucleus. Consider (44), where
there is no suffixation on the base.
(44)

No Proper Government

O1 N1 O2

N2 O3

x

x

x

x

x

f

i
(I)

k

i

r

‘idea’

Element Spreading

In (44), there is no nucleus which can properly govern N2, which is empty.
Therefore, [i] is realized via element spreading (I) from N1 to N2.
In (45), there is a base-suffix combination. The suffix initial nucleus
(Na0) is empty and properly governed by Na1, as in (45).
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(45)

No Proper Government

Proper Government

O1

N1 O2 N2 O3

Na0

Oa1 Na1 Oa2

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

f

i k
(I)

i

r

l

e

r

‘idea-pl’

Element Spreading

Since Na0 is properly governed, it cannot properly govern N2 of the base. Then,
N2 is realized via element spreading, as represented in (45). Now consider (46),
where the dative suffix is attached to the nominal base.
(46)

Proper Government

O1 N1 O2

N2 O3 Na0 Oa1

x

x

x

x

f

i

k

x

x

r

e

‘idea-dat’

In (46), the suffixal Na0 has a full vowel, which means that it can properly
govern the empty nucleus, N2 of the base. The result is that N2 remains
uninterpreted. What about the disharmonic suffixes given in (33a-e)? How do
they affect the vowel-zero alternation given in (47)?
(47)

No Proper Government

O1

N1 O2

N2 O3

O1

N1 O2

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

b

u
(U)

r

u

n

g

i

l

‘nose-gil’

Element Spreading

In (47), N2 is an empty nucleus and there is no proper governor for it since the
disharmonic suffix {-gil} has a base template but not the suffix one in
phonology, as we have discussed in 5.3.2.2. This means that there cannot be
proper government from N1 of the second base to N2 of the first base because
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the adjacency of O3 and O1 in (47) creates a blocking site for proper
government. Therefore, N2 in (47) must be realized.
The reason for why we have fikir but not *fikØr in (44), fikirler but not
*fikØrler in (45), fikØre but not *fikire in (46), and burungil but not *burØngil
(47) has nothing to do with the morpheme boundary or morphology. The
alternation is purely phonological due to the lack of proper government, which
is also observed in the simplex base internal positions. The fact that we come
across vowel-zero alternation when we put two morphemes together does not
mean that the process is related to morphology or morpheme boundary.
Let us compare the simplex and complex forms in (48a-b), respectively,
in order to see that vowel-zero alternation is indeed phonological.
(48)

a. EdirØne
b. fikir+Øler

A city name (in Turkey)
idea+pl

The suffix initially (48b) or word internally (48a), the properly governed empty
nuclei are not proper governors since they are licensed themselves. See the
detailed representation of (48a) in (49).
(49)

No Proper Government Proper Government

O1

N1

O2

N2

O3

N3

O4

N4

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

e
d
(A. I )

i

r

n

e

O5

Element Spreading

Since the properly governed empty nuclei both within the simplex base (N 3 in
(49)) and the suffix initial position (Na0 in (45)) cannot properly govern the
preceding empty nucleus position, N2 must be realized both in (45) and (49).
This shows that the vowel-zero alternation process has no relation to
morpheme boundaries but is a pure phonological process different from
devoicing.
Regarding all our analyses, a relevant question may be why we do not
have vowel-zero alternation in some cases, as in (50a-b), although there is a
potential proper governor.
(50)

a. simit-i
b. fɯrɯn-ɯ

*simØt-i
*fɯrØn-ɯ

Turkish bagel+acc
oven+acc

The absence of vowel-zero alternation in the examples (50a-b) has no relation
to proper government but is due to the existence of a lexical vowel in the
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second nucleus position ([i] in (50a) and [ɯ] in (50b)).73 See the
representations for both (50a) and (50b) in (51).
(51)

No Proper Government

O1

N1

O2

N2

O3

Na0

x

x

x

x

x

x

s

i

m

i

t

i

f

ɯ

r

ɯ

n

ɯ

Oa1

As given in (51), Na0, which is a full nucleus, cannot properly govern N2 since N2
is not empty and properly governable. It has a lexical vowel for both cases,
given in (50a-b).
As seen in the present section, we have analyzed vowel-zero
alternation within our template model and showed that it is purely
phonological and has no sign of morphology, as opposed to devoicing. In the
next section, we will discuss another widely studied issue of the Turkish
phonology-morphology interface: vowel shortening.

5.5. Vowel Shortening
Vowel shortening is an alternation where long vowels alternate with short
vowels in certain phonological contexts. Studies on vowel shortening focus on
languages where there is such an alternation, such as Czech, Classical Arabic,
Kiowa, on the one hand, and languages where there is no such alternation, such
as German and Somali, on the other hand (Scheer, 2004:253-254).
Turkish is among those languages where long vowels alternate with
short vowels, depending on certain phonological conditions (Lees, 1961; Selen,
1979; Kornfilt; 1986, 2013; Sezer, 1986; van der Hulst and van de Weijer, 1991;
Kaye, 1990; Denwood, 2002; Scheer, 2004; Nuhbalaoğlu, 2010; Göksel and
Kerslake, 2011; Erguvanlı-Taylan, 2013 among others). Göksel and Kerslake
(2011: 18-19) note that the alternation of short vowels with their long
counterparts occurs in words of Arabic origin that originally contain a long
vowel.
What is crucial for the discussion here with respect to vowel
shortening is whether or not vowel length is a process appearing as a result of
morphology. Does it mark morpheme boundary, as devoicing does in Turkish?
Let us consider the small set of data (52a-h) below to see what is going on in
Turkish with respect to the alternation between a long and a short vowel.

73

See Chapter 3 for the discussion of the lexical vowel [ɯ].
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(52)

a. zaman
b. hayat
c. merak
d. sevap

‘time’
‘life’
‘curiosity’
‘good deed’

e. zama:n-ɯ
f. haya:t-ɯ
g. mera:k-ɯ
h. seva:b-ɯ

time+acc
life+acc
curiosity+acc
good dead+acc

In (52a-h), the second vowel is long when the following nucleus is interpreted
(52e-h) but it is shortened when it is not followed by a full nucleus (52a-d).
Kaye (1990:317) argues that vowel shortening is related to the uninterpreted
empty nucleus effect, which acts as a trigger for shortening. In other words,
shortening occurs in the presence of an empty nucleus following the long vowel
since the uninterpreted nuclei (the properly governed ones) are not licensors
for other nuclei. In our new model, there is no final p-licensed empty nucleus,
but the same effect appears since there is no nucleus which can license the
nucleus with a long vowel. Consider (52c) and its representation in (53) to see
how this works.
(53)

No Proper Government

O1

N1 O2

N2

O3

x

x

x

x x

x

m

e

r

a

k

In (53), N2 is the last nucleus on the base since O3 has no nucleus pair. This
means that there is no nucleus on the right side which can license N 2.
Accordingly, N2 is shortened by delinking one of its branches. Now, let us
discuss an example where vowel length is licensed by a full nucleus. The
representation of mera:k-ɯ ‘curiosity+acc’ in (52g) is given in (54).
(54)

Proper Government

O1

N1 O2

N2

O3 Na0

x

x

x

x x

x

x

m

e

r

a

k

ı

Oa1
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In (54), Na0 is interpreted as [ɯ] and can be a licensor for N2 since it is not
properly governed by any nucleus. In that case, N2 remains with two branches
(a long vowel), thanks to the licensing by Na0.
So far, we have discussed the presence of absence of vowel shortening
in derived environments. Now, let us consider another instance of vowel
shortening: base internal vowel shortening, exemplified in (55a-b).
(55)

a. ahiret
b. ahret

a:hiret
ahøret

‘eternal life after death’
‘eternal life after death’

There are two different pronunciations for the simplex word (Arabic origin)
meaning ‘eternal life after death’, as given in (55a-b): a:hiret (55a) and ahøret
(55b). We assume that a:hiret and ahret are two different forms. N2 has a lexical
[i] in a:hiret (55a) and it cannot be properly governed by N3, as in (56). In ahret
(55b), N2 is empty and properly governable given in (57). If the following
nucleus (N2) is interpreted, the first vowel (N1) occurs as long in (55a),
represented in (56), thanks to the licensing by N2.
(56)

Proper Government

O1

N1

O2 N2

x
a

O3

N3

O4

x x

x

x

x

x

h

i

r

e

t

If N2 is not interpreted as in (57), N1 shortens (delinks one of its tiers), due to
the absence of licensing from N2, as in (55b), represented in (57).
(57)

No Proper Government

O1

N1

Proper Government

O2 N2

x

x x
a

h

x

O3

N3

O4

x

x

x

r

e

t

As seen in (53-57), the reason for vowel shortening in merak type words is not
related to morphology but is a purely phonological phenomenon similar to
vowel-zero alternation. Base internally (i.e. a:hiret) or with affixation (mera:kı),
if the nucleus following the long vowel is not realized, the vowel is shortened
(merak_lar vs. ah_ret). The nucleus which has a long vowel must be licensed by
a full nucleus in order to keep its length. Otherwise, shortening appears, as in
(53) and (57).
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In the next section, we will discuss consonant degemination, which
received a lot of attention in past Turkish phonology literature.

5.6. Consonant Degemination
Degemination, or the shortening of geminates, in word-final syllables is a
regular phonological process in Turkish. The process applies to borrowed
words from Arabic whose original forms already have geminate consonants,
but bare forms in Turkish have a single consonant (58a-c) (Lees, 1961; Lewis,
1967; Göksel and Kerslake, 2011; Kornfilt, 2013 among others).
(58)

original
a. hiss
b. hakk
c. tıbb

bare form
his
hak
tıp

suffixed (acc)
hiss-i
hakk-ı
tıbb-ı

suffixed (pl)
his-ler
hak-lar
tıp-lar

gloss
‘sense’
‘right’
‘medicine’

We observe that in (58a-c) the original geminates at the end of the word are
degeminated in Turkish when the form is used in its bare form or when there is
a consonant initial suffix attached to the form. What is crucial for the present
study is the question of whether or not this phonological alternation is sensitive
to the morpheme boundary, as devoicing is. Our analysis predicts that
degemination proceeds if there is no licensing nucleus following the geminate
cluster. Consider word internal gemination cases in Turkish (59a-j).
(59)

a. deccal
c. iddia
e. Allah
g. züccaciye
i. muttarit

‘antichrist’
‘argument’
‘God’
‘glassware’
‘regular’

b. müebbet
d. iffet
f. billur
h. zürriyet
j. müttefik

‘perpetual’
‘chastity’
‘crystal’
‘generation’
‘allied’

In Turkish, a word internal or word final geminate cluster must be followed by
an interpreted nucleus, as noted before. Consider (60a), where word internal
geminates are not followed by a full vowel, similar to (60b-c).
(60)

a. *bill_ru
b. *tıbb_lar
c. *tıbb

→
→
→

simplex
base+suffix
simplex

The ungrammaticality of the forms in (60a-b) shows that Turkish never has C:C
clusters base internally (60a), or in the course of suffixation (60b), as no
language has (Scheer, 2004). Scheer (2004:281) argues that the fact that a
consonant gemination cluster must be followed by an unlicensed (interpreted)
nucleus is related to government. Gemination survives if the nucleus position
between geminated consonants is properly governed. Let us see how
gemination works in Turkish in our template model (61).
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(61)

Proper Government

O1

N1 O2

x

x

h

i

N2 O3

x

x

Na0

Oa1

x

s

i

In (61), the suffix initial Na0 is a full vowel and properly governs the N2 of the
base. Given that the N2 is properly governed, consonant gemination is
maintained. Now let us consider the representation in (62) in order to see how
degemination occurs in the absence of proper government.
(62)

No Proper Government

O1

N1 O2

x

x

h

i

N2 O3

x

x
s

The representation in (62) shows that there is no licensor for the N 2 of the base,
as a result of which degemination appears. Note that the same reasoning
applies for the cases involving consonant geminates occurring in simplex
words, such as deccal ‘antichrist’, given in (63).
(63)

Proper Government

O1

N1 O2

x

x

d

e

N2 O3

x

x
c

N3 O4
x

x

a

l

In (63), gemination is maintained thanks to the proper government of N2 by N3.
Note that it is impossible to come up with an example such as *C:C (*bil:ru)
since there is no interpreted nucleus which can properly govern the nucleus
between the geminated consonants, as in (64).
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(64)

No Proper Government

O1

N1 O2

x

x

b

i

N2 O3

x

x
l

Proper Government

N3

O4

x

x ….
r

u

Given in (61-64), similar to vowel-zero alternation, degemination is not a
phonological process marking morphology. It is purely related to phonology.
As a result, phonological processes such as vowel-zero alternation,
vowel shortening and degemination are not morpheme boundary markers,
contrary to what is observed in devoicing. The occurrence of these alternations
depends on pure phonological conditions. In the next section, we will take k - Ø
alternation in Turkish into the consideration.

5.7. k - Ø Alternation
k - Ø alternation has been considered a phonological process in the Turkish
phonology-morphology interface literature. It is defined as a process where the
stem final k has been assumed to undergo alternation with Ø when a vowel
initial suffix is attached to it, a fact which is called “velar deletion” (Lees, 1961;
Né meth, 1962; Lewis, 1967; Zimmer and Abbott, 1978; Selen, 1979; Sezer,
1981, 1986; Clements and Sezer, 1982; Göksel and Kerslake, 2011; Inkelas,
2011; Erguvanlı-Taylan, 2015 among others). There are a number of analyses
proposed for this alternation in the literature.
Lees (1961) considers k - Ø alternation as an instance of devoicing. In
another study, Zimmer and Abbott (1978) assume that the k - Ø alternation is a
predictable process in that all stems having morpheme final post-vocalic
obstruents have /k/ in their underlying representation, and this /k/ is deleted
(depending on the number of syllables in a stem) when a vowel initial suffix is
attached to the base. Sezer (1981) suggests that in Turkish all nominals having
the shape of CVCVk delete their final voiceless velar plosive when attached with
any one of the suffixes (copula 1sg –Im, 1pl –Iz; possessive –Im, -In, -I(n), -ImIz,
-InIz; accusative -I; dative: -E; resemblative: -ImsI/-Imtırak).
k - Ø alternation in Turkish has also been studied within Government
Phonology literature (Denwood, 2002; Balcı, 2006; Nuhbalaoğlu, 2010;
Pöchtrager, 2013). It has been considered as a predictable phonological process
in Denwood (2002) and Balcı (2006). Denwood’s (2002) analysis of k - Ø
alternation is the first analysis on this topic within GP, where the author
proposes that [k], which alternates with zero in Turkish in word/domain final
position, is the interpretation of an empty onset whose peer nucleus cannot
license it.
In another GP based study, Balcı (2006:81) claims that k - Ø alternation
is related to other voicing alternations observed in the language and can be
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accounted for via fortition. The general assumption of Denwood (2002) and
Balcı (2006) is that Turkish velar deletion applies to the stem final /k/ (and
/g/) when a vowel initial suffix attaches to them.
As have been summarized above, proposals regarding k - Ø alternation
in both linear and non–linear frameworks have a number of inadequacies. They
do not address all the environments where k - Ø alternation is or is not
applicable. They propose a generalization which is not inclusive enough to
capture all instances of the phenomenon. All these accounts try to explain k - Ø
alternation as a phonological process, which is questionable.
Different from previous GP based studies, Nuhbalaoğlu (2010) and
Pöchtrager (2013) are two studies which claim that k - Ø alternation is not a
phonological process. Consider (65a-b).
(65)

a.
(i)
(ii)
(ii)
(iv)
b.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Polysyllabic nominal stems
Nominative
Accusative
ayak [ajak]
ayağı [ajaɯ]
bebek [bebek]
bebeği [bebei]
öksürük [øksyryk]
öksürüğü [øksyryy]
mezarlık [mezarlɯk]
mezarlığı [mezarlɯɯ]

Gloss
‘foot’
‘baby’
‘cough’
‘graveyard’

Monosyllabic nominal stems
Nominative
Accusative
Gloss
gök [gøk]
göğü [göy]
‘sky’
çok [ʧok]
çoğu [ʧou]
‘a lot’
yok [jok]
yoğu [you]
‘nothing’
Nuhbalaoğlu (2010:218) Examples (2a-b), respectively

For the alternations given in (65a-b), these authors observe that k - Ø
alternation does not always appear when a vowel initial suffix is attached to the
stem. In other words, there are forms which do not lose their final [k] when a
vowel initial suffix is attached to them. These are given in (66a-f) below.
(66)

No k - Ø alternation Cases
a. Most monosyllabic words: [ek] ‘affix’ - [ek-i] affix+acc
b. Some (bisyl.) loans: [tahakkuk] ‘verification’ - [tahakkuk-u]
verification+acc
c. Verbal stems: [geʤik] ‘be late-’ [geʤik-ijor] be late+prog.
d. Following a long vowel: [merak] ‘curiosity’ - [mera:k-ɯ]
curiosity+acc
e. Before non-native suffixes: [mantɯk] ‘logic’ - [mantɯk-i] – ‘logical’
f. Following verbal auxiliary suffixes (ol-, et-): aşık ol [aʃɯk ol]- but
aşığı [aʃɯɯ]
Adapted Nuhbalaoğlu (2010:218) Example (3)
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As seen in the examples (65a-b) and (66a-f), k - Ø alternation does not seem to
be predictable from the phonological environment. This seems to lead
Pöchtrager (2013:89) to argue that k - Ø alternation is not a phonological
process, contrary to vowel harmony or vowel-zero alternation, which depends
on the phonological environment. Compare (67a-b) in order to see the opposite
behavior of final k when attached by a vowel initial suffix.
(67)

a. gerek (N)
b. gerek- (V)

‘necessity’
gereğ-i
‘its necessity’
‘to be necessary’
gerek-ecek ‘it will be necessary’
Pöchtrager (2013:99) Example (5a-b), respectively

In (67a), the base final [k] is followed by a vowel, and then k - Ø alternation
seems to apply. On the other hand, k - Ø alternation does not apply in (67b)
although [k] occurs in the same phonological environment: it is followed by a
vowel initial suffix. If k - Ø was a phonological process and triggered by the
attachment of a vowel initial suffix, it would be regularly predictable from the
phonological environment. However, this is contrary to what we observe.
Moreover, k - Ø alternation may also be observed when certain consonant
initial suffixes, such as the diminutive suffix, is attached to the bases which end
in k. Consider (68a-c).
(68)

a. küçük
b. minik
c. ufak

‘small’
‘tiny’
‘little’

küçü-cük
mini-cik
ufa-cık

‘very small’
‘very tiny’
‘very little’

The examples in (68a-c) show that base final [k] alternates with zero when a
consonant initial suffix is attached, not a vowel initial one. Following
Nuhbalaoğlu (2010) and Pöchtrager (2013), we conclude that k - Ø alternation
is not derived from phonology, unlike vowel-zero alternation, vowel shortening
or degemination. It seems that there are two different bases in the lexicon: i.e.
[ufa] and [ufak]. In this respect, we suggest that ufa in (68c) seems to be a
bound base as in mut in mut-lu ‘happy’ vs. mut-suz ‘unhappy’. Accordingly, the
final onset of the bound base has a Pointed Empty Onset as a remnant of a
historically deleted [k].
(69)

O1 N1

O2 N2

O3

N …

x

x

x

x

x

u

f

a

(y)

ufa-ɯ

little+acc

ɯ

As seen in (69), the accusative marker –(y)I is a suffix with a floating consonant
(y). When it is attached to a vowel final base, the floating consonant y is
expected to occupy the base final empty onset position (O 3). However, in (69),
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the floating consonant cannot attach to the O3 since O3 has a point and is more
like a full onset.

5.8. Chapter Summary
In the present chapter, we further discussed certain topics in light of the
phonology-morphology interface in Turkish. We provided brief discussion on
the issues of stress, vowel harmony and element spreading, vowel-zero
alternation, vowel shortening, consonant degemination and k - Ø alternation.
Our discussion was centered on the question of whether or not these
phonological alternations mark any morphological boundary in Turkish.
We reviewed the topics within our new model. Regarding those
processes, our main proposals are that (i) stress might show prosodic domain
boundaries as Kabak and Vogel (2001) argue, but it does not show any
morpheme boundary in our model. We suggested that stress is more than
phonology and is a result of morpho-syntax, information structure and even
discourse factors in Turkish; thus, it cannot be a morpheme boundary indicator.
As a future research topic, the default stress systems of languages may be
analyzed under the Parametric Hierarchical System, and non-canonical and nonlexical stress assignment in each language might be investigated in light of
intra-lingual nano-parameters.
With respect to element spreading (ii), we argued that it is not possible
from one base to the other since the adjacency of the final O of the first base
and the initial O of the second base form a blocking site for element spreading
(OO). Also, we claimed that disharmonic suffixes have a base template
structure in phonology.
We also discussed certain phonological processes (iii), such as vowelzero alternation, vowel shortening and consonant degemination within our
model, and we argued that they are pure phonological processes whose
existence depends on a licensor nucleus. We also referred to k - Ø alternation
(iv) as not being a phonological process, following Nuhbalaoğlu (2010) and
Pöchtrager (2013).
In sum, the present chapter provided discussion on the relevant
processes regarding the phonology-morphology interface in light of our model
so that it can form a basis for future studies. The ideas should be checked on a
wide range of data both in Turkish and other languages and could be extended
into more empirical data for further investigation.

CHAPTER 6

Conclusion

The phonology-morphology interface has always been on the research agenda
of various phonological theories, such as SPE (Chomsky and Halle, 1968),
Lexical Phonology (Kiparsky, 1982; Kaisse and Shaw, 1985; Mohanan, 1986;
Booij and Rubach, 1987), Government Phonology (Kaye, Lowenstamm and
Vergnaud, 1990; Kaye, 1995) and Optimality Theory (McCarthy and Prince,
1995; Hermans and van Oostendorp, 1999; McCarthy, 2003; Prince and
Smolensky, 2004). As an agglutinative language with a high degree of
suffixation, Turkish provides a rich data source regarding phonological
processes and the phonology-morphology interface. In the present study, we
developed a new template model which works with licensing mechanisms and
the parameters/sub-parameters occurring under the Parametric Hierarchical
System so as to explain the phonology-morphology interface in Turkish and also
in other languages.
Regarding morphological (un)productivity, the present study assumed
that all productive prefixes, suffixes, and roots are listed in the lexicon and
computed by an affixation operation, as argued in the Dual-Route Lexicon
Model of Pinker and Prince (1991). These productive prefixes, suffixes and
bases (roots) have their own specific phonological templates: ON, NO and ONO,
respectively. Note that the number of the nodes in a template are not prespecified and that there might be phonetically silent nodes in our system.
In our model, we claimed that the template model, government,
licensing mechanisms and also the Initial and Final Onset Parameters all give a
reasonable account of the phonology-morphology interface both in Turkish and
other languages. Phonology is able to know where to apply and where not to
apply, thanks to the template model and the parametric system. In our model,
we took only our templates into consideration and disregarded all kinds of
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external and unmotivated tools, such as diacritics, rule or level ordering,
bracketing and unmotivated licensing.
In the dissertation, we also argued that the Final Onset Parameter is the
top (macro) parameter in our model, which distinguishes languages according
to their base final occurrences in the most general sense: (i) the base final onset
must be muted vs. (ii) the base final onset does not have to be muted. However,
the Final Onset Parameter is not sufficient to distinguish all languages according
to their final onset restrictions. Apart from having a full or empty base final
onset, languages show other variations and different restrictions regarding
their final onset position. Therefore, as a novel attempt, we adapted the
Parametric Hierarchical System, which was first claimed for syntax by
Biberauer (2011), Biberauer and Roberts (2012), Branigan (2012) and Roberts
(2012), into phonology, and we explained the restrictions on the base final
onset in languages via sub-parameters (meso-micro) and their different
settings. Also, we gave an account for phonological exceptions within a
language as nano-parametric variations by means of the Pointed Empty Nucleus,
which was another novel claim of the present study.
In Chapter 2, we introduced our template model, by which we
distinguish bases, prefixes and suffixes from each other. Consider (1a-c) below,
which correspond to the representations of a prefix, base and suffix,
respectively.
(1)

a.
b.
Prefix Base
ON
O…O

c.
Suffix
NO

O… O
Our basic claim was that the bases begin with and end in an O(nset) (1b).
Accordingly, every onset is licensed by a nucleus in our template except the
final one, since it has no nucleus pair. Then, we argued that the prefix (ON) and
suffix (NO) templates are redundant since they attach to a base on the left (1a)
and right sides (1c), respectively. In order to avoid the adjacent *OO or *NN
sequences on the same string, we put forward a principle, the Clash Principle,
given in (2) below.
(2)

The Clash Principle
Identical phonological constituents cannot be adjacent in the same
constituent structure: *OO / *NN.

We claimed that the base initial and final O, which are natural boundary
markers in phonology, are necessary on the template since these positions are
obligatorily filled out in a number of languages. We supported our claims with
empirical cross-linguistic evidence and certain theoretical principles.
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In Chapter 2, we also put forward two new parameters: The Initial
Onset Parameter (3) and the Final Onset Parameter (4). The Initial Onset
Parameter is used to distinguish languages in which the base initial consonant
is a must (ON) from ones where the base initial consonant does not have to be
realized (OFF).
(3)

The Initial Onset Parameter
The base initial onsets must be melodically realized.
ON: Modern Arabic, Ute, Ingush, Djapu, Nyangumarta, Warlpiri:
Bases must begin with a consonant, not with a vowel.
OFF: English, French, Turkish:
Bases may begin with a consonant or a vowel.

The Final Onset Parameter given in (4), on the other hand, distinguishes
languages according to their behavior with respect to the final onset position.
(4)

The Final Onset Parameter
The base final onsets must be melodically mute.
ON: Italian, Vata, Zulu:
Bases must end in a vowel, not in a consonant.
OFF: Japanese, Malayalam, English, French, Turkish, Polish:
Bases may end in a consonant or a vowel.

Recall that the Final Onset Parameter distinguishes No Final Consonant
languages, such as Vata and Italian, from the Final Consonant Languages, such
as English, Dutch, Turkish, etc.: i.e. the bases cannot end in a consonant in Vata
and Italian but may end so in English, Dutch and Turkish. We claimed that the
phonological templates, government and/or licensing mechanisms and the
Final Onset Parameter can answer certain questions regarding phonological
processes in light of the phonology-morphology interface: (i) why there is base
final weakening in some languages; (ii) why an element cannot spread from one
base N into another one. For (i), we argue that the ideal case for the base final O
is muteness, according to the Final Onset Parameter. In this respect, the base
final onset tends to undergo weakening, such as devoicing, absence of some
consonant cluster types, etc., depending on the language, even if the parameter
is set OFF and the base final onset is allowed to be melodically filled out.
Regarding (ii), the base template and the Clash Principle can explain why the
occurrence of two adjacent OO forms a blocking site for the element spreading
from the nucleus of the first base to the nucleus of the second base, since OO is
the sign of two separate bases. Therefore, vowel harmony cannot go from one
base to the other.
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Another point made in Chapter 2 is that the Domain Final P-licensed
Empty Nucleus of Government Phonology is only a stipulation since its source is
not clear and it cannot explain why some phonological processes are possible in
affixation but not in compounding without the help of brackets. Therefore, we
eliminated the domain final p-licensing from the system. We argued that
phonology cannot know morphological labels such as base, suffix, etc., but can
be aware of the differences among them thanks to their unique phonological
shape (constituent structure). The comparison of our template model with
Standard GP (KLV, 1985; 1990), the Strict CV (Lowenstamm, 1996; Scheer,
1998, 2004), and non-standard GP accounts (Dienes and Szigetvári, 1999;
Szigetvári, 1999) revealed that none of them is able to distinguish bases from
suffixes on the constituent structure without extra-phonological tools, as
opposed to the model we offered.
One remaining point with respect to Chapter 2 is related to its
empirical coverage. We focused on only the basic morphological categories in
our model: base, prefix and suffix. We are aware of the fact that there are other
types of affixation, such as infixation, as in Tagalog (McCarthy and Prince, 1993)
and circumfixation, as in Chickasaw (Fitzgerald, 2016) and in other languages.
Besides, there exist some isolating languages with no affixation, such as Chinese
(Tai, 1973; Shibatani and Bynon, 1995). Those languages and affixation types
could potentially be examined under the model offered here as future studies.
In Chapter 3, we tested our model on Turkish and accounted for the
phonology-morphology interface in that language. We argued that Turkish
chooses to fix the Final Onset Parameter OFF and allows the base final
consonants to realize. However, there are still some restrictions on the base
final onset since muteness is the ideal case for the base final onset, according to
the Final Onset Parameter. What kind of base final restriction(s) a language is
subject to depends on the sub-parameter(s) and their setting (ON/OFF) a
language fixes. For instance, the non-continuant voiced obstruents are devoiced
in the base final onset position in Turkish, since Turkish fixes the NonContinuant Voice Parameter OFF, as given in (5), which is a sub-parameter of
the Final Onset Parameter in our system.
(5)

The Non-Continuant Voice Parameter
The base final non-continuant obstruents can be voiced.
ON: Kobon, Inupiaq, English, French:
Both voiced and voiceless obstruents may occur in the base final
position.
OFF: Thai, Vietnamese, Dutch, German, Turkish, etc.:
The base final non-continuant obstruents must be voiceless.

As a result, the voiced non-continuant obstruents are devoiced in the base final
onset position in Turkish (6a). In terms of suffixation, we argued that the suffix
initial properly governed nucleus cannot license the base final non-continuant
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obstruents and devoicing appears in these obstruents (6b), since the suffix
initial properly governed empty nucleus has no licensing power, as opposed to
the base internal properly governed (6d) and the suffix initial interpreted
nuclei (6c), which can do licensing. In those cases, no devoicing appears in the
voiced non-continuant obstruents.
(6)

a. kanat

‘wing’
No Onset Licensing

O1

N1 O2 N2

O3

x

x

x

x

x

k

a

n

a

b.

kanat-lar

[t]
A
ʔ
H
L →

delinked

‘wing-pl’
No Onset Licensing

O1

N1 O2 N2

x

x

x

k

a

n

c. kanad-ı

Proper Government

O3

Na0

x

x

x

a

[t]

Oa1 Na1 Oa2
x

x

x

l
a
r
A
ʔ
H
L → delinked

‘wing-acc’
Onset Licensing

O1

N1 O2

N2 O3 Na0 Oa1

x

x

x

x

x

x
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A
ʔ
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ı
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d. abla

‘sister’

Onset Licensing Proper Government

O1 N1 O2 N2 O3 N3 O4
x

x x

x x

a

b

l

a

No devoicing

Therefore, we argued that the base final O and the suffix initial properly
governed empty nucleus do not constitute a pair as given in (6b). We also
argued that devoicing is a phonological sign of productive morphology in
Turkish but note that the absence of it does not mean that there is no
morphology: there is no devoicing in kanad-ı ‘wing-acc.’ (6c), while there is in
kanat-lar ‘wing-pl’ (6b), although both combinations are a result of
morphology.
Another claim of Chapter 3 was the Pointed Empty Nucleus, which was
proposed to explain how some nucleus positions remain empty although they
are not properly governed. A Pointed Empty Nucleus is assumed to be licensed
at the projection level, according to the Pointed Empty Nucleus Condition (7).
(7)

The Pointed Empty Nucleus Condition
The pointed empty nucleus must be licensed at the projection level.

The projection licensing for the Pointed Empty Nucleus was claimed to go from
left-to-right in roots and root+suffix combinations. We argued that the Pointed
Empty Nucleus prefers to be licensed by a full nucleus in Turkish (the Pointed
Empty Nucleus Licensing Parameter-ON), while it may be licensed by a properly
governed nucleus in other languages, such as Polish (The Pointed Empty
Nucleus Licensing Parameter-OFF), as a parametric choice given in (8) below.
(8)

The Pointed Empty Nucleus Licensing Parameter
The pointed empty nucleus must be licensed by a full nucleus.
ON: Turkish:
The pointed empty nucleus must be licensed only by an
interpreted nucleus, not a properly governed one.
OFF: Polish:
The pointed empty nucleus may be licensed by a properly
governed empty or a full nucleus.

In addition, we argued that the evidence for the presence of the Pointed Empty
Nucleus comes with the failure of the regular phonological processes in a given
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language, such as the absence of devoicing in the base final non-continuant
obstruent in Turkish, e.g. metod ‘method’.
In Chapter 3, we also argued that Turkish does not have any productive
prefixes or active prefixation process. We supported this proposal with
empirical and theoretical evidence. As opposed to Göksel and Kerslake (2011),
we proved that partial reduplication is not an instance of prefixation but
reduced compounding, following Kim’s (2009) study. In order to support our
claim, we provided empirical evidence, including the minimal word size idea,
consonant sequences ([pg] gü[pg]üzel ‘very beautiful’) and final devoicing; and,
we concluded that the reduplicated part is not a prefix but a base form in
phonology.
Chapter 4 is devoted to the discussion of the universal implications of
our claims for the template model and the phonology-morphology interface. We
argued that languages are subject to different base final restrictions even if they
set the Final Onset Parameter OFF. These occur as final devoicing in a number of
languages, such as Turkish, Dutch and German, the absence of final obstruents
in Malayalam, the nonexistence of final branching onsets in English and Dutch,
etc. Regarding such variations, we put forward the claim that the base final
cross-linguistic micro-variations are explained in light of the Parametric
Hierarchical System, which was first developed for syntax (Biberauer, 2011;
Biberauer and Roberts, 2012; Branigan, 2012; Roberts, 2012). We explained
cross-linguistic phonological variations on the base final position in a parallel
way with syntax. In accordance with the syntactic arguments, we argued that
sub-parametric variations determine the language-specific final weakening
process(es) in each language. The parametric system is given in (9a-d) below.
(9)

a. Macro-parameters
b. Meso-parameters
c. Micro-parameters
d. Nano-parameters
Adapted from Biberauer and Roberts (2012)

Following Biberauer and Roberts (2012), the macro-parameter was claimed to
be the largest parameter and set in the early language acquisition stages. The
nano-parameters, on the other hand, were argued to be related to the most
specific parts of the languages, which are learned in the later stages. The nanoparameters were claimed to explain why exceptional phonological cases are not
true exceptions. Accordingly, we argued that the Final Onset Parameter is the
macro-parameter, which has certain sub-parameters. In this respect, we
proposed a parametric hierarchical tree to explain cross-linguistic restrictions
on the base final onset. The final version of the Parametric Hierarchical Tree is
given in (10) below.
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(87)

The Parametric Hierarchical Tree
The Final Onset Parameter (FOP)
The base final onsets must be melodically mute.

ON
Bases must end in a vowel: Italian, Vata,
Zulu, etc.

OFF
Bases may end in a consonant or a
vowel: Japanese, Malayalam, English,
French, Turkish, Polish, etc.

The Place Parameter (PP)
The base final onset must be unspecified in terms of place.
ON
Only the placeless Cs may occur in
the base final O position: Japanese,
etc.

OFF
The bases may end in a placed
consonant: Malayalam, English,
Turkish, etc.

The Obstruent Parameter (OP)
The base final onset must be a non-obstruent.
ON
Only the non-obstruent
TheCsTheThe
occur in
the base final O position:
Malayalam, etc.

OFF
The obstruents may occur in the base
final O position: Thai, Vietnamese,
English, Dutch, etc.

The Final Inter-Constituent Governor Onset Parameter (FIGOP)
The base final onset can be an inter-constituent governor.
ON
The bases may end in a coda-onset
cluster: English, Turkish, Polish, French,
etc.

OFF
The bases end only in a single C or V.
No final coda-onset or branching
onset cluster: Spanish, most of the
Sino-Tibetan Languages, etc.

The Final Constituent Governor Onset Parameter (FCGOP)
The base final onset is a constituent governor.
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ON

OFF

The bases may end in a branching
onset or coda-onset clusters: French,
Polish, etc.

The bases may end only in codaonset clusters: English, Dutch, etc.

The Non-Continuant Voice Parameter (NCVP)
The base final non-continuant obstruents can be voiced.
ON
Both voiced and voiceless obstruents
may occur in the base final position:
Kobon, Inupiaq, English, French, etc.

OFF
The base final non-continuant
obstruents must be voiceless: Thai,
Vietnamese, Dutch, German,
Turkish, etc.

The Continuant Voice Parameter (CVP)
The base final continuant obstruents can be voiced.
ON
The voiced continuant obstruents may
occur base finally: Turkish.

OFF
Only voiceless continuant
obstruents, not the voiced ones,
may occur in the base final
position: Dutch, German, Polish, etc.

Via the Parametric Hierarchical Tree given in (10) above, we explained the base
final cross-linguistic restrictions the languages are subject to. In this respect,
the Parametric Hierarchical Tree given in (10) implies that the parameters in a
system (phonological or syntactic) are not independent from each other;
instead, they are connected to each other in a network.
The Parametric Hierarchical System has connections to the issue of
language acquisition and related phenomena. In light of Chomsky (2001),
Chapter 4 also discussed the default settings of the parameters in our
hierarchical system with respect to markedness, superset/subset relations and
learnability issues.
Besides, in Chapter 4, the Pointed Empty Nuclei are argued to give
account for the exceptional phonological cases within languages as nanoparametric variations, such as final C appearance in a Final Onset Paramete-ON
language, as in the case of Italian, or blocking of the base final devoicing, as in
Turkish and Dutch.
In Chapter 4, we also argued that the projection licensing of a Pointed
Empty Nucleus may be bidirectional if the morpheme edges (base, suffix, prefix)
are in question. Thanks to bidirectional projection licensing, we explained the
heavy initial consonant clusters and mono-consonantal prefixes in Polish and
SCC clusters in English via the Pointed Empty Nucleus instead of inventing
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arbitrary domains or using magic licensing, respectively. In this regard, we
revised the definition of the Empty Category Principle (ECP) (Kaye, 1990) in
light of the Pointed Empty Nucleus. (11a-b) below gives the revised version of
the ECP in our model.
(11)

The Phonological ECP (revised)
a. Properly governed empty nuclei receive no phonetic interpretation.
b. Projection licensed pointed empty nuclei receive no phonetic
interpretation.

With respect to the revised version of the Phonological ECP in (11a-b), we
argued that only properly governed and (projection) licensed Pointed Empty
nuclei can remain uninterpreted in the structure. This means that domain
finally or magically licensed empty nuclei are out in terms of phonological
theory.
One of the crucial points given in Chapter 4 is that our discussion is
limited to the languages under investigation. We are aware of the fact that the
model had better be tested on more languages with various phonological
processes. Since the parametric hierarchy idea is quite new for phonology, it
needs to be checked in detail on a wide range of languages by taking more
phonological processes into consideration in prospective studies. Note that the
Parametric Hierarchical Tree given in (10) is not the final version of the
parametric hierarchies. It can be developed with other parameters in light of
other languages and language acquisition processes.
Another related point comes with the idea of the Pointed Empty Nucleus
and its relation to the nano-parametric variations. This issue needs to be
developed in light of microscopic linguistic analyses, too. First, exceptions to
the usual phonological processes should be detected in every language. Then,
the Pointed Empty Nucleus should be checked to see if it explains other
exceptions apart from those we claimed in the present study.
In Chapter 5, we have provided discussion on further processes
regarding the phonology-morphology interface in Turkish. The issues
considered in the chapter were stress, vowel/consonant (dis)harmony and
element spreading, vowel-zero alternation, vowel shortening, consonant
degemination and k - Ø alternation.
We presented analyses on the phonological processes within our new
model and made a number of arguments. For stress assignment, we proposed
that stress bears the traces of many components of grammar in Turkish, such as
morpho-syntax, information structure and discourse. For this reason, it cannot
be a morpheme boundary indicator in Turkish. As future research topics, we
suggested that the default stress systems of languages might be analyzed under
the Parametric Hierarchical System; non-canonical and non-lexical stress
assignment within a language may also be investigated under intra-lingual
nano-parametric variations.
For vowel/consonant (dis)harmony and element spreading, we
proposed that the presence of element spreading shows the existence of a
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single phonological string (simplex or complex). We also argued that element
spreading is not possible from one base to the other, since the adjacency of the
final O of the first base and the initial O of the second base form a blocking site
for element spreading (OO). In addition, we claimed that disharmonic suffixes
have the base template structure in phonology. Although the new template
model is not specifically designed for our element spreading account, it is
elegantly explained within our system, which can be accepted as independent
evidence for our model.
For phonological alternations such as vowel-zero alternation, vowel
shortening and consonant degemination, we argued that they are pure
phonological processes and their existence depends on a licensor nucleus;
hence, they are not morpheme boundary indicators. Finally, for k - Ø
alternation, following Nuhbalaolğlu (2010) and Pöchtrager (2013), we claimed
that it is not a phonological process.
In Chapter 5, we discussed all these topics briefly in terms of the
Turkish phonology-morphology interface by presenting our proposals within
the model developed in this study. However, we noted that each topic is large
enough to be a main research topic in future investigations.
As we have stated throughout the dissertation, the phonologymorphology interface has been extensively studied in linguistics and many
works have been done in order to explain its exact nature in both theoretical
and empirical senses. One common point of all these studies is the fact that the
phonology-morphology interface is a large issue to be dealt with in a single
work and this is also true for the present work. We approached the issue with a
theoretical point of view, where the phonology-morphology interface is
explained without employing various artificial, non-phonological objects such
diacritics, brackets, etc. To this aim, we developed a template model where
bases, prefixes and suffixes have their own constituent structures and applied
this model into Turkish and other languages. However, as we have stated
above, the issue is large enough not to be dealt with in a single work. Therefore,
the present work has its limitations, shortcomings and points to be discussed in
future works, some of which have been mentioned throughout the dissertation.
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SAMENVATTING IN HET NEDERLANDS

Het Nieuwe Templaatmodel en de FonologieMorfologie-Interface in het Turks: Het ParametrischHiërarchisch Systeem en Universele Implicaties

De interface tussen fonologie en morfologie staat als sinds onheuglijke tijden op
de onderzoeksagenda van fonologische theorieën en er zijn veel pogingen
gedaan om fonologisch verschil te maken tussen morfologische grenzen
(stammen, wortels en affixen). In dit opzicht zijn er verschillende mechanismen
voorgesteld om de effecten van morfologische grenzen op fonologische
processen te verklaren. Deze mechanismen gebruiken buiten-fonologische
objecten (diacritica, haakjes, enz), waardoor arbitrariteit de fonologie insluit
omdat er geen direct verband meer is tussen fonologische processen en de
fonologische omgeving.
Het hier voorgestelde onderzoek wil de interface tussen fonologie en
morfologie en fonologische processen verklaren zonder te verwijzen naar
objecten buiten de fonologie. We ontwikkelen een nieuw model van
constituentenstructuur die gebaseerd is op templaten die specifieke
morfologische categorieën, zoals stam en affix zichtbaar maken in de
fonologische component van de grammatica: een basisvorm is herkenbaar aan
zijn unieke constituentenstructuur, die anders is dan die van een suffix en/of
een prefix, die ieder ook weer een andere constittuentenstructuur hebben in de
fonologie. Op deze manier worden fonologische processen en de interface
verklaarbaar op een niet-arbitraire manier.
Het nieuwe templaatmodel werkt met mechanismen van licentiëring
en met de parameters die voortkomen uit het parametrisch-hiërarchisch
systeem. Het model verklaart de fonologie-morfologie-interface in het Turks,
een taal die als agglutinatieve taal met een rijk suffixensysteem een rijke
gegevensbron is voor fonologische processen vormt, alsmede in een aantal
representatieve andere talen.
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